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Preface

The essays in this volume were originally presented at the Third United
States-Thailand Bilateral Forum held in San Francisco, April 4-7,1989.
The forum was sponsored jointly by the Institute of East Asian Studies of
the University of Californiaat Berkeley,the Faculty of Political Science and
the American Studies Program at Chulalongkorn University, and The Asia
Foundation, San Francisco. Financial support was provided by The Asia
Foundation.

The forum organizers included Robert Scalapino, director of the
Institute of East Asian Studies; Harry Kendall, conference coordinator for
the Institute; Allen Choate, executive director of the Center for Asian
Pacific Affairs, The Asia Foundation; Catharin Dalpino, The Asia Founda
tion representative in Thailand; Kramol Thongdammachart, dean of the
Faculty of Political Science, Chulalongkorn University;Wiwat Mungkandi,
director of the American Studies program, Chulalongkorn University; and
Scott Christensen, of the University ofWisconsin, conference rapporteur.
Clark Neher, Northern Illinois University, and Wiwat Mungkandi serve as
joint editors of the volume.

Haydn Williams, Asia Foundation president; Wiwat Mungkandi; and
Robert Scalapino came up with the idea of the forums fiveyears ago, when
they foresaw the increasing importance and complexity of relations
between the United States and Thailand. Following the third forum.
Professor Scalapino noted in his letter to the conference participants:

When the series ofbilateral forums between the United States and Thailand

was conceived, we had high hopes but no real assurance that by bringing
together some of the major participants in U.S.-Thailand relations they
could, through their discussions of the principal issues between our
countries, offer workable solutions to responsible officials on both sides.
Now,following the conclusion of the Third U.S.-ThailandBilateral Forum, I
think we can say we have successfully achieved that objective.

As was brought out during our San Francisco meeting, each of the
forums has focused on issues of current importance, be it security or
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textiles, agricultural exports or intellectual property rights; and the de
bates, though heated at times, have been conducted without rancor, with
each side recognizing the validity of the other's arguments. Essential
aspects of these debates have found their way through various channels
into the decision-making process in Washington and Bangkok and thus
have contributedto promoting good bilateral relations. We couldhardly
askmore.Nevertheless, I believethat the publishedproceedingsofeachof
these forums have contributed to broader knowledge of U.S.-Thailand
relations in both countries and will continue to do so asspecialists in this
field draw upon these volumes in the years to come

The success of the forums has resulted from the active involvement of
all the participants, as academics and officials of the two governments, in
foreign and domestic policy formulation and implementation. Led by
group leader Thanat Khoman, former foreign minister of Thailand, the
Thai delegation to the third forum included former and present ambas
sadors to the United States, senior advisors to Prime Minister Chatichai
Choonhavan, amemberoftheThai Parliament, aprovincial governor, high-
level officials in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, representatives of tihe
military, and the kingdom's most renowned scholars of internationsd
relations.

TheAmerican delegationwassimilarly distinguished. Representing the
government were the outgoing and incoming directors for Asia of the
NationalSecurity Council, the AssistantU.S. Trade Representativefor Asia
and the Pacific, staffmembersof the US. Congress, and the outgoing and
incoming Deputy Chiefof Mission at the American Embassy in Bangkok.
American scholars with decades of experience in Thailand, economists,
business executives, and journalists rounded out the forum's participants.

The Thai and Americandelegations respectfully dedicate this volume
to Dr. Haydn Williams on the occasion ofhis retirement as Asia Foundation
president and to Professor Robert A. Scalapinowith appreciation for his
organizational and intellectual leadership of the U.S.-Thailand Bilateral
Forums.



Introduction:
U.S-Thailand Relations in a
New International Era

SCOTT R. CHRISTENSEN, CLARK D. NEHER,
and WIWAT MUNGKANDI

The Third U.S.-Thaiiand BilateralForum was an outgrowth of the two
previous forums, with aclear consensus of the participants that Thai-U.S.
relationshave continuedto change significantlysincethefirst forum metat
Berkeley in March 1985. Although a few participants stressed policy
continuity, the more obvious focus ofthe April 1989forum was the onsetof
a new era in Thai-American relations. The new era has arisen from
domestic developments inThailand and theUnited States as well as anew
state of international relations.

Robert Scalapino's introductory remarks set the tone for the con
ference, asheoutlined thenew eraofinternational relations and itsimpact
on Thsd-US. relations. He emphasized that throughout the world eco
nomics hastakencommand, incontrastto thepost—WorldWar IIerawhen
politics and security were the dominant international concerns. The
contemporary theme ofdevelopment and economic growth, aprevalent
issueforThaileaders, emergedasaprincipalfocus at theforumsessions on
the U.S. and Thai economies and those on bilateral trade affairs.

Scalapino's second theme was the surge of political openness de
manded by the world's citizens. He cited the Philippines, South Korea,
Taiwan, rhina the Soviet Union, the Eastern Bloc nations, and Thailand
itselfas examples ofcountries inwhich the people are demandingpolitical
freedoms. As newtechnology andcommunications provide newoptions,
the nationsof the world become increasingly porous and interdependent.
There is a realization that national economies cannot grow if people are
kept mute and isolated. Thus, although there may betemporary setbacks
and failures, the broad trend has been established.

The theme of openness leads logically to Scalapino's third theme of
interdependence among nations. The chapters in this volume deal with
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two aspects of interdependence in the 1980s. One is the impact of
American macroeconomic policies onthe world economy, especially the
effectsof the U.S. budget deficit and American interest rates on world trade
and financial flows. These issues are addressed by Richard Drobnick and
Albert Fishlow, who evaluate the prospects for international trade cooper
ation and currency stability and their relation to Thai trade concerns. The
second aspect of interdependence is the political side, which in Thai-
American affairs ismarked bya move away from traditional patron-client
ties tomore equal relations. This adjustment istaken upinthe chapters by
ClarkNeher and Wiwat Mungkandi.

Interdependence implies two potential outcomes in international
relations, and recent trends in Thai-American relations exemplify both.
One is amovement away from unilateralism tocooperative policy making
among governments, marked by a search for lower-cost and lower-risk
foreign policies. As world leaders recognize the risks ofmilitary confronta
tionand thepotential gains ofeconomic collaboration in thepost-World
War IIera, trade and financial interests play anincreasingly influential role
in shaping foreign policy. Although economic issues may play a decided
role in statecraft, the need for security collaboration among traditional
allies inarapidly changingworld remains critical. The chapters byRichard
Childress and Sarasin Viraphol regarding regional security affairs empha
size thesteadfast convergence ofU.S. andThai security interests relative to
recent developments in Indochina.

The otherreality ofthenewinternational erais thatinterdependence
produces a clash between theneed for international economic coopera
tion,on the one hand, andthepolitical autonomy ofmodemstates, on the
other. Nationalist responses to interdependence challenge world leaders
to balance their foreign policies against domestic political pressures and
complicate international efforts to coordinate economic and security
priorities among states. Often, this conflict produces tension among
erstwhile allies such as the United States and Thailand. The principal
questions behind the chapters in thisvolume include thefollowing. Are
governments willing to subordinate their national autonomy and short-
term political interests to the interests of long-term international eco
nomic cooperation and stability? Will immediate frictions in economic
affairs threaten longstanding security collaboration regarding regional
issues cmcial to both the United States and Thailand? During the fomm
Thanat Khoman emphasized how relations between the United States and
Thailand epitomize theseseemingly contradictory tendencies—unilater
alism and cooperation—and stressed the importance of accepting and
managing this emerging equality in Thai-American affairs.

Ambassador Vitthaya chose to focus onScalapino's theme ofopenness,
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arguing that parliamentary democracy is "firmly on the ground" in Thai
land. He argued that Thailand's maturing democracy has afforded a
stronger role to new players in public policy making, givingAmerican
officials a differentpolitical landscapein Thailand to take into considera
tion. These recent trends are analyzed in the chapters by Suchit Bun-
bongkam and Thawatt Mokarapong.

Current politicaland economic issues in both countriesmust alsobe
considered when assessingthe state ofThai-U.S. relations.Astrong military
allyof the United States since the inception of the Southeast Asia Treaty
Organization in 1954, Thailand now finds itselfemerging as a formidable
power in its ownright.Thailandisgrowingfasteconomically andplaying a
pivotalrole in regional security, trade, and financial afifairs. It is a leading
player in regional efforts to find peace in Cambodia and to establish
a peaceful and constructive dialogue with Vietnam. Although Thailand
has recently moved unilaterally to resolve tensions in Indochina, Thai-
American security interests still converge on the issue of restraining
Vietnam while finding a lastingroute to genuine independence for neigh
boring Cambodia.

Economic and political transformations during the 1980s have re
shapedthe political economyofThai-American relations. After theAmeri
caneconomy recovered firom the recession of 1981—82, a combination of
anti-inflationary monetary policies and expansionary fiscal policies kept
U.S. interest rates high and drove up the value of the dollar on world
currency markets. The resultingovervalued dollarhad an erodingimpact
on American exports and on large sectors of American industry, spurring
powerfulprotectionist forces that reacted to the burgeoningtrade deficit.
By 1985, producer lobbies on Capitol Hill were upset over the massive
inflow of foreign products and the "export" of American jobs. Partly
becauseofthesepressures andpartlybecauseofthe surgeofexports to the
United States fi:om West Germany, Japan, and the newly industrialized
countries (NlCs) of Asia, the Bush administration announced its deter
mination to reverse the trade deficit through a more a^ressive trade
diplomacy that, first, aims to open foreign markets and, second, encour
ages U.S. trade partners to restructure their domestic economies. This
intention to establish a "levelplaying field" in trade has become Washing
ton's number one objective in the current round of multilateral trade
negotiations (MTN) of the GATT (General Agreement on Tariffs and
Trade).

Someforeign officials, including many Thai policy makers, haveper
ceived this strategy as increasinglyprotectionist and inimical to interna
tional economic cooperation. ManyThais deplore this American strategy,
which comes at a crucial stage when Thailand's own growth strategy
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demands a favorable trade climate that will support the drive toward
export-oriented industrialization. Some observers, represented in the
chapters by Surakiart Sathirathai and David Lyman, see an aggressive
American trade strategy as a strain on U.S.-Thai relations and believe that a
more accommodating negotiatingstyle on the part ofWashington officials
would remedy emerging tensions in the bilateral relationship. Moreover;
rapid industrial expansion and the recent export boom in Thailand have
rejuvenated Thailand'sconfidence in asserting Thaipositions in the face of
American interests and demands on a range of economic and trade issues.

For Thailand, the period since the world recession has brought relar
tively high and steady growth. By 1986—87 oil prices had dropped and
agricultural commodity prices had firmed up to boost Thailand's external
accounts. Buildingon a foundation of rich natural resources, open trade
andinvestment regimes, andastrongprivatesector, theThaieconomyhas
entered a new phase of long-term growth, yet it faces many short-term
challenges such asinadequateinfrastructure, savings shortfalls, andnatural
resource degradation. These issuesare the topics covered in the chapters
by Jeffrey Race, Likhit Dhiravegin, Somjai Phagaphasvivat, and Medhi
Krongkaew. Furthermore, the 1980s saw a transformation of Thailand's
"bureaucratic polity" into a more pluralistic political system with new
groups playing a greater role in public policy making. This trend was
reinforced by the general elections of July 1988, which resulted in the
peaceful transfer of power to an elected parliamentarian and leader of the
Chat Thai party, Chatichai Choonhavan. Prime Minister Chatichai sur
rounded himselfwith officials and academics representing diverse inter
ests and points of view. The result has been a more vibrant, open polity
supported by the key political forces.

The forum was divided into seven sessions: (1) Regional and Great
Power Impact on Thai-U.S. Relations, (2) Political Aspects of Thai-U.S.
Relations, (3) Global and Regional Economic Impact on Thai-U.S. Rela
tions, (4) Trade Aspects of Thai-U.S. Relations, (5) The U.S. Domestic
Scene, (6) BilateralIssues on Investment, the ServiceSector, and Science
and Technology, and (7) The Thai Domestic Scene At each of these
sessions,papers were presented, followed by critiques by selected discus
sants and then an open forum. In this volume,the papers are presented in
full followed by excerpts from the discussants' remarks and the open
forum.

Regional and Great Power Impact
on Thai-U.S. Relations

Indochina issues and a discussion of great power involvement in
regionalsecurity affairs are the themes presented in the opening chapters.
The chapter by Richard Childress commends Thailand for its flexible
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foreign policy toward neighboring countries. Referring to the easing of
greatpower tensions inthe region, Childress focuses onthe prospects for a
settlementin Cambodia and the repercussions of that settlementforThai
and American foreign policy. OnThai policies, theauthor argues that the
plan to transform Indochina "from a battleground into a trading market"
shares continuity with previous Thai initiatives toward Viemam. Asimilar
plan was proposed inthe late 1970s by then prime minister Kriangsak but
was frustrated bytheVietnamese invasionofCambodia in1978,which put
Thailand on the defensive as the frontline state to the ensuing conflict. The
present initiative and the recent reception ofCambodian premier Hun Sen
inBangkok aresigns ofgreater Thai involvement inbringing normalcy to
the mainland.

Although he commends ThaUand's diplomatic agility Childress
stresses that coordination of policies is critical given the international
nature of conflicts in Indochina. On the American role, Childress refutes
the view that the United States is in decline as an Asianpower, buthe admits
that it is experiencing adjustments in its relations with the Asia-Pacific
region. He suggests that the United States refrain from direct involvement
in the Cambodian affair but support efforts to prevent the Khmer Rouge
from returning topower inPhnom Penh. Childress also argues infavor of
continuing U.S. pressures that would ensure afull Vietnamese withdrawal
from Cambodia. The American discussant notes that the United Stateshas
been engaged in peaceefforts allalong andthat the Vietnamese are now
withdrawing from Cambodia because of the combined efforts of the
United States, ASEAN, and the People's Republic of China. Thediscussant
sees this as a sign of positive American involvement in Southeast Asian
security affairs and commended the United States for playing aresponsible
role in the region.

Another major theme ofPart 1is China's enhanced role in theregion
during the1980s. The chapter bySarasinViraphol argues thatthis change is
oneofthelastingoutcomes oftheCambodia imbroglio. The ascendancy of
Deng Xiaoping has afforded China amore constructive and involved role
inregional affairs. That role has beenfacilitated by agreater tilt toward the
West and a more intense focus on balancing China's relations between
Moscow andWashington. China has normalized itsbilateral relations with
many countries around the Pacific Rim, and Thailand has beena major
focus ofBeijing's plans to"bleed Vietnam white" inCambodia. As aresult,
military affairs dominate Sino-Thai relations. Thai military strategies thus
havebecome more reliant on Chinese military supplies for force planning
and deployment. The proposed stationing ofaChinese weapons stockpile
in Thailand indicates that such collaboration is likely to continue even
after a settlement in Cambodia is achieved.

Bothauthors agreethat the emerging entente among the greatpowers
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is opening new opportunities for regional peace and for Thailand's en
hanced role inthe region. The tone ofthe chapters suggests that regional
peace efforts should notplace excessive expectations on rapprochement
between China and theSoviet Union. Sarasin isespecially dubious ofthe
regional impact of Soviet leader Gorbachev's Asia policy, arguing that
changes in Moscow's posture have not generated a greater commitment
from Hanoi to finding a regional solution to the Cambodian crisis. Chil-
dress also points out thatCambodia will probably remain a "sideshow" to
the Soviets and that Moscow will have a limited impact on Vietnamese
policies.

The Thaiparticipant in the discussion arguesthat Moscow hasdown
graded the roleofconventional seapower in its overall defense posture,
implying a substantive reversal in Soviet strategy that would lessen the
significance ofVietnam as a security outpost in theregion. That posture,
which would dilute the backing behind Vietnam's erstwhile hard-line
position, would enhance the prospects of maneuvering Hanoi into a
regionallynegotiated agreement. On this theme,Sarasin recommends that
the United States should consider carefully itsposition inthe Pacific Rim,
because countries like Thailand arelooking at theSoviet Union andChina
with amore positive attitude as those countries adopt a less antagonistic
and more flexiblestrategy in the region.

Political Aspects ofThai-U.S. Relations

The chapters in Part 2 address the changing perceptions of U.S.-
Thailand relations in their political perspective Both authors argue that
the stature and interests ofeach country are being redefined as global
alliances become more fluid and Asian economies become ever more
dynamic. Wiwat Mungkandi divides thebilateral relationship into a "ma.
trix" of four interlocking components, namely, security, trade, mutual
oudook andunderstanding, and personal ties between thepeoples ofeach
country. In a changing world, tensions in some components are causing
strains in others. He stresses that many Thais have become ambivalent
toward the United States. Trade frictions especially have made the Thais
feel that the United States is no longer sensitive to Thailand's national
interests at a timewhen "geo-economics" displaces traditionalalliances as
the guiding blueprint of world politics. Moreover, democratization in
Thailandhas made it increasinglydifficultfor Thai leaders not to be more
sensitive to popular sentiment. Justwhen the importance of exportshas
become particularly acute in Thailand's development strategy, theUnited
States has becomemore resistant to supporting the kindof trade rlimatp
preferred by the Thais.
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WhereasWiwatfocuseslargelyon perceptions,ClarkNeherplacesthe
relationshipin the context of the "internationalsweep of change"emerg
ing in the 1980s. Stressing the transformation of foreign policypriorities
anddecision-makingprocessesinThailand, Neheranalyzes the intellectual
property rightsissue as an iUustration ofone salient adjustment required
as a consequence of the new world order.

The discussion that follows highlights much of the debate regarding
the issue as various options are presented for plausibly resolving the
dispute It also stresses the importance of internal political factors. In
Thailand, the outcome of theJuly1988generalelectionsinjected strength
and confidence into the Thai political system while generating greater
plurality in policy making. The present rift between the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs and the prime minister's advisors is an example In the
UnitedStates, Congresshas been increasingly pressed by specialinterests
that often conflict with those ofThailand. One noteworthy example is the
politicalcircumstances that motivatedthe U.S. Farm Security Actof1985.
Advocates of copyrightprotection, who insist that American policymak
ers enforce copyrightprotection on countries that do not conform with
their preferred standards, are another example Moreover these special
interests are strengthened by the American trade deficit, which has
widened drastically since the early 1980s.

Bothchapters illustrate that the UnitedStatesandThailand are becom
ing more like economic partners. Wiwat argues that many Thais now
reject the notion of a patron-client relationship between the two coun
tries. For example. Prime MinisterChatichai remarked earlier in the year
that Thailand was "coming of age" in response to the American Gener
alizedSystem of Preferences(GSP)cuts ofJanuary1989. In the American
view, Thailand is no longer seen only as a frontline state dependent on
American largesse Nehernotes that,asaneconomic"partnership"evolves
in US.-Thai bilateral relations, the two nations are prone to become
economic competitors as well. Moreover, he suggests, although the US.
trade deficit with Thailand was only one billion dollars in 1988, that deficit
had an acute symbolic significance in the eyesof US. policymakers, who
view the overall trade deficit with Asia as a major soiurce of America's
present economic woes. The chapter authors' and the participants' re
marks acknowledge that although perceptions of the relationship have
changedirrevocably, there stillexistsa vibrantbilateral relationship from
which both countries stand to gain. The conclusion drawn is that a
moderation of domestic political pressures would ease tensions in bilat
eral relations.
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Global and Regional Economic Impact
on Thai-U.S. Relations

Whereas Parts 1 and 2 focus almost exclusively on strategic and
security issues,Part 3 highlights those aspects of the world economy that
are causing adjustments for the United States and Thailand. Richard
Drobnick's chapter championsone of the premier themesdominatingthe
volume, that "economics is in command" ofworld affairs. Drobnick faults
the trade, fiscal, and monetarypolicies of the major industrial countries for
the present imbalances in the world economic order. Hesu^ests that US.
economic policies have distorted world trade and finance during the
1980s, calling the American trade and current account deficits partly
consequences of fiscal mismanagement. AnappreciatingU.S. dollarduring
the early 1980s helped to turn the Asia-Pacific region from the largest
source of demand into the principal source of supply in the world
economy. Now the United States may seek to "manage" a reversal of that
trend if it does not alter its macroeconomic policies first. Drobnick
forecasts a reversal of the deficits and the likelyappreciation of the dollar as
key factors that will bring world trade and investment conditions into
balance by the early 1990s.

Among several important global trends, including reform in the Soviet
Union, European integration, and discord within the GATT, Drobnick
identifies two core issues relevant to US.-Thai economic affairs for the
coming years. The first draws upon the discussion from Part 1 on the
implications of US. trade policies for Thailand. In Drobnick's view, the
United States is not singling out Thailand for engaging in unfair trade
practices but is pressing aU of its trade partners in response to pressures
building at home on both the political and economic fronts. Althoughthe
UnitedStatesmayappear to lean toward managed trade,an issuealarming
to Thailand, the United States actually is "becoming a little more like its
tradingpartners."The second salient trend is the emergence ofJapanasthe
world's main hub of international capital,paired with the restructuring of
the Japanese economy. This trend will offer Asian economies an ever more
fluid wellspring of investment capital, in turn quickening the pace of
economic integration in the Pacific Rim. As a result, Thailand can expect
Japan to continue in its role asaprincipal investor in the Thaieconomy and
may look increasingly to Japan as a market for its exports. Despite these
promising trends, Drobnick recommends that Southeast Asian countries
should rely lesson exports as the engine ofgrowth and,takinglessonsfrom
Japan, should encourage more sustainable domestic demand-led growth.

The chapter by Narongchai Akrasanee evaluates the implications of
Pacific integration for ASEAN economic cooperation. ASEAN was con
ceived originally in the 1960s as a political grouping, but recently the
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export-oriented strategies oftheASEAN nations have puteconomic issues
in the spotlight. The paper concisely summarizes the history of the
economic dialogue withinASEAN sincethe inceptionofthe organization.
The thesis is that ASEAN as an organization is a secondary issue when
considering the factors most important to regional integration. The real
impetus to integration lies inthe market-based development strategies of
the member states themselves. ASEAN providesa usefulforuminwhich to
agree oncollaborative schemes, for example, industrial jointventures, and
will continue to serve this purpose in the future as Pacific integration
accelerates the pace of growth among the ASEAN states. Narongchai
stresses the central importance of export-led growth, in contrast to
Drobnick, arguing that future economic cooperation in ASEAN will de
mand adherence to outward-looking economic policiesamongthe mem
ber states.

TheAmerican discussant pointsout that the United States is not likely
to follow a path of "managed trade" and that reference to that strategy
misrepresents the aims of the U.S. Trade Representative Moreover, the
discussant makes a distinction between "managing trade" and "managing
conflicts" and su^ests that trading states should not be hobbled by
disputes butshould keep world trade expanding sothatall states will gain.
At the conference, Drobnick's presentation was well received, as most
participants agreed thata reduction oftheU.S. budget deficit isnecessary
for a healthy world economy and growth in American exports. That
reversal would ease the trade deficit by removing the factors that distort
theexchange rate and interest rates. Inaddition, byfreeing upfunds for the
American private sector and shoring up America's productive capacity,
reduction of the deficit would check protectionist pressures as well.
Thailand and other U.S. trading partners share an acute interest in support
ingWashington's efforts to redress the American national budget.

Trade Aspects ofThai-U.S. Relations

The chapters on trade issues in Part4 delve deeper into thediffering
perceptions oftrade disputes and thelegal workings ofinternational trade
practices relative to U.S.-Thai trade in agriculture and industry. Surakiart
Sathirathai reviews trade issues on rice, textiles, steel, and other goods
traded between the United States and Thailand. He also relates aspects of
Thai-US. trade to antidumping laws, countervailing duties, andGSP codes
as they stand in the GATT charter. His argument focuses on the legal
aspects of the intellectual property rights (IPR) issue from the Thai
viewpoint and relates the evidence in the dispute to the GATT laws. His
thesis is that Thailand has abided by international copyright standards
through its adherence to the BerneConvention since 1931.
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Surakiart argues that trade frictions have arisen from different inter
pretationsbyeachsideofthe GATT laws anddiffering approaches to trade
negotiations aswell. Hedefends the Thai positionby arguing thatAmert
can "retaliatory" actions against ThaUand are unfounded since Thailand
does not adhere to "unfair" trade practices that would harm America's
trade position. Surakiart argues for a GATT solution to current trade
frictions, because GATT is the only medium of cooperation that can
promise to manage resolutions and secure compliance on international
trade issues. In particular, Surakiart wantsto see a greaterclarification, or
even a rewrite, of the lawsgoverning the use of subsidies in Article 16of the
GATT charter. On negotiations, Surakiart suggests thata comprehensive
"package" negotiation would facilitate a resolution to the trade frictions;
Heargues, "Itmay bemorebeneficial ifallissues ofmajor concernforboth
sides are included in the negotiation so that it will be more fair and all
issues willbe covered." Such apackage will require immense political will
on both sides to overcome, manage, and resolve the issues in question.

David Lyman's commentaryilluminates the perceptions of the Ameri
can businesscommunity in Thailandregardingthe recent trade conflicts.
Lyman argues thatindollar terms thedispute over pharmaceutical patents
was notsignificant. Therealissue traces back to theU.S. Farm Security Act
of 1985, when U.S. subsidized rice flooded the world market and tem
porarily caused a drop in the worldprice formostricegrains. That issue
more than any other, in the eyesof Americans in Thailand, tarnished the
"special relationship" traditionally enjoyed by the two countries.

The American discussant notes thatThailand, although adhering tothe
Berne Convention on IPR, is the last Asian country to comply with the
standards putforth bytheAmerican negotiators. Moreover, solong as Thai
exports to the United States grow annually nearly five times faster on
averagethan exports from other US. trade partners, the Americanswillfind
it difficult to treatThailand asaspecial case meriting extreme preferential
treatment.Many of the participants' remarks acknowledge that aspectsof
US. trade policy in the recent past and the suddenness of American
stringency have caused consternation on the Thai side Atthe conference,
many of the Thaiparticipants calledfor more flexible negotiations over
these issues in order to yield more options foranagreement.

The U.S. Domestic Scene

Part 5 focuses on the US. economy and the foreign policydecision-
makingprocess in Congress and the new administration. EconomistAlbert
Fishlow provides a summary of the competitive American views on the
stateoftheeconomy. Heargues thatthenewadministration ispartial to an
optimistic viewthat seesthe tradeandcurrent accountdeficits assigns of
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strength while domestic demand grows andforeign capital moves in to
take advantage of a healthy investment climate. Adiffering perspective,
thatof the academy, sees danger lying ahead. That view argues that the
1980s' impulse in demand was charged by lower taxes, higher defense
spending, and foreign debt. This has ledtoanexpensive dollar abroad and
overlyhi^ real interest rates. Fiscal policy is the key to rebalancing supply
and demand. A third view scrutinizes the loss of American competitive
ness. That view sees a future of deindustrialization in which service indus
trieswoulddisplace manufacturing, condemning the American economy
to lesser and more passive economic performance. Its proponents fault
management and thepublic sector for emphasizing finance over produc
tion and technology.

Following this summary, Fishlow provides his own evaluation of the
current state and future implications of trends in the world economy in
general and the American economy in particular. In spite of the Bush
administration's optimism, Fishlow identifies fiscal deficits, the poor do
mestic savings rate, andtheunstable exchange rateasnegative factors of
the American economyhaving a distortingimpacton conditionsat home
and abroad. In addition, he emphasizes that productivity growthis vitally
important, arguing that growth in overall industrial output plus higher
rates of investment "are essential to prevent adjustment from occurring
through diminishing growth ofrealincome in theUnited States." Growth
should be a crucial concern for the new administration as well as America's
tradingpartners, since, atapolitical level, "theslower growth ratesmay put
the liberal trading system under even more pressure"

Bilateral Issues on Investment,
flie Service Sector, and Science
and Technology

The last two sections of the volume deal with issues regarding the Thai
economy andpolity. In Part6, thechapters on theThai economy address
Thailand'seconomic development over the past few decades, focusingon
current trends and significant policies regarding Thailand's drive to be
come Asia's next newly industrialized country (NIC). On the general
successoftheThaieconomyrelative to otherSoutheastAsian countries,all
participants conceded that Thailand's open market strategies and rela
tively low incidence of state economic intervention have benefited the
kingdom greatly. Jeffrey Race stresses that Thailand's golden economic
performance, recent and past, maybe attributed to two generalfeatures
characteristic of Thailand. He refers to the first as the "hardware" of
development, including factor endowments such as land, labor, andcapi
tal. The second feature he calls the "software." In this area. Race commends
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Thailand's flexibility in accepting new ideas, nurturing "human capital,"
developing asoundlegalsystem, andopeningthe countryto tradefrom as
early as the Bowring Treaty of 1855. He recommends that Thailand not
allow its legal system to be shackled by red tapeandfootdragging, sincea
sound legal infrastructure is necessaryfor prudent business practice and
no lessfor the evolution of a stableand open political system.

Likhit Dhiravegin, inhischapteronscienceandtechnology, argues that
Thailand hasperformedpoorly in buildinga technological base In sum,he
suggests, industrial development in Thailand has no firm domestic founda
tion. He argues that the market has not developed domestic know-how
successftilly and that technology has been "transplanted" rather than
transferred from abroad through the presence of direct foreign invest
ment. Unless a research and development policy is forged with engaged
public support, Thailand is likely to become an export platform at the
expenseofbuildinga modem andself-sustainingeconomy. InLikhit's view,
factor endowments will not provide Thailand a sound economy in the
absenceof a comprehensive effort to improve the educationsystem and
Thailand's managerial expertise.

Somjai Phagaphasvivat concentrates on the servicesector. He points
out that trade in services is taking a rising share of the total GDP (gross
domestic product) in that sector, up from around 17percent in 1977to
over 26 percent in 1988. In turn, Thailand needs to nurture service-related
investments at home and emphasize service issues in the current round of
international trade negotiations. He argues that where trade is concerned,
Thailand could make a nascent industryclaim and employ safeguards if
necessary. Hischapter points out that Thailandsupports the UnitedStates
in principle on liberalizing trade in services but that Thailand's need to
safeguard the sector makes it difficult to support Washington's timelinp
Echoingthe sentiment of Likhit, Somjaisuggests that the service sector is
one area where Thailandcould exploit an emergingcomparative advan
tage as Thailand's favorable investment climate attracts new heights of
investment in that sector.

In the discussion one commentator su^ests that the tone of Likhit's
argument is too alarmist. Thailand is absorbing, perhaps inadvertently, a
"spillover" of technology and worker and managerial expertise from
foreign firms, especially Japanese industries. The participantargues that
this spilloverwill playa valuablerole in creating an "industrialawareness"
that should create a spin-off of valuable domestic know-how. In contrast,
Likhit suggests that the immediate task facing Thai leaders is to put
substantialresources into producingscientistsandengineersifThailand is
to join the ranks of the other new industrial superstars of Pacific Asia.
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The Thai Domestic Scene

In the final chapters in Part 7, there is further discussion about the
course of development that Thailand may take in the future Given
Thailand's rich natural resource endowments, many analysts are now
questioning whether it is appropriate forThailand to follow the model of
resource-poorSouthKorea andTaiwan, despite the conventional wisdom
of those who claim that Thailand is on its way to becoming Asia's "fifth
tiger" following the Northeast Asian development model. Economist
MedhiKrongkaew applaudsthe course of the Thaieconomy, citingrisesin
manufactured exports, tourism, foreign direct investment, and growthin
agriculture as the driving forces behind the 11 percent growth rate
achievedin 1988.Medhipoints out that a "switchover"from agriculture to
manufacturing and serviceshas now occurred, and with this the govern
ment should be wary of the economy overheating. In contrast to Likhit,
Medhi argues that Thailand should buildon its natural endowments and
focus on agriculture and labor-intensive manufactures to keep exports
growing. Insodoing, Thailand mightavoid fierce competition in technical
wares that are traded by the other Asian NlCs. In sum, Thailand should
aspire to become a "NAIC," or a newly agro-industrialized country, given
its natural endowments and comparative advantagein agriculture.Medhi
also warns that Thailand needs to mobilize domestic savings and attenuate
growing income disparities. Thailand should also be wary of natural
resource degradation, since most of the expansion in agriculture and
forestry over the past two decades has extracted a heavy toll from
Thailand's natural forests. Public spending should focus on preserving the
environment, and agriculture might gain from intensifying production
rather than expanding cultivation onto presently forested lands.

The chapters on Thai politics bring out two major issues concerning
the Thai state—its degree of strength and its degree of stability. With
respect to the role of the state, Thailand canbe differentiated from South
Korea and Taiwan, where the intervention of a "strong state" in the
economy in large measure encouraged rapid industrial development.
Many observershave argued that traditionally policymaking in Thailand
has been considerably less decisive, marked in many instances by in
coherence, lack of coordination among planning ministries, and ineffec
tiveness in realizing objectives. In sum,policymaking in Thailand's "weak
state" has yielded a muddling-through approach to economic policy.

Incontrast,governments inSouthKorea andTaiwan were ableto form
coherent objectives and developmentproposalsin a wide rangeofpolicy
issues and consistently incorporated private sector forces within strat
egiesdictatedbythe state. Moreover, both East Asian statesbuilta modem
manufacturing sector through ambitious subsidies to export-oriented
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finns and massive investments in large-scale publicenterprises. Through
aggressive marketingandpricingstrategies, theycarvedout acomparative
advantage forvarious industries in markets abroad. Adhering consistently
to conservative fiscal and monetary policies since the late nineteenth
cenmry, the Thai state has played more of a regulatory role than a
developmentalrole in Thailand's industrialdevelopment.

Elsewhere, such as in Indonesiaand the Philippines, governments have
tried to copy the ambitious strategies modeled by the Northeast Asian
NICs. The result, however, has been less than satisfactory, as reflected in
spiraling debts, inefficiencies, and, in some instances, corruption,as seen
in the closing years of the Marcos regime. The Thai state, however, has
refrained from extensive intervention in the economy both in terms Of
levels ofpublicinvestment andprice settingin industry, andin termsofthe
participationofstate agenciesin directingpolicyandguidinginvestments
in ventures and industrial projects. The low degree of state activity in
industrial development and the initiatives of the private sector operating
in a relatively laissez-faire economy have led many analysts to arguethat
Thailand's economic growth has been achieved in spite of the state, not
because of it.

The chapters in this volume suggest that Thailand's relatively open
political system, characterized in Myrdal's Asian Drama^ as a "soft au
thoritarian" system in contrast to the "hard" regimes of SouthKarea and
Indonesia, hasforsome time afforded aroleforavariety ofactors inpublic
policymaking. Thishasbeentrueespeciallysincethethree-year interimof
prodemocracy rule that was ushered in by the student movement of 1973.
In turn, this relative openness has put constraints on the latitude of state
involvement in the economy and a check on corruption. One example
cited during the conferencewasthe Eastern Seaboard Project,where, one
participantpointed out, a largefertilizerplantproposed originally by the
Prem cabinet was scaled back owing to the efforts of various business
groups involved in negotiating that phase of the project. The policy
reversal relievedthe possibility of incurringa largedebt duringtheworld
recession to finance the plant's construction.

On this theme, the chapter by SuchitBunbongkarn stresses the rise of
business groups in public policy making, noting especially the changes
occurring since the general elections ofJuly 1988.Suchit emphasizes the
political significance ofbusinessmen andbusiness associations in support
ingparliamentary institutions andtransforming thepolitical systemduring
thepastdecade Theenhancedrole ofbusiness groupsillustrates, first, the

'Gunnar Myrdal, Asian Drama; An Inquiry into the Poverty of Nations (New York:
Twentieth Century Fund, 1968).
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outcome of Thailand's economic boom and industrialization and, second,
the new prime minister's effort to consolidate his power base both inside
and outside the parliament.

Moreover, Suchit points out, the rise of this new political elite is
challenging the power of the civil servant corps and technocratic agen
cies. Suchit cites the National Economic and Social Development Board
(NESDB)as an example: "This agency,which played a key role in directing
economic policy during the Prem administration, now has to listen more
to the demands of the politicians. Severalprograms that were opposed by
the NESDB before are now being adopted or reexamined by the govern
ment." On the ftiture stability of the parliamentary system, Suchit notes
that the continued importance of individual contacts between businesses
and members ofpolitical parties maydamagethe strength and obstruct the
institutionalization of the parties themselves. Such a weakening would
leavethe militaryas the strongest and most coherent politicalforce in the
Thai polity.

The chapters in Part 7 echo a recurring theme of this volume, namely,
that the strengthening of parliamentary democracy in Thailand is trans
forming decision-making patterns and foreign policy priorities. Thawatt
Mokarapong discusses in his chapter the durability of the new coalition,
arguing that it already has lasted beyond the forecasts of many critics. In
particular, the coalition's strong footing in the parliament and collabora
tiverapport with the militarylend it abidinglegitimacyandstabilitySuchit
also stresses the importance of the new coalition's responsiveness to the
demands of the military. Both chapters suggest that recent trends in Thai
politics signify a lasting displacement of the bureaucracy's supreme au
thority in politicallifeasextrabureaucraticgroupsmakean indeliblemark
on Thai politics. Moreover, such groups are now being firmly institu
tionalized in the country's processes of government and public policy
making.

The last session, represented by the chapters in Part 7, nicely capped
the overall theme of change. In Thsdland especially, the movement toward
more inclusive political processes is producing new patterns of managing
foreign policy and diplomacy. In the United States, transitions in world
trade and investment have brought about significant adjustments in Ameri
can economic and trade priorities. The need to manage a reversal of the
U.S. fiscal and trade deficits has now become the cornerstone of Washing
ton's diplomacy abroad. Eventsin both the UnitedStatesand Thailandare
imposingchanges on a bilateral relationship once dominated by a singular
tradition of alliance and security concerns. In addition, Thailand's dynamic
economy and the mobilizationof new interests and elite groups into the
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political process make Thailandmore assertive in acting on these transi
tions and present new challenges and policyoptions to American policy
makers.

Internationally, broad changeshaveoccurred in areasthat givecontext
to U.S.-Thai relations. The primacy of economics, reduction of immediate
security threats against Thailand, and fundamental changes in China and
the Soviet Union have encouraged the emergence of a more flexible,
independent Thailand. The result is a move away from the traditional
client-patron ties Thailand once had with the United States toward more
equitable relations.

Atthe sametime,Thailand isassuming a more activerole,in manyways
a leading role, in regional affairs. As the parties to the negotiations over
Cambodia move closer to a lasting peace, Thailand hopes to integrate
Indochina and Burma into a peninsular trade and finance market. That
plan,if successfiil, could help bring normalcyto a region troubled by war
for many decades. In such a scenario, Thailand could play a part in
integrating Vietnam into the efforts of the other Southeast Asian countries
to forge regional peace and economic cooperation. Moreover, the inten
sifiedpresence ofJapan in the region's economic affairswill accelerate the
pace of economic interdependence in the Pacific Rim and enhance
Thailand's economic role in the region.

Although the outcome of these trends is tentative, it is clear that the
role of the United States will continue to undergo the sort of transition
already incurred over the pastdecade. Theseadjustments, whoseimplica
tions for US. and Thai policies are discussed throughout this volume,are
characteristic of the issues that will dominate the new international era.
The chapters in this volumeand the shared ideasand viewpointson these
issuesshouldmakea lastingcontribution to our understandingofrelations
between the United States andThailand aswell asbroaderchanges in US.
relations with the Pacific Rim for the decade to come
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1. The Thai Challenge:
Balancing the Superpower Triangle
Through a Period of Regional Change

RICHARD T. CHILDRESS

Shortly after the events of October of 1973, Sanya, the interim prime
minister of Thailand, said, "Thailand will take steps to further good
relations with all countries which are friendly toward Thailand, in
cluding countries into different political ideologies, and will promote
and strengthen friendly relations and understanding with neighboring
countries."^

In the spring of 1974, Thailand normalized relations with Rumania,
Mongolia, and Czechoslovakia and opened trade talks with the People's
Republic of China and North Korea. Current Prime Minister Chatichai
visited China during this period asboth vice minister and foreign minister,
and, on July 1, 1975, Thailand established diplomatic relations with the
People'sRepublic. Alsoduring this period. Prime MinisterKukrit stressed
an independent course—peaceful coexistence and jfiriendship with all
countries professing good intentions to Thailand, regardless of political
ideology. China, in turn, pledged to respect Thai sovereignty and support
ASEAN goals.While in Beijing, Kukrit claimed that Thailandand Chinahad
almost identical views on Indochinese issues, and on Thai radio he said the
Thai people should not fear certain "small countries after having made
friends with such a big country."^

Phichai Rattakul, as foreign minister, emphasized a flexible Thai foreign
policy and said that on this basis, "the top priority is to reach proper
understanding with the countries of Indochina with whom we desire
good, friendly and harmonious relations, and to realize the tremendous
potential in economic collaboration between us." He also emphasized the

iL.Edward Shuck,Jr., "Thailand: In Search of the LostTrail,"CurrentHistory, December 1975,
p. 230.

^Foreign BroadcastInformationService(FBIS), Daily Report—Asia&Pacific,February27,
1976, p. 31.
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importanceofASEAN to Thailand, calling it the "othermainpillar" ofThai
foreign policy.3 General Saiyud Kerdpom, deputy chiefofstaffoftheRoyal
ThaiArmy in an extensiveBangkokPost article of November 26,1977,
emphasized that ASEAN was the "only hope" for Thailand.

The general's statements followed the U.S. withdrawal from Vietnam,
whereThailand hadbeen alignedwith theUnited States, hadprovidedvital
facilities to U.S. forces during the war,andhad viewed the UnitedStatesasa
counterbalance to the external communistthreats represented by Ghina
and the Soviet Union externallyand Vietnam regionally. The threat had
internal credence in Thailand as well because of the Thai insurgency,
directly supported by the communist powers.

Many observers have noted and much has been written about the
remarkable flexibility of Thai foreign policy, which saved them from
colonial domination earlier and superpower domination later. The state
mentsandevents above are illustrative ofhowquickly theThais canadjust
to changed regional and international circumstances. In the above case,
the adjustments were prompted by the sudden normalization of relations
by the United States with China and the US. retreat from Indochina.

The similarity of Thai statements during a later period of needed
adjustment, the Thai shiftin itsapproach toVietnam ledbytheThai prime
minister, is important. Following PrimeMinister Chatichai's public state
ment that the battlefield should be converted to a marketplace, he pro
vided an aide-memoire to President Bush during their meeting in Tokyo
thatproposed common endeavors in "expanding economic relationships
withThailand's neighbors, political anddiplomatic circumstances permit
ting." He continued: "TheIndochinese countries andBurma are opening
up, and a combination of Thailand's geographical advantages and US.
technological know-howwould beanirrepressible oneintaking advantage
of the evolving situations in these countries and, more importantly, in
strengthening the issueofpeace and prosperityin this region."^

The prime minister's newpublic stance combined withhis surprise
meeting with Hun Sen in Bangkok generated much ink about fliffpring
views inside the Thai government concerning Cambodia. General Chati-
chai has stated thattheaide-memoire represents no change inpolicy but
onlyachangeinmethod. Further, heclaims henevermeanttopersuade the
United States to joinThailand in exploring trade and investment oppor
tunities in Indochina.5 TheThai Foreign Ministry hasalso gone to great

'Pichai Rattakul, interviewon Thailand's policyobjectives, mFarEasternEconomicReview
July 23,1976.

*VNSi, DailyReport—EastAsia,89-037, February 27,1989,p. 61.
'Ibid., p. 62.
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pains to insure thateveryone understands thatThailand's basic objectives
in regard to Cambodia have not changed and that the only acceptable
solution is the full withdrawal of Vietnamese military forces and the
emergence of a neutral, nonaligned, and independent government in
Phnom Penh controlled neither by the Khmer Rouge nor by the Viet
namese These words of reassurance by the prime minister and the Foreign
MinistrywerewelcomedbytheUnited States, China, ASEAN, andothers, in
view of the tremendous diplomatic and material capital which had been
expended over the past ten years to fashion and maintain a coherent
Cambodian strategy that keeps pressure on the Vietnamese to fully
withdraw, restores self-determination to the Cambodian people, and sig
nals Hanoi that under such circumstances their integration into the world
community would be welcome. The United States, ASEAN, China, Japan,
and the European Economic Community (EEC) have, in various degrees,
recognized the uniquefrontline statusofThailand inSoutheast Asia since
the Vietnamese invasion of Cambodia. The perceived change in Thai
policy, lacking a political agreement to insure Cambodian sovereignty,
raised eyebrows in conference roomsaroundthe world.

Thequestion asked bymany was"why now?" In the eyes ofmost, the
consolidated strategy wasjustbeginning topayoff. Vietnam hadbegunthe
long-sought withdrawal from Cambodia, their forces were leaving Laos,
dialogue among theexternal powers andtheCambodians wasincreasing,
Vietnam wasturninginwardto economic reform, andrecord votesin the
United Nations supporting the ASEAN positionwere recordedeachyear.
The answer relates both to past political experiences of the new Thai
government andto theirinterpretation ofexternal relations between and
among the superpowers.

Many in the new government and former government had been
required to go through a painful readjustment after the departure of the
United States from Indochina. The United States was viewed as the primary
securityguarantor, anditsdeparturewasviewed asabandonment bysome
and good riddance by others. Prime Minister Chatichai, at the eighth
ASEAN meeting inMay 1975, paidgreatattentionto strengthening ASEAN
as a prelude to neutrality. His sentiments were with the integration of
Indochina even when Hanoiwas "feelingher oats" and had characterized
the 1976 ASEAN summit conference as prompted by the United States in a
new scheme of intervention and aggression and claimed that ASEAN was
an "American stalking horse to rally all pro-American reactionary forces
against the revolutionary movement in Southeast Asia."® Thailand was
compelled, given thecircumstances, to make necessary adjustments tothe

^QuanDoi Nhan Dan (Hanoi), February22,1976.
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newrealities. Itspatron, theUnited States, haddeparted, leaving instability
on Thai borders and across those borders the first and second largest
armies in Asia, both communist.

Given this history and the personalities involved, it is not surprising
that the initial thrust of the newThai government would be preventive
diplomacy in an attempt to repositionthe Thairegional and international
posture Circumstances today,however, are quite different. Thailand is not
isolated but supported by a strong ASEAN strategy, backed by the United
States, Japan, and the EEC. In addition, the Chinese posture toward
Vietnam influences Hanoi's decisions concerning Thailand. Thus, any
unilateral shift that is not coordinated fullywith the international commu
nitycarriesthe riskofweakening theThaiposition ratherthanstrengthen
ing it.

The United States has recognized the regional and international
changes taking place, has welcomed the initiation of the Vietnamese
withdrawal, andsupports eventual Vietnamese integration intotheregion,
as does Thailand. Thailand and the United States also share the same
objectives in Cambodia. The Thaisare rightfully sensitiveto their border
andthemannerinwhichevents overtimewillbe influenced bytheSoviet
Union, China, and the United States, all of whom have vested interests as
players.

To useafamiliar phrase, Cambodia isa "side show" to theSoviet Union,
but it is important in relation to its goals with regard to China and the
bustlingeconomic nations of Asia. Secretary General Gorbachev's Vladi
vostokspeech ofJuly 1986settheSoviet Union inthedirection ofpursuing
commercial, diplomatic, and political ties with East Asia and the Pacific.
The Soviet Union has recognized thatit cannot support its large military
establishment, deployed incompetitionwiththeWest, without achange in
policy, and its East Asian policy figures heavily in those changes. It
recognizes the strategic and economic importance of its eastern flank and
that development of the Siberian FarEast will requiregreater tradewith
the Asian nations. It also recognizes that a policybased solely on massive
support of a few authoritarian allies, such as Cuba, Vietnam, Afghanistan,
and Syria, willnot achieve its objectives. However, long-term Soviet aims
have not changed. The Soviet Union clearly wishes to preserve earlier
gains, while changing theworld'sperception oftheSoviet Union asasingle-
dimensional military state. Gorbachev noted that changes in the world
required "new approaches, methods and forms of relations between
different social systems, states and regions,""^ but the party platform of

U.S. Department of Defense, Soviet Military Power, 1988(Washington, D.C.: US. Govern
ment Printing Office, 1988), p. 18.
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1986 Still emphasized the historic competition between socialist and
capitalistsystemsin which the victor would inevitably be socialism.

In the Asiancontext, the SovietUnion findsitself supporting the world's
fourth largest army in Vietnam, the site ofits largest naval baseoutside of
the Soviet Union. That base is viewed as a threat by many of those with
whom the Soviet Union wishes to expand ties, including China and the
successful Asian economies. Thus, for the Soviet Union Cambodia is a
nuisance that needs to be resolved in a way that preserves Soviet interests
in Vietnam while removing it as an obstacle to Sino-Soviet normalization
and access to Asian markets. The Soviet urging of Vietnam to settle the
questionofCambodia mustbe viewed in thislightratherthanasa benign
move with a goal of self-determination for the Cambodian people. The
larger motivation ofSoviet behavior should be apparent to theVietnamese
leadership and in the longer term could lead to an important reinforce
ment of Vietnamese nationalism and independence, because the Cambo
dian outcome is of vital importance to Hanoi.

For China, Cambodiarepresents both a test of Soviet sincerity and a
problem thatsymbolizes ahistorical imperative oftheMiddle Kingdom. To
Beijing, Hanoi hasbehaved like aningrate byaligning itselfwiththeSoviet
Union after China's substantialsupport forVietnam against the Frenchand
the Americans. China was aware of the Soviet Union's attempt to "encircle"
it, and Vietnam's alignment represented an unforgivable betrayal. Cam
bodiabecamethe ground on which China would teachVietnam another
historical lesson. Although China's presence is more compelling to most
SoutheastAsian leaders than that ofthe Soviet Union, Chinese influence has
grown remarkably inSoutheast Asia because oftheVietnamese occupation
of Cambodia. In an emotional test of wills, China aimed to return the
Khmer Rouge to power andto "bleedVietnam white" withseemingly little
regardfor regional or international sensitivities. Over the past ten years,
China has moderated its position considerably and in so doing gained
greater credibility in the region.

With the Vietnamesearmyat its borders, Thailandaccepted Chinaas a
regional guarantor ofitssecurity along withtheUnited States. As theThai-
PRC relationship grew closer in the mid-1980s, internal Thai political
debate became heated, and some concernwas expressed inASEAN aswell.
Muchof the current posture to "balance relations" and strike an equidis
tant stance stems from the debate over Thai-PRC relations and the
economic interests of some Thais. Aparticularly concrete manifestationof
the evolving Thai-PRC relationship has been the saleof Chinese military
equipment toThailand. Thesales, at"friendship prices," have beenonsuch
favorable terms that they are a de facto aidprogram.Thaimilitaryplanners
accurately point to declining U.S. military assistance in the face of the
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Vietnamese threat as well as the high cost and slow delivery of U.S.
equipment. American military assistance to Thailand tripled from 1981 to
1985, with a high of $100 million per year. Because of unbalanced
congressional earmarking and budget constraints, it has declined to $22
million in fiscal year 1989. Initially at least, the Thai military viewed the
provision of Chinese equipment as a temporary measure to fillgaps in its
modernization program until the Vietnamese threat receded. In the ab
sence of increases in U.S. support, however, standardization and interoper
ability will suffer. ASEAN-wide, nonspecialized ammunition is relatively
standard because of the preponderance of US. supplies in the past; larger
specialized systems in the region came from a variety of sources.

The Sino-Soviet rivalry and, by extension, the Sino-Vietnamese rivalry
have insured that Vietnam would not become a dominant hegemonic
power inSoutheastAsia. Thisdynamichasprovided somestabilitypending
a decision by Vietnamto fullywithdraw, but that stabilityhas come at some
expense to the Cambodians themselves. If one presumes an acceptable
settlement in Cambodia and a corresponding reduction of Sino-Soviet
tensions, in the future threat perceptions in ASEAN could return to a more
sharply focused pattern of concern over China's long-term intentions.
Presumably, territorial and maritime claims, the question of overseas
Chinese, and obvious economic competition would become more pro
nounced issues involving ASEAN and China.

Although China downplays expectations for Sino-Sovietrelations, ex
cept for a resolution in Cambodia, movement has been apparent. State
ments before the May 1989 summit by the Chineseforeignminister to the
effect that problems would remain but the summit would be signifirawt
with or without signed agreementswere remarkably bland compared to
the Chinese posture ofonly a year before, when Cambodiawas an obstacle
of such magnitude that a summitwas not possible. LiPeng's visit toJapan
was also confirmed in the Chinese statements, and PRC-Indonesia normali
zation was characterized as essentially solved since the late February
meeting of the Chinese with President Suharto in Tokyo.® Both events
were a reminder of movement in Asia that isnot particularly comfortingto
Moscow, which still remains, in a relative sense, outside. China's recent
crackdown on political dissent and the country's economic readjustments
have not fully played out yet on regional affairs.

For the United States, the Vietnamese invasion of Cambodia was an
event that refocused attention on the region after a period of "lickingits
wounds." It was also a watershed for Thailand and ASEAN. For Thailand, it

®PRC Foreign Minister Qian Qichen, press briefing, Beijing,March 27,1989.
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removed a historic buffer and demonstrated to the noncommunist nations

of the region that Vietnam was willing to overtake a neighbor by force of
arms. Regardless of the brutal nature ofthe Pol Pot regime, which certainly
deserved to fall, the invasion threatened the strategic balance in the region.
ASEAN stood firm in resisting such a precedent, and the United States
joined China in support of the regional initiative. U.S. policy until 1982
focused almost solely on the occupation of Cambodia, and one could
discern little difference between the positions of Beijing and Washington.
Later, specific U.S. emphasis in support of the ASEAN lead and recognition
that Chinese goals with regard to the Khmer Rouge differed from the
position of the United States helped to moderate the Chinese position,
strengthened the ASEAN hand, and helped focus international opinion on
the Khmer Rouge question.

United States policy has been fashioned on the assumption that a
regional settlement is the most stable kind and that direct involvement by
the US. as a protagonist could be counterproductive. Such a posture
allowed the U.S. to provide direct support to Thailand, as the frontline state,
and material aid to the noncommunist resistance through ASEAN. In
addition, the U.S. was able to give strong diplomatic support to ASEAN and
deal directly with Vietnam on humanitarian issues, while bringing diplo
matic pressure to bear to help prevent the return of the Khmer Rouge to
power. Individual ASEAN states were occasionally frustrated by the U.S.
stance and called for a more active posture, as did Vietnam. In the ASEAN
context, however, the required posture was defined differently by each
state and ranged from moving toward interest sections in Hanoi and
Washington to calls for direct U.S. provision of lethal aid and advice to the
noncommunist resistance. Unilateral U.S. moves under the circumstances

would have generated intra-ASEAN tensions and weakened the strongest
ASEANcard, their unity.

The ASEAN search for a lasting political settlement in Cambodia that
provides for the complete withdrawal of the Vietnamese and assurance
against the return of the Khmer Rouge will require strong U.S. support for
the establishment of an international presence along with continued
lobbying in Beijing and Moscow for these goals. The Vietnamese an
nouncement that their forces had withdrawn was welcomed, but notes of
cautionwere issued as well. Neither Hanoi nor Phnom Penh acknowledged
the need for genuine self-determinationfor all Cambodians, and there is no
provision to verify the Vietnamese withdrawal. U.S. policy makers have
stated that they look forward to full diplomatic and commercial relations
with Hanoi in the context of an acceptable settlement, under the assump
tion that substantive cooperation on the issue of prisoners ofwar and the
missing in action will be ongoing at the time. Should such circumstances
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develop, a U.S. presence in Hanoi would be welcomed by ASEANv as it
would provide greater stability to the region.

After Prime Minister Chatichai reassured Prince Sihanouk of Thai

support and reiterated that the prince is the most suitable person to bring
about national reconciliation, dialogue between Prince Sihanouk and Hun
Sen resumed. The Sino-Soviet summit, the deepening Thai-Lao relation
ship, the growing economic reform impulse in Indochina, and Soviet-
Vietnamese dialogue clearly indicate regional change is underway. It
remains to be seen whether such change will positively move all parties
toward a Cambodian settlement that will provide self-determination to
Cambodia and greater stability to the region. The direction Thailand takes
will be affected by superpower actions, but Thailand knows that ultimately
it will have to live with the outcome as will the long-suffering Cambodian
people

Movements in Thai policy begun during the Prem administration were
responses to Hanoi's taking the long-awaited step of beginning a with
drawal. Fashioning a settlement that recognizes the legitimate security
needs of both Vietnam and Thailand while simultaneously insuring self-
determination for the Cambodian people is the current challenge Most
observers agree that in the absence of international supervision and
peacekeeping, the requisite assurances to prevent the return of the Khmer
Rouge to power and to validate a Vietnamese withdrawal do not exist. Thus
far, the reluctance of Phnom Penh and Hanoi to deal seriously with the
peacekeeping issue isworrisome. They maybe taking a tactical position, or
the reluctance may reflect continued factionalism in Hanoi. However,
should Thai impatience result in actions that would disenfranchisea large
percentage of the Cambodians and negate international efforts over the
past ten years, future instability is predictable, to the disadvantage of the
entire region, especially Thailand and Vietnam. Such a scenario would
confront the Thai with even greater complications in their relations with
China, the United States, and ASEAN as well as Japan.

A great reserve of goodwill exists between the United States and
Thailand. Some of it has been eroded by declining aid cuts (military and
developmental), the protectionist U.S. farm bill, intellectual property
disputes, tension over refiigees, and internal political fractures in Thailand;
but in the final analysis, the bonds established over the years between
Thailand and the United States provide a reference point that Thailand
does not share with China or the Soviet Union. Ironically,because of past
bonds, despite an atmosphere of regional tension with superpower stakes,
the United States is viewed as relatively benign, as a friend and ally.

The previous discussion relates to security, but economic factors also
argue to Thai policy makers that their long-term economic national
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interest lies in support for a settlement in Cambodia that brings real
stability to the region. Japan, for the first time, has exceeded the United
States in overall foreign assistance levels, and its outward thrust and
priority is to invest in the United States and Southeast Asia. In a recent
Congressional Research Service report on Thai-U.S. economic relations, it
is evident (although the sample of Thailand's elite is acknowledged not to
be totally representative) that the United States comes across as insensi
tive, bullying, and la2y compared to Japan. The Japanese are viewed as
sensitive to Thai consumer needs, patient, and flexible.^ Clearly, the
findings relate to Thai disappointment over protectionist sentiment in the
United States, beginning with the gradual reduction of foreign and military
assistance and the influx of Japanese capital investment. The Japanese
realized that sensitivities toward them were real in SoutheastAsia,and they
needed to "reach out and touch someone"

Japan, to sustain its economy, requires that the overwhelming majority
of its raw materials come from abroad. In percentage terms in ASEAN last
year, the Japanese took 70 percent of the exports of Brunei and 50 percent
from Indonesia, with an ASEAN low of 10 percent of Singapore's exports.
Such statistics point out the Japanese paradox—Japan's strength could
become its weakness. Japanese investment leads the way in Thailand,
followed by the Asian NICs, and then the United States.

The Japanese recognize that a passive role in international affairs will
not insure the viability oftheir nation. It became obvious in the early 1980s
that Japan would assume greater responsibility internationally and that its
emphasis would be on the United States and the noncommunist countries
of Asia. The fiscal year 1988 Japanese budget for overseas development
assistance is $5.4 billion, and 70 percent of that assistance is focused on
Asia. With such dramatic numbers come complaints that such assistance is
tied to Japanese investment rather than pure aid. Such complaints have
validity in certain programs, but significantly for the region, Japan has
made it clear that its aid was intended to implement and enhance U.S.
programs. Joint studies, both official and unofficial, are underway to
rationalize such complementary programs betweenJapan and the United
States. In 1988, Prime Minister Nakasone pointed out that 40 percent of the
world's share of the gross national product rests in the United States and
Japan. He also strongly endorsed ASEAN peace efforts toward a com
prehensive settlement in Cambodia, supported Prince Sihanouk, and
called for the withdrawal ofVietnamese forces. Nakasone also felt that the

United States andJapan should begin to consider external cooperation for

^Raymond J. Ahearn, "Thai-US. Economic Relations: Some Views of Thailand's Economic
Elite," Congressional Research Service report for Congress, January 17,1989.
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reconstruction and development in Indochina after a peace settlement^®
This Japanese stance on Cambodia recognizes the importance of a stable
and comprehensive settlement to Japan's economic future

At the March 1989 Economic and Social Commission of Asia and the

Pacific (ESCAP) meeting, Prime Minister Chatichai said the most immedi
ate threat to the nations ofthe region is the rise of protectionism. He urged
developed nations to liberalize trade Foreign Minister Siddhi called for
stronger economic ties in the Asia-Pacificregion as a solution, noting that
cooperation was needed to resist protectionism and lessen the disparities
ofwealth. By defining the most immediate threat in economic terms alone,
however. Thai policy concerns could become self-fulfilling.

A simple description of the security and economic dimensions ofThai
policy demonstrates the pressures, perceived, real, and imagined, that die
Thai body politic copes with over time in its relations to the external
powers. An objective evaluation of these pressures leads one to the
conclusion that Thai policy should maintain a "moving equilibrium," but
to do so will require as the first priority a complex network of consulta
tions with ASEAN, the United States, Japan, and China. Such dialogue
cannot artificially separate the security and economic dimension. To do so
would risk the balance Thai policy makers seek. Through such consulta
tion, Thailand can conduct a genuine dialogue with Vietnam, paced with
Vietnam's sincerity in creating the conditions for a settlement in Cam
bodia, that Thailand, the international community, and the Cambodian
people can endorse together.

lOYasuhiro Nakasone,/<«/?aw-t^5. Cooperation for Peace and Prosperity in the Asia-Pacific
Region: Toward a Pacific Initiative, second Ellsworth Bunker Memorial Lecture (San
Francisco, Calif.:The Asia Society, 1988).
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SARASINVIRAPHOL

Majorshifts in the triangular relationship of China, the Soviet Union,
and the UnitedStatesover the past decade and particularlymost recently
have had a dramatic impact on the strategic environment of the Western
Pacific Rim. As the ties between Beijing and Moscow stabilize and as
Washington's relations with Beijing and Moscow are redefined, this tri
angular relationship isreaching anequilibrium and, hence, moving toward
a more stable state Although the transfiguration is largely a result of the
individual and collective actions and policies of the three major powers,
the statesofthe Pacific Asian regionare alsoplayingan increasingly crucial
part in shaping the strategic landscape of their region. In particulai; they
have adroitly exploited their newly acquired economic strength to en
hance their relative politicalstatus, taking advantage ofa strategic"stale
mate" in the majorpowers'triangular relationship. Throughout the region,
talk of power confrontation in its conventional sense is increasingly
viewed as anachronistic, as governments, including the major powers,
echo words of dialogue and peaceful interaction. These developments
have brought forth the prospect of a reorientation in the regional power
alignment, which will necessarily bring to an end the ColdWar alliance
system. Although it appearsthat the threat ofpowerconfrontation among
themajorpowersisbeingminimized, theyremainvitalto themaintenance
of stability and development in the regionnevertheless. On the regional
strategicscene,theother statesarefacedwithanunprecedentedchallenge
to takp the initiative and increase their interaction with the major powers
to help determine a future course

The Chinese Equation

Changes related to China probably constitute the single most vital
factoraffecting theregional strategiclandscapeThe"pragmatism" ofDeng
Xiaoping that has supplanted the legacy of the ideological revolution of
Mao Zedonghas been dictated by Beijing's evolving relations with Mos
cowandWashington overthepastdecade Atthepeakperiodduringwhich
Chinachampioned the causes of the Third Worldand antihegemonismin

29
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the 1970s, China found itself in a very vulnerable position vis-a-vis the
Soviet Union and the United States. Its fear of and competition with the
Soviet Union were expressed in Beijing's support for "wars of national
liberation" and opposition of "social imperialism" (a code word for the
Soviet Union). The chauvinism manifested during the Cultural Revolution
was also a prominent factor causing Beijing to take an antagonistic stance
against the two superpowers who posed the gravest threats to world
peace—with the Soviet Union being decidedly the more dangerous. The
Soviet attempt to encircle China could only confirm Beijing'sprejudice
The emergence of Deng'spragmatist line did not mollifythe longstanding
Chinese perception of the Soviet threat, particularly when the subsequent
Vietnamese invasion of Cambodia and the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan
served to accentuate Soviet intentions toward China through Moscow's
stationing ofa million troops along the long and volatile Sino-Soviet border
and in Mongolia. The dififerencewas Deng Xiaoping's effort to tilt to the
West—^particularly the United States and Japan—in order to end the
precarious power imbalance against China. This strategic rethinking was
coupled with Deng's advocacy of China's self-strengthening through radi
cal transformation of Chinese economic policies with the opening to the
West—^perhaps borrowing a historical lesson, however imperfect, from
nineteenth-century China, which faced grave external threats at the nadir
of its power. The calls for an end to the self-imposed isolation and the drive
to catch up economically with the advanced Western nations (in the name
of the "Four Modernizations" program first popularized by Zhou Enlai)
were powerful justifications for normalizing relations with Washington(as
well as strengthening ties with Washington's regional allies such asJapan
and Thailand).The move toward Washingtonpermitted Deng to dealwith
the external threat posed by Moscow on China'ssouthern flank through
the "lesson"againstVietnamin early 1979—amove that was accompanied
by a strong expression of nationalism.

The 1980s have witnessed Beijing's continued attempts to balance its
relations with Moscow and Washington. Deng was initially in favor of a
strong Sino-American alliance, a sentiment that struck a responsive chord
in some quarters in Washington in the final days of the Carter administra
tion. The Reagan administration's pronounced anti-Soviet policy and its
pledge to strengthen the U.S. Seventh Fleet, on the one hand, and its pro-
Taiwan stance, which threatened to reverse the U.S. one-China policy, on
the other, may have caused Beijing to halt its effort to seek a strategic
alignment with Washington. Concurrently, as the situations in Cambodia
and Afghanistan became protracted and as Moscow under Leonid Brezh
nev began to make overtures to Beijing, the Chinese fear of the Soviet
threat receded. Deng now found advantage in more balanced relations
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with Moscow and Washington. This reorientation remained credible,
permitting China to pursue more independent policies and actions.

Beijingat first demanded the removal of the so-called three obstacles as
the price for normalization of political relations with Moscow but allowed
the resumption of bilateral trade (which since 1982has quadrupled). The
steady positive Soviet response to Chinese demands has in turn created
favorable conditions for Deng's continued implementation ofhis balancing
policy by at least allayingBeijing'sapprehension of the Sovietthreat against
China. Without completely altering traditional Chinese suspicion of
aggressive Soviet intentions, Mikhail Gorbachev has nevertheless helped
strengthen the Dengist strategy of maintaining a balanced triangular
relationship. Gorbachev's glasnost and perestroika are, after all, an ac
knowledgment of Deng's restructuring policy,an admission of its correct
ness, as well as a refutation of Moscow's erstwhile critical attitude toward
it. Perhaps Deng can now more readily relate personally to Gorbachev,as
they seem to share similar views on the fostering of a more favorable
climate in the major powers' relations. Gorbachev's readiness to make
Chinaa centerpiece of his foreignpolicy (particularly hisAsian policy) is
underlined by his willingness to address Deng's three obstacles. He has
announced a substantial reduction of Soviet troops along the Sino-Soviet
border and from Mongolia. The Soviet withdrawal from Afghanistan has
already been accomplished. Now more than ever, the Sovietside appears
willing to pursue the Cambodianquestion, which Denghas named as the
"foremost" obstacle among the three. Furthermore, Gorbachev has ex
pounded Moscow'smost substantive Asianpolicy to date, as embodied in
his Vladivostok speech ofJuly 28,1986, hisJuly 21,1987, interview with
the Indonesian Merdeka, and his September 16,1988, Krasnoy
arsk speech, all of which reflect Moscow's interest in and emphasis on
China. Even though such gestures by Gorbachev, which indicate Moscow's
renewed responsiveness to China's sensitivity, have not led to any substan
tive Soviet concessions in issues that involve Moscow, they are convincing
enough to Deng of Gorbachev's seriousness in improving the security
situation around the region. (Deng's current perception Of the Soviet
Union is perhaps best described in the reaction of former president Nixon
to President Reagan's characterization of the Soviet Union as an "evil
empire" that the SovietUnion may be an evil empire, but one must learn to
live with it.)

The expected summit between Deng and Gorbachev in mid-May1989
will provide a pretext for the normalization of political ties between
Beijingand Moscow—at both the government and party levels.Dengwill
fall short of his desired objective of getting Gorbachev to remove all three
obstacles—in fact, it is projected that the foremost obstacle, the Cambodia
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question, will still be far from resolution. However, the summit will
provide a basis for Deng to claim his personal triumph in "bringing
around" the Soviet Union. Beijing is likely to continue to believe that the
greatest threat stillemanatesfrom the "north."(AsDengput it to President
George Bush during a recent visit to Beijing, China's preoccupation
following the May summit would continue to be the Soviet Union.)
According to Deng, in strategic terms Beijingstill sees Moscowas main
taining an encirclement of China. China'spolicies are an effort to break out
of this encirclement.Analteringof the triangularmajorpower relationsis
one main approach. Hence, establishing close ties on the basis of the Five
Principles of Peaceful Coexistence will allow Beijing to normalize rela
tionswith Moscow whileasserting that suchnewrelations willin no way
revert back to what prevailed in the 1950s.

Likewise, Beijing can pursue expanded contact with Washington on a
similar basis, which is fiirther enhanced by the rationale of economic
exchange Publicly, Deng has announced China's intention to deal with
both the Soviet Union and the United States without lettingone relation
shipdamage the other. In order to maintain China as the"thirdleg" ofthe
strategic tripod of power, Beijing recognizes the need for a continued
strong US.presence in EastAsia. To this end, it prefers to see the retention
of US. forces in Japan and South Korea as well as the US. bases in the
Philippines. It isfurther interested in seeking closer military cooperation
with Washington in developing its own military technology. Despite rows
over the commercialization of Chinese weaponry developed with US.
technical assistance, Beijing's immediate aim is fulfilling its own defense
needs,particularlybyimprovingitsnaval andaviation capabilities, deemed
necessary, for instance, in exerting its claimsover the Spratiy and Paracel
islands as well as dealing with any threat posed by the Soviet naval
presencenearChinese shores. (It hasbeenrumoredthat theChinese navy
iscontemplating the constructionofanaircraftcarrier, whichpresumably
would be used in supporting any effort by Beijingto exert claims over the
far-flung Spratlys.)

As an essential part of strengthening the strategic tripod's third leg,
Beijing has been consciously developing bilateral ties with the regional
states.Japan is perceived to be a vital factor in the overallstrategy. Besides
the obvious economic role of Japan on China's modernization agenda,
Japanhasastrategicimportance in the regionalpowerconfiguration. From
the standpoint of its technological advancement and strategic location,
Japan figures importantly in the relationship between Moscow and Wash
ington. In a new environment where Japan's relations vis-a-vis the United
Statesand the SovietUnionno longer seem clearly defined asa result of the
changes that havebeen introduced into these relations, Japanesepolicies
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and actions are becoming increasingly relevant. Japan's strongidentifica
tion with the United States is expected to continue, although in a less
matter-of-fact fashion, hut Tokyo's burgeoningpolitical tieswith Moscow
are also being closely monitored in Beijing. Tokyo is anxious to he on
better terms with Moscow as the triangular major power relationship
undergoes an important transformation, and Tokyo must increasingly
seek to deal with the Northern Territories question in the eventualityof
normalization of its political relationship with Moscow. Specifically, Bei
jing is likely to he watching with concern the progress of the ongoing
efforts byTokyo and Moscow toclear the hurdles (including the Northern
Territories question), the conclusion of a peace treaty, and the visit to
Japan by Gorbachev. Meanwhile, any significant change in Tokyo's eco
nomic dealings with Moscow, such as the likelihood ofJapanese invest
ment in Siberiaand the SovietFarEastaswell as saleof sensitivehigh-tech
items with possible military applications (such as inthe Toshiba machine
tools incident), would further heighten China's sensitivity about Japan's
role

Under the pretext of trade and economic development, Beijing has
taken bold political moves indeveloping ties with other regional states,
such as South Jtorea and Indonesia. Despite apparent risks of ofifending
Pyongyang, Beijing has sanctioned the burgeoning informal Beijing-Seoul
ties toencompass aUS. »3 bfilion two-way trading arrangement that will
soonbe conducted directly at the national level. Beijing's rationalization
for direct contact with Seoul is the peace and stability on the Itorean
peninsula. Economic imperatives have also propelled the process of
diplomatic normalization between Beijing and Jakarta, which the former
has sought ardently in recent years. Premier Li Peng's enunciation in
Bangkok inOctober 1988 ofChina's four-point policy toward the ASEAN
countries hadasits backdrop initial contacts carried out by Chinese and
Indonesian officials at the United Nations to prepare the ground for the
eventual normalization. The latest public gesture by President Suharto,
giving agreen light to theprocess, isconsidered amajor dipiomatic coup
for Beijing, which can now look forward to normalization with the two
remaining ASEAN countries. Similarly, Beijinghas beenable tomove closer
toTaiwan bydeveloping amutually beneficial economic relationship. The
impending return of Hong Kong to China's fold, Beijing's confirmed
modernization drive with a distinctive preference for the West, the
lowering ofthe political temperature as aresult ofthe changes within the
triangular major power relations, not to mention Beijing's and Taipei's
more relaxed attitudes toward each other are important factors contribut
ing to the rapid development ofdirect economic contacts and increased
movements ofpeople between thetwo sides. It isanticipated thatTaiwan
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will become a sizable influence in China's drive toward modernization,
initially through trade and investment in southeastern China.

Following the falling out between Beijing and Vietnam and the en
trenchment of Soviet military and political influence over indorhina
Thailand has more than ever before figured importantiy in BeijingJs
strategic planning. Bangkok's strongopposition toVietnam's occupationof
Cambodia has broughtabout strongpolitical cooperation betweenThai
land and China, which has thus far denied Hanoi of a fait accompli in
Cambodia and developmental opportunities in Vietnam because of inter
national sanctions. Thailand has been seen by China as an effective
counterweightagainst Soviet andVietnamese "hegemonism." Atthe same
time, Thailand has been seen as the bridge to the rest of ASEAN, which
Beijing regards as an effective regional political voice against adverse
power rivalries in Southeast Asia and an important opportunity for trade
and economic cooperation.

Asthe Cambodian conflict appears to move closer to a settlement in the
wake of theSino-Soviet detente, China seems to be augmenting itspres
ence inSoutheast Asia with asomewhat modified approach. While Beijing
continues todeal cautiously withtheCambodian problem, advocating the
need to maintain a strong unified front by China, ASEAN, and ThaUand to
continue pressing for a speedy Vietnamese withdrawal from Cambodia
and the establishment of an acceptable political arrangement in the
country, it isalso increasinglyarticulatingpostsettlementprospects entail
ingChina's involvement in the ultimatedevelopment ofSoutheast Asia. In
this respect, Beijing isnotunreceptive tothe current Thai thinking about
various schemes ofmultilateral cooperative endeavors involving thecoun
tries of peninsula Southeast Asia—particularly Burma, Thailand, Laos,
Cambodia, and Vietnam. Beijing has readily agreed to a leading role by
Thailand in the current efforts to forge a closer role in trade and invest
ment in Laos. It further admits to a strong potential for Thailand to lead in
the reconstruction ofCambodia inthe postsettlement era. Concurrently,
Thailand is seen in Beijing as continuing to serve as a bulwark against
expansionism byVietnam and theSoviet Union. Hence, theaffinity Beijing
shows toward Bangkok serves an encompassing purpose consistent with
the interestsofboth China andThailand. Beijing's readiness to meetThai
requestsfor suppliesofweaponrymayentail, on the onehand,a commer
cial motive But, on the other hand, it underscores Beijing's desire for
strongpoliticalaswellaseconomiccooperationto promotethecollective
interests ofbothcountries, particularly at thisjuncture ofshifting power
patterns that promises an increasingly dynamic Chinese involvement in
Southeast Asia.

Beijing is apt to claim that China wishes for a long-lasting peaceful
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international environment in order to adequately complete its moderniza
tion tasks. Theoretically, Beijing has agreed that a "joint economic pros
perity" between socialism and capitalism, which would promote world
peace through cooperation, is in line with China's goals of cooperating
with all countries in accordance with the Five Principles of Peaceful
Coexistence. Beijing, in this regard, has admitted that its experience of
collectivization for economic development has not been satisfactory and
sees the necessity of coopting the "successful" (i.e., capitalistic) models
through interdependent economic relations. This policy serves Chinain
good stead, having made China's international standing not only more
secure than any time in the past but also more enhanced and respected.
Already Beijing's involvement in various spheresof activities within the
regionis accelerating. In developing and strengthening bilateral tieswith
the two superpowersand the regionalstatesand in heighteningitsprofile
within multilateral organizations and forums such as the Asian Devel
opment Bank (ADB), the Economic and Social Commission of Asia and
the Pacific (ESCAP), and the Pacific Economic Cooperation Conference
(PECC), Beijingwantsthe regionto be fiilly conscious thatChinaisindeed
a power to be reckoned with in variousspheresofactivity in the region.A
more active and involved Chiha should contribute to regional stability and
developmentat a time when Chinaand the majorityof the regionalstates
welcome the prospect of confrontation giving way to dialogue and
cooperation.

Butat the sametime,problems stillexist that can upset Beijing's agenda
ofpeace. Suchissuesinclude the continuingterritorialclaims disputeover
the Spratlys and the incident involving the Philippine legislature's at
tempted de factorecognitionofTaiwan asastate. Thereisfurther the ever-
present apprehension among several regional states of an expansionist
China, despite Beijing's attempt to dispel such an image.

The Soviet Union's Equation

Since Mikhail Gorbachev's ascendancy as general secretary of the
Communist Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU) in 1985, Moscow has
increasingly made China the centerpiece of its diplomatic strategy in East
Asia. From at least 1982, the Kremlin leadership has been trying to pursue
policies that manifest its rationalization that the "abnormality" in the
relationshipbetween the two largestsocialist countries must be speedily
terminated. The bold initiatives taken by Gorbachev since starting to
tackle in earnest the major sticking issues with Washington and Beijing
haveresulted in an unprecedented momentum that, on the surfaceat least,
has ameliorateda political climatepreviouslychargedwith the tensionof
confrontation.
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In the 1970s, under the shadow of Leonid Brezhnev's Asian Collective
Security System, Moscow's policy for the Asia-Pacific regionwas charac
terized by its anti-Chinese, anti-U.S. thrusts. Thispolicy had been carried
out through Moscow's unrelenting effortsto expand itsFarEasternforces,
both on land and at sea,with the obvious intent at encircling China and
rivaling the U.S. presence in the region. In spite of the US. military
retrenchment following the Vietnam fiasco, Soviet naval strength con
tinued to grow rapidly. Meanwhile, Moscow showed no hesitation in
abetting Hanoi's deepening estrangement withBeijing. Itsstrong support
of theVietnamese invasion ofCambodia anditsowninvasion of Afghani.
Stan shortly thereafter bared the aggressive Soviet intent in promoting
regional conflicts.

The situation in the 1980s has seen a fundamental shift. For the first half
of thedecade, Moscow's foreign policy remained in a state ofsuspended
animation under the Kremlin's gerontocraticrule by a stringof incapaci
tated leaders from Brezhnev to Yuri Andropov to Cotistantin Chernenko.
This political situation wascoupled withfiirther stagnation of the Soviet
economy and an increasing distance between Soviet economic and tech
nological development and that of the advanced countries of the West.At
thesame time, Moscow was facing renewed challenges from Washington
and Beijing, specifically in response to Moscow's military buildups, and
from an entire region whose economic dynamism was becoming in
creasingly manifested and where the Soviet Union was beingdenied an
opportunity to partake of the benefits.The Sovietsupport of Vietnamese
adventurism in Cambodia had further resulted in castigation by the
regional countries, particularly the ASEAN countries, China, andJapan
(whichalreadyfounditselfat loggerheadswithMoscowovertheNorthern
Territories dispute), andMoscow's political andmilitary entrenchment in
Indochina andtheSouth China Sea (specifically withitsacquisition ofthe
strategic Cam Ranh Bay and Danang bases) had spawned anti-Soviet
policies in the region.

The arrival of Gorbachev on the Soviet power scene seems to have
shaken the Kremlin's traditional complacency regarding the "inevitable"
triumph of Soviet socialism through relentlessexpansionism. Hiscallsfor
glasnostandperestroika were tantamount to ashock therapy designed to
breakwithpastinflexibilities inSovietpolicies andactions inresponse toa
clearly changing international scenethat sawtheSoviet offensive position
turning increasingly into a defensive one Hence, Gorbachev had to resort
to zero-sum initiatives to arrest and eventually reverse a deteriorating
situation both at home and abroad.

To ensure the workability of his glasnost and perestroika strategy,
Gorbachev's immediate concerns were relations with Washington and
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Beijing. Seizing the opportunity afforded by the mounting economic
difiaculties faced by a Reagan administration which had overspent on
defense buildups andoverexpanded itseconomy, Gorbachevsucceeded in
pngaging Washington in thefirst significant arms control and disarmament
talks. The INF (intermediate-range nuclear forces) agreement and the
ongoing talks on further reductions of other types of strategic nuclear
weapons have deliveredforMoscowamajorpolitical anddiplomatic coup.
Gorbachev achieved instant credit for being the first reformist Soviet
leader in recent times and a man with whom others could "do business."

Having settledthequestion ofthethreatposedbySoviet intermediate-
range missiles, which were also aimed at Asia, Moscow, through Gor
bachev's bold Vladivostok and Krasnoyarsk proposals, challenged Wash
ington to take parallel actions to lessen thesuperpower confrontation in
theAsia-Pacific region. Moscow declared itsreadiness tocurtail itsdeploy
ment of naval forces in the Asia-Pacific and remove its bases from Vietnam
in return for reciprocal U.S. actions, which would include the closure of
Clark and Subic.

Gorbachev began to tackle the issue of Sino-Soviet rapprochement
seriously by agreeing to address the Chinese apprehension of the Soviet
threat as articulated in Beijing's three main obstacles. The Vladivostok
speech made byGorbachev in hissecond year in office highhghted East
Asia as an important priority on his political agenda and portrayed his
intention to alleviate the state of tension in the region and proffer
cooperation in a new age of diplomacy. Specific to China, Gorbachev
sanctioned the further heightening of regular political consultations, first
atthevice foreign ministers' level, which eventually led tothemeetings of
thetwosides' foreign ministers. Border talkswereresumed inearnestwith
the new Soviet willingness to demonstrate flexibility in the outstanding
border demarcation disputes, particularly along the Amur-Ussuri in the
eastern portion of the Sino-Soviet border. Gorbachev further indicated
Moscow's plans to reduce Soviet forces at the Chinese border and in
Mongolia. Thusfar, he hasmade a publiccommitment to pullback more
thantwohundred thousandtroopsalongtheSino-Soviet border andthree-
fourths ofthefifty thousand Soviet troopsinMongolia, presumably leaving
behindonly engineering units to support the Ulan Bator regime's intra-
structure construction. Although there is still some vagueness regarding
howsuchpullbacks andwithdrawalswillbeimplemented, theactionwhen
taken willnot significantly alterthe strategic balance offorces, which has
been in the Soviet favor, given the one million Soviet regulars deployed
along the Sino-Soviet border. Nevertheless, Gorbachev's declaration has
createda substantial impactbyunderlining hisreadiness to resort to bold
measures to bring about change.
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Soviet commitments to Vietnam, basedformally on the Soviet-Vietna
mese Treaty of Friendship and Cooperation of November 1978, had
previously appeared unassailable, particularly with regard to the Viet
namese invasion and occupation of Cambodia. Tactically, Moscow had
until 1987 refused to acknowledge any Soviet roleintheCambodian issue,
officially maintaining an air of aloofiiess. Following Foreign Minister
Eduard Shevardnadze's whirlwind tours oftheASEAN countries, Australki,
and the Indochinese countries in the spring of1987, Moscow began to
adopt a more flexible stand and increasingly agreed to play a role in the
common effort to find a political settlement to the Cambodian problem.
For the first time Gorbachev decided torespond tothe Chinese rhallpngp
to work together to tacklethe supposed mainobstacleto the normalization
ofrelations between the two giant neighbors. The response came on the
heels ofserious efforts by Gorbachev toend Moscow's ignominious role in
Afghanistan, which was bleeding and splitting Soviet society and in
creasingly puttingthe Soviet Union in anuntenable position both on the
international front andinside Afghanistan, where thewarappeared unwin-
nable for Moscow.

Gorbachev's move onCambodia has been successful inprodding the
Chinese leadership toseriouslyaddress the normalization question, which
Gorbachev has all along deemed as the primary requisite for reinforcing
the saving Soviet position in East Asia and discouraging any attempt by
Beijing and Washington to forge a strategic relationship. Gorbachev's
position onCambodia isalso related toMoscow's overall attempt toadjust
its image and influence through ties with the regional states—particularly
ASEAN—which have all along insisted that the Soviet attitude toward
Cambodia would determine the extent ofthe political relationship Mos
cow could expect to develop with them.

Although Gorbachevseems tohave "yielded" byagreeing todiscuss the
Cambodianproblem withBeijingwithaviewtoapossible Soviet contribu
tion to its settlement, Moscow hasalsostepped up its coordination with
Hanoi concerning the "proper"diplomatic course ofaction. Moscow has
been obliged, in deference to Beijing, to show certain flexibilities, but
there has yet to be anysignof a radical departureof the Soviet linefrom
that of Hanoi other than the appearance ofa greater degree ofdemon
strated reasonableness. The decision to"take on" theCambodian problem
has yielded much for Moscow inits continuing eflforts toimprove tieswith
Beijing and the other regional states and in changing its overall image
Whereas Beijing had until recently insisted on the removal of this most
serious "obstacle" as a prior conditionfor holding a Sino-Soviet summit
(which it is presumed would lead to the normalization of the bilateral
relationship), the Chinese have admitted now that such abarrier no longer
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exists, and the summit has been set for mid-May 1989. Beijing now says that
although it expects the Soviet Union to deliver its promise of pressuring
the Vietnamese to expeditiousiy withdraw their troops (by September
1989), it also recognizes a "limitation" in such a Soviet endeavor. Thus, it
seems at this juncture that the inevitable Sino-Soviet rapprochement will
eventually be realized through its own dynamics, although the Chinese
sidewill no doubt continue to press the Soviet side, by using the strength of
the normalized bilateral relationship, to behave "constructively" in helping
to determine the outcome of the Cambodian problem.

It would be unrealistic to assume that Gorbachev has abandoned the

advantages of the Soviet strategic relationship with Vietnam and the
Indochinese countries for better ties with the other regional powers and a
better image In fact, Moscow has sought to assure Hanoi that it is not
seeking an improvement in relations with Beijing at the expense of
Vietnam's interests. On the contrary, by asserting its role in East Asia,
Moscow's objective is to strengthen its position by building on its gains as
well as tapping other economic and technological benefits from the
region. Gorbachev has selected an effective modus operandi by exploiting
the current desire within the region to concentrate on economic develop
ment and cooperation. At the same time, Gorbachev has continued to call
for the creation of a system of collective security in Asia, which would not
be confrontational against any state (as was the obvious intention in
Brezhnev's case) but rather reflects a further Soviet effort to improve its
bargaining position vis-a-visChina and the United States.

At home in the Soviet Union, Moscow has been making moves to
decentralize its foreign trade decision making and to open up the eastern
part of the country for eventual economic interactions with the EastAsian
region with Vladivostok serving as the gateway. A new Pacific Studies
department has been established in the influential Institute of Western
Economic and International Relations (IMEMO) and a new Pacific Ocean
and Southeast AsiaBureau created in the Soviet foreign ministry. The Soviet
Union has also been trying to upgrade its status in the PECC,where it has
participated as an observer in certain forums. Meanwhile, Soviet officials
have stepped up contacts with their counterparts from other regional
countries to discuss both political and economic issues with a view
to broadening bilateral relations. The Soviet strategy is to create a
"tacit understanding" that existing political issues that remain unresolved
should not stand in the way of expanded bilateral cooperation, particularly
in the economic field, because such problems are on their way to resolu
tion as mutual trust and confidence develops.

Soviet-Japanese relations are a good illustration of such a Soviet move
Despite the continuing dispute over the Northern Territories and the
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conclusion of a peace treaty, Moscow has encouraged bilateral economic
cooperation based on Japanese needs for natural resources and markets
and Soviet needs for credit, machinery, and technology. Toward this end,
Moscow has ojBfered Tokyo the opportunity for joint development in
Siberia and on the island ofSakhalin.Although the new climate of bilateral
economic cooperation has been mostly atmospheric, the Japanese have
already set up some small joint ventures concentrating on lumber, food
processing, fisheries, chemicals, electronics, auto parts, and hotels. A
proliferation of such activities would strengthen the perception in the
region that the Soviet Union has abandoned its traditional expansionist
pursuits in favor of genuine bilateral and multilateral economic coopera
tion, thus contributing to peace and development in the region.

Another target country for Moscow is South Korea, which presents a
unique case of Moscow's exploiting political as well as economic oppor
tunities. Opening up to one ofWashington'sstrong allies is apolitical coup
for Moscow. At the same time, economic and technological benefits are
substantial. South Korea is poised to provide needed loans and consumer
goods, and to serve as possible conduit for technology transfer to the
Soviet Union. Apparently, Moscow believes there is very little political
cost—in offending North Korea—involved here.

Nevertheless, at this juncture several basic questions are left un
answered—or inadequately answered—concerning the real meaning of
the Soviet policies under Gorbachev, which to some seem basically
motivated by the Soviet awareness of the need to address its strategic
weakness. In the first place, how genuine will the reorientation ofthe Soviet
policy be in terms of making the SovietUniona less threatening and more
cooperating power in the region? To what degree has Moscow abandoned
its traditional proclivity to use force and subversive tactics to achieve its
objectives, as was particularly evident in the Brezhnev era? It has been
argued that so far there is little evidence of actual change in the Soviet
military structure, doctrine, or deployment of Soviet forces despite Soviet
withdrawals from Afghanistan and pledges to reduce Soviet forces con
fronting China. Meanwhile, Gorbachev continues to strengthen ties wi±
Moscow's Asian allies, namely, India and Vietnam. The strategic impor
tance of these countries, particularly in the case of Vietnam, is unmistaka
bly upheld as Moscow shows no sign of committing itself to any move
deemed to adverselyaffect the interests ofVietnamin asubstantialway. On
the contrary, Soviet moves on the Cambodian problem seem weU coordi
nated with those of the Vietnamese, and publicly Moscow has maintained
the Vietnameseposition with only slight variations. Moscowin stating its
readiness to resort to dialogue on the use of military force and offering to
take a more constructive and responsible stance as a superpower appears
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to be advocating for a greater and more effective U.N. role in resolving
regional conflicts.

In analyzing theSoviet "newlook" policy andcommitment to change
in East Asia, which some term "lostcost, lowrisk," one shouldconsider to
what extent the Gorbachev reformist effort is only a short-term strategy,
whether it isgenuine or tactical, andwhether theGorbachev line is, after
aU, substantially endorsed or followed by the Kremlin hierarchy, particu
larly the military establishment. Butbydownplaying themilitary factor in
Soviet foreign policy, Gorbachev hasforged anewimage foraSoviet Union
intentonpromoting economic cooperation, particularlywithnonsocialist
countries,despiteaclearrecognitionofthelimitations ofSoviet economic
capabilities. Gorbachev's volte-face isstartlingevenifhismoves turnout to
be politically motivated. Still, there isa tremendous attractiveness in the
bold strategy that can be admired even by his critics.

The U.S. Equation

The 1970s and 1980s have seen shifting policies and actions by
Washington on thewestern Pacific Rim, where U.S. interests have inter
acted with those of China and the Soviet Union. Richard Nixon scored a
major diplomatic coup when he normalized relations with erstwhile
enemy China, taking advantage oftheSino-Soviet split, although Washing
tonsubsequently suffered serious diplomatic and psychological setbacks
with the "loss" ofVietnam. Ronald Reagan managed to recoup substantially
the American credibilityand position in the region through his drive to
build up the US. military presence on an anti-Soviet pretext that was
popular at homeIn theprocess, theUnited States began to suffer from an
ever-increasing military budget and overemphasis on economic growth
based on borrowed assets, leading to the bi^est budget and trade def
icits in US. history. Since then, the United States has come to enjoy the
reputation ofbeing theworld's biggest debtor when not long ago it had
been the world's biggest creditor.

Washington has traditionally hadstrategic advantages inEast Asia that
are military, ideological, economic, and political. The United States has
enjoyed alliances withJapan, South Korea, thePhilippines, and Thailand. It
hasbeen aligned with ASEAN and more recently with China. This com
parative advantage has been denied to the other two major powers.
Psychologically, theUnited States hasbeenseenasapermanent fixture on
theregional scene bytheregional states, and itsmultifaceted role may have
been challenged, but its importance has neverbeen refuted.

Nevertheless, it hasbecome apparent that during the pastfewyearsthe
United States hasgrown less responsive to the rapidly changing political
andeconomicscene in the region,in spiteofrepeated pronouncementsby
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Washington that the United States has been sensitive to the signifiranrf
and development of the region.

Washington had been accustomed to its political and economic cloiit
in theregion untilthebeliefinitsascendancy wasshattered bytheretreat
from Vietnam. Yet, Washington's perceptions oftheregion have remained
essentially security-oriented, based on thepredominantly military rolethe
United States had played in the postwar period. Hence, ironically, the
current difficulties faced by Washington in East Asia stem not from its
relations with Moscow or Beijing but from relations with its main allies
and friends: Japan, South Korea, Taiwan, the Philippines, and Thailand.

Washington-Moscow relations during the past decade have been
shaped essentially by securityconsiderations. In response to the massive
Soviet naval buildup in the1970s, theReagan administration attempted to
seekmilitary parityby building a five-hundred-ship Seventh Fleetto meet
the threat of an increasing Soviet military posture, which had been
extended to includeMoscow's active support of the regional conflicts in
Cambodia andAfghanistan. Relations with Beijing developed dining the
same period based on a similar assumption of containment of the Soviet
Union despite initial signs ofapossible Sino-Soviet detente Nevertheless,
Sino-American relations were impeded byquestions oftechnology trans
fer, humanrights treatment, and closestrategicalliance between the two
powers. As noted, Reagan's visibly anti-Soviet stance and the apparent
recession of theSoviet offensive convinced Beijing to eventually become
more receptive to Soviet moves for rapprochement with China. In ad^
dition, the subsequent Soviet-US. INF accord contributed further to the
coming together of Beijing and Moscow.

Over the years, Washington and Beijing have drawn closer to each
other in their strategic outlook as a whole, which continues to accentuate
the Soviet threat and the need tocontain it. Under George Bush, Washing,
tonhas also adopted acloser position to thatofBeijing on theCambodian
problem, where both continue to see theVietnamese hegemonism as the
problem. They also acknowledge that the United Statesmust remain in the
region to maintain the equilibrium in the triangular arrangement among
the three powers.

So long as Moscow's policy toward the region was also .singularly
security-oriented, confrontational, and expansionistic, Washington could
always relyon theSoviet threat to rally regional supportfor itsanti-Soviet
posture The introduction of the Soviet "new look" diplomacy under
Gorbachev, however, hasshiftedovernightthe positionof theUnitedStates
from offensive to defensive This shift has occurred at a time when
Washington has begun to face troubles in its bilateral relations with
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regional allies over essentially economic problems. Nodoubt, Moscow has
been quick toexploit this growing anom^y in Washington's relations with
its regional friends, thusfurther complicating thesituation for theUnited
States.

Gorbachev's peace-seeking activities pose perhaps the greatest chal
lenge forWashington, whichthusfarhasappeared capable onlyofreacting
or responding to the various initiatives launched by Moscow. Gorbachev
hasattempted tocarve outastrongSovietposition inaregion thatnotonly
is increasingly recognized as being the most dynamic but also has tradi
tionally beenregarded asWashington's domain ofinfluence Inspite ofthe
lackof clarity in Gorbachev's regional initiatives, which have yet to be
tested, they have generally been well received as "progressive" and
"imaginative" Whereas Gorbachev seems capable of churning out one
proposal after another "daring" theUnited States to take him on,inthefield
ofarmscontrol and reduction, the scalingbackofnuclear forces at sea,and
the mutual dismantling of US. military bases and Soviet facilities in
Vietnam, the responses from Washingtonhave been either dismissive or
unenthusiastic in tone. Gorbachev's peace activism—without referring to
any alteration of Moscow's own force structure and deployment—has
further eroded the once undisputed argument for a strong US. military
presencein the region. Thereisalso lessurgency to maintain theUS. bases
withintheregion fromJapan to South Korea to thePhilippines without the
rationale ofdeterrence against the once ominous Soviet threat.Above all,
Washington isstilladjusting toMoscow's newimage andcalls fordialogue
and cooperation, in contrast to the old notion of an expansionist Soviet
Union. Theproblem is compounded by the moodofmost of the regional
states, which seem to consider the new Soviet approach to be genuine

The present difficulties faced by Washington in relation to its policy
toward Moscoware compounded by moimtingdifficulties in Washington's
relations with its traditional friends, particularly over the question of
protectionism. The root of the problemis, of course, the growing huge
imbalance in the tradingrelationships Washington hasmaintainedwith the
regional states, whichhasresulted inthedouble deficits that, inturn,have
undercut US. capabilities. Furthermore, in a region where the regional
states are becoming increasingly capable of asserting themselves, appro
priateadjustments mustbe made in the bilateral relationships with them.
Japan and Korea are the mostoutstanding cases. Now the world's biggest
creditor with substantial financial clout, Japan is facing the pressure to
forge a more independent posturefor itself. Washington hasbeen prod
ding Tokyo to assume a greater role in defense and to become more
"responsible" asa majorworld trading partner. However, Washington has
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yet to formulate definitive and realistic plans for realizing such adjust
ments,and Tokyo, for its part, has alsofound it difficult to effecta change,
particularly when relentless pressure is being applied by Washington.
Enjoyingthe fifthlargest budget in the world,Japan is expected to shoulder
a greater share of the burden of providing developmental assistance to
othernations. Also at issueiswhatroleJapanwouldbesuitedtoplayinany
eventual partnership with the Soviet Union, particularly in the develop
ment ofSiberia. Thefuture relationshipbetween Washington andSeoulas
well will prove increasingly problematic. There is ongoing pressure for
Seoul to voluntarily reduce exports to the United States and corresponds
ingly open the SouthKorean marketto American goods. Thelongstanding
defense cooperation between the two sides will be facing problems
rangingfrom the increasingneed to share the cost of maintaining the U.S.
troop presence to an eventual U.S. troop pullout from the Korean penin
sula. Theexpressionofnationalist sentimentamong a growing numberof
Koreans will also prove problematic in fixture defense cooperation be
tween the two countries. In the long run. South Korea may gradually
assume a greater part of its defense burden as reductions ofUS. forces are
effected.

Another issue likelyto be contentious will be the growingeconomic
links betweenSeoul andMoscow(andothersocialist countries), including
the transferof high-tech equipment and knowledge Moscow's interest in
developing economic ties with Seoul has led to an exchange of trade
representative offices in Seoul and Moscow. Bilateral trade has grown
rapidly to around $300million in 1988. Seoul is alsomaking loansto and
investmentsin theSoviet Union. Thiseconomicrelationshipisexpected to
grow significantly as South Korea is increasingly seen not only as an
important source ofsupplies ofmanufactured goods but alsoasa source of
technologythat ismore difficult to secure elsewhere It isapparentthat the
new Gorbachevapproachismultifaceted, aimedat takingadvantage ofthe
fluidpolitical and economic situation of the region.

Washington's relations with Bangkok, its treaty ally in SoutheastAsia,
haveexperienced some uneven periods. The ripple effectsof protection
ism in the disputes involving quotas, countervailing duties (CVD) on
imports, the protection of intellectual property and pharmaceutical pat
ents, the GeneralizedSystemof Preferences (GSP), aswell as the competi
tion in the export of farm products have been catalystic. The growing
economic differences have been compounded by the recent reduction of
the U.S. security assistance vital to the development of Thailand's defense
capabilities. These actions by the United States have forced the Thai side to
review the state of the Thai-U.S. relationship. Thailand's nationalistic
reaction to the growing U.S. economic pressure, its growing doubts about
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the continued U.S. security commitment in the region in light of the
growing US. budgetarycutbacks, and the uncertaintyof the future of the
US. bases in the Philippines have made the matter more urgent. Corre
spondingly, positive feelings among the Thais are beingdevelopedtoward
China and the Soviet Union, undercutting the traditionally favorable
attitude toward the United States.The general feeling that the US.role in
the region is becoming less vital is increasingly calling Washington's
credibility into question.

A variety of factors, including Washington's perennial problems of
synchronization of policies and action among departmentsand between
the executive andlegislative branchesand the lackofcontinuityofpolicies
because of frequent change of the US. leadership, will determine the
adroitness of Washington's handling of the US. relationship with Moscow
and Beijing. Its success in handling those relationships, in turn, will
determine the credibility of the US. role in the region.

A Fast Changing Region

Atno other time during the postwar period has the triangularrelation
ship involving China, the Soviet Union, and the United States seensuch a
notable transformationalonggenerallyencouraginglines. Chinabeganthe
trend of radical change with its drive toward modernization through
variouseconomic imperatives. The Soviet Unionfollowed suit and began
its own revolutionizingchange, the process of which is still unfolding. In
both cases, strong-willed and imaginative leaders have been the principal
forces behind the change, delivering shock therapy to lethargic societies.
But their actions alsohavesignificant political overtones. In their common
pursuit of change, they have discarded ideological constraints and have
redrawn the perimeter of their relations.The ensuingprocess of drawing
one another closer has made it possible to shed confrontation and cultivate
dialogueTheslowbut steadycourseleading to theeventual normalization
of Sino-Soviet bilateral relations is becoming a reality and is serving as an
impetusfor the improved regional politicalclimateandincreasedpositive
interplay amongthe regional countriesasawhole Faced with the changes
affecting both Beijing and Moscow, Washington's rolehasbeen seen to be
inadequately responsive, if not reactive. Nevertheless, it must be recog
nized that Washington has alsoexperienced its own change. It has lost its
long-held positionofomnipotence andisintheprocessofadjusting to this
new situation not only in its relationswith the other two superpowersbut
also in its relations with the other regional players. In fact, as these other
states become able to play an increasingly assertive role because of the
economic clout theyhavebeen gaining, theyin turn come to influence the
triangular relationship of the major powers. Amultilayered relationship is
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developing steadily among thevarious states of theWestern Pacific Rim,
whose policies and actions are affecting one another in an increasingly
integral anddynamic way and contributing to thefurther development of
constructive ties among them. If this process continues, it would revolu
tionize the patternof interstate relations in the region, alleviate tensions
and conflicts, and promote the prospect of peace, cooperation, and
development among the large and small states of the Asia-Pacific.
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AMERICAN DISCUSSANT: Childtcss Hiakcsthe point that some of the new Thai
initiatives toward Indochina have not been unheard ofin the course of the
Indochina conflict. In the period from 1973 to late 1978, there was much
discussion of equidistance and omnidirectionality and of the necessityof
opening up economic aid and businesschannelsas a wayof ensuringthat
there would be a peacefiil relationship between Thailand and its neigh
bors. However, these policies,which were successfullyput forward in that
earlier period, were abandoned because of the Vietnamese invasion of
Cambodia, which changed the political landscape of Southeast Asia. From
1978 until the present, each Thai prime minister as well as Foreign
Minister Siddhi Savetsilahas emphasized several cardinal points in Thai
land's foreign policy. The first is the fiill withdrawal of all Vietnamese
military forces from Cambodia. The second is the creation of a neutral,
nonaligned, and genuinely independent Cambodiacontrolled neither by
the Khmer Rouge nor by the Vietnamese.

Both Childress and Sarasin address the critical role that Beijing has
played together with Thailand, ASEAN, and the United States in denying
Vietnam what Hanoi had thought of as a fait accompli in Cambodia. During
these bilateral forums we have discussed at great length the question of
whose side time is on in Cambodia. Is it on Thailand's side, or is it on
Vietnam's side? The fact that we are still discussing the question is itself the
answer. Six years have gone by since our meeting in Chiang Mai, and
indeed Vietnam has not created a fait accompli. Its attempt to do so in
Cambodia was, in fact, thwarted. The noncommunists, who were being
overrun in their camps on the Thai border at the time of that conference,
are stronger today than they ever have been. The Vietnamese are now
beginning to leaveCambodia, and they are not in triumph. The policies set
in place by ASEAN, China, the United States, and also by Japan are now
bearing fruit.

Sarasin covers familiar ground with regard to Soviet foreign policy
initiatives—the new initiatives under Gorbachev—and the new multidi
mensional aspects of the Soviet presence in Asia and the Pacific. That
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poliq^ is no longer the one-dimensional military approach that we have
become so familiarwith and complacent about through the years.Soviet
diplomatic competition is becoming more astute as the Soviets enter the
economic game However, we should not overestimate the degree to
which Soviet policy has really changed with regard to the Cambodia
question.Both ChildressandSarasinagree that Moscow's flexibility hasndt
led to any radical abandonment of Hanoi. The strategic relationship
between Moscow and Hanoi endures. The Soviet Union views the Cambo
dian problem as, quoting Childress, "a nuisance that needs to be resolved
in a way that preserves Soviet interests in Vietnam while removing[the
problem] as an obstacle to Sino-Soviet normalization." The SovietUnion,
far from abandoning its Vietnamese ally, has displayed greater verbal
flexibility whileincreasing itsassistance to theVietnamese It clearlyfavofs
winding down the Cambodian conflict but thus far only on terms that
lopsidedly favor the Vietnamese-sponsored government in Phnom Penh
Sarasin concludes his chapter with a brief discussion of the United States
and the economic frictions that are a realproblem in our relationshipwith
Thailand right now as well as the uncertainties involved with American
budget cuts and the US. militaryfacilities in the Philippines.

Finally, I finda bit more gloom and doom regarding the US. role in Asia
than seems justified by the facts. There is a tendency to givefar too much
importance to the potential outcome of Sino-Soviet rapprochement or
even to Gorbachev's geopolitical initiatives than I believe is warranted. We
tend to forget that the US. economy and US. security forces have never
been more powerful than they are today. America has a deficit and a
balance-of-payments problem, but it is extremely premature to discount
the continuingpowerandinfluence oftheworld's largest economyandthe
world's largest market. In regard to Gorbachev's initiatives both at home
andabroad, 1welcome theseboth forwhat theymay do andbecause they
are the crowning affirmation of the success of American foreign policy
over the last forty years.

I do not fear Sino-Soviet normalization, because both China and the
Soviet Union are turningoutwardto theWest. Theydosobynecessity. I do
not believe that we haveto worry about the Soviets playingthe Chinacard
or the Chinese playing the Soviet card in some triangular formulation. I
think the triangularformulationis incorrect.Japanis now a leading world
economicforce, and you cannot talkabout global powerrelations simply
as a triangle. The West has never been in a better position since the post^
WorldWar II era. Weshould respond flexibly, keeping our own interests
paramount. Weshould demand changes as the price ofparticipation in the
world community in which Thailand and the United States have been
participating for years and years.
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On Cambodia, we are in better shape than any of us would have
imagined in, say,1975 or even in 1979,1982, or 1983. Vietnam is exhausted
and bankrupt. It is leaving Cambodia and engaging in serious discussions
about how to reverse what it used to refer to as an irreversible situation.

Times now have changed. The irreversible is indeed irreversible. However,
we must take care not to grasp defeat from the jaws of victory. We must
seek a long-term and comprehensive solution to the Cambodia problem.
That solution must be a political one and not a military one. It must involve
a complete and genuine withdrawal of the Vietnamese troops from
Cambodia. I am not referring to the kind of uniform changes that some
friends in Beijing claim to see at present. And no less important, that
solution must involve multiple means for preventing the return to domi
nance of the Khmer Rouge. These means must involve some combination
ofincreased aid to the noncommunists, decreased aid to the Khmer Rouge,
and a retirement home for the more obnoxious members of the Khmer

Rouge, and it must lead to a Sihanouk-led coalition government that will
hold genuine power during the period prior to an election. That is, there
must be an interim government.

To achieve these ends we must maintain the unity ofpurpose that has
served us so well over the past decade This does not mean no change. The
trick is in the timing of the changes. Wemight even say that the three "nos"
must go—that is, no trade, no aid, no normalization. The trick is when the
nos go. If we move ahead prematurely before the Vietnamese have
genuinely withdrawn and before we are able to create an internal situation
that is amenable to true peace and stability, we will serve nobody's
purposes and we will have squandered whatwe have achieved over the last
ten years. We must avoid, as Sarasin argues, unilateralism and maintain, in
Childress's words, a complex network of consultation among ASEAN, the
United States, Japan, and the People's Republic of China in order to bring
about the type of lasting peace that will permanently enhance Thailand's
security interests. We are closer to our goal than we have been in the past.
We must not falter. We must keep the pressure on in order to bring a lasting
peace to the Cambodian people.

THAI DISCUSSANT: Sarasin gives a very good overview of the overall strategic
environment bearing on Thailand's situation. However, had I written the
chapter, I would have been less Sinocentric in my interpretation of the
sources of these changes. Perhaps I would have given more weight to the
initiatives made by the Soviet Union in recent years. I also would have
given greater attention to a few propositions. One is the view that the
positions of the Soviet Union are identical to those of the Vietnamese and
the People's Republic of Kampuchea (PRK). Another is the assertion that
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"there is little evidenceof actualchange in the Soviet military structure,
doctrine, or deployment offorces." Finally, although I amnotanexperton
theSoviet Union, Ibelieve therehave beensomeinteresting developments
in the Soviet Union's strategic doctrine over the past few years, such as
downgrading for the first timein a quarterofa centurythe importance of
conventional seapower.Thisdevelopment obviously mayhave an impact
on the Soviet position in Vietnam and the role of Cam Ranh Bay in Soviet
thinking.

Where the Sino-Thai relationship is concerned, I would have focused
moreon theroleofChina intheSouth China Sea. China's claims wereagain
demonstrated in a dramatic wayby its recent actions over the Spradys,
actions that caused agreat deal ofanxiety in the other claimants' capit^.
Butmydisagreements are onlya matter ofnuances, because 1agreewith
the basic thrustof Sarasin's analysis of the changes taking place in gredt
power relations and with his belief that in the international relations of the
Western Pacific Rim region, politics and economics are intertwined
inextricably. Great powerrelations cannotbe looked atwithout recogniz
ing that there has been and continues to be the steady development of a
multilateral relationship among the various states whose policies and
actionsinvariably influence one anotherinan increasingly integralway. As
Sarasin says, this in turn contributes to the dynamism of the region as a
wholeand a constructive development of ties among regional states.

Regarding Childress's chapter, 1 agree that arms procurement from
China is bound to become a permanent feature ofThai defense policy. I
also agree with him on the importance of the economic dimension ofThai-
US. relations andthatThailand's foreign policydirections mustbeput ina
widerperspective, in a widercontext, both in terms of chronology and
issuearea. Lastly, Iwouldliketo addthathisadviceandgoodwillhave been
receivedwithgreat appreciation. 1also appreciate hisidea thatThaipolicy
should maintain a moving equilibrium but thatto dosowUl first require a
complex networkof consultations with ASEAN, the United States, Japan,
and China. Such a dialogue cannot separate the security from the eco
nomic dimension. To separate the twowould risk thebalance Thai policy
makers seek.

Now 1 would like to offer some of my own views on the major
developments in Thai foreign policy in recent years. I believe that the
recent foreign policy initiatives undertaken by the Thai government,
extending from the prime minister'smemoir to the US. president, to our
standon intellectual property rights, to the policyof reaching out to the
Indochinese countries, whichwasmanifested in our invitation andrecep
tion of Hun Senin Bangkok, are adjustments to changing realities. These
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adjustments have been long overdue, owing to certain entrenched per
spectives within Thai policy-making circles. What are the changing real
ities? Some are those that Professor Scalapino has eloquently laid out for us
in his introductory remarks. One is great power rapprochement. Another,
which he did not point out, is declining U.S. injfluence. Third is the decrease
in regional tensions and increase in dialogues without preconditions.
Bangkok'scontact with Hun Senwas a natural response in light of the fact
that Hun Sen had already met with Prince Sihanouk four times before
comingto Bangkok and alsohadbeen toJIMI (JakartaInformal MeetingI).
Fourth, the People's Republic of Kampuchea, for better or for worse, has
been in power for over ten years. You cannot wish away a structure like
that. Talkingto Hun Senwas a natural adjustment to the fact that the PRK
has been in power for a long time. It is the longest-ruling regime since
Prince Sihanouk was deposed in 1970, and it is the only regime since 1970
that has provided a modicum of normalcy for the Cambodianpeople The
fifth reality is the growing importance of economics and the growing
awareness ofsocialist countries both inside and outside Southeast Asia that

economic wellbeing constitutes a crucial dimension of national security.
These are realities that have to be taken care of and must be taken into

consideration.

The manner of implementing Thailand's new foreign policy directions
maybe rather abrupt and it maybe unilateral. Butit was the onlywaythat it
could be done in Thailand because of entrenched thinking within the
bureaucracy that monopolized the decision-making process in the past.
One maylook back to 1975,when the decision to normalizerelationswith
the People's Republic of China was stalled for a very long time in the
National Security Council, which was headed by none other than Field
Marshal Siddhi Savetsila. In the end, to make normalization possible, the
government had to bypass the National Security Council altogether, in a
very abrupt manner. In Thailand, incremental changes are dangerous.

Despite the sudden manner of implementing the changes in Thai
foreign policy, I believe that the new initiatives are deeply rooted in issue
areas, in many long-term trends taking place in Thailand that cannot be
ignored. The first is the growing strength of the parliamentary system,
sdlowinginterest groups and extrabureaucratic groups to participate more
in the decision-making process. The second trend is toward increased
public recognition of Thailand's growing strength relative to its neighbors
in the long term and a greater sense of self-confidence Because of the
heightened self-confidence there is greater recognition that Thailand can,
to a great degree, be master of its own destiny. This self-confidence is
evident not only in terms of its foreign policy but also in terms of
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designing, for example, its own technological future. A third long-term
trend is a growing recognition, especially among the Thai military, that a
continued hard-line posture toward the Indochinese countries may not
only be inappropriate given the changing circumstances but also comes at
great cost to Thailand. We must not forget that it is not only Cambodians
who die but also Thai soldiers. Since the border incident on the Thai-

Cambodian border in 1987 and the last incidence in 1988, Thailand has
suffered over a thousand casualties. The recognition that a hard-line
posture is not a costless one helps to push Thailand toward a more flexible
position. It is not a coincidence that one of the foremost supporters of the
present foreign policy directions is General Chaovalit Yongchaiyut, the
supreme commander of the armed forces and army chief.

Thailand'spresent foreignpolicy initiativeshavebeen taken by a leader
who has long and wide-ranging experience in foreign affairsand who has
firm beliefs about foreign affairs. First, where adversaries are concerned.
Prime Minister Chatichai believes in the value of personal diplomacy as a
means of alleviatingtension and increasing the possibility ofa compromise
solution. Hisdictum is that in diplomacyyou must be near enough to your
adversaries to hear their voices but not near enough for them to kickyou.
Thevalue that he places on personal diplomacyhasbeen seen clearlyover
the past few months. Second, Prime Minister Chatichai has emphasized
improved relations with our neighbors. A high international stature is
important, but, in the end, good relations with neighbors is most impor
tant because they are nearest to you. Third, he believes in economics as a
means of lessening tension. For this reason, in his public statements he
separates questions ofeconomics from politics. Fourth, he sees economic
relations as a long-term guarantee of peace When states trade, there is less
likelihood of war. I believe that his initiatives are bearing fruit. A few
months ago, the central bankers ofVietnam asked our central bank about
the possibility of using the baht currency for trading. This is one of the
most significant developments to take place in recent years. Hun Sen has
also indicated on record that he would like to use the baht ashis country's
reserve currency.

Where friends are concerned. Prime Minister Chatichai believes in the
need for partnership rather than patron-client relationships or neo-patron-
client relationships. He also believes in diversification of one's friendships.
To put all one's eggs in one basket would be a recipe for disaster. He was
the deputy foreign minister and foreign minister successively in the days
when the United States abandoned us to face the big and hostile outside
world, and he has not forgotten that.

THAI PARTICIPANT: I would like to broaden our understanding of the use of
American versus Chinese military equipment. Some ofyou mentioned that
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the Chinese equipment is cheap. Cheap is not the thing that we ought to
buy. If the equipment senses our purpose, we should buy it.

First, in the past, we used a lot of equipment made in the United States.
It turned out that it was not very good. Much of the Chinese equipment is
designed for rockets and rough terrain and is more durable than the
American equipment. Moreover, it takes a long time to get American
equipment, and there is much paperwork involved. We use Chinese
equipment because we are sometimes short, and we can get it almost
immediately. In addition, China is fightingthe Vietnamesein the north, and
we support the Chinese in that effort.

Second, in the long term, we are using up the budget for the army, a
budget which is not unlimited. Our country is trying to develop its
economy, not the military. Sometimes when we do not have enough
money,we get credit from the Chinese.Wecan assemblethe equipment in
the country and pay later. With the Americans, we must put the money
down in advance, and two or three years later the equipment arrives.
Furthermore, if we use Western-style equipment the maintenance is more
expensive. We would go bankrupt trying to maintainthat equipment. The
Chinese equipment is simple—simpleto make and simple to use. It does
not take so much time to maintain it. Thus, if equipment is not operational
but it is cheap,we do not buy it. Thiscontradicts the assertion that we buy
Chinese equipment only because it is cheap. It must serve the purpose
intended as well.

Andthird, the exchange must be made with an ally. The United Statesis
indeed an ally, but it is too far away.

THAI PARTICIPANT: Why do Childress and Sarasin think that the Cambodian
problem is so complex? It is not really that complicated. In recent times,
the pace of resolving the problem has quickened. Wehavenow entered a
new period since PrimeMinisterChatichai invited HunSento visit. Ifyou
look at the problem now,you will see that only a few factors are important.
First, the involvement of the United States has been minimized, as the U.S.
government has continued to saythat the UnitedStateswill followASEAN
policy.Sowe can limit the possible role of the United Statesand leaveit to
ASEAN. Second, from the Soviet angle at least, China and Thailand are the
mainfactors in bringing about a solution to the problem. Asfor Thailand,1
think its role is minimal. It serves now as a funnel between China and the
resistance coalition. For the Soviet Union, its main concern is China. China
is a threat to their security interests in Vietnam, which include access to
Camh Ranh Bay and Danang. The real question, then, is when the Soviet
Unionwill decide to redirect its policy and make a decision to cut offaid to
Vietnam. 1believe this will occur gradually.1think there will be a gradual
shift after the May 1989 Sino-Soviet summit.
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THAI PARTICIPANT: On thc Vietnamesewithdrawal, I agree with Sarasin that
the Vietnamesehold the key to aresolution in Cambodia.I detect asense of
apprehension in Sarasin's chapter concerning the sincerity of the Viet
namese decision. In my discussions with the Vietnamese, theycommuni
cate a direct and immediate interest in dealing with the Cambodian
conflict andbringing aboutaresolution bywithdrawing theirtroops ifnot
by 1989, then in 1990. Should we justforget what theysay, or should we
give them the benefit of the doubt?

THAI PARTICIPANT: Whathas taken placearoundtheworldin the lastyearor
so has been very fundamental. The implications of the foreign policy
initiatives adopted by all the greatpowers are important for our corner of
theworld. 1am surprised thatwehave scarcely mentioned here today the
recent Soviet decision to withdraw firom Afghanistan. Tome,that was the
most important single eventthatbearsontheattitude andthepolicy ofthe
Vietnamese The Soviet Union decided to withdraw unilaterally without
even thinking about the consequencesthat mightfollow. Thiswithdrawal
has had an impacton the Vietnamese in the past few months.

1am impressed bytheway thatourprime minister has beenperceiving
changes along the way. 1think great changes areoccurring in the policy
directions thattheAsian powers aretaking, bilaterally and multilaterally. A
few years ago, 1would have thought that a Soviet retrenchment from its
facilities inVietnamwould havebeen impossible, andnow1would not rule
it out. Such measures can be taken in countries like the Soviet Union
without the wide consultationsof the sort you need in a Western democ
racy. There is a possibility that the Soviet Union will realize that its
presence in Vietnam is really an irritant, a finger pointing directly at the
Americans. If it thinks that it could regain some goodwill from the
Americans,and if it is determined to forge better relations with rhina we
will have a different game altogether.

What will be the situation inSoutheast Asia? It will have animpact on
our bilateral relationship withChina, obviously. Ourpresent government
along with certain dissidents inthe foreign policy establishment are frying
to anticipate future changes. 1agree that changes must be made,but not
suddenly. We live in a very exciting period right now. What triggered the
changes in Southeast Asia during the mid-1970s, unfortunately, was the
withdrawal of U.S. forces from South Vietnam. What is triggering the
changes now issomething that may beattributed tothebasic inferiority of
the communist system. Perhaps that is much more significant than any
single event that has taken place

Regarding Cambodia, we seem inclined to search for a Western solu
tion aswe tried to employ in the case of Laos. Is it realistic to believe in the
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slogans we have been hearing over the last ten years concerning self-
determination, democracy, independence, and neutrality? We are not
dealing with a nation-state Weare dealing with a nation that has not been
at peace for the past three or four decades. Ideally, we would like to have
Prince Sihanouk as the head of government, but are we being realistic? The
present government in Phnom Penh has not really made that good an
impression on us, and how old isSihanouk now?Arewe deluding ourselves
into thinking that, through a Western solution, we can restructure Cam
bodia as a nation and structure a new government? To my mind, that is not
our business. And what about the noncommunist resistance? Having been
out of the business so long, how will they know how to govern once they
take power? Allof these people have been out of the country for ten years.

AMERICAN PARTICIPANT: On bringing about a Vietnamese agreement to a
settlement in Cambodia, the question of generational change in Vietnam is
critical and goes right to the heart of the discussions we are having on
Cambodia. In the discussion of procrastination on Cambodia, I think the
point is being overlooked. The movement today is the result of changes in
Hanoi that the world sought. What is called procrastination, or no move
ment, was a result of Vietnamese intransigence Then the Vietnamese
started to move. Now the world is responding because they are moving in
our direction. And if the changes taking place are favorable to Thailand,
they are also favorable to the Westand favorable to a settlement. If these
changes are being caused by all the factorswe haveanalyzed, then why are
we so anxious to rush and meet them halfway? Why don't we let the
changes happen? Inexorable changes are causing Vietnam to change as
well, based on the principles that we have espoused for ten years. Let us
welcome the change, and let's let it happen.

Weshould respond when these changes lead to the serious negotiations
that we need to have for the Cambodian people and for stability. Are
freedom, neutrality, self-determination and elections allslogans?Ofcourse
they are. They are slogans of principle, and they are not just generated out
of the blue. They are the kinds of principles that the United States has
endorsed and Thailand has endorsed, and they are the kind that we should
set up as the goal. Of course, there are practical arrangements on the
ground that must be set up as we move toward negotiations. But if we
compromise our principles before we get Vietnam to the negotiating table,
I submit to you that you do not understand Vietnamese negotiating style.
Let them come, and let's make sure that the Vietnamese feel good about the
future before they come. Let's make sure those guarantees are there. One
such guarantee may include their integration into ASEAN. Let these
changes we are talking about bring them there.
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THAI PARTICIPANT: Wcdo HotHccdto go back and askwhy Thailand has been
involved in the Cambodian problem for the last ten years.Instead, we need
to askourselvesif,in fact, it wasThailand who wasspearheading effortsin
the international community to payattention to the problem in Cambodia.
Was it not Thailand together with ASEAN that has been monumental in
backingthis concerted effort?Ifwe saythis has been awaste of time,we ate
being too harsh. With all the difficulties involved, we are expressing
doubts about whether we shouldcontinue with the strategywe have been
using. But that is different from sayingthe effort has been one of rha.sing
after rainbows.

Ifwe accord the Hun Senregime legitimacy, we must be cognizantof
the realities. Whatmakes it possible for the HunSenregime to govern 90
percent of Cambodian territory? Should the Vietnamesewithdraw, tomor
row that regimemayfindonly 10percent of the territory in itspossession.
We must deal with this problem in a practical sense Wedo not believe that
anyone big solution wiUhaveto carry the day. Weare after a compromise
arrangement. And Thailand has been supportive ofsuch a settlement. But it
is Thailand, with ASEAN, that is making all the concessions. One is our
acceptance of Hun Sen. Another is agreeing to separate the so-called
internal and external aspects of the problem. These are two major
giveaways made by ASEAN in recent years. The Vietnamese have yet to
discuss specifics. The Vietnamese will only withdraw on Vietnamese
terms. So far they have said they will withdraw, but they are not very
specific on how theypropose to withdraw. All theysayis that theywill talk
once we meet their conditions.

On the question of comparing Cambodia and Afghanistan, I think the
two situations are entirely different as far as withdrawals are concerned.
The Soviet Union withdrew in a position of weakness. But what Vietnam is
doing today does not reflect a position of weakness, despite growing
pressure on the economic front.

AMERICAN discussant: Thc important question here is what it will take to
bring Vietnam to an acceptable settlement in Cambodia. The most difficult
thing for Vietnam to accept will be the idea that power must be shared
inside Cambodia. The noncommunists would play a part, and other
factions, including the Hun Sen group, would play a part. One of the
hardestthings forLeninist systems to contemplate ispower.sharing Will it
take a generational change to bring about that attitudinal transformation?
Afewyears ago I would havesaidyes,but now I am more optimistic. The
Viemamese are feeling economic pressures and the need to recover a lost
decade ofdevelopment in Vietnam. The nationalism evident in Vietnam in
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earlier decades has become less substantive than before. Perhaps there is
some realization of the need for change in Hanoi.

What else would be necessary to bring the Vietnamese along? Cer
tainly, some incentives would be necessary. All of us have talked about
what some of these incentives might be—the carrots that would woo
Vietnam—such as acceptance into the international trade system, the
financial system, and so on. There are other necessary building blocks that
must be put in place as well. One is to have a set of opponents with whom
they can feel comfortable about making a deal. That is the real logic behind
the assistance to the noncommunist resistance. So long as Vietnam has only
the options of supporting the present regime or making a deal solely with
the Himer Rouge,Vietnam will have a difficult time achieving awithdrawal
no matter what the Vietnamese say.

Finally, for the withdrawal to move further than it has will require
changes in policy in Hanoi. The Vietnamese will have to begin to make
local compromises on the ground inside Cambodia in order to have the
withdraw^ turn into anything other than chaos. Such compromises could
serve to bring the problem forward and expedite a solution.

THAI DISCUSSANT: Many people would consider Vietnam's promise to with
draw in 1990, if that ever happens, a concession in the long term. Many
people would also consider Vietnam's proposal to withdraw by September
1989 and negotiate a political settlement a concession.

Our prime minister has never thought that Thailand alone could
resolve the Cambodia conflict. There are four factions, and until recently
we were talking to three of them. Now we have spoken with the fourth.
This is a step toward the prime minister's initial goal when he took power
of rapprochement with the Indochinese states. Now that we have adjusted
to the realities next door, it is up to the great powers to do so as well.
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3. Changing Perceptions
of Thai-US. Relations

WIWAT MUNGKANDI

This chapter proposes to determine the extent to which changing
perceptionsofThai-U.S. relations reflect actual changes intherelationship
and how such perceptions might influence the future shapeand direction
of the relationship. The chapter will focus on Thai perceptions of the
current state ofThai-US. relations. These perceptions are now particularly
ambivalent. The ambivalence is closely related to significantchanges and
adjustments taking place in therelationship, largely in response to chang
inginternal and external environments. Because of thisambivalence, the
Thaiperception ofa deterioratingrelationship willnot necessarily leadto
a deterioration of the Thai-U.S. relationship in the future. If those relations
are properly managed, and certain positive developments occur, such
deterioration could be averted, and the perceptions would in turn become
more favorable and lead the relationship in a more positive direction.

Thai-US. relations during the latter half of the 1980s have been most
notable for their economic overtones. This does not mean that economics
alone determines the overall shape and direction of the relationship but
that Thai-American relations, which were transformed from a friendship
into an alliance in the post-World War II period by common security
concerns, have now thickened to embrace an extensive range of coopera
tive undertakings in many other areas of mutual interest.

There have been four major components in this matrix of relations:
security ties, trade and economic links, political understanding, and
individual or personal connections. Together these components have
nurtured a cooperation and understanding that havemade postwar Thai-
US. relations somewhat "special," particularly from the Thai perspective.
Thai-US. links have for several decades been the most intense of all the
longstanding external relationships Thailandhas maintained.

This special relationship seems to have become much less special
duringthe past decade or so.Following the US. withdrawal fromVietnam
in 1975, the security overtones of the postwar relationship drastically
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declined. During theimmediate post-Vietnam War period, U.S. credibility
came into question. More recently, not only has the focus of the relation
ship shifted from security and strategic cooperation to trade and eco
nomictransactions, but theselatter activities have given rise to increasing
frictionbetween the two countries.Fromthisperspective, twoofthemost
important components in the matrix seem to have been significantly
weakened, perhapsso muchso that theycouldhave unfavorable repercus
sions for political understanding if not personal sentiments between the
peoples of the two nations.

Changing Thai-U.S. Relations

During thepast decade Thai-American relations have beensignificantly
influenced by transformations that havetakenplace in both Thailand and
the United States. In Thailand, the most important developments have
been the growing export-oriented economy and movements toward
democratic rule As the contribution of industrial production to the
country'sgrossdomesticproduct (GDP)increases, Thailand's prospect of
becoming the next Asian newly industrialized country (NIC) appears
promising. Thecountryhasformany consecutive years recordedimpres
siveeconomicgrowth. In 1987the growthrate was 10percent—the first
double digit growth rate ever registered.

Given its increasing dependence on the export market, howevei; this
growing economy has become more vulnerable to external pressures and
fluctuations. It is significant that this vulnerability has arisen just as
Thailand isadvancing towardafiilly democraticgovernment. Indeed, with
thegrowth ofdomestic economic interests thathave increasing influence
on policy making, the Thai government has also become more and more
sensitive to domestic demands and pressures—demands and pressures
that, needless to say, could profoundly aflfect its external orientations.

In the United States, a great transformation isalso taking place On the
one hand, the United States is undergoing painful adjustments in its
transformation into a postindustrialized service economy. On the other
hand, it is also facing formidable challenges by industrial powers such as
Japan and the European Community as well as the world's new economic
forces, the Asian NICs and other emerging economic hopefiils. Henc^
along withincreasing budget andtrade deficits, there have beengrowing
protectionist pressures in the United States, which has already trans
formed itself from the world's largest creditor nation into the world's
largest debtor nation.

Important changes and developments have occurred on the interna
tional sceneaswell. Most notable arethereduction in tensions among the
major powers and more intense economic competition. In short, on the
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international front, the game of geopolitics seems to be giving way to one
of geo-economics.

It is against this backdrop of internal as well as external changes and
developments that the current state ofThai-American relationscanbe fully
understood. The relationship must be dealt with comprehensively in
terms of the dynamism of the components in the relational matrix. It is, in
short, this dynamism that will account for the change in the relationship,
for the better or for the worse.

Postwar Thai-American relations have been most notable in terms of
the close security cooperation between the two countries. The end of the
VietnamWarin 1975 marked a major turning point. At that time, the United
States seemed to be suffering from a credibility crisis. As tension in
Indochina was mounting during the early 1980s,the UnitedStatesseemed
to have restored some Thai confidence in its security commitments by
such measures as speeding up arms deliveries to Thailand when Vietnam
adopted its most threatening posture and supporting Thailand's force
modernization, as evident in the decision to sell Fl6 aircraft and other
modem weapons to Thailand.

Other cooperative ventures, including the annual Cobra Gold joint
militaryexercise and the setting up of awar reserve stockpilein Thailand,
apparently had the same effect. And the United States was persistent in its
support for the ASEAN effort to solve the Cambodian problem. Indeed,
alAough Sino-American understanding, which has to some extent put a
premium on Sino-Thai security cooperation (especially over the Cambo
dian issue), may have caused concern in certain Thai quarters about
Chinese influence, Thai-U.S. security relations seemed to have been given a
new life after the traumatic uncertainty in the aftermath of the Vietnam
War.

Another important change in the relationship is attributable mainly
to developments in the globaland U.S. domesticscenes. U.S. domesticdif
ficulties have led Washington to resort to cutbacks in defense assistance as
well as insistence on greater cost and burden sharing in security.Giventhe
possibility of a peaceful end to the Cold War and reduction of regional
tensions and conflicts, the question seems to be no longer one of cred
ibility but rather one of the relevance of formal security arrangements at
this time of growing peace. That the recent cuts in U.S. defense assistance
to Thailand did not come as a surprise to the Thai government or the public
and that the current uncertainty over the U.S. bases in the Philippines does
not seem to worry the present leadership in Thailand much may in a way
testifyto the decreasingrelevanceofThai-U.S. securityties.Theproblemis
not such that an agonizing reappraisal of the whole security arrangement is
now necessary, but certain questions tend to arise, at least among some
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elite groups: Is this kind of arrangement relevant in the emergingpeacefiii
environment? Is the United States, although it perhaps remains important,
still essential to Thai security requirements?

Such questions become increasingly pertinent as U.S. protectionist
pressures make themselves felt more and more in Thailand. A significant
percentage of Thailand's increasing (particularly industrial) exports has
been absorbed by the US. market. Approximately 20 percent of Thai
exports were consumed by this market in 1987. Growing U.S. protection
ism thus inevitably threatens the very fiiture of Thailand's industrial
development and the livelihood of a substantial part of its population. The
result is increasing friction.

Begiiming with the aborted Jenkins Bill (whose resurrection is pos
sible), the FarmAct, and the Trade Act,US. demands are being perceived
by the Thaipeople with increasingconcern—and perhaps bitterness. The
urgency of the problem and its potential impact seems so great that
although security continues to be a salient issue, the focus of Thai-U.S.
relations has shifted to trade and economic questions. Asrecently as the
beginning of this decade, it seemed inconceivable that Thailand and the
United States would soon be wrangling over the matter of dollars and
cents. They have nevertheless since then engaged in tough, lengthy, and
sometimes acrimonious negotiations over such matters.

The adverse impact of such wrangling has made itself felt to some
extent. It has caused bitterness and disillusionment, particularly on the
Thai part. It has threatened to undermine the political understanding
between the two countries, especially the longstanding friendship and
goodwill between their respective leaderships. Of course, there is no
longer a critical problem in the security field as in the immediate post-
Vietnam War period. However, the decreasing relevance of the security
arrangement has an important indirect consequence for the overall Thai-
US. relationship in that it is in a weakened position to level off, if not to
reverse, the downward turn in the relationship.

This leaves only the personal component in the relational matrix. Will
friendship and sentimental attachment cultivated and fostered through
longyearsofassociation,especiallythe closepostwar cooperation, remain
strong enough to carry the relationship through the 1990s? It is based on
this concern that this chapter proposes to analyze Thai perceptions of
present Thai-U.S. relations.

Changing Perceptions of
Thai-U.S. Security Relations

The general impression during the latter half of the 1980s is that Thai-
US. relations are entering a new era. Someview this asa "critical juncture''
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in the relationship.^ At this juncture, the various components in the
relational matrix begin not only not to be well synchronized but also to
have adverse ejOfects on one ano Aer. It seems indeed that "the Thai public's
view of the United States has never been so negative."^

Thai perceptions of postwar Thai-American relations have experi
enced significant changes since the end of the Vietnam War. However,
there is evidence that the negative attitude has become more or less
apparent only during the latter halfof this decade.It has stemmed mainly
from the economic and trade dispute between the two countries, which
are, many fear, gradually being engulfed in an emerging trade war. The
security relationship, which has stabilized since the beginning of the
decade, is not at this time strong enough to offset this attitude. It, too, has
encountered difficulties, although not as serious as those arising from
economic and trade relations.

The change in the international atmosphere has accounted to a large
degree for what has been referred to as the decreasing relevanceofThai-
American security ties—if not the estrangement between the two coun
tries. Following the reduced U.S. security role, Thailand has, especially
since the Third Indochina War in 1978-1979, cooperated more actively
with the People's Republic of China, although this is far from saying that
China has replaced the United States as Thailand's security cooperation
partner. However, in the currently relaxed internationalenvironment,the
declining relevance of such a security arrangement has given rise to a
stronger incentiveto searchnot for anewsecurityguarantorbut ratherfor
a diversification of relations with the major powers and hence greater
autonomy in the pursuit of Thai foreign policy goals. In this respect, Sino-
Thai security cooperation serves not so much to shore up the diminished
U.S. security role in the region as to emphasize Thai autonomy.

The United States has always maintained that its military presence in
Southeast Asiahas a stabilizing influence. Backin 1984 it was asserted that
the United Stateswas "unequivocally committed to Asia."^ With regard to
Thailand, the country's frontline status "in every sense of the word" was
explicitly recognized. The U.S. government took pride in its ability to
speedily fulfill Thai requirements for military equipment the previous year,
an action it considered characteristic of its attitude toward the Thai

1M.R. Kasem S. Kasemsri, "Thai-US. Relations at a Critical Juncture," in Ansil Ramsay and
Wiwat Mungkandi, eds., Thailand-US. Relations: Changing Political, Strategic, and Eco
nomic Factors (Berkeley, Calif.: Institute ofEastAsian Studies,University ofCalifornia, 1988),
p. 8.

2Ibid.

^Admiral William J. Crowe, Jr.,Bangkok Post, May13,1984.
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relationship with the US.This year much the same commitment has been
reaffirmed. Ithas also beenstressed thattheUnited States, inhonoring "her
security commitment to our friends and allies in the Pacific," also looks
toward "the long-term prosperity of the region."^

However; in this changing securitylandscape, the Thaipeopledo not
seem to be particularly enthusiastic about the kind of reassurance the
United States isoffering, although itwas badly needed and earnestlysought
in theaftermath oftheVietnam War. Rather; theuncertainty over the US.
military presence in this region, the reluctance to be direcdy or more
decisively involved in regional security affairs such as the Cambodian
problem, the slowreactionduringthe recent Thai-Lao border clash, and
most recently the slash of security assistance by $21 million have in
creasingly reinforced theThai perception ofthediminishedsecurity role
of the UnitedStatesthat hasbeen a generalpost-Vietnam Wartrend. Such
a reinforced perception mayhavecontributed to the recent intensification
of Thai efforts to expand external contacts.

More important, perhaps, is the change in the Thai perception of
Thailand's security needs and situation. The changing international en
vironment, inwhich geo-economics seems tobepredominating over geo
politics, appears to have induced theThais to perceive any threat to their
economic wellbeing and growth as a threat to their security? Hence,
whereas formal security arrangements with the United States may, in the
public view, have become increasingly irrelevant, US. demands and pres
sures in theeconomic andtrade areas tendto be regarded withfar graver
concern.

The Thai reaction isincreasingly characterized byasearch ifnotyetfor
afundamental review ofThai-US. security ties, then for greater autonomy
andindependence inforeign policy. In thebroadercontextofASEAN, the
self-confident and mature nationalisms of ASEAN now call for a more
sophisticated and nonpressuring treatment by the United States. But like
the other ASEAN countries, Thailand, from the perspective of some
observers, isoftenconsidered bytheUnited States more asanobject thana
subject in the larger international environment.^

The initiative Thailand has recently taken inaneffort, presumably, to
find asolutionto theCambodian problemandto improve relationswithits
Indochinese neighbors may be the result of a reactive concern about a
majorpower collusion (in the context ofSino-Soviet rapprochement and

••Adiniral Huntington Hardistry, The Nation (Bangkok), January 26,1989.
'General Chaovalit Yongchaiyut, speech delivered to the SecondThai-US. Bilateral Forumin
Uttaradit, Thailand, on November 12,1986.

^Norman D. Palmer, Westward Watch: The United States andthe Changing Western Pacific
(SanFrancisco, Calif.: Pergamon-Brassey's, 1987),p. 117.
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Sino-Americancooperation, in particular) on this issue It is afraid of being
treated as a pawn in the major powers' game.

In a broader sense, however, such fears coupled with the perceived
decreasing relevance of the U.S. security role in the region have given rise
to an introspective propensity, a tendency to keep a distance from the
major powers, thereby enhancing Thailand's autonomy and independence
in world affairs, and to pay more attention to its immediate regional
setting. There is, in other words, an increasing reluctance to compromise
national independence and dignity by too close an association with a
major power. And,given the reduction of tensions among the great powers
and their understanding if not collusion, a tempting policy option is to
distance one's country from these states. Terms such as "equidistance" and
"balanced relationship" (which figure in the current government's policy
statement to Parliament) may not have much practical meaning, but they
reflect this growing sentiment to some extent.

Thailand's desire to assert an independent external stance was most
evident at the United Nations Security Council during its consideration of
the issue of U.S. attack on Libyain April 1986. The issue arose at the very
time of the Thai-American "rice war." Thai bitterness about the perceived
impact of the Farm Act coupled with concern about the reaction of the
Arab countries might have prompted Thailand to endorse the resolution
condemning the American action. The Thai representative to the United
Nations admitted that the Thai decision, which was required for the
resolution to be carried, was made with a "heavy heart."'^ But it repre
sented not just a protest against U.S. pressures on Thailand but a move to
distance the country from the superpower and to emphasize Thai auton
omy in the pursuit of its foreign policy objectives.

Thailand's more recent diplomatic moves presumably to mend fences
with its neighbors and expand its export market may also be cited to
substantiate this line of argument. The Indochina policy of the present
prime minister, in particular, may be interpreted as an attempt to improve
Thailand's security situation and thereby to lessen its security dependence
on the United States. The Indochina move, the controversial Hun Sen visit
affair, and Generalized System of Preferences (GSP) and military aid cuts
might not be completely separate incidents. The prime minister's retalia
tion for the U.S. unfavorable response to Thai GSP requests by moving
closer to neighboring countries regardless of ideological differences was
enthusiastically welcomed in some quarters.® Interestingly, such a linkage
among these incidents may represent a new orientation in Thai diplomacy.

•^M.L Birabhonse Kasemsri, Thailand's permanent representative to the United Nations.

^Thai Rath (Bangkok), January 25,1989.
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an orientation that will become clearer after a consideration of Thai

perceptions of Thai-US. relations in the economic and trade sectors.
Althoughsuch a new trend is currently remarkable enough, conservative
forces or traditionalism in Thai foreign policy—that is, the tendency
to watch great power activities closely before venturing in any new di
rection—could serve as a restraint on actual policy innovation. Such
traditionalism is a factor accounting for the ambivalence in the Thai
perceptions of Thai-U.S. relations.

Changing Thai Perceptions of
Thai-U.S. Economic and Trade Relations

Tobetter appreciateThaiperceptions,it isnecessaryto understandthe
stake Thailand has in its economic and trade relationship with the United
States. As the country's economybecomes increasingly industrialized—in
1985 the value of its manufactured output for the first time exceeded that
ofthe agricultural production—itsdependenceon export markets grows.
In 1985, industrial output constituted 42 percent of exports. A major
outlet for this expanding export trade is the U.S. market.

According to Thai statistics. Thai exports to the United States have
increasedfrom1.2 billionbahtin I960 to 41.5 billion bahtin 1986, making
it now Thailand's largest single market for manufactured products (includ
ing integrated circuits, machinery parts, computer components, artificial
flowers and foliage, canned tuna, and textiles) and accountingfor an ever-
increasing share in this export traded Another remarkable feature of this
growing bilateral trade is that the United States in recent years has
experienced a continuing deficit. Thailand'sbilateral trade surplus in 1987
was $843 million.'"

The importance of Thai-U.S. trade is nevertheless asymmetrical. With
Thaiexports to the UnitedStatesaccountingfor amere 1.2percent oftotal
US. imports, the US. market is much more vital to the Thaieconomy than
the Thai market is to the United States. Furthermore, the picture is
complicated by the fact that Thailand has run a deficit with the United
Statesin services and military equipment purchases. The price of the Fl6
aircraft alone,for instance, is more than five times the annual trade surplus
that Thailand only lately has been enjoying. Thiscase is just the tip of the
iceberg, reflecting only partially the extensive dependence of Thailand on
US. technology.

This complex relationship alone could be a major source of difficulties
and complaintson both sides. More important, however, are the differing

'USIS,Thai-U.S. Relations: TheEconomic Dimension, April 1988, pp. 6-7.

'"Ibid., p. 7.
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perceptions, colored bya kind of"attitudinal prism" fostered bydevelop
ments in both countries.

On the American side, the general impression may be that, like the
Asian NICs and thosestrivingfor that economicstatus, Thailand ispart of
an economic dynamism in which "unfair trade" is threatening the liveli
hoodofmany American workers and farmers, particularly at a timewhen
the United States is going throughpainfiil adjustments in response to the
decline of its industrial and agricultural production. On the Thai side,
which will be dealt with below in detail, it may be said brieflyhere that the
"free and fair trade" principle as forcefully articulated by the U.S. govern
mentisa mereeuphemism fora "squeeze andno squeal" policyofamuch
bigger nation.

Thai perceptions of Thai-U.S. relations represent complex attitudes
and reactions to U.S. trade and economic policy.In particular, on the most
general level, the Thai people resent U.S. formula-type measures, which
they perceive as unilateral, unending, ultimatum-like, or even as inter
ference in their internal affairs. The cases of the Food Security Act's rice
subsidy program andtheOmnibus Trade andTariffAct asit relates to U.S.
handling of GSP and intellectual property rights issues provide much
evidence of such Thai perceptions and reactions.

Inanattemptto dealwithgrowing economic difficulties arising mainly
from declining productivity and the government's fiscal and financial
policies, theUnited States has, it isperceived, characteristically resorted to
formula-type measures. It has, in this respect, established a clear, explicit
legal framework within which tonegotiate withitstrading partners whose
"unfair" practices it believes have largely contributed to itseconomic ills.

Such a problem-solving approach isverymuchunlike thepractices of
many other trading nations. Whereas theJapanese managed to close their
market and the European Community (EC) has relied mainly on a quota
system, theAmericans have blatantly passed alawasa basis fornegotiating
with all US. trading partners." An obvious consequence of such an
approach is the lessenedflexibility of its negotiatingposition.

US. trading partners couldalways argue thatthemost natural course of
actionfor the U.S. governmentto adopt would be to tackleits productivity
andpublic spending problems at home. But whathas most dismayed the
Thaisis the understandable perception that such aformula-type measure is
unilateral and unfair. The US. government has set its own explicit terms
andstandardsand then imposedthem on all countries,includingdevelop
ingcountriessuch asThailand. In the Thai perception, the Trade Act, for

"Sunn Pitsuwan, Democratic MPfor Nakomsrithammarat, Siam Rath Weekly Review 35
(1988), no. 17, p. 16.
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example, is particularly unfair, especially to those developing countries
that are U.S. trading partners, sincethe main targetofthe act seems to be
such economic powers asJapan and the EC.12 Like many other developing
nations, Thailand washit "indiscriminately bythetideofprotectionism."!'

U.S. unilateralism is also perceived in Thailand in the manner in which
theAmerican government has attempted toelicitThailand's compliance in
matters of intellectual property rights (service- and trademarks, copy
rights—including copyrights for computer software—and patents for
pharmaceuticals, living organisms, and agricultural machinery) by using
the GSP as the carrotand theTrade Act, especially its section 301, as the
stick. It may be said, without elaborating on the detailed negotiations on
these issues, thattheUnited States has tried toforce itstrading partner to
change its trade as well as labor policies to allow the United States
maximum competition and access to foreign markets instead ofcoping
with its own inefficiency at home''!

Naturally, such indiscriminate, unilateral action has caused a strong
reaction among the Thai people who, despite some doubts and uncer
tainty, continue to entertain a residual belief that Thai-US. relations still
retainsome specialcharacter. Many Thais still regardthe United States as
their "good friend" who should besympathetic to their problems. To their
great dismay, however, it has now become evident to them from US.
demands andpressures, that it isprecisely thissympathy that theAmeri
cans are conspicuously lacking.

The Farm Act's rice provision provides a good example. This legd
measure, which is intended to expand US. rice exports while reducing
production through a complicated loan arrangement for American rice
farmers, has been viewed bythe Thais as aimed directly atdisplacing their
riceexports. Other examples are measures such asthesale ofsugar from
the Commodity Credit Corporation's stock to China in 1985 at a price
below that on the world market.

The Thais feel that the American government, in its concern for a few
thousandAmerican farmers, does not understand howit hashurt millions
of Thai farmers. The pain is made more acute because the blow has come
from those supposed to be theirfriends. TheThais, inotherwords, "have
taken forgranted thatThailand andtheUnited States arelong-term friends.
Thus when there were trade problems and new trade barriers without

^^Chaturon Chaisang, an opposition MP, in ibid.,p. 17.
^^Prok Amranand, "US. Trade Policies—K Credibility Gap," in Ramsay and Mungkandi,
Thailand-US. Relations, p. 281.

^"^The Nation, December 15,1988.
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being warned in advance, the Thai people, especially the government, felt
betrayed."i5

The relationship has been made much more difficult and problematic
by the inflexibility of the U.S. position. As has been indicated, such a
posture is understandable given the American propensity for formula-type
measures. The US.government, in other words, tends to negotiate from a
more or less fixed position.

A good example is the U.S. handling of the GSP and intellectual
property rights issues. Right after the inauguration of the new president,
AlanHolmer,acting U.S. Trade Representgative (USTR), sent a letter to the
Thai commerce minister, prescribing in detail what Thailand is expected
to do regarding U.S. complaints on intellectual property rights covering
copyrights, computer software, and pharmaceutical patents. Indeed,
Clara Hill, who was nominated by the Bush administration to replace
ClaytonYeutterasUSTR, is a typicalU.S. negotiator intent on following the
letter and spirit of the new Trade Act.

Such inflexibility results not only from simple legalmindedness. It is
symptomatic, particularly in this case, of American singlemindedness in
pursuing what the American people believe to be in accord with their
values—in this case, "fair and free trade." In their view: "There must be fair
trade as well as free trade . . . U.S. companies must have a level playing
field' in order to maximize exports. ... An important part of U.S. trade
policy is—and it has been—the development of efforts to improve the
access of American companies to foreign markets. As such, these ejfforts
cannot be considered protectionist."^^ Hence, it is not surprising that in
the eyes of certain well-informed Thais, people like ClaytonYeutter(now
secretary of agriculture) are just "economic cold warriors."^® Simplyput,
those who are against the United States are wrong, for the United States is
morally right!

U.S. flexibility is far more negatively perceived by the Thais when U.S.
demands are presented in ultimatum-like terms. The U.S. handling of the
GSPand intellectual property rights issues again well illustrate this point.

The Thai government has offered to submit to Parliament within two
years after the conclusion of the Uruguay Round of Multilateral Trade
Negotiations, a bill to amend the Patent Act of 1979. The U.S. government.

i^Ansil Ramsay, "Introduction," in Ramsay and Mungkandi, Thailand-US. Relations, p. 5.

^^BangkokPost, January 26,1989.

^"^Melvin W Searls and Linda S. Droker, "US. Trade Policy; Implications for Thailand," in
Ramsay and Mungkandi, Thailand-US. Relations, p. 270.

i®Dr. Thanat Khoman, former Thai foreign minister, speech delivered at Chulalongkom
University on December 12,1988.
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in Alan Holmer's letter cited above, has reiterated the position that
"the change should not be dependent on the UruguayRound. The United
States seeks to have legislation introduced by December 31, 1990, at
the latestr^^

The Thais surely would not perceive such an ultimatumfavorably. In
Thai eyes, "The Thai government has done as much as it can to accommo
date the US. one-sided demands. Yet the US. simply says that this is not
enough."2o Understandably, many Thais have expressed their "total dis
agreement" with such a US. attitude^i

Worse still, in presenting its ultimatum, the United States is perceived
to be blatantly interfering in Thai domestic affairs. Demands on phar
maceutical patents and copyright protection for computer software are
naturally expected to cost Thailand dearly. It is thus quite understandable
that the Thai elite as well as the public deeply resent American inter
ference either in the form of insistence (by labor unions in the United
States particularly the AFL-CIO) on the improvement of labor conditions in
Thailand or directlyin the country'slegislative process. Notsurprisingly, a
group of university students staged a demonstration in front of the
American Embassy in Bangkok in December 1988 against such an inter
ference in violation of Thai sovereignty.

After a period ofpersistent demandsandpressures.PresidentReagan's
announcement on leaving office of his decision to deny duty-free benefits
of approximately $165 million in imports from Thailand in retaliation for
Thailand's failureto safeguard US. intellectualproperty rights in a satisfac
tory manner did not cause much surprise in this country.22 The US.
reaction had already been anticipated.

Although some Thai exporters said that the US. withdrawal of special
treatment would not have much impact on Thai exports,23 the decision
has generated,or at least reinforced,what maybe termed a "neopatriotic"
sentiment among the Thai people in general. This sentiment cannot but
have a significant impact on present as weU as future Thai-US. relations.

If the US.demands and pressures are not the single direct cause for the
neopatriotic sentiment, still, it was after the decision of the American
government to cut Thailand's GSP rights that this sentiment became most
evident. It is also roughly at this juncture that a downward trend in Thai-
US. relations (perhaps underway since about 1985) became readily

^^Bangkok Post, January 26,1989.

^^The Nation, December 15,1988.

January 20,1989.

^^TheNation, }2Si\i2ry 20,1989.

^^Bangkok Post,]2in\x2iry 21,1989.
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discernible. Will this trend continue into the 1990s? Will it seriously affect
political understanding between the two nations? It is to this latter
question in particular that we now turn.

Implications of Changing
Perceptions for Political Understanding

With regard to the implications of the change in the Thai attitude, the
most pertinent question is whether the changingperceptions of Thai-U.S.
relations mean a substantive change in Thai policy toward the United
States. The development of democratic rule in Thailand has had as an
important political consequence the increasing sensitivity of the ruling
elite to popular sentiments and demands. Lookedat from this perspective,
the change in the popular mood and attitude cannot but havesome impact
on government policy.

Ashas been made quite clear, the growing patriotic reassertiveness in
Thailand became most evident after the U.S. decision to retaliate for the
Thaifailure to complywith itsdemands.Suchsentimentswere reflectedin
variouspress commentaries in early 1989.Adoptingan attitude of "ifyou
want to cut GSP, then do it," newspaper commentaries and editorials
seemed to reveala new public propensity toward distancefrom the United
States and greater self-reliance and interest in our neighbors. Unlike the
case of Thai-U.S. security relations, the sentiment seems to be charac
terized by both introspective and patriotic overtones.

It is introspective not in the sense of xenophobic retrenchment or a
closed-doorpolicy, but rather in terms ofgreater emphasison the national
drive toward further industrialization and greater attention to the neigh
boringcountrieswhosepotential marketsand investmentareperceivedto
serve this national goal. It is patriotic not in the sense of nationalistic
assertiveness or aggrandizement, but rather in terms of a conscious effort
both to reassert national dignity and independence and to strive for
economicprogressandprosperity rooted in anenlargedeconomicbaseof
the "golden peninsula" as a whole Hence the term "neopatriotism."

Expressingstrong disillusionment, a typicalThaiviewis that "sincethe
United States seems unprepared to consider our request for flexibility, we
should not make such a request."^^ Echoing much the same attitude, some
Thais branded the unfavorable U.S. decision on the Thai GSPrequests ugly
Americanism: "This clearly testifies to the true character of our so-called
longstandingfriend. . . . Nowlet'sforget about the Americansand turn our
attention to the neighboring countries."^^ Of course, not all Thai people

^^Editorial, Siam Rath,]2ixm2iY 23,1989.

^"^ThaiRath,]?iXm2rY 25,1989.
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advocate such a policy toward the United States or such a drastic course of
action. But the neopatriotic sentiment seems widespread among the
public. A recent incident, the so-called lintel affair, provides support for
this observation.

Stolen from an ancient Khmer monument in Burirum Province in
northeastern Thailand in the 1960s, the lintel was found back in 1976 to be
on display at a Chicago art museum. This"U.S. theft" becamea majorissue
in 1988,arousing widespread Thai popular resentment (asofficials in both
countries tried to downplay the incident) and leadingeventually to the
return of the art object to its homeprovince. Clearly, this is not simply an
isolated incident. It is deeply symptomatic of the current Thai attitude
most remarkable for its patriotic emphasis.

Givenits extensivenessand the government's increasingsensitivity to
the public sentiment, it would be surprising if such a sentiment were not
reflected in the current Thaipolicyorientation. Emphasizing cooperation
rather than confrontation, trade rather than guns, in Thailand's relations
withitsIndochinese neighbors, thepresentleadership seems tobeaiming
beyond turningthebattleground intoa trading market. Itsaim inadopting
such a policy line seems to be no less than for Thailand to be an economic
bastion rooted in "managerial politics"26 or a center of this so-called
golden peninsula of peace,progress, and prosperity.^^

Thisneopatriotism, it must be reemphasized, remains most notable not
for nationalistic or military, but rather for economic, aggressiveness. If it
sounds too far-fetched to claim that that sentiment stems directly from
disillusionment with economic and trade relationswith the UnitedStates,
it isunmistakably theprevailing moodof theThaipublic, whichinevitably
influences and to a significant extent is reinforcedby the current state of
the Thai-American relationship.

Therelationship seemsto be enteringacritical period, one marked by
an unmistakable downward trend, which does not bode well for the future
Disillusionment and patriotism on the Thai part coupled with America's
militant, cold-war-like approachobviously underminegoodwill and po
litical understanding between the governments and peoples of the two
countries. Minor incidents can be blown out of proportion, as events such
as the lintel affair haveillustrated. In a majorforeignpolicystatement, the
current Thai leadership made it clear that it would not "bend with the

^®Priine Minister Generai Chatichai Choonhavan, speech attheNational Institute ofDevelop-
ment Administration, February 10,1989.

27Generai Pat Akanibutr, presentation at the National Defense College, February 9, 1989.
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wind"—here understood to mean the major powers' demands and pres-
sures.28 Will such an apparently patriotic posture impede or further
weaken Thai-U.S. political understanding?

At this critical juncture, we are faced with many challenging questions.
Will the relationship enter the next decade in a much altered shape? Or
will its former characteristics somehow be maintainedwithin the changing
environments? Are recent developments long-term trends or just transient
phenomena? In either case, wiU the changing perceptions of Thai-U.S.
relations described above lead to a further downward trend in the rela

tionship?

Are the Changing Perceptions
Changing Thai-U.S. Relations?

It is evident that Thai perceptions of the United States and of Thai-U.S.
relations have undergone significant change, particularly during the latter
half of this decade. Although this change in perceptions does not augur
well for future relationship, it does not yet warrant a conclusion that Thai-
US. relations will lose many of their present characteristics. Despite
growing disillusioiunent and patriotism on the Thai part, the two countries
still share certain important common aims and interests. Moreover, a
conservative force stiU exists that would restrain any drastic or abrupt
change in the relationship.

The present Thai leadership has, in fact, reaffirmed its consideration of
the United States as one ofThailand's "most important allies."^^ On a more
personal level, the United States is still viewed as "our good friend."'" Such
views are understandably not just a matter of diplomatic politeness.
Despite the perceived decreasing relevance of Thai-U.S. security ties, there
is evidence indicating that the security relationship is still in good shape.
US. support for the modernization of the Thai armed forces and coopera
tive ventures such as military exercises and the setting up ofa war reserve
stockpile in Thailand mean a lot for the credibility of its fighting capability
and readiness. Despite occasional expression ofdoubts about the value of
the security arrangement with the United States,'^ no one would deny its

28PrimeMinister General Chatichai Choonhavan, speech at the Foreign Correspondents Club
of Thailand, December 22,1988.

29prime Minister General Chatichai Choonhavan, speech at the National Institute of Develop
ment Administration, February 10,1989.

^^GeneralChaovalitYongchaiyut,Siam Rath Weekly Review 35 (1989), no. 34.

5iSuch doubts have occasionally been expressed at seminars and conferences in which the
writer participated.
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deterrent ftinction. Alliance diplomacy may be waning lately, but align
ment is still very much alive and meaningful in the present world situation.
Despite the unmistakable tendency for Thailand to distance itselffrom the
United States, at this stage it remains doubtful that Thailand would in the
foreseeable future dilute the security component in the Thai-U.S. relational
matrix. Diversification of Thailand's arms procurement sources, for in
stance,does not require termination of the U.S. supply. At the very least,
Thailand and the United States are still aUgned—or in a loose coalition
such as an ASEAN-major powers dialoguepartnership. Of course,at this
time of growingdisillusionment and patriotismamidincreasingproblems
and difficulties in both countries, the relationship needs to be properly
managed.

The picture is more or less the same in the economic and trade sectors.
Despitegrowing US. protectionism, the Thaipeople caimotbut recognize
that the US. market remains the biggest and mostopen. It is not easy for
Thai exporters to find a substitute for this market. Indochina, with all its
advantages (geographic proximity, in particular), remains a potential
whose real value as a trading market has yet to be determined.

It is not surprising, therefore, that despite the prevailing disillusion
ment and patriotism among the Thai elite and public, large segments in
Thai society do not want to worsen the current state of Thai-U.S. relations
lest the United States adopt harsher measures that could more seriously
hurt Thailand's thriving industries. The Board of Trade in early1989, for
example, issued a statement implying a criticism of the government's
handling of the GSP and intellectual property rightsissues. Stressing that
GSPwas "vital" to Thai export trade, the statement called for a "flexible"
policy framework and improvement in the "method of consultation and
exchanging benefits at all levels in the private sector, government, and
Parliament." And in pointingout that the protection of intellectual prop
erty rights should not be regarded as an issue whollybetween Thailand
and the UnitedStates, the BoardofTradesuggestedthat "anew atmosphere
of consultationwith the United States shouldbe created speedily."'̂

Many segments in Thailand would dispute the claim that the removal of
preferential treatment by the UnitedStateswould have a minimal impact
and that the private sector in Thailand was not concerned about this
prospect. They have expressed anxiety, which seems to be shared by
certain Thai business circles, about the current approach to negotiations
with the United States,an approach that in their eyes contains an element
of "intellectual arrogance"'^

^^TheNation, }2in\i2irY 27,1989.

^^Ban Mtuing, January 23,1989.
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Thai attitudes toward the United States and Thai-US. relations in both
the security and economic areas are thus particularly ambivalent. Such
ambivalence is attributable, on the one hand, to the existing economic and
political alignmentwith, if not dependence on, the UnitedStates. On the
other hand, it also reflects the current political development in Thailand;
that is, the impact of the progress of democratic rule on the growing
accountabilityof the government.Thegovernment,in attempting to adjust
to the changing external environment and to accommodate domestic
demands and pressures, has been confronted with unprecedented diffi
culty in defining a unified, coherent set of policy aims.

Thewaningofpopularityofthe lastphaseofthe governmentofGeneral
Prem Tinsulanond may be instructive in this connection. It is in fact
explicable in terms of the gap between popular expectations and govern
ment action. Prem's concessions to U.S. demands on intellectual property
rights protection were not well received. The present government cannot
but fullyappreciate this gap. Ridingon popular sentiment that is trying to
close this gap, it is earning valuable political points. However, as it is
impossiblefor a government to always haveits own way in foreignaffairs,
the governmenthasunderstandablyadopted an ambivalent attitude It has
not intentionally opted for such a course of action, but in attempting to
accommodate cross-cutting demands and pressures, external as well as
internal, it cannot but be ambivalent. It cannot afford to be "soft" in the
public eye; neither can it be inflexible in the face of external pressures.
Indeed, in attempting to achieve domestic consensus, it at the same time
has to maintain external compatibility.

Such an attitude has been clearly expressed in a recent government
policystatement. It wasstressedthat economicrelations with the United
Statesmust be founded on an "equal footing." Moreover,a "comprehensive
relationship" embracing a whole range of issues, from intellectual prop
erty rights protection to investment and technology transfer, was called
for. Advocating a policy that is tough but not aggressive, gentle but not
weak, the statement made it absolutely clear that any arrangement,
particularly in the form of legislation, that will have a long-term adverse
impact on the future development of the Thai economy would be unac
ceptable. In advocating such a policy, the present leadership hasclearly
delineated the bottom line from which it would be politically costly for it
to retreat. Given the need for both domestic consensus and external
compatibility, proceeding from such a bottom line seems at present the
most plausible option.

^^Prime Minister Chatichai Choonhavan, speech at the National Institute of Development
Administration, February 10,1989-
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The present Thai government and the Thai people in general do not
want to see the UnitedStatesand Thailandon a collisioncourse Steering
the relationship awayfrom such a course is in itself a viable basis for future
constructive negotiations. And with such a basis, the future of the Thai-U.S.
relationshipdoes not appear to be so bleakassomemighthaveperceived.
However, to pavethe wayfor amutuallybeneficialfuture relationship,hard
work and proper care—^proper management—are needed.

Toward Permanent Negotiations

It is evident from the foregoing discussion that postwar Thai-U.S.
relations have suffered two major setbacks that have had a profound
impact on the Thai perceptions ofThai-U.S. relations. These setbacks, one
in the security sphere and the other in the economic field, have created
what may be called a gap between the imageand reality of Thai-American
relations.

The Thai people appreciated the stabilizing role of the United States in
Asia. The U.S. departure and its Vietnam trauma nevertheless seriously
shook Thai confidence in the U.S. security commitment to Thailand. The
effect was particularly profound because this occurred at a critical mo
ment—at the time when the Soviet-backed Vietnamese threat was consid
ered most serious in Thailand.Although Thai-U.S. security relations have
declined in saliency lately, an impression has already been made on the
Thai mind that Thailand cannot expect to depend on the United Statesfor
its security either directly, in compliancewith Thai-U.S. security arrange^
ments,or indirectly,through the US. stabilizingrole in the region.Apolicy
alternative thus presenting itselfis the diversification ofsecurity relations.

Following the security setback came the second major blow: the US.
trade policy as reflected in such legislative measures as the Farm Act and
TradeActof1985 and 1988,respectively. In much the samemannerasthey
hoped that the United Stateswould contribute to their security, the Thais
have expected their industries to grow mainly through a continuation or
expansion of their US. market. US. trade policy has lowered this expecta
tion a significant extent. Increasing difficulty in Thai-US. trade negotia
tions have led the Thais to try to diversify their export market. Another
major disappointment has been experienced by Thailand

These two setbacks have not only weakened security ties and eco
nomic links but also clouded mutual political understanding Three of the
four components in the matrix of relations between the two countries
have been adversely affected. The Thais have taken the current US.
demands and pressures so seriously largelybecause these havereopened
or deepened the wounds inflicted by the Vietnam trauma. It is difficult for
the Thais not to strongly or even emotionally react to such a blow.To their
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mind, Thailand, once a frontline state in U.S. estimation, still deserves, for a
combination of reasons, special understanding and treatment by the
United States. They feel that Washington should have been aware of and
more sensitive to their country's particular situation and hence refrained
from applying general rules and standards. On the contrary, it has been
confronted wiA a kind of domino situation. Once one U.S. demand is

granted, others are likely to be forthcoming. When will these come to an
end? What is next, after GSP and intellectual property rights protection?
The Thais have found themselves in a very difficult negotiating position.

The public image of Thai-US. relations has posed some political
difficulties for the present Thai leadership. In reality, security and eco
nomic relations may still have common needs. Thailand still stands to
benefit from the U.S. stabilizing role It still needs the U.S. market, at least
until its industries are sufficiently strong or until an alternative market is
found. In either case, much more time is needed. The prospect of becom
ing a new AsianNICor NAIC is promising, but Thailandhas a long way to
go before it can attain such a status, and a substitute for the U.S. market is
not readily available. Given the current relativelynegativeimage of Thai-
US. relations, however, it is difficult for the Thai government to remain
simultaneously in touch with reality and politically accountable The
reaction so far—as a manifestation of public disappointment—has been to
distance Thailand from the United States and in the process become more
introspective.

It seems, in the present situation, that only the human or personal
factor in the relational matrix is left to help sustain the generallyweakened
relationship. At this personal level, the Thais and Americans still retain
much of their mutual respect and friendship. They remain amicable
enough to talk fruitfully with each other. Indeed, there is still room for
negotiation, no matter how difficult the issuesor problems at hand might
be We need, then, to head toward permanent negotiations based to a
greater degree on personal goodwill and friendship.

"Goodwill," President George Bush stressed in his inaugural statement,
"begets goodwill." But goodwill becomes viable only if it is rooted in
mutual understanding. It is therefore imperative that the Thai and Ameri
can peoples seek, with the help of their existing goodwill, further under
standing of each other's problems and needs.

In a rapidly changing world, external challenges and opportunities
require increasingattention. Thisseeminglymore peacefulworld remains
intensely competitive economically and politically. Many nations have
merged into economic blocs in order to compete more eiffectively. George
Bushhimselfwill have to compete charismaticallywith MikhailGorbachev
to prove his leadership at home as well as abroad. At times, external
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challenges or opportunities will be felt more strongly than domestic
demands and pressures. Neither the United States nor Thailand can afford
to be overwhelminglypreoccupied with domestic affairs at the expense of
external requirements.

President George Bush emphasized in Alaska, on his way to Japan to
attend the funeral ofEmperor Hirohito, that the United States intended "to
stay a Pacific power."35 But how can it expect to do so if it does not
continue to enjoy the cooperation of its friends and allies? Howcan it hope
to retain their goodwill if its preoccupation with domestic problems
serves only to alienate its external constituencies? According to some
observers, recent developments in the Asia-Pacific, especially Sino-Soviet
rapprochement, give "more reason for hope than fear." That is, insofar as
such developments constitute favorable conditions for the settlement of
regional conflicts or improvement of major bilateral or multilateral rela
tionships, they also give more room for a US. role and initiative. Current
developmentsaccord the UnitedStatesaunique opportunity to assume an
important role in various regional settlements—from the Koreanpenin
sulato Cambodia—as well asin majorpower interactionsincludingJapan-
U.S.S.R. relations.'^ Needless to say, Washington would be in a position to
play such a role more effectivelyif it had the trust and respect of all the
nations concerned.

It is conceivable that if the United Statesis too harsh in implementing
its trade policy, it could drive away most of its existing partners. These
nations could form themselves into bloc economies to counteract Ameri
can harshness. Thailand, for example, could be drivento create a golden
peninsula bloc embracing Burmaaswell asIndochina. Realignment could
emerge as an alternative to the present state of affairs, entailing both risks
and opportunities. Thailand still needs the US. presence to maintain a
balance of economic power, and obviously the United States would not
want to lose all its economic influence and interests. Without the US.
option, a hard-pressedcountry like Thailandmight seek to add weight to
its bloc by forgingcloser partnerships with other major economic powers
in order to maintain such a balance.

Thailand, although it can ill afford to be inflexible, is suffering from
what may be called image constraints. In the public eye, a close relation
shipwith a majorpower has proved neitherpolitically nor economically
rewarding, althou^ itis insome way necessary tomaintain good relations
with such a nation. Thai-US. trade negotiationsand the unfavorable public

^^TheNation, February 23,1989.

^^Cyrus Vance andRichard C.Holbrooke, "More Reason forHopethanFear," Time, February
13,1989.
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reaction thereto have convinced the Thai government ofthe need to create
an image of distance from the United States. The problem is that there
exists a gap between image and reality, as has been made clear.

One way out of this predicament is to rely more on the human
dimension ofThai-US. relations, that is, to rely on permanent negotiations
to bridge the gap between image and reality. This is a very difficult task. The
success of negotiation, particularly if it is to continue on a permanent basis,
is dependent on mutual willingness to give and take and to accept
compromise and accommodation. The Bush-Chatichai meeting in Tokyo
early in 1989 may be taken to represent a mutual recognition of the need
for negotiation and understanding. The Thai prime minister made clear
during the meeting his intention to seek ways and means of consolidating
cooperation in areas where cooperation is already strong, resolving
existing differences, and promoting cooperation in new areas. Reaffirming
that relations with the United States constitute one of the cornerstones of

Thai foreign policy, he stressed his preference for a balanced economic
progress in the Asia-Pacific region "without the domination of any one
economic power.''̂ "^ This demonstration of goodwill toward the United
States has been confirmed by Foreign Minister Siddhi Savetsila, who, in a
recent speech, emphasized that in attempting to turn a foe into friend,
Thailand would never transform a friend into foe.^®

Thai-US. relations are entering a new era. The relationship will under
standably become less special and more businesslike in character. It might
thus be argued that the human factor or personal sentiments alone will not
be sufficient to offset the frequent stresses and strains likely to characterize
that type of relationship. What bargaining leverage does Thailand have on
the United States in their negotiations, especially on tough issues? In such
cases, the Thais may need to rely on cooperation with likeminded coun
tries—those similarly affected by U.S. trade policy and practices—to
counter U.S. pressure.

Following his recent visit to Beijing, the Thai prime minister conceded
(with reference to the Cambodian problem but by implication with some
relevance to the point in question here) that, as a small country and not a
superpower, "Thailand does not have enough influence."^^ Such an attitude
is clearly indicative of the recognition that Thailand does not have much
bargaining power in negotiating with a major power and that cooperation
with likeminded countries is sometimes necessary.

It was indicated by a source in the Thai delegation to China that an

Bangkok Post, February 25,1989.

^sporeign Minister Siddhi Savetsila, speech at a conference in Pitsanulok, February 3,1989.

^^The Nation, March 18,1989.
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issue the Thai side would raise in talks with its Chinese counterpart was
Sino-Thai cooperation in confronting protectionism and emerging eco
nomic blocs including the EC after 1992 and the US.-Canada tariff-free
agreement. "Being in isolation will deprive Thailand of negotiating power
in future international competition."^®

In conclusion, it may be argued that the present and future leadership
in Thailand will face a more challenging task in formulating a coherent and
effective foreign policy. Externally, although Thai-U.S. bilateral relations
will continue to be viable and important to both parties (although
somewhat asymmetrically so), in coping with this bilateral relationship,
Thailand might need a loose economic coalition as a counterweight to the
unequal partnership. Internally, its leadership will have a difficult time
copingwith cross-cutting demands and pressures. Andin trying to achieve
a domestic consensus, it must be aware of all external requirements so as
not to create external incompatibilities. In so doing, it will also have to
close the gap between image and reality.

In the present rapidly changing world, Thai-American bilateral rela
tions have become increasingly complicated, embracing problems and
issues that require meticulous and patient management. It is conceivable
that the two countries, if they are to retain a fruitful relationship, must be
prepared for permanent negotiations on such problems and issues, both
on a bilateral and at times an economic-bloc basis. It is to be hoped that
existing personal goodwill and friendship will facilitate a solution to
existing differences, enhancing understanding, and thereby making the
relationship thrive again.

"^^Bangkok Business, Afternoon Supplement, March 15,1989.



4. Changing Perceptions
of U.S.-Thai Relations

CLARK D.NEHER

This chapter addresses the changing American and Thai perceptions of
United States-Thai relations. The thesis is that perceptions have changed
fundamentally and irrevocably within the past decade as both nations'
status and position in the international system have changed. The transfor
mation ofeconomic and political forces within both nations has also led to
a reevaluation of their respective foreign policies.

To illuminate these changing perceptions, this chapter will present an
overview ofsignificant international and domestic factors affecting Ameri
can and Thai foreign policy and then focus on an issue that dominated
Thai-U.S. relations in 1988. The intellectual property rights issue serves as a
case study of two nations attempting to deal with severe adjustments in
their relationship.

The International Order in the 1990s

New foreign policy perceptions have resulted from the international
sweep ofchange that has become manifest in the 1980s: the transformation
of the dominant bipolar world of communists and anticommunists to a
more fragmented and interdependent world of competing multipolar
centers of power, with the United States participating more as an equal
than as a superpower. For the United States, as ideological distinctions have
faded, economic relations with these emerging centers of power (e.g.,
Japan, China, the European Community, the newly industrialized coun
tries, and the Soviet bloc) have become more important concerns than
security ties. For Thailand as well, economic ties with nations throughout
the world, both communist and noncommunist, have priority in foreign
policy considerations.

A major catalyst for this change has been Soviet President Mikhail
Gorbachev, who has acted on the assumption that the Soviet Union will
flourish only by a comprehensive reorganization and opening up of Soviet
society. The Soviet Union's pressure on Vietnam to withdraw troops from
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Cambodia, its own withdrawal from Afghanistan, the demilitarization of
the Sino-Sovietborder, the Soviet acceptance of a significant American role
in Southeast Asia, and new economic ties with the Association ofSoutheast
Asian Nations (ASEAN) are illustrative of the transformation.

Asthe United States moves into its third century, foreign policy officials
and analysts are reappraising their world views, seeing that America's
future is increasingly tied to the fortunes of Asia.The United States is daily
more economically and politically intertwined with the new unparalleled
Asian dynamism found in America's most important ally (Japan), the
world's most populous nation (China), the four "tigers" (Taiwan, South
Korea, Hong Kong,and Singapore), and the six nations of ASEAN (Thailand,
Malaysia, Indonesia, Singapore, Brunei, and the Philippines).

ITtie economic importance of Asia to the United States increases each
year. The transpacific commerce of the United States has reached $215
billion, exceeding by over 50 percent American trade with Europe
Although the Pacific Rim is now the largest overseas market for American
agricultural exports, 60 percent of the total American trade deficit of $171
billion is with Asia (and 35 percent with Japan alone).

Economically, Asia is the fastest growing area ofthe world, with growth
rates twice that of the European Community. China had the highest
economic growth rate (10 percent) of any country in 1987, with trad^
statistics approaching those of France South Korea will surpass Great
Britain in gross national product (GNP) before the turn of the century.

America's relations with Japan best illustrate the enormity of the new
interdependence between Asia and the United States. The flow of trade,
capital, technology, and people has unalterably transformed both cultures.
Japan and the United States together account for about 40 percent of the
world's GNP.Japan has invested $31 billion in the United States, more than
300,000 Americans now hold jobs in Japanese-owned enterprises, and
100,000 Japanese work for American ventures in Japan. Japan's defense
budget in 1988 is the fifth largest in the world, accounting for $2.5 billion
ofthe total $30 billion allocated for support and maintenance ofU.S. forces
in Japan. The United States imports about 40 percent of Japan's exports,
and Japan in 1987 imported American products worth $28 billion, more
than any nation except Canada and more than West Germany, France, and
Italy combined. Nevertheless, the United States suffered a $60 billion trade
deficit with Japan in that same year.

The massive trade deficit with Asian countries and America's own

domestic budget deficits suggest to many Americans that economic
imbalances may be a more serious national security problem than poten
tial Soviet aggression. Trade gaps have become the principal source of
international friction. Five of the world's seven largest banks are Japanese,
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and Japanese firms and individuals are buying property and businesses in
the United States. Moreover, highly educated Asian Americans, although
constituting only 3percent of the U.S. population, now play an increasingly
large role in American life in virtually all sectors ofAmerican society as the
process of de-Europeanization continues.

Aspects of Asianculture shared by AsianAmericans and popularized by
commodities from Japan and the "four tigers" have been felt at all levels of
American society and have rekindled interest in and concern about Asia.
Moreover, by the late 1980s Americans had begun to erase bad memories
of the tragic and unsuccessful Vietnam War.Alegacy of that traumatic war
has been a collective neglect of Southeast Asia for over a decade as
Americanforeign policy officials refocused on the more traditional areas of
Europe, the SovietUnion, LatinAmerica, and the MiddleEast.However,the
remarkable "people's revolution" in the Philippines and the unparalleled
economic and political successes of the ASEAN countries have renewed
American interest in Southeast Asia. American policy makers realized in
the mid-1980s that the dynamism in Asia, if unattended, could prove
antithetical to American interests.

In the larger globalpicture of Americanforeign policy, Thailand(and
indeed all Southeast Asia) is perceived to be peripheral to more central
interests in Japan, China, the Middle East, Latin America, the European
Community, and the Soviet Union. Noncommunist Southeast Asia is
viewed by U.S. policy makers aspolitically stable, undergoing democratiza
tion, relatively supportive of American interests, and free from major
international crises. In contrast to the year 1975, when American foreign
policy in Southeast Asia was paralyzed and in a shambles, the present
American position is considerably stronger. Today Vietnam is the pariah,
with its economy in chaos and its international and regional influence
depleted. Insurgencies have failed throughout ASEAN (the Philippines,
perhaps, representing an exception), and both China and the SovietUnion
are playing relatively constructive roles.

Except for the interminable Cambodian imbroglio, controversy over
American bases in the Philippines, and the Soviet base at Cam Ranh Bay,
American security interests in Southeast Asiahave largely been realized. In
accordance with the principle that interests determine commitments, U.S.
commitments in Southeast Asia today are secondary to those in other areas
of the world.

American policy toward Thailand cannot be viewed separately from
the newworld configuration. Thailand is no longer viewed exclusively as a
recipient of American economic development aid, a "frontline" state
crucial to the American goal of containing communistpowers in China and
Vietnam. From the American perspective, neither China nor Vietnam
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constitutes a serious security threat to Thailand, at least in the short run,
and therefore Thailand is more meaningfully viewed as an economic
partner and competitor than asa client state In its policy toward Thailand,
the United States does take into consideration potential Vietnamese
aggression.

The Changing Economic Order
in Thailand

A number of insightful and prescient publications on Thailand have
been published in the past fiveyears by the Institute of EastAsianStudies at
the University of California, Berkeley.^ The essays in these publications
document the fundamental economic and political changesthat Thailand
has undergone in the past two decades. These changes, in turn, have
infiuenced American perceptions ofThailand aswell asThaiperceptions
of US. policy. Thephenomenal successof the Thaieconomy, for example,
has altered American perceptions of Thailand and Thai-US. relations.
Becauseof the robust Thai economy,there are now domestic pressures on
Washington to respond vigorously to perceived unfair "adversarial" trade
practices by Thailand and other Asiannations. These pressures constitute
an unprecedented aspect of American relations with Thailand.

Thaieconomic growth has been a result offree-market export-driven
policies carried out by highly sophisticated technocratsworking within
the framework of a moderately conservative, relatively open polity. The
private sector as the "engineof development" has been led by an unfet
tered, integrated, and secure Sino-Thai business community, working
closely withsuccessive development-oriented political regimes. Changes
at the top political levels have had only minimal impact on the general
directionsofThaieconomicpolicy, because thebureaucracy andbusiness
classhaveprovided continuity and stability. Diversity ofeconomic owner
ship has assured a resiliency, adaptability, and responsiveness in the Thai
economy not found in most nations.

For two decades, Thailand has managed an averageannual economic
growth rate of 7 percent (estimated at 10 percent in 1988), a rate
surpassed by only a handful of nations. Built on a diversified economic

•See, in particular, the following volumes, allpublishedby the Instituteof East Asian Studies,
University of California, Berkeley: R. Sean Randolph, The United States and Thailand,
Alliance Dynamics, 1950—1985 (1986); Robert A. Scalapino, Seizaburo Sato, and Jusuf
Wanandi, eds.,Asian Political Institutionalization (1986); Karl D.Jackson,Sukhumbhand
Paribatra,andJ.SoedjatiDJiwandono, eds.,ASEAN in Regional and Global Context-, KarlD.
Jackson and Wiwat Mungkandi, eds.. United States-Thailand Relations (1986); and Ansil
Ramsay andWiwat Mungkandi, eds.,Thailand-US. Relations: ChangingPolitical,Strategic,
and Economic Factors (1988).
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base, the growth rates have been strong even during periods of world
recession and oil price rises. Although the new wealth has not been
distributed equitably, virtually every economic group's standard of living
has improved. The percentage of rural villagers living in poverty was
reduced from 60 to 30 during the 1970s. Since 1986, the percentage has
once again decreased after a temporary reversal in the early 1980s,when
commodity prices were depressed.

The strength of the Thai economy should not mask both short-term
and long-term constraints on economic growth. The major problem
continues to be inadequate infrastructural facilities, principally in trans
portation. The Bangkokport iscongested, and road conditions throughout
the kingdom are in disrepair. Bangkok's vehicular traffic has approached
gridlock. Moreover, the growth of manufacturing plants in and around
Bangkok has exacerbated the regional income disparities that exist be
tween the rural provinces and the capital. The per capita gross domes
tic product of Bangkok is about seven times that of the northeastern
provinces.

The Thai government is attempting to solve these problems with a
policy of decentralization that encourages investments outside of Bang
kok. Industrial entrepreneurs, for example, receive fewer promotional
privileges for investing in Bangkok than for investing up-country. The
massive Eastern Seaboard Development Program, over 100 miles from
Bangkok in Chonburi Province,is the most visible example of the govern
ment's strategy to diversify industrial and infrastructural development
outside of Bangkok.

The modern industrial sector overtook the agricultural sector's share
of the Thaigrossdomestic product for the firsttime in the early1980s.This
change symbolizes the beginning of Thailand's move from a rural, agri
cultural society to one more characteristic of the newly industrialized
countries. Aided by the 1984 devaluation of the baht and capital invest
ments from abroad, the manufacturing sector grew rapidly, leading to a
rapid rise in Thai exports ofmanufactured goods (up 30 percent each year
since 1985). At the same time, the value of imports increased significantly,
resulting in a wider trade deficit of about $1.3 billion in 1987. Earnings
from tourism and to a lesser extent from Thai workers abroad, however,
contributed to a positive balance of payments.

This structural transformation of the Thai economy, from agriculture
to manufacturing, is a key element of Thai export policy and Thai
economic relations with the United States. At the same time that Thailand

is increasing its exports of manufactured products, the United States is
resistingthe import ofsuch becauseofits own trade deficit and becauseof
pressures from manufacturing constituencies.
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United States-Thai trade surpassed $5 billion in 1988, with the Ameri
can share of Thailand's trade at more than 18 percent. In 1986 the
American trade deficitwith Thailandwasover $l billion, about .5percent
of the total Americantrade deficit. Althoughthe amount of the deficitwith
Thailandwassmall comparedto thatwithJapan( $60billion),Taiwan ( $19
billion), and South Korea ( $10billion), the fact that a deficit existed at all
played an important symbolic role in Thai-U.S. relations. In the minds of
American policy makers, the trade surplus enjoyed by Thailand under
mined the complaints from Thais about American "protectionism" and
provided American trade negotiators with a rationale for Hpmanding a
"level playing field" on which to compete.^

The trade deficit with Thailand underlined the severe economic
problemsfacedby the UnitedStates, acountry that in eightyearshadbeen
transformed fromthe world'slargestcreditor nation to theworld's largest
debtor nation.It isin thiscontext thatcongressional andState Department
responses to Thai trade and intellectual property rights (IPR) policies
must be interpreted. This deficithas been a significant factor explaining
US. trade and protectionist measures, including those that have directly
affected Thailand.'

The Political Order in Thailand

Just as international and domesticeconomicfactors influence foreigi
policy perceptions, domestic politics are also important. The standard
interpretation ofThai politics has been that (1) the bureaucracy has been
the bedrock of political stability; (2) the lack of colonial domination has
allowed the Thais to Westernize in a way deemed appropriate to their
traditional culture; (3) the monarchy hasprovidedpolicycontinuityand
stability; (4) Thai politics has been highly centralized and hierarchically
structured, with patron-client networks integrating the society; and (5)
political parties, pressure groups, and the legislature have been institu
tionally subordinate to the military.

This standard interpretation, especially point 5, has been revised
recently because of institutions that have arisen in the past decades with
functions that replace the personalistic rule of the past. These new
institutions include interest groups, business associations, political par
ties, nongovernmental associations,and the mass media. Politicalparties.

^See anumber ofreferences to the"level playing field" inAnsil Ramsay, "Introduction," p. 5,
and Ramsay and Mungkandi, Thailand-U.S. Relations, passim.
3For a thorough discussion of US. tradepolicy, see Melvin W. Searls, Jr.,andLinda S. Droker,
"US. Trade Policy; Implications for Thailand," in Ramsay and Mungkandi, Thailand-U.S.
Relations, pp. 261-280. For a response to the Searls and Droker essay, see Surakiart
Sathirathai, "A Commenton US. TradePolicy," in ibid., pp. 287-293.
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although still personalistic, are more coherent in structure and better able
to represent citizens' demands. Parliament has become a legitimate and
vital institution for the expression of opposition to the government and to
the military. Business and middle-class interests are represented in the
elected parliament in greater numbers than ever before.

The kingdom has adopted procedures for the transfer of political
power that have worked well since 1977, the year of the last successful
military coup in Thailand. The likelihood of unconstitutional intervention
by the military has decreased with the acceptance of such procedures and
the increased professionalization of the army.Factors such as an economic
downturn, conflict over succession to the throne, or a serious security
threat to the kingdom, however, could increase the likelihood of military
intervention.

Rural Thais are no longer a passive peasantry. Increasingly, Thais are
engaging in political activity, having contact with officials, joining interest
groups and participating in village projects, and have knowledge of
governmental processes. Such activities act as a safety valve, breed a sense
ofcommitment to and involvement in the kingdom, and serve notice to the
government that rural Thais do not want their concerns ignored.

In 1988, Thailand took another step toward a more fully participatory
political system when a former general, Chatichai Choonhavan, an elected
member of Parliament and leader of the Chat Thai political party, was
named prime minister. He became the first elected member of Parliament
to become prime minister since 1976. His appointment came after the
July 24,1988, parliamentary election, following the dissolution of Prime
Minister Prem Tinsulanond's administration. About 64 percent of the
Thais voted for candidates for Parliament from among fifteen political
parties. A coalition of leading parties was formed, including Chat Thai, the
party winning the most seats.

Prime Minister Chatichai had been elected a member of parliament
from Khorat Province He served as deputy prime minister and minister of
industry under Prem, and he was foreign minister under Prime Minister
Kukrit Pramoj. He is gregarious and has unmatched contacts with business
executives, stemming from his position as chairman of the Thai-Chinese
Friendship Association, and with the military as a result of his rank of
general and his accommodation with influential Army Commander-in-
ChiefChaovalit Yongchaiyut. His wife is a cousin of the king and her family
lived in a royal palace under the patronage of the king's mother.

Although Chatichai's tenure was predicted to be short, he moved
quickly to consolidate his power through appointments to the cabinet of
influential politicians and support of labor groups and major military
leaders. He shifted the kingdom's strategy for dealing with Indochina,
calling for better relations with Vietnam by turning the "battleground into
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a trading market." He played a prominent role in determining the Thai
response to U.S. demands for resolving the controversy over intellectual
property rights. Hisopenness and willingness to embark on new strategies
and policies, in contrast to Prime Minister Prem's aloofness and conserva
tism, enhanced his popularity.

Because of Air Marshal Siddhi Savetsila's stature and his leadership of
the second largest political party. Prime Minister Chatichai agreed to have
him serve another term as foreign minister (his ninth year in the position).
Siddhi himselfhad aspirations to be named prime minister as the leader of
the SocialActionParty, nominallya major coalition partner but a longtime
rival ofthe Chat Thai party. Siddhi's ties with Prime Minister Prem had been
close, whereas his relations with Chatichai were more distant and poten
tially competitive Because of intense negotiations among the political
parties for cabinet positions, Chatichai really had no choice but to allow
Siddhi to stay at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.

Relations between Chatichai and Siddhi became strained when Chati
chai appointed six academic critics of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs
(MFA) to his personal foreign policy advisory board. When the board
publicly recommended proposals at variance with those of the Foreign
Ministry, tensions escalated. In particular, the board and the ministry
clashed over how best to enhance relations with Vietnam, Burma, and Laos
and how to deal with Americans over intellectual property rights.

American officials dealing with Thailand have found it necessary to
adapt their negotiating mode to the new Thai political situation. Until
recently, the military dominated foreign policy in Thailand, with leading
bureaucrats in the MFA, cabinet ministers, and political party leaders
playing secondary roles. For two decades, up to the end of the Vietnam
War, the security interests of the United States and Thailand coincided to
such an extent that Thai military rulers negotiated directly with the
American embassy, often bypassing the MFA. Even at present, when policy
concerns national security. Thai military leaders continue to play an
important role in the foreign policy process.

The gradual democratization of the Thai polity has qualitatively
changed how foreign policy is determined. Today, the United States must
take into consideration the reactions of the military, the MFA, advisory
boards to the prime minister, the prime minister himself. Parliament, the
mass media, and activist students. All of these groups now play a role in
Thai foreign policy, just as comparable structures do in Americanforeign
policy.

The opening up of Thai society has resulted in vigorous debate among
many institutions about the direction and implementation of foreign
policy. One aspect of the debate has been a move toward changing the
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dominant-subordinate relationship between the United States and Thai
land to one based on a more equitable foundation. The Thais have moved
toward "omnidirectionality" (the term is Foreign Minister Siddhi's) as
security concerns have diminished and economic concerns proliferated.

Omnidirectionality stems from the realization of the Thais that the
kingdom is no longer a centerpiece of American foreign policy. Siddhi
suggested that security issues could no longer be seen in relation to one
patron-protector, the United States. Instead, he argued that the best
guarantee of Thai security was a flexible policy based on active, open
diplomacy with friends and foes. Omnidirectionality, a term that comes
from the traditional Thai concept of khop kap thuk fai (deal with all
camps), reflected changes in leadership in China, the Soviet Union, and
Vietnam, where more pragmatic regimes appeared to be less threatening.
Omnidirectionality was also viewed as a means to improve the economic
well-being of the kingdom by establishing economic ties with more
countries willing to trade with and aid Thailand.

Intellectual Property Rights—
The American Perspective

Changes in American perceptions of Thai foreign policy are a function
ofmomentous transformations in the international and domestic arenas of

both nations. Although the myriad forces influencing American percep
tions are many and complex, the most important factors appear to be the
multipolar and interdependent state ofinternational relations, the winding
down of the Cold War, the political stability and democratization of the
Thai polity, the reduced security threats to Thailand from Vietnam, China,
and the Soviet Union, the conversion ofthe Thai economy to a manufactur
ing base, the rise in Thailand of new institutions for foreign policy making,
and the trade surplus Thailand (and many other Asian nations) have vis-a
vis the United States.

In 1988, one foreign policy issue between the United States and
Thailand proved most contentious. From the perspective of the United
States, this intellectual property rights issue concerns the lack of Thai
protection against the copying of American products such as cassette
tapes, designer clothes, watches, and dozens of other "pirated" products
found in stores, in markets, and on street stands. The issue also concerns
the protection of computer software copyrights and pharmaceutical
product patents as well as fairness in trade relations.

From the Thai perspective, the issue is defined in terms of American
protectionism, American "bullying" of a longtime ally, nationalism, and
economic development. These strikingly different perspectives have made
productive negotiations difficult, as each side speaks past the other.
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As the U.S. trade deficit grew out of control in the early 1980s, the
Reagan administration mounted a bipartisan international effort to achieve
protection of the intellectual property rights of American manufacturers,
scientists, and artists. Both the Trade Act of 1984 and the Omnibus Trade
and Competitiveness Act of1988 (Trade Act) mandated the administration
to achieve IPR protection and sanctions against countries that failed to
endorse and enforce such protection.

The 1988 Trade Act, a document of more than one thousand pages,
differs from the 1984 act by shifting authority to determine "unfair trade"
from the president to the U.S. Trade Representative (USTR). The scope of
"unreasonableness" in trade practice has expanded and retaliation is
technically mandatory, although the act softens the approach by allowing
the USTR to choose the form and level of retaliation.

By the end of 1988, Thailand was ranked lowest in respecting intellec
tual property rights in a survey by the Asian Pacific Chambers of Com
merce.^ The United States found itself, in Thailand, without intellectual
property protection in a wide array of areas, including pharmaceuticals,
software, and other creative products. In mid-1987, two U.S. trade associa
tions, the Pharmaceutical Manufacturers Association (PMA) and the Inter
national Intellectual Property Alliance, submitted petitions to the USTR,
requesting withdrawal of trade benefits to Thailand under the Generalized
System of Preferences (GSP) because of inadequate IPR protection.

The GSP was established in the 1970s by several industrialized nations
to grant duty exemptions on selected exports from "beneficiary develop
ing nations" in order to promote their imports. The import duty of certain
items under GSPcan be exempted or reduced. Benefits stop automatically
when per capita GNP of a developing nation reaches $5,000, when the
market share ofan item reaches 50 percent, or when the USTRdeems the
beneficiary to have engaged in unfair trade practices or to have denied IPR
protection.

In 1987, Thailand ranked seventh in the world as a GSP beneficiary.
When Hong Kong, Singapore, Taiwan, and South Korea lose their GSP
privileges in January 1989, Thailand becomes the program's third-ranking
beneficiary, behind Mexico and Brazil. Trade specialists have predicted
that the four Asian countries that had previously received GSPprivileges
would start making some of their goods in Thailand, injecting increased
foreign investment into the Thai economy.

Under the 1984 Trade Act, the USTR can be petitioned to determine
whether or not a country's IPR protection is adequate and effective A
negative determination and consequent recommendation to the president

"^Business Week, November 7,1988, p. 52.
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of the United States can result in sanctions, including the denial ofbenefits
under GSP to that country. The USTR agreed to a deferral until Decem
ber 15,1988, of any decision on Thailand's continued eligibility for GSP.
The deferral was agreed to in the expectation that the Thai government
would make significant progress on achieving U.S. intellectual property
protection objectives.

In its petition to the president, the Pharmaceutical Manufacturers'
Associationargued the case againstThailandby pointing out that total U.S.
salesof pharmaceuticals by PMA companies amounted to $23 7 billion in
1986,generating a positive U.S. trade balance of about $750 million. That
trade balance had declined by almost 40 percent since 1982.New technol
ogyrequires large investments in research and development, it argued.For
example, the total cost of developing a new drug in the United Stateswas
estimated by the PMA to exceed $100 million, and pharmaceutical com
panies wanted assurance that an appropriate portion of this expense
would accrue directly to them.

Despitepressure by the UnitedStatesin 1986—87 on Asian nations to
protect pharmaceutical products, Thailand still had not met American
patent standards. Thai infringers have copied products subject to patent in
other countries and produced them with minimum interference or sanc
tion. Infringers have not borne the costs incurred by patent holders in
researching, developing, testing, and promoting the patented product.
According to the PMA, this failure to protect intellectual property rights
acts as a barrier to trade, unfairly depriving U.S. producers of the right to
export products.5

The second petition to the president came from the International
Intellectual Property Alliance, an umbrella organization of seven trade
associations representing computer software, film makers, publishers,
business equipment, and the recording industry.These industries employ
2.2 percent of the U.S. civilian labor force and earn large trade surpluses
exceeding $1 billion.

Of the 10 million units of recordings sold in Thailand yearly, legitimate
products have accounted for only 5 percent, or 500,000 units. The
Alliance petition alleged that cassettes, for example, are available in
virtually every Thai retail outlet, including department stores, music
shops, and street hawkers. The wholesale price of pirated cassettes is
between $.70 and $1.20 retail, compared with legitimate cassettes selling
at $2.80.

Almost100 percent of video cassette motion pictures sold in Thailand

5"Petition of the Pharmaceutical Manufacturers Association to the GSPTrade Policy Subcom
mittee," 1986.
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are pirated. In addition to video cassette piracy, unauthorized perform
ances of cinematographic works in places such as restaurants and hotels
have resulted in substantial losses of revenue According to the Alliance
petition, Thailand is inundated with unauthorized translations of English
language textbooks and novels as well as pirated professional and medical
books and related materials.

In Thailand, pirated computer software and unauthorized translations
of software manuals are supplied free as an inducement to purchase
computer hardware. Because the need and demand for software is increas
ing at a rapid rate, this problem has taken on special urgency.The Alliance
expressed concern about reports that although the Thai government is
considering protection for computer programs, the protection would not
fall under copyright law but would be sui generis. The Alliance stressed
that Thailandshould take the same approach as haveSouth Itorea, Singa
pore, Taiwan,Malaysia, and Indonesia, namely, to make specific reference
to computer programs as protectible under their law.

The Alliance petition stated that the Thai government has failed to
implement its obligations (in the 1966 bilateral Treaty of Amity and
Economic Relations) to provide direct protection to U.S. copyright own
ers. The petition also noted that the Thai Copyright Act of 1978 fails to
specifically protect computer programs. The levels of fines and other
sanctions are too low and rarely imposed to deter piracy. Although the
Thai CopyrightActgenerallyfollows international norms, its penalty and
enforcement structure does not afford effective protection. Fines for
copyright infringement are easilyabsorbed as a cost ofdoing businessby
wealthy "pirates." Given the "unacceptable record" of Thailandregarding
IPRand because the U.S. Congressmade IPRprotection a major goalof U.S.
trade policy in the Trade Act of 1984, the Alliance requested that the
president deny GSP benefits to Thailand.<^

The petitions became a part of the negotiations between American and
Thaiofficials to resolve the conflict. Americanofficials initiateda campaign
to persuade Thai policy makers that it was in Thailand's best interests to
meet the U.S. demands. American negotiators emphasized the "climate of
investment" Thailand sought to portray to potential foreign investors.
Theystressed that ifThailandwanted to attract foreigninvestmentinhigh^
tech businesses to bring in capital for development and jobs, patent
protection was an important incentive. In the absence of protection or
with poor enforcement practices, a potential investor would face a

^"Petition of the International Intellectual Property Alliance," 1986.
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substantial risk that would weigh against making the investment^ More-
ovei; Thailand would face the loss of foreign investments if it did not
provide the same protection provided by Thailand's ASEAN neighbors.

American officials further noted that it is unrealistic for Thailand to
expect that its tradingpartnerswould acquiesce to Thaicounterfeiting of
their technology, which could then be used in direct competitionwith
those same tradingpartners. Fromthe American perspective, intellectual
property is one of its core sourcesofcomparative advantage in theworld
economy; hence, the American negotiators emphasized the overriding
importance of the issue at a time of American trade deficits.

Confidence in Thailand's exports also depends on IPR protection. If
purchasersbelievethat a developing country'sexport products are likely
to be counterfeit, they might expect low-quality products and refuse to
buy. Adherence to IPR standards also protects consumers from inferior,
counterfeit products.®

To counter Thailand'sargument that the low levelof economic devel
opment in Thailand demands copying of high technology, American
officials pointed out that lackof protection can discriminate against local
goods if counterfeiting is directed toward foreignproducts only, causing
them to be lower priced than those made domestically. American negotia
tors also reminded the Thais that one criterion the USTR considers in
determining GSP benefits is the extent to which beneficiary countries
provide effective means under which foreign nationals may secure, ex
ercise, and enforce exclusive intellectual property rights. Furthermore,
the Trade Act of 1988 (Section 301) provides for action against trade
practices that are "unjustifiable, unreasonable, or discriminatory and
burden or restrict US. commerce." The 1988 Trade Act specifically defined
IPR infringement as such a practice

Complicating the issue was the fact that the United States would not
join the Berne CopyrightConvention until March1989.Thailandhasbeen
a member of the hundred-year-old treaty since 1931. The US. Congress
approved American adherence to the treaty on October 20,1988, bringing
to seventy-six the number ofcountries belonging to the Berne Convention.
The United States had no copyright protection in twenty-four of those
nations prior to approving the treaty.

In the absence ofUS.membership, Thai-U.S. bilateral copyright treaties
had been the basisfor negotiations between the two countries. The United

•'"The Economics of Protecting Intellectual Property," unpublished address by Linda S.
Drokei;US.Department of Commerce, 1986,p. 4.
sibid.
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States understood that US. membership in the Beme Convention would
not replace Thai-U.S. commitments in accordance with the 1921 treaty
signed by the two countries. However, it was concerned that the Beme
Convention would not provide protection in Thailand for American works
created before U.S. admission to the convention. Ambassador Daniel
O'Donohue statedthat the United States believes thatThailand's copyright
protection to American works should date back to 1921.^

The Thais responded by noting that, in fact, the Thai government's
protection for American copyrights would automatically date back to
1921, as long as the authors of such works were still alive. In cases where
the owners had died, the Thaigovernmentwould protect their worksfor
fifty years, as internationally practiced. The Thai response meant that
Thailand's copyrightprotection forAmericanproducts wouldbe similar to
that stipulated in the Beme Convention.

US. adherence to the Beme Convention solved some of the issues
betweenthe two nations andreduced the need forThailand to approve a
copyright bill recognizing the 1921treaty obligations.TheThaiParliament
hadcomecloseto approving acopyright billduringthespringof1988but
was not able to complete the legislation before Parliamentwas dissolved in
lateApril andnewelections werecalled forJuly 1988. Indeed, onemajor
reason for the dissolution of Parliament was controversy over the copy
rightissue, withonefaction oftheDemocratic partyintheprimeminister's
coalition opposing the bill.

In spring 1988, the American negotiators, wishing to defuse the
conflict, postponed the deadline for resolution of the issue to Decem
ber 15, 1988, when the Reagan administration would he completing its
term. The postponement did not succeed, however, in persuading the
Thais to meet the US. demands on software copyrightandpharmaceutical
patent issues. Commerce Minister SubinPinkhayan led a Thai delegation
to meet with US. officials on December 12 to settle differences, but the
talks did not accomplish this goal.

Theformulation of the Chatichai administration brought a newpoliti
cal dynamic in Thailand, with conflict arising between the MFA and the
Prime Minister's OfficeThe IPR issuehad becomea causecelebre among
influential political leaders. The American negotiators, believing that
former prime minister Prem and Parliament had made commitments to
meet US. demands, held steadfast to the December 15 deadline.

Theinteragency US. Trade Policy Review Group(TPRG) hasthepower
to recommend sanctions against nations that do not meet US. standards on
trade and related issues. The TPRGagreed that retaliation should not affect

^Bangkok Post, October 10,1988, p. 32.
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Thai-U.S. relations or disrupt the ongoing dialogue between the two
governments to iron out differences on computer software and phar
maceutical product protection. Howevei; U.S. Trade Representative Clay
ton \feutter announced onJanuary 19,1989, the lastfull dayof the Reagan
presidency, that strong measures would be taken against Thailand, includ
ing the loss of$165 mUlion inGSP privileges. Thailand's ambassador tothe
United States, Vitthya Vejjajiva, stated that the interagency body had
agreed not totake even more drastic action because itwas convinced that
"Thailand's economy is developing on the right path towards free en
terprise"'"

TheTPRG decided to cut Thaibenefitsunder the GSP in order to send a
strongsignal toThailand (as well as toother nations) that the United States
is serious about the protection of its intellectual property rights. The
negotiations between Conunerce Minister Subin and the US. Trade Repre
sentativehad not been able to overcomedisagreements rooted in the U.S.
demand for both copyright protection for computer software and aThai
commitment tooppose any attempt inParliament to legislate aspecial law
for software Negotiations also floundered over the interim administrative
protection for US. drugs and conditions for a patent law amendment to
protectUS. pharmaceutical products in Thailand.

Thai embassy officials were disappointed thatthecopyright issue was
notresolved after Thai negotiators persuaded theUnited States todropits
demand that Thailand not issue a separate law for software protection.
However; the two nations still could not resolve differences regarding
computer software protection and the scheduling ofpatent law amend
ments. AndevenifThailand hadreachedagreementonsoftware copyright
protection, the United States could have tried toapply Trade Act Section
301 sanctions on the pharmaceutical patent issuealone"

From theAmericanperspective, theThaiswereprecluded byChatichai
from engaging inmeaningful negotiations. Chatichai had sent a text that
Commerce Minister Subin presented to the Americans. Even when the
American negotiators backed off certain demands, the Thai officials could
only work from Chatichai's final text. From the American vantage point, it
seemed thateach time they yielded to meet theThai position, they found
the Thais had either moved to a new position or reverted to a prior stance.

For the Americans, the results of the negotiationswith Thai govern
ment officials were disappointing. In prior discussions with Ministry of
Foreign Affairs officials, the American negotiators had been led tobelieve
that the Thais would satisfactorily resolve pending problems. However,

^^The Nation (Bangkok), December 18,1988, p. 1.

^^Bangkok Post, December 20,1988, p. 1.
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Prime Minister Chatichai Choonhavan took an active public stance op
posed to the MFA's position. The prime minister declared, on Decem
ber 10, that "it is time for Thailand to stand on its own feet in its trade
policy."i2 He said the GSP was irrelevant in the context of Thai trade and
that CommerceMinisterSubinhad been notifiedof the newposition.The
final Thaicabinet instructions to Subin did not leave room for flexibility.

Chatichai's argument was as follows: "The US. should realize we are a
developing country and software is very important for our future We
cannot yield to its demand. We have to struggle We cannot protect
computer software"^' Members of the Parliament and Thai student
groups lauded Prime Minister Chatichai for his "right and bold" decision to
reject US. demands for computer software protection.

Americanofficials were particularly critical of the role playedby Prime
MinisterChatichai's foreign policy advisors during the negotiating proc
ess. American negotiators referred to the "intellectual vanity" of the
advisors, who were "more interested in scoring debater points than in
serious negotiation."^' The advisors were thought to have undermined the
MFA and to have persuaded Chatichaiagainst any compromise, arguing
that the lossofGSP privileges wouldbe minorcomparedto thefargreater
loss that would result from meeting US. demands on software and
pharmaceutical protection. They persuaded Chatichai that, in any case,
GSPprivileges might well be revoked in the near future because Thailand
was achieving the status of a newly industrialized country (NIC).

IPR had become a complex and contentious issue Rather than nego
tiating with MFA officials alone, as inthe past, the United States had tot^e
into consideration the viewsof the prime minister, foreignpolicy advisors.
Thai business executives, student groups, and members of Parliament.

Moreover, participating agencies in the US. government had diverse
views on how to ded with the issue Agencies of the TPRG which were
involved in the formulation of the options included the US.Trade Repre
sentative, the State Department, the Commerce Department, the Labor
Department, the National Security Council, and the Treasury Department.
The trade representative, on the one hand, proposed harsh measures
because ofdissatisfactionwith the Thai-US. negotiations. The StateDepart
ment, on the other hand, urged that political considerations be taken into
account. Given the positive relations between the two nations, the State
Department argued, sanctions should be more commensurate with the
negotiations, recognizing both the progress made and the distance to go.

December 10,1988, p. 1.

i5Ibid,p, 3.

i^Ibid.

^^Interview with U.S.negotiator,March 1,1989.
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Theagencies concerned decidedin favor ofa responsethatwouldavoid a
rupture with Thailand but would be salable to relevantU.S. constituencies
such as Congress and business interests.

Moreover, the PMA and the International Intellectual Property Alliance
declaredtheywouldrequest thatSection 301 oftheTradeActbe invoked if
the Trade Policy Review Group did not seek sufficientsanctions against
Thailand. Section 301 requires the U.S. Trade Representative to initiate an
investigation of countries that do not provide adequate and effective
intellectual property protection for U.S. worksand products. The retalia
tion against offenders, whichwasoptionalunder the oldtradelaw, became
mandatory under the 1988 Trade Act. Thailandwould automatically be
subject to retaliation if GSP privileges were cut, as this would provide
grounds for a Section 301 actionunder the rationale of"unfair trade"

In its dealings with Thailand on IPR issues, the United States faced
unprecedented considerations. In the past, relations between the two
countries, one clearly dominant (patron) and the other subordinate
(client), hadbeen carriedout in confidence amonglikeminded diplomats.
The IPR negotiations were farmore complex, each nationasserting equal
sovereign rights, with a multitude of institutions participating.

The United Statesfound itselfdamaged politically in the eyes ofa close
ally. OneAmerican official noted the ironythatThaiofficials' insistence on
beingtreated asan equalmadethemsusceptible to the same, rather than
preferential, treatment provided other allies. US. trade legislation was not
aimed specifically atThailand, andtheUnited Stateswas notaskingmoreof
Thailand than it had asked for and in most cases received from its other
Asian allies. Nevertheless, the IPR controversy was a manifestation of
US. frustration in its attempt to control the new interdependent multi-
polar international system and to overcome severe domestic economic
problems.

Intellectual Property Rights—
The Thai Perspective

Forthe Thaigovernment, the IPR controversywasanotherinaseriesof
issuesthat had brought about a crisisin US.-Thai relations. In an unusually
frank speech to the Asia Foundation in October 1988, Foreign Minister
Siddhi Savetsilaoutlined the "cracks developing in the reservoir of good
will" that had been built during a century and a halfoffriendship.The first
crack came with the Farm Act, followed by the textile quota bill, and then
petitions demanding that GSP benefits be revoked from Thailand if the
government did not amendits copyrightlaws.'̂

^^Speech by Foreign Minister Siddhi Savetsila, Asia Foundation, October6,1988, in a press
release from the Department of Information,Ministryof ForeignAffairs, Thailand.
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Foreign Minister Siddhi spoke of an impending "trade collision with
adverse implications on the overall bilateral relations." He noted that trade
warswith the United States wouldimpoverish the Thai economy andthat
Thailand would ceasebeinga modelfor other developing countries that
were attempting to combine economic development with democracy.

Siddhi's comments reflected the views of many Thais, who viewed
recent American actions as threats and examples of "quasiimperialism"
and "bullying," the latest in a series of problems that threatened to
overwhelm the U.S.-Thai relationship. From the Thai perspective, the first
unfriendly act came with the US. Farm Act of 1985, which provided $1
billion in subsidies to some 20,000 American rice farmers. The Farm Act
created artificially lowworld riceprices, inanenvironment ofhigh supply
and low demand,potentially adverselyaffecting 35 millionThai farmers.
(By the end of 1988,Thailandhad exported more than 4 milliontons of
rice, a record both in terms of amount and value.) Nevertheless, Ambas
sador Vitthya estimated that Thailand has lost more than $500 million as a
result of the Farm Act.'^

According to Thai embassy officials, the IPR issuewas a major threat
because ofitspotentially profound political impact. InApril 1988, contro
versy over the copyright bill brought about the dissolution of Parliament
and the call for new elections. One year previously, the Thaicabinethad
averted a similar political crisis for the coalition government of Prime
Minister PremTinsulanonda. Onboth occasions, theproposedbillrevived
resentment of U.S. political tacticsand polarized the already factionalized
government. Thai negotiators suggested that the American demands could
threaten Thai political stability, which, they argued, isfar more important
to theU.S. instrategic andnational security terms thantherelatively small
dollar amounts involved in the GSP duty exemptions to Thailand.

The IPR issue was the first major crisis to be handled by the new
administration ofPrime Minister Chatichai Choonhavan. As thefirst prime
minister since1976 to beanelectedmember ofParliament, former general
Chatichai had the support of a coalitionof politicalparties, much of the
business establishment, and the academic intelligentsia. He eventually
received the support of high-rankingmilitary leaders. Chatichai believed
that parliamentary action in response to American demands could undo
thecoalition andcause thefall ofhisadministration. Hewas supported in
this view by his academic advisors, who suggested that a strong stand
againstAmerican "bullying" would be politicallypopular.

The Ministry of Foreign Affairs was most interested in fashioning a
compromise with the United States that would avert sanctions against

^''WashingtonPost, April 5,1989, p. A26.
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Thailand. Foreign Minister Siddhi was sufficiently angered and discour
agedby criticism ofhimover the IPR issue that he resigned hischairman
ship of the US.-Thai subcommittee under the International Economics
Relations PolicyCommittee (lERP) that approvedpolicyon IPRmatters.
The decisionto resignwasviewedasrecognition that trade andeconomic
issuesdominated foreign affairs and that the MPA was not the institution
most concerned with such issues. As foreign policy has become in
creasingly orientedtoward economic issues, as intracoalitional factional
ismhas intensified,and as PrimeMinisterChatichaihasasserted himselfin
foreign affairs, the Foreign Ministry has had to yield leadership to the
Officeof the Prime Minister in negotiations with the United States.

Tension between the MFA and the prime minister and his academic
advisors culminated with a statement by advisor M.R. Sukhumbhand
Paribatra, a professorat Chulalongkorn University and a leading foreign
policy expert, thattheprimeminister would assume amoreactive rolein
foreignpolicy rather than leaving it in the hands of the ForeignMinistry.
MFA officials admitted that the prime minister had the right to play an
active roleasthegovernment leader. Theofficials agreedthatunderformer
prime minister Prem the MFA had more clout, whereas under General
Chatirhai, the prime minister and his foreign policy advisors played a
larger role.i® Chatichai's ownlong-term experience inforeign affairs made
it natural for him to take a more prominent role

The disagreement between the MFA and the Office of the Prime
Minister also reflects the fact that Foreign Minister Siddhiis the leader of
theSocial Action partyandPrimeMinister Chatichai headof the ChatThai
party. These two parties with similar ideological views have joined pre
viouscoalitions aspartners despite their rivalry. Siddhi himselfdesired to
be named primeministerfollowing theJuly1988elections, but bowedto
the appointmentofChatichai when it becameclear the latter couldforma
coalition. Social Actionparty membersurgedSiddhi not to take theleadon
meeting U.S. demands on IPR issues because of a possible political back
lash. Theyurged that the prime minister, as leaderof the ChatThaiparty,
set the policy.

The IPR issue in Thailand, then, has had domestic political roots
stemming fromthe 1987crisis when Prime Minister Prem, relying on the
MFA, negotiated the issuewith the UnitedStates. Parliament's reaction to
the negotiation processwas tied to intracoalition factionalism, especially
amongthe Democrats, who constituted the largestcoalitionpartner. Many
dissidents,seeing the IPRissueasone in which parliamentaryprerogatives
were ignored, protested against the softwarecopyright issue.

^^BangkokPost, November 16,1988, p. 1.
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IPR became a rallying point for theThais about their sovereignty and
their break from traditional patron-client ties with the UnitedStates. The
Thai decision to resist American pressure was deemed asign ofmaturity,
anextricationfromWashington's hold,andacomingofagewhenThailand
would make decisions about its bilateral relations based on Thai interests
without outside interference This position was taken with little fear of
seriouseconomicdislocation becausetheThainegotiators were confident
that the Trade Policy Review Group ultimately would only minimally cut
Thai GSP benefits.

Not all mediacommentators, however, agreed that the Thairefusal to
yield to U.S. pressure was a sign of"maturity." The newspaper TheNation
featured commentary suggesting that"mature"Japan and South Korea had
both agreed to restraints on their exports and IPRissues. The restraints
were accepted by Japan and South Korea in order to avoid tougher
unilateral actions by the Americans that would have been even more
detrimental to their interests. The Thai decision to resist American
pressurewasbasedon principlerather thaneconomicinterest,a decision
that might be politicaUy popular in the short run but detrimental in the
long run.

Thai officials sensed a paradox in a situation in which U.S. policy on
trade reflected American economic weakness. In a letter to the American
president and Congress, the Chulalongkorn University student govern
mentorganization wrote that "Thai students understand andsympathize
withtheUS. economic condition, economic crisis, and theproblems ofthe
trade deficit." The students concluded: "The United States should not
resolveits own problems by creating trouble for other countries.Pressur
ingThailand toamend thecopyrightactinexchangeforGSP benefits isnot
considered theperformance ofagreatfriend, but istheperformance ofthe
superpower that bulliesa smallcountry likeours."20 Other statements like
thatfrom theChulalongkorn students aswell as speeches bybothcoalition
and opposition members ofParliament stressed this same theme, namely,
that good friends donot solve their own problems by undermining loyal
allies.

Because the IPR issues were complex even for the educated citizenry,
many commentators in the Thai mass media dealtwith the controversy in
simplistic, nationalistic terms. American Ambassador O'Donohue noted
this tendency for "intemperate rhetoric and calls to economic national
ism" in his speech to the American Chamber of Commerce An MFA oflScial
echoed the ambassador's view by noting that if emotions overcome

^^The Nation, December 29,1988.
20"Text ofChulalongkorn Students' Letters tothe President, Congress onCopyright Issue," in
Departmentof Commerce, Incoming Telegram, September21,1988.
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rationality, the issue will revolve around notions of "prestige" and "pres
sure" rather than conipromise.21

In rebuttal to American demands, Thai negotiators consistently noted
that Thailand had indeed made concessions to the United States on a

number of issues. Regarding the demand that Thailand provide copyright
protection of U.S. literary and artistic works, including computer software.
Thai officials responded that such protection, excluding protection for
software, is adequately covered by the Berne Convention on Copyright, to
which Thailand is a signatory and to which the United Stateswill become a
member. Thailand will await a ruling by Thai courts on whether software is
covered by existing copyright law before submitting new legislation.
Regarding the demand that the Thai government not submit legislationsui
generis for computer software pending the Thai court's ruling. Thai
officials stated that such a demand violates Thailand's sovereign right to
legislate its own laws.

In response to demands for patent protection of pharmaceuticals, the
Thais indicated that domestic political considerations compel a delay in
policy,awaiting the outcome of the current General Agreement on Tariffs
and Trade (GATT) negotiations (Uruguay Round) to establish uniform
standards for intellectual property protection. (Thailand is also awaiting a
ruling from GATT regarding an end to the farm subsidies of the European
Community, United States, and Japan.) A GATT agreement on standards
would make the issue multilateral rather than bilateral. Thailand did

propose interim measures that would have the effect of allowing US. drug
firms monopoly rights for at least eighteen months.

Thai officids also noted that Thailand had agreed in 1986 to U.S.
demands for reduction of Thai tariffs on wheat, apples, and soy proteins (at
a projected loss to Thailand of $12 million in custom revenues) despite
U.S. protectionist policies affecting Thailand. In addition, Thailand agreed
to negotiate American requests that Thailand restrain its exports of steel
pipes to the United States.Under the 1988 Trade Act, the pipes, although
processed in Thailand, are defined as steel originating in South Koreaand
Japan, countries that have agreed to limit their exports to the United States.

In negotiations with Thailand, American officials pointed out that
despite Thai accusations of protectionism, the volume of Thai exports to
the United States has increased by about 30 percent each of the past five
years. Moreover, Thailand enjoyed a trade surplus of about $1 billion for
1988. The Thais responded that the American trade deficit in Thailand is
about .5 percent of the total U.S. deficit, a minuscule figure in comparison
to the deficit with Japan, Korea, and Taiwan. Because the United States

^^Khao Phiset, September 24-October 4,1988, pp. 20-22 (in Thai).
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exports to Thailand only 1 percent of its total exports, whereas Thai
land's exports to the United States account for 18 to 20 percent of its
total exports, U.S. trade bargaining power is much greater.

Thailand's position as a disadvantaged, economically underdeveloped
nation was also cited as a reason for special treatment. Thai newspaper
editorials emphasized that the United States should be more sympathetic
to Thailand's attempts to develop rapidly through the use of borrowed
technology from the West. American reluctance to share its technology
was seen as selfishness and an unwillingness to meet the tradition^
obligations of a patron to a client.

The Thai response to American cuts in Thai benefits under GSPwas led
by Prime Minister Chatichai, who stated that if GSPcuts are made, "the
private sector must be prepared to grit their teeth and fight, produce
goods ofbetter quality, and reduce production costs so as to compete with
producers in other countries."^^ Of the approximately 3,000 items cow
ered by the GSP, 526 items, worth $300 million to $360 million a year,
enjoy benefits. Because GSP items constitute about 20 percent of Thai
exports to the United States, the January 19 announcement that the United
States was cutting benefits worth $165 million meant that about half of the
20 percent covered by GSP would be revoked. From the Thai perspective,
the political and economic gains of resisting US. pressure more than
compensated for this loss.

Thai-U.S. Relations

Relationsbetween Thailand and the United States are more complex
than ever before because the international arenaand the domestic political
and economic systems of both nations have fundamentally changed. The
American role in the world is no longer preeminent as new powers and
power blocs have emerged in competition with one another and with the
United States. Thailand also has more options as it finds its role in the new
era. The days of the traditional patron-client relationship between the two
nations are over. Ambassador O'Donohue spoke about the "modem reality
that economic and social problems and their solutions [between the
United States and Thailand] now extend beyond national boundaries." He
referred to the dramatic economic progress achieved by Thailand over the
last decade and the greater diversity in bilateral relations.^'

The ambassador also spoke about the increase in the number ofgroups

''•^Bangkok Post, December 19,1988, p. 1.

^ '̂'Ambassador's Speech to American Chamber of Commerce," in Department of State,
Incoming Telegram, December 1988.
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and institutions involved in decision making in Thailand and the complica
tions in working out solutions to bilateral issues that have resulted from
this democratization. He noted that Thailand's growing importance in the
world economy carries with it heavier international responsibilitiesand
obligations. The contentious IPR issues "reflect not estrangement but
rather the increased engagementbetween the two societies."^^

Former ambassador to the United States Arsa Sarasin said in his farewell
address that Thailand should make it clear to the United States that "our
cooperation goes only as far as our mutual interests go. The U.S. can no
longertakeThailand forgranted."^^ Thailand nowhasawiderspectrumof
interests, and there will be times when Thai and US. interests do not
coincide.

Thai Foreign Minister Siddhi, the architect of omnidirectionality in
Thai foreign policy, in his address to the 113th anniversary of the Thai
Foreign Ministry stated that Thailand has progressed to a new level of
economic and social prosperity with economic and trade potential equal
to that of dozens of other countries that the kingdom was unable to
compete with in the past. He reminded his audience that Thailand has
diplomaticrelationswith 143countries,allofwhich dependon eachother
more and more militarily, economically, and in trade relations. He reiter
ated his view that foreign policy must be directed toward the political
stability and economicprogressof the kingdom.^^

The increased economic engagement between the United States and
Thailand takes place within a larger framework of continuity of security
and aidcommitments. Majoraspects ofU.S.-Thai relations include continu
ing financial aid, joint militaryexercises, a joint war reserve stockpileof
defense items, collaboration on the Cambodian situation, common efforts
to save hundreds of thousands of Indochinese refugees, cooperation to
wage the war on narcotics, and support for the Peace Corps. Despite the
continuity, however, the relationship between Thailand and the United
States has irrevocably changed as both nations find their way in a new era
of international relations and domestic political and economic forces.

24lbid.

^^Bangkok Post, February 4,1988, p. 1.

^^Bangkok VoiceofFreeAsia, April 14,1988, p. 1.
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AMERICAN DISCUSSANT: Thcrc havc been many changes in the past decade
that impinge on our bilateral relationship. Many of these changes are
addressed in this volume. In the early 1970s, the security and strategic
aspects of U.S.-Thai relations were the most important component in our
relationship. Then there was not much of an economic relationship to
speak of. Now many people are asserting the significance of the economic
aspect of our mutual relations. In the late 1980s, economic issues and
particularly economic problems have become the most difficult political
problems in our bilateral relations.

It is important to distinguish between the evolving economic dimen
sion within our bilateral relationship and the associated problems that
arise with it. Our economic relationship has the potential to be a very
important sustaining factor in our overall relations. The challenge for both
sides is to manage the associated problems in such a way that the
perception of problems in the economic relationship is not allowed to
disrupt the overall relationship. Managed properly, our evolving trade
relations would become a sustainingfactor rather than a source ofdiscord.

Because the United States accounts for 20 percent of the Thai export
market, the trade relationship is very important to Thailand and many
Thais to one degree or another are aware of that. In the United States
because the portion oftrade with Thailand in proportion to our total trade
is so low, outside of narrow special interest groups and the U.S. officials
dealingwith these interests, there is not a perception ofwhat is happening
in the U.S.-Thai relationship, at least as far as our relations are affected by
trade issues. Given the nature of U.S. global trading, most Americanssimply
do not see Thailand. Neher is correct to put the relationship in a global
context and particularly in an Asian context; otherwise it is almost
irrelevant to speak of an American perception of U.S.-Thai relations.

Regarding Neher's chapter, there is a bit more to the intellectual
property rights (IPR) issue fromWashington's point ofview. It is important
to look at the domestic politics of that issue on both sides. On copyrights, it
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skews the issue to confine discussion to 1988. Ongoing discussion of the
issue preceded what is covered in Neher's account. In this regard, the
domestic politics in Thailand are very important. The first difficulty the
United States encountered was in 1987, when through a series of negotia
tions led on the Thai side by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs,Prime Minister
Prem's administration made a commitment to amend the Thai copyright
law to take cognizance of what the Americans considered to be a treaty
obligation to provide copyright protection. The manner in which that
commitment was made provoked a controversy in Thailand, not so much
over the substance ofthe commitment itselfbut the manner inwhich itwas

handled. In the spring and summer of 1987 there was a parliamentary
reaction to what Parliament saw as a derogation of its prerogatives as an
important part of the Thai political system. Many of Thailand's elected
officials felt that Parliament had a strong role to play in the copyright issue
and that the government had largely ignored that legitimate role In any
event, a bill was submitted to Parliament, and the United States hoped that
the bill would be moved through to fruition. However, it was not. It only
passed the first reading.

On the United States side, our own political process had been activated
by the filing of the GSP petitions at the end of May 1987. There is an
important distinction between the nature of the two petitions that were
filed. On the copyright issue, the petition filed by the International
Intellectual Property Rights Association was an attempt to take a hos
tage—to hold the Thai Parliament hostage and force it to fiilfill the
commitment to amend the Thai law. If that strategy succeeded, U.S.
industry concerns would have been largely met. The petition filedby the
Pharmaceutical Manufacturers' Association was a different sort. In its view,
despite a good deal ofdiscussion on the issue,there had been absolutely no
progress on its agenda. The PMA saw its position as a means to exert
leverage on Thailand to move the discussions forward. When Parliament
adjourned in November,the bill had passed through only one reading, and
we had not made much progress on the patent issue.

The process then shifted back to a negotiating mode that differed from
the earlier mode. The new negotiations involved many cabinet members
who were elected members of Parliament in an effort by the Thai side to
engage more broadly Thailand's own political process. In the end, the issue
was thrown back on the American political process, and we had two basic
concerns. First, we were concerned with how the issue could be "man
aged" in a way that would not be severely disruptive to overall relations.
And second, we were sensitive to managing it in terms of our own
domestic political context to take into account the concerns of our own
interest groups. These groups included the congress and the industries
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whose equities were at stake The answer the U.S. government reached was
to postpone the deadline for a decision on the two petitions. The next
phase shifted to Thailand,where the Thais,true to their word, did bring the
bill before Parliament as a high priority item. It passed through the second
and third readings in late April1988. However, the issue caused difficulty
for the ruling coalition when thirty dissident members of the Democratic
party defected on the issue. The next day, all of the ministers of the
Democratic party submitted their resignations. The Thai government
learned the risks of taking on an issue like this in the context of the party
structure of the Thai political system.

The United States must be carefiil in its handling of these trade issues.
The Thais have voiced the view that U.S. demands seem to be unending.
The reality is that U.S. demands will be unending. When we get throu^
the issue of copyright and patent reform, we will turn to the issue of
enforcement. On the question of GSP, we look forward to the daywhen we
can take these benefits away from Thailand. This has significance for the
level of Thai development.

THAI DISCUSSANT: I do not See major changes in Thai foreign policy right
now.The real shift has occurred because of the changes in Thai politics in
the past year. The most pressing concern for Thai politicians right now is
to havepolitical stabilityby allwaysand meanspossible Suchstabilitymay
be achieved by shouldering GSP cuts or by changes in foreign policy.
Thailand's foreign policy per se is not all that significant. What is more
important is the workings of domestic politics and regime stability.
Domestic concerns take precedence over foreign policy matters.

Neher mentioned new factors influencingThai foreign policy making.
Manyof the new actors in the process, including extrabureaucratic groups
and the media, as Neher mentions, are taking advantage of the emerging
openness in Thai politics and becoming more critical of the government.
This criticism is directed toward foreign policy as well. The more we
criticize the prime minister, the more strength we lend to the present
government. The main issue in Thai politics right now is to survive as long
as possible

On the point that Neher makes about the emerging rift between the
academic advisors and the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, I believe that each
side is working its hardest to find the best foreign policies for Thailand.
What neither side realizes, however,is that it is being used by politicians to
provide stability, legitimacy, and survivability to the present regime. The
new government is trying to arouse a "neopatriotism" among the Thai
people By taking on the White House, the government is trying to win the
hearts of the Thais. Losing and taking a loss in such things as the GSP
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generates sympathy for the government. Fighting back against the "big
guy" arouses more support.

This situation is not likely, in the long term, to deteriorate U.S.-Thai
relations. Wiwat asserts that we have achieved fiiUdemocracy. However, I
think our democracy has only gained a foothold. The new government
must prove to the people that the new coalition is strong and can stand on
its own feet. That strength includes fighting off the pressures placed on it
by the United States.

THAI PARTICIPANT: There has been a fundamental change in the policies of
the United States. The two superpowers, the United States and the Soviet
Union, have agreed to a moratorium on military confrontation and have
moved toward detente. This situation provides an occasion to focus on
other issues, namely economic and trade matters. The United States is now
entrenched in a trade confrontation with the European community as the
EEC moves toward further integration in 1992. In regard to Thailand, it is
still safe for the United States to take restrictive measures relative to Thai
trade. It has placed restrictions on many goods, including steel and
footwear. Thailand cannot take any retaliatory action. The tactics of the
Americans are to accuse the other side, in this case Thailand, ofengaging in
unfairtrade practices. Disputes of this sort trace all thewayto the PL 480
law. Are these a fair trade practices? When we hear that Thailand is
engagingin unfair trade practices,we must not ignore past timeswhen U.S.
rice trade practices took markets away from the Thais.

AMERICAN PARTICIPANT: I am troubled by the U.S. point of view that focuses
excessivelyon the economic aspects of our bilateral relationship. Iwould
like to think that underlying this narrow economic issue there are factors
and values of broader concern that may lend continuity to the sort of
relationship we have enjoyed over the years.One of the valueswe share is
the democratic process. Another is a commitment to free markets. Neher
argued that our relationship is shifting increasingly to a partnership. This
view is positive, and I believe such a view could create new opportunities.
Wiwat talked about the political aspects of our relations. We should not
allow an overemphasis on the economic issues to cloud other areas of our
relations. We have a legacy of over thirty years of mutual commitment to
forgingbonds between us, andwe shouldkeep these effortsmovingahead.

THAI PARTICIPANT: I agree that our relations are healthy. But it would be
foolhardy to overlook the obstacles that havecrept into our economic and
trade relations. These obstacles bear critically on overall bilateral relations
between our countries. These issues are an example of mismanagement. I
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would hate to see a deterioration by default. I feel that negotiations with
determination to overcome the problems is desirable. On this score, the
thais need to become more organized on the issues.Anexample is the rift
between the Ministry of Foreign Affairsand the prime minister's advisors.
Although there are conflicts of views, attitudes, and philosophies, the
prime minister has much to gain from the Foreign Ministry. If the rift is not
resolved on the thai side, we are risking a compromise solution with our
friends on the American side.

This rift is not unique to Thailand, and we should not overemphasize its
importance. But we should be sensitive to it, and deal with the realities of
the situation. We must realize that political forces on the American side
stand in favor of the 1988 omnibus trade bill. Although U.S. officials claim
that bill is not protectionist, it is in the spirit ofprotectionism. The Thaisdo
perceive the United States as a bully. You can talk about a "level playing
field,"but you must realize that the players on the Thai side are smaller and
weaker. We must understand that the relations between our two countries

are of the utmost importance, and we should strive toward negotiations
that will produce two winners. It will depend on the attitudes of the
nations rather than the workings of the negotiators themselves. The Thais
need more humane treatment. It is not right for the Thais to be treated in
the samemanner asJapanor the EC. Iwould welcome honestnegotiations.

Without proper and effective management on both sides, the relation
ship could deteriorate to a significant degree. The Thais need to better
understand the attitudes of the U.S. Congress. A foreign policy is an
extension ofdomestic policy. A solution will not come on one issue alone.
It will require adjustments in our political machinery and attitudes. In an
atmosphere of mutual trust, we may overcome our problems.

AMERICAN PARTICIPANT: The conflicts we are talking about are similar to the
ones that emerged in the negotiations over the U.S. troop withdrawal from
Thailand and the residual troop presence there Wehave not discussed that
issue for some time, and I sense on the Thai side a feeling of hurt from
conflicts over that issue aswell as the one we are addressing here. Thailand
needs to realize that it is not just a poor developing country anymore but
an industrializingpower in the Pacific rim. Thailand is becoming a signifi
cant player in the international trade community,and it takes time to adjust
to the changes that accrue from rising to this sort of status. Moreover, for
many years our bilateral relations have succeeded because of common
interests, flexibility, and goodwill. To preserve these, we should avoid
excessive political posturing.
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THAI PARTICIPANT: My fipstpoint is tJiat Thai-American conflicts of interest
are real. At the very least, there are more conflicts now than ever before.
Second, these conflicts are aggravated by the way each is side is dealing
with them. This is partly a consequence ofthe solidification of democratic
political processes on each side, especially on the Thai side now after the
transition to the new government last summer. Third, there are differences
of opinion between officials at the foreign Ministry and the prime minis
ter's advisors. We can expect this in a democracy, however, and we should
not dwell on this as a crucial problem that cannot be resolved. Peaceful
coexistence is perhaps a temporary solution. Fourth, differences are
emerging between our societies with the internationalization of the world
economy. We need to recognize this as a fact. We should not waste time
determining if these conflicts between our countries can be managed and,
let us hope, resolved.

THAI PARTICIPANT: The four components outlined by Wiwat are very useftil.
Given the lower-risk diplomacy among the world's powers, trade is now
more important than security. Economic issues are also important for
domestic reasons. Take the pharmaceutical issue. The so-called piracy
makes medicine cheaper for the Thai people. This is an issue that goes
beyond a discussion about the political structure itself:The issue involves
poverty as well. American politicians are using this issue to further their
own ends, which is producing a conflict in our relations. Despite the fact
that we have conflicts, we can have constructive relations. One way to
manage these conflicts would be to compartmentalize our relations,
separating out the issues of conflict, mutual interest, and cooperation.
Such a system would accord with present political realities, for we cannot
allow conflicts of interest in one area ofour relations to disrupt our entire
relationship.
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5. The Changing World Economic Order

RICHARD DROBNICK

In 1988 the world economy grew at a rate of about 4 percent, with
world trade expanding at about 9 percent. In the aftermath of the October
1987 crash, this growth was an extremely pleasant surprise Will the world
economy continue to grow at a healthy (albeit somewhat slower) pace in
the years to come? Although it is not possible to forecast growth rates with
any precision, it is obvious that there are major structural imbalances in
the world economy that might prove disruptive to future growth. In
particular, the trade and financial imbalances between the United States
and its trading partners are likely to be troublesome if they are not
eliminated by the early to mid-1990s.

If the U.S. trade deficit does not continue to decline, then the United
States might adopt more of a "managed-trade" strategy. The idea that the
United States might adopt such a strategy has been received with great
fanfare and outrage, and the United States has been accused of becoming
protectionist. In reality, if the United States used more of a managed-trade
policy, it would be a little bit more like its trading partners. In and of itself,
such a US. policy would not cause a collapse in the world trading system.
However, if America's trading partners responded by making their econo
mies even less open to American goods and services than they already are,
then this could lead to an escalating round of retaliation that would
severely constrict world trade growth.

A related concern is financial imbalances. If the trend ofAmerica's net

capital inflow "requirement" is not seen to be heading toward zero by the
early to mid-1990s, then the world financial system will be vulnerable to
another panic—one that might make the October 1987 crash seem mild.

This chapter attempts to shed light on these structural imbalance
issues by considering them in the context of ten ongoing changes in the
world economy that are summarized below. The speed of these ten
changes, their management by world leaders, and the interplay among
them will certainly shape the changing world economic order.

1. America's needforforeign capital The United States has become
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the world's largest capital importer. Although it is now reducing its need
for foreign capital, the United Stateswill still require at least $400 billion to
$500 billion of additional foreign capital between 1989 and 1993.

2. Reversal ofthe U.S. trade deficit. The United States is presently on a
path of export-led growth. It could achieve trade balance by 1993.

3. Japan as the principal source of international capital. Japan has
become the world's preeminent supplier of international capital. Its
international financial power will continue to expand rapidly.

4. Japan's economic restructuring. Japan is restructuring its econ
omy, and this is resulting in domestic-demand-led growth and increased
imports.

5. Asia 1992. The economic and financial integration of Asia—with
Japan as the hub, but also with Taiwan and Korea having important
coordinating roles—is occurring rapidly.

6. IDCdebt relief. The U.S. Treasury has finally agreed (in principle) to
the development of debt relief plans for the less developed countries.

7. Europe 1992. The economic integration ofEurope is being acceler
ated by the Europe 1992 Movement, and the attention of European
business and government leaders will become even more "Europe-
focused."

8. Diminished importance of the GATT. As national economies be
come more integrated via free trade agreements (FTAs), the Europe
1992 Movement, cross-border investments by multinational corporations
(MNCs), and tied-aid programs, the relevance of the General Agreement
on Tariffs and Trade is likely to decline.

9. China's reforms. In spite of the ascendancy of conservatives in
1989, China'seconomy is likely to continue to become more involved with
the world economy. Aspecial aspect of this change is its rapidly expanding
commercial relations with Korea and Taiwan.

10. Perestroikaandglasnost. The SovietUnion's reform efforts—to the
extent they are successful—will make its economy more involved with
the world economy. Soviet reforms have also stimulated major political
and economic changes in Eastern Europe that are causing it to become
more involved with the European Community.

The principal driving forces for the first five changes are the multiple
eiffectsof the depreciation of the U.S. dollar that began in 1985 and are still
in proces. The exchange rate movements are substantially changing
national competitiveness, national asset values, and the international
purchasing power of different nations. These changes are propellingwaves
of transnational direct investments and loans that are reshaping the Pacific
Rim's (and the world's) industrial structure and trade patterns as well as
the intricate web of economic and political interdependencies.
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America's role in the Pacij&c Rim economy—indeed in the world
economy—will be substantially different in the 1990s from what it was in
the 1980s,America is in the process of transforming itselffrom a net source
ofinternational demand to a net source of international supply America is
entering into a long period of export-led growth where factories, mines,
and the labor force will be operating at full capacity. Its 1988 trade
performance provides evidence of this change: American exports ex
panded by 27 percent to $322 billion, and imports grew by only 9 percent
to $441 billion. In the first six months of 1989, this process continued:
exports of $180 billion (up 15 percent), imports of $234 billion (up 8
percent), and the trade deficit declining to $-54 billion (down 10
percent).

America's Need for Foreign Capital

As a consequence of the mistaken fiscalpolicies of the Reagan admin
istration, America developed a large and unhealthy appetite for foreign
capital. In fact, Americans have not been paying their way in the world
since 1982. From 1982 through 1988, Americans were able to consume
more than they produced because their trading partners consumed less
than they produced.^ During this time, the United States substantially
changed the nature of its economic relations with the world. It joined the
world's debtor countries (or to be more technically correct, net capital
importing countries), running current account deficits of $9 billion, $46
billion, $107 billion, $115 billion, $139 billion, $154 billion, and $135
billion from 1982 to 1988 (Figure 1). Its policies produced the anomalous
situation of the world's richest nation borrowing and attracting investment
capital from poorer nations to such an extent that in seven years the United
States has transformed itselffrom a net $140 billion capital export position
to a net capital import position of more than $500 billion.

What will be the future level of America's international indebtedness?

Let us imagine two different cases.^ First, assume that the United States

thorough analysis of the macroeconomic causes and consequences of US.excess spending
is provided by M.A.Akhtar, "Adjustment of US.External Imbalances," 74th AnnualReport of
the Federal Reserve Bank of New York(April 1989). Some part of America's budget deficit and
its excess consumption is a result of providing subsidized defense services to Japan, Germany,
Korea, Taiwan, and other countries. If American policy changed either to charge for these
services or to reduce them, America's trade and service accounts would be much less
negative. Such issues are increasingly likely to become part of the congressional debate on the
deficit and trade negotiations in the future See David Calleo, Harold von Cleveland, and
Leonard Silk, "The Dollar and the West,"Foreign Affairs, Spring 1988, pp. 846-862.

^Assume that the trade deficit declines by about $30 billion per year and that the United States
pays an average of 5percent on its outstanding (and growing) debt. SeeRichard Drobnick and
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does not balance its merchandise trade until the year 2000. The US.
indebtedness position would be about $1.2 trillion by 1993 and $1.8
trillion by the year 2000 (Figure 2)! It does not seem likely that world
financial markets will allow such a scenario to materialize. Even Beryl
Sprinkel, the former chair of President Reagan's Council of Economic
Advisors, thinks that such capital flows might be hard for world financial
markets to digest: "The absolute figure [of U.S. net indebtedness] would be
very large—more than $2 trillion in 1987 dollars. This^could present
difficulties for the world financial system, especially if for some reason
foreigners [and Americans!] become less willing to hold claims on the
United States."^

Or assume that the United States balances its merchandise trade by
1993.Then America'sindebtedness positionwould almost double by 1993,
to $900 billion. If the U.S. maintained a trade balance for the rest of the

1990s, the indebtedness would increase to $1.2 trillion, as a result of the
need to service the debt. Alternatively, if from 1995 on, the U.S. achieved
$50 billion annual trade surpluses, its indebtedness would decline to $800
billion by 2000.

Reversal of the U.S. Trade Deficit

The U.S. trade deficit will be eliminated faster than most people
anticipate—perhaps by 1993. This balancing of trade will happen pri
marilyas a result of the market mechanisms ofslower US.income growffi,a
substantial reduction of the federal deficit, as well as some continued
depreciation of the dollar—not as a result of a substantial increase in U.S.
protectionism. However, a balancing of imports and exports will not be
sufficient. After 1993, the United States wiU need a trade surplus of
between $50 billion and $75 billion per year in order just to cover the
interest and dividend obligations on its outstanding debts.

Selwyn Enzer, "Balancing Trade and Finance Accounts of America, Japan, and Germany: A
Necessary Condition for the Survival of the Open Trading System" (IBEAR [International
Business Eduction and Research] working paper. University of Southern California, May
1989).However, short-termforecastsfromthe Michigan QuarterlyEconometricModelshow
no further improvement in US.net exports (in current dollars) of goods and services from
1988:4 to 1990:4. See Saul H. Hymans and Janet C. Wolf, "The US. Economic Outlook for
1989"(Working paper. University ofMichigan, November 17,1988),p. 24.According to this
model, further improvement in US. net exports and the current account balance will occur
only ifthe U.S. economy grows more slowly(than the MichiganModel's1989-90 forecast of4
percent decline) and foreigneconomies grow more rapidly(than its 3 to 4 percent forecast)
or if foreign economies are "restructured" to become more import-intensive.

^Council of Economic Advisors, Economic Report of the President 1988, February 1988,
p. 99.
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Figure 1: World's Principal Creditors and Debtors
Cumulative Current Account Balances
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Source: International Monetary Fund, World Economic Outlook (various issues); 1987 and
1988 figures are IMF estimates.

Is an early reversal of the U.S. trade deficit realistic? With qualifications,
the answer is yes. In 1988, the U.S. trade deficit dropped to $129 billion
from its 1987 level of $160 billion. Exports expanded from $250 to $320
billion, whereas imports grew only from $410 to $446 billion. In 1989, the
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Figure 2: U.S. International Capital Account
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Source: University of Southern California, Graduate School of Business Administration,

Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) fore
casts that the U.S. trade deficit will shrink to $1X4 billion as exports expand
to $371billion (11 percent in volume), whereas imports will only grow to
$486 billion (4.75 percent in volume); in 1990, the OECDforecasts a U.S.
trade deficit of $106 billion.^ The U.S. current account deficit is forecast to

improve somewhat from its 1988 level of $135 billion to $123 billion in
1989 and to $116 billion in 1990.

"^OECD, Economic Outlook (Paris: OECD, June 1989), vol. 45, p. 64.
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In order for these trade improvements to occur, additional policy
changes by the United States and its principal trading partners are re
quired. America needs to continue to expand production capacity in
tradable goods industries, and it needs to reduce domestic demand to
release existing capacity for export. Some combination of a reduced
growth rate of U.S. government spending, higher taxes, and higher interest
rates will be needed to sufficiently restrain the growth of consumer
demand and to puncture the inflationarypressures that are rapidly grow
ing. Furthermore, America's trading partners—especially Japan, Germany,
Taiwan, and Korea—need to restructure their economies and mobilize
strong enough domestic demand growth to become robust markets.^ Also,
their citizens need to be "allowed" to purchase imported consumer and
industrial products. That is, these countries need to allow more market
access and "national treatment" for U.S. products and investments.^ Addi
tionally, some of America's trading partners who are building current
account surpluses need to allow their currencies to appreciate—and to
pass on the consequent increase in purchasing power to their citizens—so
as to stop penalizing imports and promoting exports.

The qualification to the "yes" depends on whether or not the U.S.
government will sufficiently reduce its fiscal stimulus and whether or not
America's trading partners will sufficientiy stimulate, open, and restructure
their economies. In 1989, America's creditors will probably have con
vinced the Bush administration to put in place a responsible fiscal policy.^

^For a description of how Japan is moving from export-led growth to domestic-demand-led
growth, see Bank of Japan, "Balance of Payments Adjustment Processes in Japan and the
UnitedStates," SpecialPaper No.162,March1988.Unfortunately, the sameprocess isnot yet
so apparent in Germany, but it is beginning in Taiwan and Korea. Even though Japan's
economy is changing, it is unlikely that the currently contemplated yen appreciation and
realignment of fiscalpolicies in the United StatesandJapan will shrinkJapan'scurrent account
surplus from 3.6 percent of gross national product (GNP) in 1987 toward a much talked
about target of 1 to 1.5 percent of GNP. Thus, it is imperative for Japan to implement the
structural reforms outlined in the Maekawa Reports. See Bela Belassa and Marcus Noland,
Japan in the World Economy (Washington, D.C.: Institute for International Economics,
1988), chapter 6.

^For a descriptionofJapan's "unfair" trade practices, see ClydePrestowitz, TradingPlaces:
How WeAllowedJapan to Take the Lead (N.Y.: BasicBooks,1988). For an explanation of why
market forces will be inadequate to bring Japan's imports and exports into balance, see two
articles byJames Fallows: "Tokyo: The Hard Life," TheAtlantic, March1989;and "Containing
Japan," The Atlantic, May 1989.

•^A bipartisan U.S. consensus on the vital need to eliminate the budget deficit by the early
1990s is also growing. For example, see the joint statements by former presidents Ford and
Carter that recommend that President Bush make this his first priority,American Agenda:
Report to the 41st President of the United States (Los Angeles: Times Mirror Company,
November 1988).
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Also, as the export volumes of America's trading partners contract in
response to the slowdown in U.S. economic growth, it is likely that their
own domestic political considerations will cause them to stimulate and
restructure their economies. Furthermore, the implementation of Amer
ica's Omnibus Trade and Competitiveness Act of 1988 will probably
increase export opportunities for American firms as well as slow imports
into the United States.®

But even if foreign markets are open, will products made in the United
States be competitive? Because of increased productivity and the substan
tial cheapening of American land, labor, and capital as a result of the
decline of the dollar, products made in America will indeed be competi
tive. Two trends that are good indicators of the changing international
competitiveness among America, Japan, and Germany are unit labor costs
in manufacturing and export prices of manufactured goods. Expressing
each trend in a common currency, between 1985 and 1988, America's unit
labor costs dropped by about 35 percent, whereas Japan's and Germany's
increased by about 45 percent and 15 percent, respectively. In terms of
export prices, the trend was similar but not as pronounced. Export prices
for goods made in the United States feU by about 30 percent, whereas the
price of goods exported from Japan and Germany rose by about 22
percent and 10 percent.^

Japan as the Principal Source
of International Capital

International financial power has shifted from the United States to
Japan. The new reality is that Japan has replaced the United States as the
world's preeminent creditor nation, and at the same time the United States
has become the world's most heavily indebted nation. The rapidity and
expected longevity of this epochal change of affairs can be seen by
comparing the trends of the net external asset positions of the United
States and Japan (as well as of Germany; see Table 1).

As a result of the inevitable growth of Japan's income and dividend
receipts, its cumulative current account surplus will continue to grow.

®For an analysis of the trade bill, see US. Chamber of Commerce, The Omnibus Trade and
Competitiveness Act of1988: A Straightforward Guide to Its Impact on U.S. and Foreign
Business (Washington, D.C., 1988).

Economic Outlook, vol. 44, p. 55.

lopor discussions of the implications of Japan as the world's premier creditor nation, see
Ronald A.Morse, "Japan's Drive to Preeminence," Winter 1987-88, pp. 3-21;
Daniel Burstein, Yen!Japan's New Financial Empire and Its Threat to America (New York:
Simon and Schuster, 1988); and R. Taggart Murphy "Power Without Purpose: The Crisis of
Japan's Global Financial Dominance," Harvard Business Review, March-April 1989.
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Table 1

Net International Investment Positions of the United States,
Japan, and Germany

(billion dollars)

1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990

United States + 4 -111 -269 -368 -503 -643 -800

Japan + 88 + 138 + 223 + 310 + 390 + 474 + 568
Germany + 28 + 42 + 78 + 123 + 171 + 221 + 272

Source: U.S. data through 1987 are from the \9S9 Economic Report ofthe President, p. 429;
the 1989-90 estimates are computed from current account forecasts in IMF, World
Economic Outlook, April 1989,p. 157.(If the "book" value ofAmerica'sforeign assets
and liabilities could be adjusted to current market values, the computed net asset
position would be improved, but the trend would not be changed.) Japan's and
Germany's cumulative current account balances (from 1970) are used as a proxy for
net external assets. The source of the historical data is IMF,WorldEconomic Outlook
(various issues). The 1989-90 estimates are computed from current account
forecasts in IMF, World Economic Outlook, April 1989, p. 157.

even as its export growth slows and its imports rise rapidly. Japan's
cumulative current account surplus will be about $500 billion by 1990—
which would be more than triple America's peak international creditor
position of $I40 billion in 1981—andit will continue to grow, albeit at a
slower pace.

The issue of recyclingJapan's export dollars will dominate tomorrow's
financial and political headlines, much as the recycling of "petrodollars"
did in years past. Clearly, Japanese capital will dominate Pacific Rim and
worldwide flows of foreign direct investment, loans, and official develop
ment assistance for years to come Along with its financial dominance, the
business and political clout ofJapan will increase substantially.

Economic Restructuring ofJapan

Japan's economy has switched from export-led to domestic-demand-
led growth.ii During 1980-85, Japan's net exports contributed, on
average, about 1.5 percentage points to Japan's ON? growth rate (about
one-third). In contrast, during 1986-88, net exports, on average, acted as a
1.3 percent "drag" on the economy. For example, in 1988, domestic
demand grew at 7.5 percent, whereas net export growth was minus 1.75
percent. The principal stimuli for domestic demand in 1988 were an

"Data are from Economic Outlook, vol. 44, pp. 73-77; and BankofJapan,"TheWorld
Economy 1988-89: Development and Prospects," Special Paper No. 171, January 1989,
pp. 18-19, 49-51.
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expansion of private consumption (caused by a 5.5 percent growth in
disposable income) and a 20 percent expansion of fixed business invest-
ment(about 50 percent ofwhichwent to increase capacity and 50percent
to product development and rationalization).

Between 1985 and 1988, the relative profitability of export and import
businesses (in yen terms) has changed dramatically. Export prices have
fallen by about 20 percent and import prices have dropped by about 30
percent. On the margin, this situation makesit more attractive for export
ers to shift their efforts from overseas customers to domestic customers

and to satisfypart of the domestic demand with imports, increasinglyfrom
their new overseasproduction sites.Thisshift in profitabilityis reflectedin
substantial shifts in the allocation oflabor and capital during the 1985-88
time period (Table 2).

As a result of this changing profitability (caused by strong growth in
domestic demand and relative price changes), imports into Japan in 1988
grewby 18percent,whereasJapan's exports grew byonly6 percent. The
OECDforecasts a slowing of this "reversal" ofJapan's trade trends for 1989
and 1990. Nevertheless, import growth of 10 percent is still expected to
exceed export growth of 7 percent. (Taiwan and to a lesser extent Korea
are also begmning to restructure their economies and can be expected to
follow a path similar to that ofJapan.)

Economic Integration ofAsia
withJapan as the Hub

According to theJapanExternal Trade Organization (JETRO), overseas
direct investments by Japanese firms are large and havebeen growing by
leaps and bounds since 1985.Japan's 1988foreign direct investments were
$47billion, comparedto $33billionin 1987and $22 billionin 1986(see
Table 3). About 40 percent ofJapan's worldwide direct investments are in
the United States—some to build new factories (e.g.,Nissanin Tennessee),
some to acquire existing operations (eg., Bridgestone buying Firestone or
Bank ofTokyo buyingUnion Bank), andsometo purchaserealestate(eg.,
Shuwabuying the ARCO Towers).>2 Between 1951 and 1988,Japan'sdirect
investments in the United States reached a total of $72 billion, with $52
billion of it being invested between 1985 and 1988.

i^For a discussion of some of the economic and political consequences of America's sale of
national assets, see Martinand SusanToichm,Buying intoAmerica (New York: TimesBooks,
1988). For a detailed description ofJapanese real estate investment in the United States,see
Kenneth Leventhol and Company, "1988 Japanese Investment in US. Real Estate" (Los
Angeles, March 1989).
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Table 2

The Changing Allocation of Capital and Labor Resources in Japan
(from 1985 to 1988)

Fixed Capital Employment
Investments Levels (fUll-time)

Types of Industries (1985-88, % change) (1985-88, % change)

Export-oriented manufactures - 5 - 3

Domestic demand-oriented +15 +1.5

manufactures that compete
with imports

Domestic demand-oriented +40 +2.5
manufactures that do not

compete with imports

Nonmanufactures +45 +5
(excluding power generation)

Source: Adapted from Bank ofJapan, "The World Economy 1988-89" (Special Paper No. 171,
January 1989), p. 51.

Table 3

Japan's Overseas Direct Investments
(billion dollars)

Fiscal Year Worldwide United States Asia

1985 12.2 5.4 1.4
1986 22.3 10.2 2.3
1987 33.4 14.7 4.9
1988 47.0 21.7 5.6
Cumulative

1951-88 186.4 71.9 32.2

Source: Toshihisa Nagasaka, "World Direct Investment and Globalization ofJapanese Corpo
rations," p. 33. Mr. Nagasaka, who is the director of the Economic Information
Department of the Japan External Trade Organization (JETRO),presented this paper
at an international symposium titled "Analysis on the Trend of External Direct
Investment of the U.S. and Japan," sponsored by the Ministry of Finance (MOP) and
the National Bureau of Economic Research (NBER) in Tokyo October 31-Novem-
ber 1,1989.
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According to the Bank of Japan, the manufacturing component of
Japan's direct investment abroad has soared ifrom $3.8 billion in fiscalyear
1986 to 17.8 billion in 1987 to an estimated $18.5 billion in 1988.^^ The
magnitude of these investments is becoming large enough to change the
industrial structure and trade patterns of the PacificRim.For example, four
Japanese automobile makers produced almost 600,000 vehicles in the
United States in 1988 (8 percent of auto production in the United States).
Their expansionplans suggest that their U.S.-basedproduction could reach
two million units in the early 1990s. These Japanese investments will
transfer technology and management techniques, create jobs, develop
political lobbies against trade barriers, and become a potent competitive
threat to American automotive firms and parts suppliers. In addition,
these investments are almost certain to create excess capacity, either in the
United States or in the home production base.

Recent JETRO surveys of Japanese business plans suggest a continua
tion of these huge investment flows for years to come. The principal
motivation to move factories oflfehore is to reduce production costs in
response to the appreciation of the yen. In addition to moving production
capacity eastward to North America, Japan has also rapidly expanded
investment in manufacturing capacity in Asiasince the yen began its sharp
appreciation against all Asian currencies (as well as against the dollar).
According to the Bank of Japan, Japanese manufacturing investments in
Asia averaged $550 million from 1981 to 1985, expanded to $800 million
in 1986,skyrocketed to $1.7 billion in 1987,and are estimated to approach
$2 billion in 1988.^^ Thus Japan's exports of plant, equipment, and
components to Asia are growing, and Japan's imports of components and
finalproducts from its Asian manufacturing plants are also expanding.

The surge ofJapanese direct investment going to Asia, accompanied by
the anticipated increases in Japanese loan and foreign aid capital, will
contribute to the economic and financial integration of Asiawith Japan as
the hub of the regional economy. For example, the Board of Investment in
Thailand reports that its approvals of Japanese investment applications
between 1986 and 1988 increased from $250 million to $940 million to

i^Bank of Japan, "World Economy 1988-89," p.34.

^^See U.S. General Accounting Office, "ForeignInvestment: GrowingJapanese Presence in the
us. Auto Industry" (Washington, D.C.,March 1988), GAO/NSIAD-88-III.

^^See Bank of Japan, "Greater Role of Asian Economies in the World and Growing Interde
pendence Among Asia, the United States and Japan" (Special Paper No. I66, August 1988),
p. 43. The 1988 estimate is calculatedfrom an estimate of total Japanese investments inAsiain
the first half of 1988 provided by the Industrial Bank of Japan.
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Table 4

Cumulative Current Account Balances of Taiwan and Korea, 1972-1990
(billion dollars)

1986 1987 1988 1989 1990

Taiwan + 46 + 64 + 73 + 81 + 88

Korea -23 - 14 0 + 11 + 19
1986-92 + 4.5 + 15 + 29 + 40 + 48

Source; The data for Taiwan are from Council for Economic Planning and Development,
Taiwan Statistical Yearbook 1988. The data for Korea are from Bank of Korea,
Economic Statistics Yearbook 1987. The 1987-90 estimates are computed from
forecasts in OECD,Economic Outlook, vol. 45, p. 55.

$2,960 million! Although ASEAN leaders are concerned about the
prospect of increased Japanese influence, they are becoming resigned to
their lack of other alternatives. Nothing much is likely to come of their
efforts to increase intra-ASEAN economic cooperation without capital,
technology, and guidance from Japan.

In addition to Japan, there are two other important suppliers of
international capital in the Pacific Rim. Capital exports from Taiwan and
increasingly in the years ahead from Korea will also increase the economic
integration of the Pacific Rim economies. Estimates of their cumulative
current account balances, which provide the "ammunition" for their
capital exports, are provided in Table 4. Asthe New Taiwan dollar and the
Korean won continue to appreciate and as their foreign exchange controls
are further relaxed, it can be anticipated that the overseas investments of
Taiwanese and Korean firms will follow patterns similar to those of
Japanese firms. In fact, for 1988, Taiwan was the second largest foreign
investor in Thailand with approved investment applications for $830
million (compared to $650 million for the United States); Korea, a
newcomer, had $105 million in 1988.

On a national basis, Asian nations will continue to compete with each
other to improve their climate for foreign investors. Each nation will also
continue to seek special consideration for both better access to the U.S.
market and relief from U.S. pressures to open their markets or appreciate

^^These data are from Thailand's Board of Investment as quoted in a paper distributed at
IBEAR's 1989 Asia/Pacific Business Outlook Conference. See Richard Frankel, "Doing Busi
ness in Thailand" (unpublished paper, Bangkok, February 1989).
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their currencies. Resentment toward America will rise as America be

comes increasingly unwilling to respond to these demands. The often
discussed economic integration of ASEAN will occur unobserved but
coordinated by Japanese firms as they become true multinational enter
prises. ASEANwill become ever more integrated into the economic and
financial structure of Japan. Japan itself will become somewhat less de
pendent on the U.S. market as it diverts more of its energy to leading a more
integrated Asian economy.

The U.S. economy will also become more integrated into the financial
and economic structure ofJapan. This integration will lead to increased
resentment and friction as Americans belatedly awake to the reality of
reduced independence in managing their national economic policies.!^ In
this new international environment in which economic leadership will be
passing from the United States to Japan, the United States will be struggling
continuously to generate trade surpluses sufficient to service the debts
built up during its 1980s consumption binge. Japan, as the world's premier
creditor nation, will sit in judgment of America's efforts to maintain its
credit worthiness.^® Japan will also be the major player in financing and
supervising huge Third World development programs. If successful, such
development programs—along with Japanese and German domestic de
mand expansion and market-opening efforts—might replace U.S. net
import demand as the "locomotive" for worldwide economic growth in
the 1990s.

LDC Debt ReUef

The International Monetary Fund estimates that in 1988 LDC debt was
$1,240 billion and the LDC debt service requirement was $171 billion.

^"^For a discussion of the relationships between America'sdebts and its unhealthy growtkof
dependence on foreign creditors, see Felix Rohatyn, "America's Economic Dependence,"
Foreign Affairs, vol. 68, no. 1 (1988/89), pp. 53-65.

^®For example, see the ideas of Takashi Hosomi, former chairman of the Overseas Economic
Cooperation Fund ofJapan: "The basic rule for debtor nations is to pay their borrowings back
in real terms and feel the pain of accumulating debt irresponsibly. What is now strongly
required of the United States is to issue 'Reagan bonds' (i.e., yen-denominated U.S. debt
instruments) and Japan, as the largest creditor nation, should urge that country to take die
plunge." From T. Hosomi, "Why International Cooperation Does Not work," TokyoBusiness
Today, April 1988, as reported in Burstein, Yen!, p. 57. For a related policy suggestion, see
"Japanese Official Wants U.S. to Issue Yen-Denominated Treasury Securities," Thefapan
Times, May 20, 1988, p. 2. For the complete text, see Toyoo Gyohten, "Cooperating with
Confidence: U.S.-Japan Policies for Global Growth and Financial Stability," Speaking offapan,
August 1988, pp. 22-28.
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which is about equal to 20 percent of LDC export earnings. By 1990,
LDC debt and annual debt service requirements will be $1,340 billion and
$185billion, respectively.The fifteen most heavilyindebted countries will
owe $510billion in 1990 and be constrained by a debt service ratio of 40
percent.

Without a substantial increase in foreign aid or foreign investments—
or a major reversal of capital flight—collectively, the LDCs need to have
merchandise trade surpluses of over $180 billion (per year!) to finance
their annual debt service payments. As the United States reduces its trade
deficit—if no other reserve currency nation runs an offsetting trade
deficit—it will become obvious that the LDC debtors can not earn the

foreign exchange to finance their debt service. For this reason alone, a
comprehensive debt relief scheme is necessary, Two other compelling
reasons for developing a workable debt relief plan are to facilitate eco
nomic development in the LDCs and to provide import markets for the
world's rapidly growing excess production capacity.

Europe 1992

As the Single European Act of 1987 is implemented, the European
Community will tend to become a more integrated economic and financial
market.2i Many non-Europeans are worried that the Europe 1992 Move
ment is a process that will create a "Fortress Europe."Their concern is that
Europe will become protectionist.

In reality Europe is already very protectionist. It is unlikely to become
substantially more protectionist as a result of the Single European Act,
which, in any case,will not be implemented on time or in totality.The most
obvious consequences offurther reducing Europe's internal barriers to the
flow of goods, labor, and capital are (1) Europe will have more bargaining
power, (2) Europe will become more efficient, and (3) income growth in
Europe will accelerate. Also, huge internal aid and investment programs
will push mountains of capital from the rich north to the poor countries
and poor regions in the south of the European Economic Community

^^International Monetary Fund, World Economic Outlook (Washington, D.C., April 1989),
pp. 186,191,194.

^opor a description of how previous actions have not provided any debt relief, see Jeffrey
Sachs,"'Robbin' Hoods: How the BigBanksSpellDebt 'Relief,'"TheNewRepublic, March 13,
1989, pp. 19-22.

^ipor a summary of the issues posed by the Europe 1992 Movement, see Pierre-Henri Laurent,
"The European Community: TwelveBecoming One,"CurrentHistory, November 1988. See
also U.S. Department of State, "The European Community'sProgram to Complete a Single
Market by 1992" (Washington, D.C., August 1988).
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(EEC), as well as to Hungary, Poland, East Germany as theyemergefrom
the Soviet bloc.

AsEuropeans become richer, they are likely to import more, not less.
Furthermore, European industries are likely to concentrate more on their
new pan-European "domestic" market than on overseas markets. It would
be reasonableto anticipate that Europe's"world"export growth (outside
of Europe) will slow, ifnot decline, in the years to come Europe's current
account balance with the world is quickly moving from a large surplus
towardbalance(Table 5). Theopportunities and problemsposed by the
break-upofEasternEuropeprovideanother reasonwhyEuropeans can be
expected to concentrate more of their energies on European devel
opment.

Diminished Importance of die GATT

The marathon multilateral GATT negotiations are probably in the
process of becoming an endangered species. The negotiation agenda for
the UruguayRound on services, intellectual property rights, trade-related
investment measures, and agricultural subsidies is complex as well as
contentious. Manydifhculties have become apparent during the Uruguay
Round. Even though the disputes will be resolved to some extent before
the Uruguay Roundiscompleted, it isveryunlikelythat its comprehensive
goals will be accomplished.

In the meantime, while themultilateralnegotiationsare continuing, the
economic world is changing. The United States has negotiated free trade
agreements (i.e, bilateral preferential agreements) with Israel and Canada
and is preparing the framework for future discussions with Mexico. The
Europeans are strengthening their internal market, and numerous official
bodies are studying the concept of a U.S.-Japan FTA or a PacificRim FTA.
Also, changingbusinesspractices, new trade partners, and the growth of
Japaneseforeign aidprograms are likely to move an ever larger portion of
world trade flows"off the market" and out from under GATT jurisdiction.
For example, (1) Increased cross-border investments by MNCs lead to
more trade flows governed by corporate strategy and transferpricing. (2)
The entry ofChina and the Soviet Union into the world market means that
this portion of world trade will be governed by state policy directives,
many of which will require barter, offset, or counter purchase practices.
(3) Japan's huge foreign aid programs are likely to contain a very large
component of "tied aid," in spite of official protestations to the contrary.

China's Reforms

As a result of China's decisions in 1988 to slow its economy and the
ascendancy of conservatives in 1989, China's economic relations with the
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Table 5

EEC Current Account Balance (Annual)

Billion Dollars Percent of GNP

1986 51 1.5

1987 37 0.9

1988 15 0.3

1989 -2 0.0

1990 -1 0.0

Source: OECD,Economic Outlook, Vol. 45, pp. 44-46.

world have slowed. In spite of these ongoing changes, however, China is
likely to remain an active participant in world markets.

Chinahas become an activeplayer in the international economy (with
$100billion in two-way trade in 1988) and a strong competitor for world
markets, capital (loans, direct investments, and aid), and the scarce time
and attention of corporate and government leaders.22 Additionally, China
is becoming an important customer for raw materials and industrial
products. If China becomes willing to borrow to help finance its develop
ment, it could become a net source of international demand. Such a change
could help the world economy adjust to the impending U.S. trade reversal.

Two-way trade between China and Taiwanand Chinaand South Korea
is large and rapidlygrowing. In 1988,China-Taiwan trade is thought to be
at least $2 billion and China—South Korea trade to be at least $3 billion.

Numerous indicators of these burgeoning bilateral relationships, such as
increased travel, increased academic and official exchanges, increased
direct investments in China by Taiwan and Korea, would lead one to
predict a rapid expansion of these intraregional flows, even in the current
environment. This process will help Taiwan and Korea reduce their
dependence on the U.S. market. Thus, it will also help the world economy
adjust to the impending U.S. trade reversal.

An important question is to what extent China's political crackdown
and economic "readjustment program" will affect the trends mentioned
above. Clearly,China's use of more centralized administrative measures to
slow the economy and reduce inflation will slow the pace of economic

22For a discussion of problems with China's reforms, see the report of the Pacific Forum
Seminar held in Shanghai,November 1-3,1988: Harry Harding,Jr. (rapporteur), "China,East
Asia, and the Changing Global Economy" (Honolulu: Pacific Forum, January 1989). For a
comparison of the Chinese and Soviet reforms, see Marshalland Merle Goldman, "Sovietand
Chinese Economic Foreign Affairs, vol. 66, no. 3 (1987/88), pp. 551-575.
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development. However, the reform movement is almost certain to con
tinue. Furthermore, the rise of political orthodoxy will slow economic
growth. However, China's interaction with the world economy is likely to
continue, albeit at a slower pace.

Perestroika and Glasnost

The Soviet Union's economic reform efforts are unlikely, in the near
term, to have any substantial direct effect on the world economic order. In
the unlikely event that Moscow decides to seek substantial infiisions of
foreign loans and investments to financeperestroika^ then the Soviet Union
would become a net source of international demand. However, for this to
occur, the creditor nations would also have to concur. Given Germany's
current focus on Europe 1992,Japan's efforts to integrate Asia,and NATO's
security concerns, it seems unlikely that substantial financing would be
available for any major long-term development program of the Soviet
Union. However, the effects of Soviet reforms on the political and eco
nomic structures of Hungary, Poland, and East Germany are immediate
West European trade, aid, and investment flows to Eastern Europe will
rapidly expand.

Conclusion and Recommendations

The world economic order is changing. The most potentially disrup
tive question facing the world economy is how to reduce structural
imbalances as the United States returns to trade and financial balance in the

early 1990s.
America will inevitably become competitive enough to service its

international debts. The critical issue, however, is whether or not American
competitiveness can be attained without putting the United States on a
downhill spiral of continued reductions in wages, government services,
and the quality of American life. That is, can America achieve sufficient
international competitiveness by increasing productivity while maintain
ing or expanding the real incomes ofall Americans? If so, the international
trade regime will probably remain quite open. If not, it is quite possible
that America will move toward a protective bilateralism in its trade
relations.

The more desirable path of robust trade expansion requires a great deal
of imagination and leadership. American leaders need to eliminate Amer
ica's need for foreign capital and make certain that American products
continue to become more competitive. American and foreign leaders need
to make certain that the markets of America's trading partners become
open enough and strong enough to absorb $500 billion worth of U.S.
exports per year by the early 1990s.
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In the final analysis, the stabilization of the international economic
system requires an expansion of exports from America and a slowing—if
not an actual reduction—of imports into America. America's domestic
demand needs to grow more slowly than its production of GNPfor the rest
of this century Such a reversal of American consumption and trade
patterns will profoundly shape the economic structure of the PacificRim
and the world in the years to come.

Recommendationsfor American Leaders

What are some actions that American leaders can take to manage this
inevitable process of adjustment? First, American leaders need to rid
themselves of the self-crippling mindset that saysAmerica does not have
enough resources to influence and shape international events. This is
nonsense. America is a rich, productive nation that can raise taxes and
allocate resources to do things that are in its self-interest, and shaping the
international economic environment is one of those things.^^ American
leaders should not talk themselves into decline with self-fiilfilling political
rhetoric about America's weaknesses, nor should America's leaders be
continuously begging the Japanese to financeAmerica's domestic and the
world's international capital needs.

Second, American leaders should demand honesty and imagination
from the Bush administration about competition, cooperation, and con
flict among America,Japan, and the European Community. They should
demand that the administration give a high priority to international
economic issues and explain howit intends to manageAmerica's inevitable
adjustment to produce more and consume less and thus live within its
means, while at the same time maintaining noninflationary growth and
servicing its debts.

Third, American leaders should demand reciprocity, fair play, and
reasonably valued currencies from America's principal trading partners.
American negotiators need to deal with the world as it is, not as a
theoretical construct of how they might like it to be.^^

Fourth, American business and government leaders should invest in
their current and future employees to make them smarter about interna
tional economics, politics, and culture. Relative to their foreign competi
tors, American businessmen and government negotiators are substantially
less competent to think in terms of numerous currencies, numerous legal

23See Francis M. Bator, "Must We Retrench?" Foreign Affairs, vol. 68, no. 2 (Spring 1989),
pp. 93-123.

'̂̂ See Pat Choate and Juyne Linger,"Tailored Trade: Dealing with the World as It Is,"Harvard
Business Review, January/February 1988, pp. 86-93.
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systems, and numerous political and cultural barriers to the flowof ideas,
raw materials, and products.American leadersneed to change this sorry
state of alBfairs. They can do so by demanding that business schools and
universitiesprovide educational products that will helpAmericacompete
in today's global marketplace

Fifth, American leaders should require the Congressional Budget Of-
flce or the General Accounting Office to prepare international economic
impactstatementswhenevermajoreconomiclegislation ispending. Thus,
thegovernment wouldbe requiredto analyze in advancewhataproposed
economicpolicychangewould do to (1) America's ability to export, (2)
America's appetite for imports, (3) America's ability to attract foreign
investment and credit, and (4) America's asset and labor values. If such a
process had existed in the 1980s, the executive and legislative branches
would at least have been informed about the international ramifications of
Reaganomics and perhaps would have acted to prevent the extreme
international imbalances that have resulted.

Recommendationsfor Asian Leaders

Asian leaders should inform themselves and their key constituents
about the far-reaching implications of the major changes in the inter
nationaleconomymentionedearlier:(1) the impendingreversalofthe U.S.
trade deficit,( 2) the rapid movement towardJapanesedominance ofworld
financial markets, and(3) theintegration ofthePacific Rim economy. Afew
of the obvious implications follow. First, Asian leaders should restructure
theireconomies fromexport-led growthpatternstoward patternsofmore
sustainable domestic-demand-led growth. Second, Asian leaders should
intensify their efforts to diversify export markets away from the United
States. Third, Asian leaders should prepare themselves for much more
difficult bargainingwithAmerican tradenegotiators regarding "fair" trade,
reciprocity, intellectual property rights, trade-related investment mea
sures,and currencyexchangerates. Fourth, Asian leaders shouldintensify
their efforts to attract American investments in order to provide some
counterweights to the floodofJapaneseinvestmentand aid that theywill
receive

A final caveat is appropriate in closing. What if political paralysis iri
Americaand other major trading nations prevents the implementation of
the economicpolicyadjustments that are needed to bringtheworldback
toward balance? That is, if America does not get on a path to balance its
fiscal and current account deficits by the early to mid-1990s, then there is a
high probability of a financial panic that might begin with a run on the
dollar and end with a worldwide stock market collapse that will make the
October 1987 crash appear to have been mild. And if America's trading
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partners do not expand and open their economies, America is likely to
selectively penalize imports of their products. Events like these could
cause the world to grope toward a future of regional trading blocks and
new international security arrangements.

In order to avoid the economic and political disruptions such a
scenario would create, American, Asian, and European leaders need to
recognize that substantial economic changes are occurring in the real
world that are not well described in the textbooks. It is imperative for
American, Asian, and European leaders to stop criticizing each other for
being in violation of processes in a theory of "free trade." Rather, the
leaders need to focus their efforts to achieve the needed economic

outcome: quickly reducing trade and iSnancialimbalances while maintain
ing noninflationary growth. In other words, international leaders must
focus their energies on the formidable tasks of actively managing tomor
row's inevitable economic competition, cooperation, and conflict.



6. Intra- and Extra-ASEAN
Economic Cooperation

NARONGCHAIAKRASANEE

The Association ofSoutheast Asian Nations has been in existence since

1967. During the years since then, the ASEAN economies have grown
at relatively high rates by international standards. At the same time,
the ASEAN countries have continued to affirm their determination to

strengthen intra- and extra-ASEAN economic cooperation. Their achieve
ments and future prospects are the subject of this chapter.

Historical Perspective

When ASEAN was formed in 1967, it was really meant to be a political
grouping, although it has never explicitly stated this objective. Thus,
during the first decade of its existence, the member countries were only
trying to live together peacefully, and they were successful. Economic
cooperation was addressed, but there was hardly any effort to make
economic cooperation a reality. Also, because each ASEAN economy was
doing well in its trade and investment with non-member countries, there
was no real need for ASEANeconomic cooperation.

The first ASEAN summit was held in 1976, soon after South Vietnam,
with the help of the United States, lost the war with North Vietnam.
Although the summit had a full agenda ofeconomic cooperation programs,
many observers considered politics to be the ulterior motive. Neverthe
less, the first summit succeeded in launching a number of economic
cooperation instruments and the mechanisms for their implementation.
The now famous preferential trading arrangements (PTA), ASEAN indus
trial projects (AIP), and ASEAN industrial complementation scheme (AIC),
for example, were launched at that time

Subsequent to the first summit of 1976 and the second summit of 1977,
the economic cooperation schemes turned out to be difficult to imple
ment. The only noticeable achievement was in dealing with third coun
tries and international organizations in that ASEAN was regarded as a
group offive (and now six) economies. Again, during this period, all of the

136
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ASEAN countries were performing well economically in their existing
patterns of foreign trade and investment, and there was no real need for
intra-ASEAN economic cooperation. There was, therefore, no further
achievement in the various cooperation schemes introduced.

The economic downturn of the first halfof the 1980s prompted ASEAN
leaders to again seriously examine means of mobilizing intra-ASEAN
economic cooperation to supplement extra-ASEAN trade and investment.
The decision to hold a third summit in 1987 was made mainly for
economic reasons. However, by the time the summit was held, the ASEAN
economies had entered into aperiod of economic recovery,with unprece-
dentedlyhigh growthrates in somecountries. More than twelve months
have passed since the third summit, and it seems again that ASEAN
economic cooperation has not moved very much further.

Recent Developments

The pace of ASEAN economic cooperation in trade and investment is
considered to be very slow both for its collective economic interests and
in terms of its international credibility as an economic grouping. For
ASEAN to be recognized as cooperating economically to a significant
degree, it needs to accelerate the pace of its programs for economic
cooperation, both on a six-nation basisand,where consensusis difficult,
on a bilateral basis between its member states, as a fallback position to
multilateralismin the GeneralAgreementon Tariffs and Trade(GATT) as
well as to supplement and complement GATT efforts.

There was euphoria prior to the third ASEAN summit in Manila in
December 1987,with a flurryof meetingsof officials, private business, and
scholars to seek ways of furthering ASEAN cooperation. The third summit
agreedto improve the mechanisms for economic cooperation, especially
trade and industrial cooperation, although the implementation appears so
far to be rather slow. The main instruments of intra-ASEAN trade and
investment cooperation remain the ASEAN preferential trading arrange
ments and the ASEAN industrial joint venture (AIJV)schemes.

ASEANPreferential Trading Arrangements

Although nontariff barriers (NTBs) are an important restrictive prac
tice in intra-ASEAN trade, policy attention generally focuses on the tariff
structures because they are more transparent and generally more widely
applied across import categories. Data on the extent of intra-ASEAN trade
under the PTA are not available. However, it is widely acknowledged that
the PTA havenot significantly stimulated intra-ASEAN trade either through
replacement of domestic production by imports from ASEAN member
countries or through diversion of trade from non-ASEAN countries to
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ASEAN member countries. This lack ofsuccess may beattributed inpartto
features ofthe PTA itself, such as selectiveness ofPTA items and the large
list ofexclusions, low depth oftariffcuts, bureaucratic rules oforigin and
the existence of NTBs nullifying the effects of tariffcuts. Lack of success
may also be attributed to the trade patterns of the ASEAN member
countries—they tend to produce similar commodities and labor-intensive
manufactures geared for markets inOrganization for Economic Coopera
tionandDevelopment (OECD) ratherthanASEAN countries,andthereare
no sharp differences in production costs.

Ofthefive measures toliberalize trade under the PTA, the exchange of
tariffpreferences hasbeen themostwidely implemented. Before thethird
ASEAN summit, there were 12,655 items in the PTA with a minimum
marginofpreference (MOP)of 25 percent. Atotal of 3,500of these items
were given deeper margins, up to maximum of 50 percent, since their
inclusion inthePTA. However, (1) thecoverage ofproducts underthePTA
was limited and a large number of items traded in ASEAN were excluded
from concessions; (2) thepreferentialduties onitems under thePTA were,
inmany cases, considered tooshallowfor thebusiness community to take
advantage of and the rules of origin too restrictive to enable items in the
PTA toqualify for concessions; and (3)thepresence ofNTBs often negated
the benefits of tariff liberalization.

To expand intra-ASEAN trade and improve the PTA over the next five
years, the third ASEAN summit recommended the following:

1. Reduce the exclusion lists of individual member countries to not
more than 10percent of the number of traded items and not more than 50
percentofthevalue ofintra-ASEAN trade, andstrive forgreaterharmoniza
tion of exclusion lists.

2. Phase new items from the exclusion lists into the PTA, granting
them a minimum MOPof 25 percent.

3. Increase to 50 percent the MOP for items already included in the
PTA on the basis of an across-the-board concession of five percentage
pointsyearly, product-by-product concessions totaling 50 percent at the
end of five years, or a combination thereof.

4. Reduce the ASEAN content requirement inthe rules oforigin from
50 percent to 35 percent on a case-by-case basis, subject to review after
five years.

5. Implement an immediate standstill of NTBs and negotiate the
rollback of such NTBs after the Manila ASEAN summit.

6. Inorder tomake the PTA scheme more transparent and predictable
to the private sector; make public the detaUed product lists andprefer
encesthatare to bephased intothe PTA over thenextfive years. This will
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allow the business community to make appropriate investment and pro
duction plans to take advantage of the preferences.

As of April 1, 1988, the ASEAN countries have published the 1988
programs and product listsfor improvement of the ETA. With the imple
mentation of the 1988 programs on April1,1988, the number of items in
the ETA have increased to 14,462 items. The total number of items that
weregiven deeperMOPs up to a maximum of50percenthasincreased to
11,596. With the agreed improvements, it is expected that over the next
five years the number of items that are excluded will be significantly
reduced. Also, at least90 percent of the traded itemsofindividual member
countries will be granted a 25 percent preferentialmarginon import duty
if they originate in ASEAN. Thewidening and deepening of tariff prefer
ences is expected to promote intra-ASEAN trade and induce both the
ASEAN private sectors and foreign investors to invest in the largeASEAN
regional market.

Intra-ASEANInvestments

Entra-ASEAN investments, like any form of foreign investment, will
respond primarily to economic conditions and opportunities forprofits.
Whatare the advantagesfor entrepreneurs in ASEAN to invest in the region
itself? Private entrepreneurs in ASEAN mayhave a competitive edge over
non-ASEAN investors because of their better knowledge of the region's
economic and market conditions, consumer tastes and demands, distribu
tion systems, labor market conditions, and fimctionings of the bureau
cracy. Theyalso sharesimilar business systems andorganizations. Further,
with the proliferation ofASEAN-wide business associations, closecontacts
have been established. But it may be argued that foreign multinational
corporations operating in the ASEAN regionaftera numberofyears also
acquire some of this knowledge

The schemes aimed at promoting intra-ASEAN investments in industry
have not been marked by any outstanding success. Essentially, industrial
investments are best left to the private sectors. The role of the ASEAN
governments is to provide information on market opportunities and
market conditions in the member countries, develop the institutions and
infrastructure to facilitate business intercourse, remove administrative
and trade policyobstacles to freer flows ofcapitalandgoods, andprovide
as much national treatment as possible for intra-ASEAN investments.

The current industrial cooperation scheme of the greatest significance
is the ASEAN industrial joint venture The third ASEAN summit has
increased intra-ASEAN preferences for AEJV projects. The MOP has been
increased to 90 percent, and the ASEAN localcontenthas been reduced to
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35 percent. Furthermore, member countries are invited to propose a list of
projects that would be accorded AIJVstatus in advance. At the time of this
writing, a number of projects have already been given AIJV status. But it
still remains to be seen whether AIJV will really produce a substantial
degree of intra-ASEAN economic investment.

Other Cooperation Schemes

Although the third ASEAN summit alsopledged stronger cooperation
vis-a-vis third countries, the only noticeable achievement has been the
joint effort on the new GATT round of trade negotiations, especially
participation in the Cairns group. It is unfortunate that the new round has
not progressed as much as planned, and the joint ASEAN effort has
therefore not yielded a meaningful result.

ASEAN had intended to cooperate on many other economic issues, as
revealed in the preparations for the third ASEAN summit. But, as men
tioned earlier, economic events close to the time of the summit and since
then, which have created a widespread economic boom, have made
ASEAN countries less interested in the various economic cooperation
issues they had discussed earlier.

The Future

The outlook for the ASEAN economies over the next five yearsappears
to be good. Every country is predicting reasonably high growth rates.
Singapore and Thailand expect to grow annually at 7 to 9 percent;
Malaysia, the Philippines, and Brunei Darussalam, approximately 5 to 6
percent; and Indonesia,about 4 to 5 percent. Financially, the countries are
quite stable with the exception of the Philippines, which still has a serious
external debt problem.

Although the short- and medium-term economic outlook is satisfac
tory, the ASEAN countries will not necessarily be free from external
economic problems. In fact, since the ASEAN economies are relying
increasingly on the external sector, they will be more influenced by world
economic events that are likely to assume a very different form from the
last decade. Someof the new and important development are (1) a rapidly
changing international geopolitical and economic environment; (2) the
increasing relative importance of economic over military factors in do
mestic and international security maintenance and enhancement; (3) the
volatility of the global economic environment; (4) Pacific growth dyna
mism; (5) the emergence of trading blocs (like the European Internal
Market and the U.S.-Canada Free Trade Agreement); (6) the globalization
of industrial production and the internationalization of national econo-
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mies; and (7) the march of technology, in microelectronics, biotechnol
ogy, and industrial materials, for example

The new political developments seem to suggest that the tension
among the majorpowersiseasing rapidly. Thissituationshouldleadto new
opportunities for economic transactions with the socialist states. And,
more important,it couldbringan end to the conflict in Indochina. In fact,
Thailand has moved quickly to normalize its relationswith the Indochi-
nese states. It is possiblethat in the future Thailand could spend lesstime
on ASEAN economic cooperation and more time on economic coopera
tion with the Indochinese states.

Another important development is the emerging trade blocs and the
growing economicdynamism ofthePacific Rim countries. Theone-market
European Community of 1992 and the U.S.-based trade areas suggest
preferentialarrangements among certain countries. Tocounter the bloc
tendencyand to takeadvantage of the economicdynamism of the Pacific,
ASEAN may have to enter into some form of Pacificcooperation arrange
ment. Another possibility is a trade area arrangement with the major
economic powers, including the United States,the European Community,
and Japan.

Duringthe lastfewyears, growthof the industrialsector ofASEAN has
resulted in stronger integrationwith the industrialsectors ofJapanandthe
EastAsian economies. This pattern is likely to continue, creating in the
process another major industrial area in the world to counterbalance the
power of the European Community and North America.

Expectedfutureworld economicdevelopmentssuggestthat the exter
nal economic relations of ASEAN will continue to grow and diversify
rapidly. Whether thisprocesswilltakeplacealongside thestrengthening of
intra- and extra-ASEAN economic cooperation is unclear. It is likely that
the ASEAN member countries will not force the issue. ASEAN economic

cooperation will only grow in strength ifwarranted by market forces.
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AMERICAN DISCUSSANT: Nothingthe U.S. Congresscoulddowouldhaveasbig
an impact on the world trading system as the reversal of the U.S. trade
deficit. Richard Drobnickhasdoneanexcellentjoboutliningthesituation
in which the United States nowfinds itself, the processwe are likely to go
through to get ourselves out of this situation, and the impactthat reversal
will have on Thailand and other U.S. trading partners. It is likely, as
Drobnick notes, that we will have a trade surplusby some time shortly
after 1990. Ifpolicy makers do not achieve that reversals, other forces wiU
take the United States in that direction. We can either do it smoothly,
through good management, or pay heavy costs.

IdisputeDrobnick's viewsabout thepaththat theUnited States islikely
to take if we do not improve our trade deficit. We have had some
improvement in that deficit, and it shouldcontinue improving this year^
Howevei; unless there are significant macroeconomic changes in the
United States, it is not likely to improve much more in the next coupleof
years. That leavesmuch for U.S. policy makers to do. However, the United
States is not likely to move onto a path of managed trade The statement
made by Carla Hills in front of the Senate Finance Committee was
misquoted in the press, and the questions were very much directed at
manned trade. A private sector advisory committee had submitted a
report to the officeof the U.S. Trade Representative askingfor a sectoral
bargaining approach toward Japan. I do not believe that the Bush admin
istration or the Congress is likely to move in that direction.

One of the major risks ifwe do not manage these reversals well is a US.
recession. But I believe that we can manage them, and we should do it in a
way that keeps world trade expanding. The main objective of the United
States, on theoverallmacroeconomicfront andin its tradepolicyis to keep
world trade expanding. In the past few years, the United States has been
playing a role as the major market in the world. It is imperative that the
United States increase its export capacity. We will also need to cut our
imports. The problem now, however, is that our export industries are
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working at near capacity. Unless we can get those firms to expand
investments and production, it will be a while before we can get increase
exports enough to affect the balance That too will affect the speed of our
trade reversal.

In recent years,growth inJapan has been marked by domestic demand
rather than export demand. However, the Japanese need to do more
Japanese surpluses remain at very high levels. The Japanese need to
continue deregulating their economy and take other measures to make
their markets more accessible to imports. Another major concern is West
Germany. However, Germany has not been very cooperative in helping
reach a balance in world trade Germany is preoccupied with 1992 right
now.With the fixed exchange rate system in Europe, it will be difficultfor
the Germans to break out of that way of thinking, allowing its own
exchange rate to appreciate as it should without bringing other members
of the European Community along with it. The rest of Europe is not in a
surplus position and thus should not shift in the direction that we are
suggesting for Germany.

Korea and Taiwan increasingly are becoming a focus of macroeco-
nomic adjustments as well, including exchange rates. Those countries
have highly protected economies relying on export-led growth. As they
grow, Korea and Taiwan should play a larger role in bringing about an
adjustment in world trade that would provide relief to countries like
Thailand that are relying on exports now for sustained growth. The
alternative, if we do not all play responsible roles, is that small, middle-
income countries like Thailand and several smaller European countries
will not find adequate outlets for their products, and there will be more
and more competition for shares of a shrinking pie in world trade In that
scenario, the threat ofprotectionism in manycountries will become much
stronger. Allcountries should play a role in the adjustments, and this is a
central focus of U.S. trade policy now. Opening markets will play a part of
this overall strategy.

THAI DISCUSSANT: On ASEAN economic cooperation, the lack of comple
mentarity among the grouping's members is often cited as a reason for
ASEAN's low degree ofcooperation in economic aiBfairs. However, are there
factors beyond economics that help explain that shortcoming? There are
other factors that are blocking cooperation among the ASEAN countries,
including the lingering territorial dispute between Malaysia and the
Philippines, the fishing zone dispute between Malaysia and Thailand, and
the bickering over various issues between Singapore and Thailand, the
latest being the expulsion of Thai workers from Singapore after they were
tacitly allowed to work there for several years.
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If the Cambodiancrisis has galvanizedASEAN into action as a political
grouping, as many argue, will ASEAN become irrelevant if a settlement in
Cambodia is achieved? As that crisis was the "political Cambodia" for
ASEAN, will ASEAN need an "economic Cambodia" to achieve coopera
tion?What would that economic Cambodiabe?Narongchaisuggested that
the economic Cambodia could be the opening of Indochina to trade and
finance,an initiative led by Thailand. Opening the economies of Burma and
Indochina could, perhaps, enhance economic collaboration throughout
Southeast Asia.

Narongchai does not cover the role ofJapan in the region. In December
1987,Japan proposed to sponsor a $2 billion ASEAN-Japan Development
Fund (AJDF). As Narongchai does note, some of the most important
developments to come in the future are the ASEAN joint investment
projects. In the past, such projects havenot been successfiil owingto many
restrictions about the use of funds. That is one of the major reasons that
Japan provided the funds that will oflfer the equity as well as finance the
loan. Thisschemerepresents a breakthroughforfuture economiccooper
ation among the ASEAN member states.

AMERICAN DISCUSSANT: Wealways tend to put economics solely in economic
terms, implying that economic problems can be overcome through the
proper mix of monetary,fiscal, and trade policies. Myexperience livingin
Asia, however, has led me to believe that attitudes toward work, respon
sibility, and society are also very important. Certainly, there are many
countries in the world that havecontrolled the policy side effectively but
havenot been ableto allowtheir economies to takeoff. InJapan,Korea, and
also throughout SoutheastAsia, there is a growingattitude that thingswill
improve but only if we make them improve. In those countries, there is an
increasing emphasis on education, on responsibility. There is also a
willingness to put off consumption for the future. Asimilar attitude exists
among management. Many companies are putting off short-term profits in
favor of long-term market shares and are willing to beat their heads on the
closed doors of markets abroad until they open. To be sure, there is a
contrast along these lines between the countries of Asia and the United
States. In America there is more a feeling of entitlement that says that the
future will get better, and if it does not, then someone is cheating us.
Drobnick's paper did touch on these issues, arguing that we must avoid a
"self-crippling" mind set, but perhaps these are more crippling problems
than questions of economic statistics.

THAI PARTICIPANT: As the Southeast Asian economies develop, ASEAN is not
likely to become any sort of cohesive regional trading bloc or to achieve
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the status of anything like the EC. Over the years that ASEAN governments
have been talking about the possibility of such a scheme, ASEAN business
men have lost interest in promoting a systematic regional organization. As
our economies accelerate, they will become more integrated and involved
with the economies of Japan and the NICs. That is inevitable, and we shall
begin to be more outward-looking, even beyond the "four tigers." Some
form ofcooperation in the Pacific area, with or without the United States, is
not too far off, and that idea bodes well for the fiiture Such cooperation,
however, will be at the expense of ASEAN economic cooperation.

THAI PARTICIPANT: Despite the affirmation from many of our American
friends that Thailand has not been singled out in trade matters, many Thais
feel that it has. For example, in the 1985 Farm Act, the Rice Title ofAat act
specifically mentioned Thailand as a target of retaliation. Effectively,
Thailand had been singled out. In 1985, the Americans claimed the right to
single out Thailand, so it is difficult for us to believe today that we are not
being singled out in other issues such as intellectual property rights. We
hope that as we attempt to manage these problems in the future, manage
ment will be conducted in a humane and cultured way

AMERICAN DISCUSSANT: Thailand has been singled out, at least in the area of
agriculture. Nobody can deny that agriculture is the weakest area of
international trade, and it is our fondest hope that in the Uruguay Round
we can agree on some rules to apply to agriculture. I agree that U.S. policies
are bad in many areas, and so are many policies of the ECand Japan. That is
very widely recognized, and there is strong pressure in the United States to
deal with these problems. On the demise of the GATT, there are currently
important negotiations going on, and the major partners, namely the
United States and the EC, have found ways to keep these talks going.
Agriculture obviously is the central subject of these discussions.
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7. Thai Trade Policy

SURAKIART SATHIRATHAI

Thailand's trade policy is well known. Export-oriented growth has
been and will be an important part of development strategy. It cannot be
denied that the export industry has contributed significantly to successful
growth in the Thai economy. Besides government policy other exogenous
factors contributed to that growth. Oil prices and the world economic
upturn have played a key role in Thailand's export performance in the last
five years or so.

The Thai government, realizing the importance of the export industry
has devised various mechanisms to promote exports. Investment incen
tives for exports, although they do not surpass others provided by its
neighbors, are important stimulants for exports. The government has
pledged to adjust the role of its internal laws and regulations concerning
exports from a control function to a facilitating function. The implementa
tion of that pledge has been widely witnessed by all, although not at a fully
satisfactory level. The private sector in Thailand has therefore been a
leading force in growth.

This chapter would not reflect the present and future of trade aspects
of Thai-U.S. relations if it only focused on its agricultural and industrial
trade policies without analyzing the policy clashes of the past five years.
From such an analysis, one can project future policies and assess the
implications of the clashes for Thai-U.S. trade relations in the future

An Overview of Recent Trade Frictions

Thai-U.S. relations have long been most cordial, involving a broad range
of mutually rewarding interactions. However, the huge U.S. trade deficit
and the growth of Thailand's economy have contributed to increasing
tension in our economic ties. Through legislation, the U.S. Congress has
required the administration to formulate and implement new trade pol
icies allegedly to achieve U.S. economic recovery. Such policies involve
trade protectionism and empower the United States to take more aggres
sive action against other economies that are seen to have a comparative
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advantage over U.S. industry, particularlythose allegedto have engagedin
so-called unfair trade policies and practices.

The attitude of the United States has led to tension and misunderstand
ing—hence, friction—in Thai-U.S. economic ties. The recent U.S. with
drawal of some generalized system of preferences (GSP) benefits from
Thailand is a good exampleof this regrettableturn ofevents. We must try
to find ways to resolve our problems to the long-term benefit of both
parties concerned. It is useful to examine briefly selected cases of trade
problems in order to understand the nature and degree of the issuesand to
have a shared perspective of the problems before we consider the solu
tions.

The U.S. Food and SecurityAct of1985 (Farm Act)

The effecton Thai rice exports ofhuge subsidieson US. rice exports is
well known. Although last year there was no friction because drought
accounted for a high world price of rice, the situation in 1986 when the
price of Thai rice exports was pushed down by the subsidies under the U.S.
Farm Act clearly illustrated the potential harm this act can cause Thailand
whenever the world price decreases. The Reagan administration itselfdid
not favorthe passageof the RiceTitle of the Food and SecurityActof1985
because it required huge subsidiesfor farmproducts andrice inparticular.
Subsidies of approximately US $1billion for fewer than 15,000 rice farmer
families made it unfair to the American taxpayer apart from the effects on
export economies of other countries.

The Rice Title also singles out Thailand as an unfair trade practice
country for applying 0.84 percent export subsidies. Furthermore, in
contrast to the intellectual property issues, this clear bilateral issue of rice
subsidies has been multilateralized, because Thailand has been told to wait
for the negotiations on the reduction of agricultural subsidies in the new
round of multilateral negotiations on the GeneralAgreement on Tariffs and
Trade (GATT). Thailand has participated actively and constructively by
joining the Cairns group negotiating agriculture in the GATT. So far, as of
1989, nothing has been done on the Farm Act.

Asthe end of the period covered by the Food and Security Act of 1985
approaches in 1990, Thailand has sought consultations with the US.
government to gain assurance that Thailand and its rice export will be
deleted from the provisions of the new Farm Act. The present US.
administrationseemswillingto attempt to do so,but it isunableto giveits
assurance that such provisions will not appear in the text, because it will be
up to the Congress to decide

Ascoffee is close to the hearts of the Brazilians and agriculture to the
hearts of someJapanese, rice is indeed very close to the hearts of the Thais.
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Amajority of Thais (over 30 million out of 55 million) are still farmers, and
the rest ofthe Thais are well aware ofthe poverty and hardship their fellow
citizens have faced even without the actions ofany economically powerful
country. Aswe enter the last year of the five-year life of the act, nothing has
yet been done to remedy the injuries incurred by Thai farmers or to insure
against future effects of such provision.

Textiles

Textile trade has been under the special regime ofMultifiber Arrange
ments (MEA) since the early 1970s. Under the MFAs (now MFAIV), there
are many bilateral agreements, including one between Thailand and the
United States. News about disputes over the textile trade has appeared
periodically. Some of the disputes resulted from Thailand's practices,
others from practices of the United States. MFA IV has been more restric
tive than earlier arrangements, partly because of heavy U.S. lobbying for
coverage of more items such as ramie silk. The latest development has
been the negotiations on the new bilateral agreement between Thailand
and the United States to replace the agreement that was due to expire in
December 1988. The negotiations have proved difficult because Thailand
cannot accept the present overall cap, which has been in place for the last
five years. This provision compares unfavorably with provisions for other
countries and has had an immense adverse effect on Thailand's growth
rate. The cap on nonspecific categories is not acceptable to Thai exporters.
Consequently, the textile trade since December 1988 has been conducted
without a bilateral agreement but referring to the MFA and Thailand
export control based on past performance. The textile issue is one of the
few issues on which the Thai private and public sectors have taken a joint
and firm stand not to accept a demand. The United States has threatened to
call on Thailand often to negotiate a limit on each category that is not
quota-free. The textile disputes seem assured to be with both countries for
several months ahead.

Steel Pipes and Tubes

As far as the United States is concerned, there are two types of steel
trade in the world, that of countries that have signed voluntary export
restraint agreements (VER) with the United States and that of countries
without such agreements. Thailand's export ofsteel pipes and tubes to the
United States has been free of quotas, thus falling under the non-VER-
country category. As steel pipe and tube exports from Thailand have
increased, Thailand has begun to receive signals from the United States
that it should enter into a VER. The fears of some Thai exporters result
from the "melt and pour" provision of the new U.S. Omnibus Trade and
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Competitiveness Act of 1989. That provision authorizes the United States
to restrict steel imports from non-VERcountries if the steel was melted and
poured in a VERcountry. This provision aims to prevent circumvention of
VERson steel. Accordingly, since Thailand imports steel that was melted
and poured in Japan, Thailand may face unilateral restrictions from the
United States on its export of pipes and tubes that are products of such
import steel.

Thailand has started negotiations on this matter with the United States
with an aim to securing nonapplication of such a melt and pour provision
as well as the antidumping (AD) and countervailing duties (CVD) cur
rently imposed on steel products imported from Thailand. The negotia
tions seem to be stalled because the United States cannot assure the waiver

of these duties once a VER on steel products is concluded between
Thailand and the United States. Accordingly, the issue of steel products
exported to the United States remains another issue on which further
negotiation is called for.

Antidumping and Countervailing Duties

The duty imposed against dumped imports (AD) and the CVDimposed
against subsidized imports are considered by the United States as measures
aimed at creating a level playing field. This understanding is generally
consistent with the underlying intent ofAD and CVDprovisions under the
GATT. An importing country is permitted to impose ADor CVD,as the case
may be, to offset dumping or subsidization by an exporting country in
order to create an equal competitive environment based on the notion of
comparative advantage However, one cannot deny that AD and CVDcases
are new to Thai exporters and the Thai public. They are seen as barriers to
trade and part ofa protectionist package perceived to be employed by the
U.S. government. Indeed, such perceptions, although not technically
correct, have a certain truth in that both AD and CVD do create barriers
against exports from Thailand. Furthermore, the GATTrequires that for a
CVD to be imposed, there has to be proof that both the subsidization and
injuries to domestic industries of the importing country exist. Because ofa
grandfather clause in the GATT, the United States can choose to require
only proof of subsidization as an adequate basis for CVD.^ Only for those
exporting countries that are signatories to the GATT Subsidies Code of
1979 is the injury test required to be applied.^ In this light, although it is
correct that CVD is intended to create a level playing field, the waiver of
the injury test that has led to an overly easy CVD imposition in turn makes

^Section 303 of the TariiBf Act of 1930 (as amended).

^Section 701 of ibid, (as amended).
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U.S. CVD measures very protectionist. The same principle applies to the
antidumping duty.

In addition, the instigation and imposition of those duties have had
psychologicaleffectson the Thai business and political community as the
cases made frequent news in the Thai media. The constant calls for AD and
CVD by American industries and the Department of Commerce have
created an image of trade frictions between the two countries.

FromJanuary 1,1986, to the present, there havebeen three major cases
involving the imposition of ADon Thai products. For welded carbon steel
pipes and tubes, the final affirmative determination ofthe U.S. International
Trade Commission (ITC) was given on March 2,1986, and has levied over
15 percent in AD on the products. Malleable cast-iron pipe fittings also
received fiunal ITCaffirmative determination on August19,1987, and lastly
preliminary determination (affirmative) of almost 20 percent AD on
antifriction ballbearings was given on May 25,1988.

Although the duty rates in CVD cases are not as high, the number of
caseshas raised concern and confusionamongThaiexporters and govern
ment officials. Generally, the government has taken a more active role in
helping Thai industries to defend themselves in CVD cases than in cases
involving AD because CVD is imposed against subsidies by the govern
ment, whereas AD is imposed against diunping practices undert^en by
the industries themselves. To the present, the CVD cases include welded
carbon steel pipes and tubes (affirmative final determination and Interna
tional Trade Administration [ITA] order on August 15, 1987), textiles
(affirmative finaldetermination in 1987), steel-wire nails(affirmativefinal
determination and ITA order on October 2,1987), rice (ITA order onApril
10, 1986), and antifriction ballbearings (initiated in April 1988, ITC
affirmative preliminary determination on May 25, 1988). The case of
textile products diflfers from the others, because the Thai Textile Associa
tion decided to enter into a suspension agreement with the United States
under Section 704 of the Tariff Act of 1930 (as amended) to waive all
privileges the industries had received from the Thai government. The
garment exporters, howevei; decided against entering into such an agree
ment and fought the case until the CVD was reduced to less than 2 percent.
With regard to rice, the intention of the U.S. Rice Miller Association that
filed the case could be read asan attempt to establish the case that Thailand
was a rice export subsidizing country so that certain provisions in the US.
FarmActcould be applied.For example,export subsidiescan be added by
the United States in certain instances if U.S. exporters can prove that they
have to compete with exports from countries that engage in unfair trade
practices, i.e., a country that subsidized its exports. In fact. Thai rice
exports to the United States have been minimal, and Thailand's export
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subsidies are also minimal. The latter is manifested in the 0.84 percent
CVDimposed by the U.S. Commerce Department, especially as compared
to almost 200 percent rice export subsidies by the United States under the
Farm Act.

In the antifriction ballbearing case, the Thai cabinet has decided that
the government will impose an export tax in order to offset subsidies by
the government. This tax will eliminate any effect such subsidies can cause
to U.S. domestic industries. However, the negotiations between Thai and
U.S. commerce officials in December 1988 failed to produce any agree
ment, because the United States did not accept Thailand's proposal to
collect an export tax in lieu of U.S. CVD.Allthe CVDproblems have created
trade friction both in form and substance. The two sides need to sit down

and examine the issues from a broader perspective to find an acceptable
long-term solution.

GSP-Related Issues

It is known that the United States has attached conditions that a GSP

recipient country must fulfill before GSP privileges will be extended.
Section 502 (a) through (c) ofthe U.S. Tradeand TariffActof1984 attaches
many such conditions, three of which are important to Thailand. First, a
recipient country must have effective and adequate protection ofintellec
tual property. Second, a recipient country must open up its market to US.
products, and third, a country must conform to internationally recognized
labor practices. In 1987, three petitions were filed against Thailand by the
U.S. private sector. The first one was filed by the U.S. Pharmaceutical
Manufacturers' Association (PMA), alleging that Thailand lacks protection
of pharmaceutical product patents. The second was by the International
Intellectual Property Alliance (IIPA),alleging that Thailand lacks adequate
and effective protection of U.S. copyrighted work including computer
software. The last one was filed by the AFL-CIO, alleging that Thailand fails
to conform to internationally recognized labor standards. The last petition
was rejected by the U.S. Trade Representative (USTR). Of the issues
negotiated with the United States under Section 502, which preceded all
three petitions, the copyright issue seemed to be the most politically
controversial. US. pressure on Thailand to amend its copyright law to
protect U.S. copyrights in conformity with Thailand's alleged obligation
under a provision of the Treaty of Amityand Economic Relations of 1968
led to the dissolution of the House of Representatives on April 29,1988.
The copyright negotiations after April 1988 have focused on different
aspects, because the United States has decided to join the membership of
the Berne Convention on the Protection of Literary and Artistic Works, the
multilateral treaty of which Thailand has been a member since 1931. US.
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works will automatically be given the same protection that Thailand has
extended to almost eighty countries that have joined the Berne Con
vention.

Before discussing the latest Thai-US. negotiations on GSP(1988), it is
important to have a briefoverview ofthe current status ofThai intellectual
property protection laws. Thailand became a member of the Berne
Convention under the Berlin Act of 1931. The Copyright Act of 1978
replaced the old Copyright Act of 1931 (Act on the Protection of Literary
and Artistic Works) and extends protection to almost all kinds of copy
righted works. However, an ambiguity remains on the scope of protection
of computer software, which has been defined by the Thai Juridical
Council since 1984 to be covered under the Copyright Act as a work in the
scientific domain, but that decision has yet to be finalized by the Thai
courts. The Thai Patent Act of1979 is modeled after the World Intellectual

Property Organization (WIPO) model law and is generally accepted by
both Thai and foreign investors as up to standard. The problem with the
Thai act is that it has six exceptions in Article 9, three ofwhich are of great
concern to the United States. The three exceptions refer to the nonpatent-
ability ofpharmaceutical products, agricultural machinery, and seeds. The
drafters picked these exceptions from WlPO's permitted exclusion lists
probably because they felt that these issues might have economic implica
tions for the poor as well as economic and technological developments of
the country. As for trademarks, Thailand has a Trademarks Act of 1931. A
new bill has recently been drafted to accommodate U.S. concerns such as
the increase in penalty for infringers and an extended scope of protection
to cover service marks and certification marks.

The latest GSP negotiations with the United States in November and
December 1988 were again very controversial. The Thai government has
made a number of concessions, yet there are still three major stumbling
blocks. The United States decided onJanuary 19,1989, one day before the
inauguration of the new president, to cut four categories of GSP benefits
that Thailand has enjoyed. What follows is a summary of the issues in
question, the Thai concessions, and the results of the negotiations.

First, regarding the issue of the protection of U.S. copyrighted works in
Thailand, the Thai government has asked the Thai Juridical Council to
interpret the extent of protection given U.S. copyrighted works under
present Thai law.Although the United States is a member ofthe Paris Act of
the Berne Convention, which has much more limited coverage than the
Thai law, the result of the Juridical Council's deliberations is that full
protection is accorded U.S.-copyrighted works, and this protection is to be
applied retroactively to those works that have not yet fallen into the public
domain. This latter interpretation runs counter to the opinions of many
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leading jurists in the country, who contend that the retroactivity of the
protection (not the enforcement) will be applied only when the United
States enters into a special agreement with Thailand, in accordance with
Thailand's reservations when it entered the Berlin Act of the Berne

Convention in 1931. Furthermore, the Thai government has stated that
should there be a final adjudication contrary to paragraph 2 by any Thai
court of law, the government will take administrative measures to ensure
that the U.S.-copyrighted works wiU enjoy full protection under the Thai
Copyright Act.

With regard to the issue of patents, the Thai government has agreed to
submit a revised Patents Act to Parliament within two years (Thailand'^
former position was three years) after the conclusion of the GATT
multilateral trade negotiations. The substance of the revisions will be in
line with the norms and standards agreed on in those negotiations. In
addition, regarding the protection of pharmaceutical products during the
time before the Patent Act is amended, the Thai government has expressed
its willingness to accord interim measures requiring drug registration
applicants to submit to the Thai FDA (Food and Drug Administration) an
assessment of pharmachokinetic comparisons between local and foreign
recipients and results of studies on dosage regimen establishment and
bioequivalence. These additional tests will require up to one and a half
years before Thai manufacturers can have their drugs registered. Although
the purpose ofsuch requirements is to improve safety and efficacy ofdrug
usage, the byproduct will render U.S. manufacturers a monopoly right to
produce and market the products until tests have been completed.

Asrequested by the U.S. government, the Thai cabinet recently passed a
trademark bill that provides protection for service marks and certification
marks and increases penalties for infringement. The bill is expected to be
submitted to Parliament in the next ordinary session. This bill will greatly
benefit U.S. industries that have a comparative advantage in worldwide
services.

The Thai government has also supported the United States in the GATT
negotiations over intellectual property rights. This role of Thailand is
crucial in persuading other developing countries, especially the ASEAN
countries, to negotiate the issue in the GATT. The Thai government has
already implemented its pledge of support in the midterm review (MTR)
GATT negotiations in Montreal, Canada, in the beginning of December
1988.

With regard to market access, the Thai government has already agreed
to deeper cuts in tariffs on wheat, apples, and isolated soy protein
imported from the United States and has agreed not to raise these tariffs
prior to the conclusion of the Uruguay Round. It has also agreed to hold
further dialogue on bilateral and multilateral issues of mutual concern.
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Despite these concessions, there were three stumbling blocks in the
GSP negotiations in November and December 1988. The first is computer
software. The Thai government has agreed that computer software should
be protected and given equal treatment to other intellectual property
under the Thai law. However, the manner and form of protection must be
decided upon by Thailand. The Thai government could not accept the U.S.
request that, pending the determination of Thai courts, the Thai govern
ment would take no action providing for sui generis (noncopyright)
protection for computer software. This was because the Thai cabinet
could not give a promise to a foreign country that Thai legislators would
not submit a noncopyright bill. Such a promise would constitute an
intervention into the legislative branch, which is contrary to the demo
cratic system.

The Thai prime minister offered to make further concessions that were
not accepted by his U.S. counterpart. The concessions stated that "pending
the determination of Thai courts, the protection of nationals and com
panies ofboth sides regarding computer software shall be equally treated
under Thai law" and "pending the determination of any Thai court, the
United States and the Thai cabinet will take no legal action to prejudice the
interests of both sides on this matter." Thus, the Thai government has
offered further concessions even on an issue that had become a stumbling
block.

The second disagreement is the issue of patent law amendments. The
Thai government has offered the submission of the amended Patent Act to
Parliament within two years from the end of the GATT negotiations. The
United States requested that Thailand separate its amendments from the
GATTand that they be made by the end of 1990. The rationale of the Thai
government is that since Thailand has made a commitment to the interna
tional community by negotiating the IP issues in the GATT, it should wait
for the agreement of the international community on how the substance of
patent protection should be internationally accepted. Therefore, to sepa
rate the issue from the GATTwould create difficulties in dealing with the
concerned parties and would be inconsistent with the international
principles Thailand has upheld.

The third stumbling block is the above-mentioned interim measures
offered by Thailand for pharmaceutical products. However, the United
States has asked for a five-year period ofexclusive protection as an interim
measure. This measure cannot be accepted or even discussed unless the
Thai Drug Act is amended. The Thai FDA has no legal power under the
present law to prohibit Thai manufacturers from producing and marketing
the products in question for five years.

Because of these three stumbling blocks, the USTRrecommended that
the US. president withdraw GSPbenefits on several items, such as artificial
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flowers, jewelry, and mosaic tiles for walls and floors. Although the
economic effects of these cuts can be absorbed by Thai exporters, those
concerned with the issue felt that these disagreements should be taken up
in an ongoing dialogue, because there are many issues on which agreement
could be reached. Moreover, even on the issues on which there was
disagreement, the Thai government has given in on several points. Thus, it
is not the case that the government has taken rigid positions and was not
flexible in the negotiations.

Since the first three months of 1989, much has been speculated about
the use ofSection 301as amended by the Omnibus Tradeand Competitive
ness Act of 1988. Section 301 empowers the U.S. government to adopt
retaliatory trade measures against any U.S. trading partners that practice
unjustifiable or unreasonable trade policies. Unjustifiable policies and
practices are understood in the law to refer to a violation of trade
agreements with the United States or a total denial of protection of US.
intellectual property rights. Unreasonable policies and practices are un
derstood to refer to various categories of practices, ranging from the lack
of adequate and effective protection of U.S. intellectual property rights to
market access of US.products and export-targeting practices of an export
ing country. The difference between the two grounds for invoking the
section is that the latter allows the president to exercise, if he deems
appropriate, his discretionary power to follow or not to follow the
recommendation ofthe USTR in light of measures to be adopted under the
application of Section 301.

The most likely cause for a possible Section 301case,initiated either by
the USTR or, more likely, U.S. industry, seems to be the stumbling block on
interim measures for pharmaceutical patents. The Thai press has also
reported from time to time on a possible petition to apply Section 301
action on the grounds of Thailand's denial of access for U.S. cigarettes to
enter the Thai market. With regard to computer software, the United States
seems likely to be satisfied if, pending the court's ruling on the issue of
copyright protection of computer software, there is no noncopyright bill
(sui generis) for the protection of computer software submitted and
passed by the Thai Parliament.

The Future ofThailand's Trade Policies

and Their Implications for
Thai-U.S. Trade Relations

The above-mentioned trade friction seems to reflect different ap
proaches and policies to trade. Although Thailand has accepted interna
tional standards on trade policies, it wants more time to prepare itself to
live up to such standards in certain subsectors of trade. For example,
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Thailandhas accepted the international standard for copyright protection
since 1931, has had a WIPO-modeled patent law since 1979, has agreed to
participate in setting up a framework of rules on intellectual property in
the GATT, has agreed to the reduction and elimination of agricultural
subsidies, and so forth. Yet, it has asked for some exceptions before it
assumes fiill U.S. standards for trade practices. For example, Thailand still
has exceptions under its law that it need not protect patents of seeds,
agricultural machinery, and pharmaceutical products (the law also pro
tects pharmaceutical processes). Furthermore,Thailandstill feels that the
trend toward imposing countervailing duties against upstream subsidies
provided by the government iscontrary to its development needs. Moder
ate subsidies for manufactured exports are still seen to be necessary to
help export products to be competitive in the international market.

The United States, however, feels strongly that international standards
or even U.S. standards for trade policies and practices should be observed
and adopted. Such policies and practices are not only important to the
United States, they are also beneficial to the economy of its trading
partners. Thus, the argument goes, reduction of subsidieswill avoid trade
wars and eliminate distortions and therefore be beneficial to everyone. Full
protection ofallkinds of intellectual propertywill makeU.S. industry more
competitive,the economies ofits tradingpartners more organized,induce
investment, and so forth.

Such differences in approaches and policies, probably predominated
by different perceptions more than anything else, make it diflScult for
Thailand and the United States to have smooth trade relations. We may
speak of a lack of understanding or better yet the lack of sufficient
communication and exchanges between people of various professions to
assure that the picture of needs and responses will not be lopsided.Such
different perceptions, approaches, and policies are difficult to handle,
particularlywhen the United Statesoperates within such a tight timeframe.
It is crucial that, with the above constraints, sufficient communication and
consultation take place to provide as many alternatives as possible on
important issues. In the case of pharmaceutical product patents, the U.S.
government has been pressured by industry to force Thailand to protect
such patents as soon as possible, while the Thai government has been
pressured by its own powerful interest groups not to protect the same
patents for fear of imposing hardships on the rural and urban poor in
Thailand. Unless and until enough communication takes place to create
many alternatives, not only whether or not to amend the law by a certain
date, the tension and misunderstanding will persist and may snowball into
an image problem in bilateral relations.

Before recommending an approach both sides may consider adopting.
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it is important to look at the future of Thailand's trade policies and its
implications for Thai-U.S. trade relations.

Subsidies

The government will probably continue to provide reasonable sub
sidies to exports of industrial goods to make the products competitive in
all foreign markets. Therefore, CVD cases from the United States can be
expected to continue to be a thorny issue in trade relations, except where
Thailand's export products are not produced locally in the United States.
Despite the granting ofsubsidies, the Thai government will make an effort
to adjust its investment incentives to avoidunnecessary CVD. For example,
measures may be sought to conform to the U.S. criteria of "general
availability" for noncountervailable subsidies.

As for agricultural subsidies, the Thai government has never provided
extensive export subsidies of agricultural products. Except for sugar,
whose export, through internal regulations, is indirectly subsidized by
Thai consumers, other major export items receive minimal subsidies.
Thus, the U.S. CVD imposed on Thai rice exported to the United States is
only about 0.84 percent. Thus, if the United States is not too liberal in
investigating upstream subsidies provided by the Thai government for
rural development purposes, bilateral relations in areas in which agri
cultural subsidies are concerned should be normal. Furthermore, Thai-US.
cooperation in the agricultural subsidies negotiations in the GATT multi
lateral negotiations will continue to be close and constructive.

An issue that will raise concern in Thailand is the substance of the new

version of the Food and Security Act of 1985, which is due to expire m
1990. Thailand will continue to request the deletion of Thailand as a
country with unreasonable trade policies because its rice export subsidies
are as low as 0.84 percent. Assurances from the current U.S. administration
that the new act will not have the effect in depressing Thai rice export
prices felt in 1986 are to be sought by the Thai government.

Textile Negotiations

It appears that certain bilateral agreements on textiles will be reached
if the United States takes a slightly more flexible stand. Both countries will
continue to adhere to their obligations under the MFA, yet bilateral
negotiations and disputes are expected to occur from time to time,
especially when the United States calls on Thailand to negotiate quotas on
both specific and nonspecific items. Cases may be brought up before the
Textile Surveillance Board (TSB) if bilateral negotiations fail to achieve
satisfactory results. However, in such cases, as in the recent case on
luggage, the dispute will probably not be blown out ofproportion so that it
could affect the overall relationship.
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Intellectual Property Protection

Theintellectual property protection issuewillcontinueto be a thorny
one between the two countries. The Thai government's policy will remain
the same: to accordprotection of intellectual property in Thailand. The
trademark bill, which includes service and certification marks, will be
submitted to Parliament. Interim measures on pharmaceutical product
protection will be provided. Amendments to the Patent Act will be
submitted to Parliament. Their substance will be in accordance with what
is agreed on in the multilateral trade negotiations. As for computer
software, thegovernmentwillprotecttherights involved inthecreation of
software accordingto whatever system is determined by the Thaicourt
and negotiated with interested parties to achieve mutually satisfactory
results.

Thailand will continue to be active in ongoing dialogue and multi
lateral negotiations on a broad range of issues concerning intellectual
property. The disputes that may affect bilateral relations, if there are any,
will be a result ofU.S. pressure on time of implementation.On some issues
thegovernment may be ableto takeimmediate action, but others, because
of either economic or political considerations, may need more time to
implement. Furthermore, decisions shouldbe the outcome of close con
sultation between two sides. Such decisions are important, because they
are thekeyfactorinmaking the IPdisputeself-contained andpreventing it
from erupting into unnecessary conflicts of broader nature. At the same
time such decisions can make both sides feel they have come to an
acceptable arrangement on the problem.

The Indochinese Market

Thailand's economic policies are related to recent adjustments in its
foreign policies. Theprimeministerhasannouncedhispolicyofchanging
the battlefield in Indochina into a marketplace Although direct Thai
government assistance to Vietnam will not be given untilVietnam with
draws its troops fromCambodia, the government willfacilitate the role of
the private sector in establishing trade and investment connections with
Vietnam. As the markets in the Indochinese countries are opening up,
there are opportunities not only for Thailand but for other countries as
well. The Thai government policy may produce more joint ventures
between Thai and foreign businessmen who want to trade with and invest
in Indochinese countries. Both Thailand and the United States will have to
prepare themselves for closer economic cooperation in order to con
tribute to the wellbeing of all peoples in the region when a Cambodian
peacesettlementisreached. ThisnewfacetofThai-U.S. relations shouldbe
explored more closely since it will bring new dimension to the rela
tionship.
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Asia-Pacific Cooperation

The idea of Asia-Pacific economic cooperation has recently been
emerging, with different variations offered in the ideas of Prime Minister
BobHawke ofAustralia, theJapanese Ministry of International Trade and
Industry (MITI), and US. Senator Bradley. Since the United States and
Thailand arePacific Rim countries, it isachallenge tocooperate inorderto
identify prospectsfor aswellas the substance andprocessofAsia-Pacific
cooperation. The Thai government's policy seems to be to foster informal
cooperation among countries in the Asia-Pacific region with ASEAN as a
keyfactor. Thispolicy, if it is implemented in the near future, willhave
important implications for Thai-U.S. bilateral relations since, again, it will
add a new dimension to trade and investment relations between the two
countries.

Some Final Thoughts on
Future Thai-U.S. Trade Relations

After analyzing tradefrictions andthepolicies oftheThai government,
one can see both obstacles to and challenges for better trade relations
between ThaUand and the United States. Some ofThailand's policies may
already be seen asresponding to the challenge fora newlookin relations.
This section will propose some viewpoints and approaches to trade
relations that may turnobstacles to challenges and challenges to reality.

There are several alternatives to think about with regard to a new
approach to trade relations between Thailand and the United States. The
first calls for a comprehensive package of trade negotiations. A close
observer of past trade negotiations would agree that issues have been
fragmented and negotiations have not covered all issues of mutual com
cern.Forexample, the GSP negotiations have focused onlyon GSP vis-a-vis
IP and market access issues not all of which concern Thailand and the
United States. The question of rice subsidies under the Farm Act has not
been a major negotiatingissue, and nothing has been done about it. The
issues of AD, CVD, textiles, and VER on steel pipes remain covered by
separate negotiations. It may be more fair and beneficial if all issues of
majorconcern to both sidesbe includedin the negotiations. Furthermore,
cross-sectoral exchanges may lead to results thatareacceptable to every
one Separate negotiations make each issueseem too tough and make it
hard fora party to yield to demandsandpressuresfrom the other side The
issuebeingnegotiated can then easily snowball into a domestic political
issuethatcanbe unnecessarily sensitive andconsequently hardto handle

To put thisperspective intoaction, each government needs thepoliti
cal will as well as policy directives to organize a delegation that would
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comprise officials fromallagencies concerned, withacoreagency tobe in
charge oftradenegotiations. Issues onwhich anagreement canbereached
would then be settled; more difficult ones would remain under ongoing
dialogue With this approach, pressure from the United States would
probably be reduced, because allissues wouldbe in theprocessofbeing
discussed and negotiated. For Thailand, trade discussions would not
becometoo politicized, because benefits fromone or anothersectorbeing
negotiatedwillbeseen. When US. threatsdecrease, resistance anddissatis
faction from Thai interest groups and the Thai public will become
minimal. Such resistance and dissatisfaction in the face of the threat ofUS.
retaliation can become irrational and can impair good and stable trade
relations.

A parallel approach that may be taken is negotiation on substantive
trade and investment. Under this approach, the United States would
identify areas of tradeand investment in which American investors have
realinterests. TheThaigovernmentwouldfacilitate access to suchareasof
trade and investment interests. This approach could serve the interest of
both sides,because there are areasofthe Thaieconomy inwhich American
investment and technologies may be needed. With the opening up of
Indochinese markets, jointventures betweenThaiandUS. partnerscould
play animportant roleinfostering evencloser relations between ThaUand
and the United States. The negotiations would be economically con
structive, because the private sectors of both countries could work
together following a specific policy framework set up by both govern
ments. Areas of the petrochemical industry, telecommunications, air and
space management, andhightechnology investment may beonesinwhich
discussion could take root.

In addition to ASEAN-US. initiatives, the concerned authorities on both
sidesmayinitiate informal consultations to cooperate in crystallizing the
idea and specify the process and substance of a programfor Asia-Pacific
economic cooperation. Such consultations would provide a third ap
proach to Thai-US. trade relations in the future

The three approaches mentioned abovewould provide a vehicle for
negotiations on ^ trade issues mentioned in this chapter to take place At
the same time, they would open up new horizons for trade relations
between the two countries that would no longer be confined to legalistic
issuesor politicallycontroversialissuesunderlined by misunderstanding
and mistrust on both sides. These approaches need new perspectives and
thinking aswell ascooperationfrom allpeople concernedfromboth the
public and private sectors of both countries.



8. U.S.-Thai Trade Relations:
A View from the American
Chamber of Commerce in Thailand

DAVID LYMAN

Generally speaking, the American Chamber of Commerce in Thailand
(AmCham Thailand) is very bullish on Thailand, and we wish American
business wouldtake amuchgreaterinterestinengaging in tradewithand
investment in Thailand. Some two thousand companies in the United
States accountfor80 to 85 percent ofAmerica's international trade, of the
hundreds of thousands, if not millions, of companies in business in the
United States. Most Americans are too parochial, looking exclusively to
their domestic market and not looking overseas for additional markets.

In attempting to attain more trade with Thailand and investment in
Thailand from the United States, AmCham Thailand in 1986 (whenI was
president of the Chamber) started what has become known as the "Mini-
Ambassador Program." This program was started with thecooperation of
the Thai Board ofInvestment. Americans working inThailand, when going
to their homes intheUnited States, going totheir head offices, or traveling
within the United States, volunteer to make presentations to groups
interested in doing business with Thailand. Thesegroups includecham
bers of commerce, district export councils involved with international
trade, world trade centers, and law offices whose clients are engaged in
international business. The program has proved extremelysuccessful in
bringing the Thailand message to the Americanbusinessman in the Ameri
can heartland. It hasbeen so successful that virtuallyallofthe countriesof
the European Economic Community (EEC) are now adopting similar
programs based on our model.

AmCham Thailand not only espouses the American position and the
protection of American business interests in Thailand, but we also have
"gone to bat" for Thailand. We have spoken with innumerable congres
sional delegations andthe administration on thetextileindustryandon the
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textile issue when it first came up. We petitioned the United States
government and the Congress.

On the issueofrice, the AmericanChamberofCommerceprepared the
definitive paper on the impacton U.S.-Thai relations ofthe rice provisions
of the 1985 Food Security Act. The paper was used extensively in the
UnitedStates.Atthe time,I testifiedon and presented that paper before the
Foreign Policy Subcommittee oftheAgriculture Committee oftheUnited
StatesSenate. I had two visitswith the president of the United States; the
only subject discussed was rice. I had two rather long visits with then
secretaryofagriculture Richard Lyng virtually one-on-one; thesubjectwas
rice I must have had ten visits with Secretary of State Shultz, every time in a
meetingof some kind; generally the subject that I spoke about was rice
The same subjectwas discussed with Secretary of Commerce Mac Bald-
ridge, before he died.

Members of the Chamber of Commerce have seen hundreds of mem
bers of the United States Congress and the United States Senate on this
issue Each year inJune, members of the various American chambers of
commerce throughout Asia meet in Washington to visit members of
Congress on theHill aswellastheexecutive branchofthegovernment. We
talk with staffers from the various committees and individual legislative
and administrative assistants to the congresspersons. Those of us from
Thailand (we have sometimes had as many as eight) have taken our
messages on rice, textiles, andother matters to eachof these people

The American Chamber ofCommerce in Thailand has twice defended
Thailand against the Section 301 petitions of the AFL-CIO. We have gone
before the United States Trade Representative and testified, and we have
written and sent in petitions and supporting papers. AmCham Thailand
fought against theGephardt amendment to theomnibus trade bill, asdid
virtually everyother American chamberthroughout Asia. We do our best
to be balanced and to try to look after the interests ofThailand when we
feel the United States has erred.

How has trade between Thailand and United States been? It started
about150yearsago. OnlyafterWorld War IIdidThai-US. tradereally begin
to develop. Thai exports to the United States increased 66 percentfrom
1983 to 1986.From 1986 to 1987,they increased 26 percent. From1987 to
1988, Thai exports to the United States increased 41 percent to US $3.5
billion!That's not a bad export performance to a country that is allegedly
becoming moreprotectionist. U.S. exportstoThailandhave also increased.
Theyhavegone from US $740millionin 1985,increasing2.7 times,to over
US $2 billion in 1988. That performance is also not bad for exports to a
country that is being accused by the United States of engaging in unfair
trade practices.
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From the businesspoint of view, Thai-American business,Thai-Ameri
can trade is fantastic. We have a wonderful and fruitful blossoming
relationship,which(and Idon't meanto beunfair), businessmenfeel, ifleft
to businessmenwould continue to growandprosper. That is,ofcourse,an
overgeneralization.

TheInformal Business Survey shows that the attitude offoreign busi
nessexecutives in Thailand toward doing business in Thailand is excep
tionally good. InOctober1983, it statedthatabout70percentofforeign
chambers ofcommerce wereenthusiastic. Thefigure dropped inOctober
1985 to just a littleover 20 percent. ByMarch of 1988, it bouncedup to
about 95 percent. In October 1988 it slipped a little bit to about 90
percent. Asurvey is being run now for spring 1989;my guess is that the
number will remain in about the same range

We now face an eclipse of this relationship, an undermining of this
relationship, by what is or should be solvable economic issues that are
highly charged emotionally. Thissituationhas presented both countries
with adilemma to be solved. Each sidefeels that itspositioniscorrect,and
perhaps it is in its own way.

I really don't think that intellectual property rights (IPR) is the real
issue here Letme try to put the patent issue (and I'll only touch on the
patent issue) in some kind of perspective. I will confine myself to the
protection of intellectual property rights for pharmaceuticals, because
that is the issue that seems to be leading the pack in terms of emotional
response

The source of my information is a paper prepared in June 1987
endorsed by eight foreignchambersofcommerce:the Australian, Franco-
Thai, German-Thai, Indian-Thai, Japanese, Thai-Italian, AmCham Thailand,
andtheBritish Chamber ofCommerceTheinformation in thepapercame
frompublished sourcesinThailand, theMinistry ofPublic Health, theThai
Pharmaceutical Products Association, and the ThaiPharmaceuticalIndex
prepared by International Medical Services, a worldwide organization
watching and reporting on the marketing of pharmaceuticals around the
world. 1 believe that the information is correct.

The total number of drugs (pharmaceuticals) registered in Thailand
thatareunique compounds was 5,498 in 1988. These compoimds areput
together in about 28,000 different presentations, each presentation re
quiring a separate registration. (The samemedicationin pill,capsule, and
injectable formis three presentationsof the sameproduct.) Howmanyof
those productsarestillon patentin theirhome countries? There areonly
93stillonpatent intheirhomecountries,averysmallpercentage Thus, 98
percentofthe registered drugs areoffpatent,andno intellectual property
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rightscanbe accordedto anyofthoseproducts. Howmany ofthose93 that
are still on patent are being copied in Thailand? The answer is 23.

The total salesof all drugs in Thailandin 1988was 9,750 millionbaht
(at the exchangerate ofthe time, about US $390million). Of93 drugsthat
are patented in their home countries,Thaisaleswere 718millionbaht,or
US $31 million, 8 percent of the total pharmaceutical market.

The sales of those 23 that are copied came to 390 million baht,
equivalent to US $15.5 million or 4 percent of the total pharmaceutical
market. That is what the fight is all about!

Is the United States the only country that has patented drugs in that
group being copied? The answer is no. Nine countries havedrugs regis
tered and, of the nine, eight countries have drugs that are being copied.
The United States has 7 out of 23 drugs being copied, the United Kingdom
5 out of 11, the Swiss 1out of 13,the Swedes1out of 5, theJapanese 2 out of
5,andnobody iscopying any drugpatentinHolland. The Germans have 4
out of10beingcopied, the French2 out of4,and the Belgians 6 out of11.
Thus, I really don't think that IPR is the real issue

From a businessman's point of view—and from what we think is a
logical point of view—we are talking about something minuscule, insig
nificant in dollar terms. What we are really talking about is something
much more fundamental, and Surakiart began to touch on it.The simplified
graph below illustrates the deadlock on fundamental bilateral issues.

United States Thailand

IPR now wait for GATT

Rice wait for GATT now

Torice you can add textiles, but rice is the fundamental issue,because it is
what broke the myth, the illusion, the reality that Thailand has a special
relationship with the United States. Adopting the rice provisions of the
1985 FarmAct was the single greatest mistake the United Stateshad made
in Thai-American relations since they started, and anyone associated with
the decision recognizes that fact. The problem is how to cure it.

In its simplest terms, the U.S. position on IPRis that they must have a
solution on intellectual property rights now.On rice, the United Stateshas
said let's wait for the GATT so we can handle subsidies all at once. The Thai
position is just the opposite. On intellectual property rights, it is let's wait
for the GATT so we can have it on a worldwide basis. But on rice, it's let's
handle that one now.

The real issue, as we in the business community see it, is that the United
States and Thailand are unable to get by that impasse in their negotiations.
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Thailand believes that when you reach that kind of situation you try to
make a deal. You givehere,youpush there, you get this, you give up that
The United States is unable to do that. It cannot come up with a package
deal. I do not fully understand the mechanics of why they cannot. The
feeling within the administration and within Congress is that each issue
must be handled and won or lost on its own substantive merits. You cannot
link one issue to another to make a deal.

These are impasses that neither Thailand nor the United States can
seem to break away from or break through. Somewhere there has to be
some middle ground. I don't have a solution on how to do it, but on behalf
ofthebusiness communityIamtryingto helpidentify the realproblem. As
we see it, oncewe can find away to solve the problem ofhow to talk to each
other and make a deal, everything else will fall in place.

Thailand does not want to be painted asa pirate. The United States does
not want to be painted asdictatorial.Butemotions are buildingup because
we cannot find a way to identify what the problems are, and we haven't
been able to find a way to solve them.



Discussion Excerpts

AMERICAN DISCUSSANT: III the past two ycais, Thailand has doubled its
exports to the United States, its number one market. American exports to
Thailand have doubled as well in the past two years. These trends illustrate
that our two countries enjoy a very strong trade relationship. Moreover,
Thailand's exports to the United States grew five times faster than the rest
of the world's exports to the United States. Thailand's record of trade with
the United States suggests that the United States is not nearly as protection
ist as is alleged. To be sure, we have many barriers to trade that hurt the
economy as a whole while helping special interests. However, our market
is the most open market in the world with the exception of Hong Kong and
Singapore. Because we want to open it even further, the United States has
been the strongest proponent in the world of multilateral trade negotia
tions and multilateral liberalization of trade. We want agricultural negotia
tions to start reducing subsidies starting in 1989, but we have not been able
to get other major subsidizing countries to do that. Thailand has been
helpful in this process, as one ofthe principal members ofthe Cairns group.
It is important to distinguish between protectionist rhetoric in the United
States, of which there is much, and actual protectionist actions.

There have been many reference to U.S. trade laws. The principal aim of
the omnibus trade bill is to open foreign markets. The most important part
of the trade act is not Section 301. It is the section that gives the executive
branch the negotiating authority to go to the Uruguay Round to negotiate
significant cuts in tariffs, the elimination ofnontariffbarriers and subsidies,
and agreements to open up services and other areas. We plan to use that
authority as vigorously as we can. On the IPR issue, why is Thailand going
in the opposite direction of nearly every other country in Asia?Copyright
protection on software has been made explicit in revised copyright laws in
Korea, Taiwan, Malaysia, Singapore, and Indonesia. Product patent protec
tion for pharmaceuticals has been provided in revised patent laws in all of
those countries as well as the Philippines. This clear pattern should give
Thailand the necessary international coverage to see that international
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standards have been set at the level ofprotection that the United States is
asking Thailand to provide.

Regarding a "package" deal, it is extremely difficult to have package
negotiations in a bilateral context, because they involve cross-issue trade
offs. The United States must be able to sell an agreement to domestic
interests, and trade-offs among unrelated issues are not conducive to the
appeal of an agreement. There is a framework, however, for a package
approach, and that framework exists in the Uruguay Round. It has many
advantages. First, there is a comprehensive agenda already established in
the Uruguay Round. Thailand can and has brought rice to that agenda, the
United States has brought intellectual property, and other countries have
brought other issues. In that framework, both the United States and
Thailand agree on a major issue, such as strengthening the GATT and
negotiations on nontariff barriers. Also, Thailand can build coalitions, as
they have on tropical products and agriculture as a whole. Then, it is not
just Thailand negotiating with the United States or the ECor Japan, but it is
a group oflikeminded countries. Coalitions make trade-offs easier, because
if Thailand cannot make a concession to the United States on a particular
issue, the United States may be able to obtain that concession from another
party. At least, then, the United States can go back to the constituent group
and claim the success of the negotiations. Perhaps when the United States
and Thailand proceed multilaterally in the present multilateral trade
negotiations, they will achieve agreement on an issue that may not be
feasible bilaterally.

THAI PARTICIPANT: For the record, I would like to note how the Generalized
System of Preferences (GSP) began, so we can put it in the proper context
in our discussion. The GSPwas not created by the industrialized countries
but was the idea of a noted economist from the developing world, Raul
Prebisch. Rightly so, however, countries like the United States have the
prerogative to determine which countries it will grant preferential access
to its markets. For example, even one of our ASEAN partners, Indonesia,
was not a beneficiary until recently. Now, the GSP has become a powerful
instrument to force developing countries to conform with the wishes of
American interest groups. That is not the spirit in which the GSP was
conceived. It is a useful and effective instrument used unilaterally, until it is
used to hold developing countries hostage Is there not a better way for the
United States to convince its trading partners to strike agreements on trade
issues? It is not worth destroying goodwill and friendship with your trade
partners. If the Uruguay Round of multilateral trade negotiations is the
answer, then perhaps actions that affect our bilateral trade relations should
be postponed until the current round of trade negotiations is concluded
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AMERICAN PARTICIPANT: Thc Thais RTC both fight and wrong about whether
Thailand has been singled out by the United States for unfair trade
practices. The 1985 Farm Bill is the most atrocious piece of legislation I
have seen in years. That bill was motivated primarily by the U.S. Congress.
Many officials in the policy-making establishment stood against its passage.
Defending the interests of40,000 rice millers at the expense of essentially
the whole of the Thai nation has caused consequences that still trouble us
today. However, the IPR disputes and other frictions I attribute to two
things. One is the debate over the U.S. trade deficit and all the other
rationalities and irrationalities that go along with that. The other is the
whole question of Japan and its trade surplus with the United States and
what Americans perceive as unfair trading by a major economy in real
competition with the United States. Thus, the Congress and other officials
have reacted with blanket-style approaches that grab countries like Thai
land and others and drag them along. DavidLyman's chapter is particularly
revealing, for it shows that we are dealing more with feelings and percep
tions than large volume. The pharmaceutical numbers are revealing, and so
are the views ofAmerican business. Now we are dealing with a disruption
in our relations that have been marked for so long by reciprocity and
cooperation. I have two suggestions.

One is that negotiating style is extremely important over these issues. I
would urge all U.S. negotiators to understand not only the principles and
specifics of the issues brought to the table but also the history of U.S.-Thai
relations over the past several decades, noting the expectations about the
relationship that have built up over the years. There is also a need to
understand the political situation in Thailand and the role these issues are
playing in Thai domestic political affairs. For the Thais, something that
would help the atmosphere is to give recognition publicly of what the
future may hold for Thailand if it does not grant copyright protection.

THAI PARTICIPANT: When Considering Thai domestic politics, it is important
to understand the differences between our country and other Asian
countries, especially in interpreting our response to issues like IPR, Our
government lacks political strength, and it takes time for our government
to convince the people concerned to accept what the government sees as
proper. That situation is unlike in Korea, Singapore, or Taiwan, where the
leadership can dictate to the people what to do and what to think. That is
one problem. Another is the culture. You cannot place demands on the
Thai people. Youmust take time, proceed slowly,and one day the Thais will
agree. Thailand will need time to adjust politically, especially now as a new
government establishes itself.
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9. Prospects for the American Economy

ALBERT nSHLOW

The American economy, like the Mississippi River in Jerome Kern's
song, just keeps rollin' along. Despite dire and repeated predictions of
crises and hard landings, the rate of real growth during the four quarters of
1988 was almost 3 percent, taking into account the negative effects of
drought that lowered the rate by some 0.7 percent. This strong perform
ance extended the longest unbroken peacetime expansion since the end of
the Second World War. On a year-to-year basis, the gross national product
(GNP) for 1988 exceeded that of 1987 by 3.8 percent, a gain above that of
recent years. The unemployment rate fell to close to 5 percent for the first
time in fourteen years. There was improvement in the trade and current
accounts and a reduction in the ratio of the fiscal deficit to income.

With accomplishments like that, it is no surprise that the Republican
party retained the White House Although much attention has been
focused on campaign strategy and personalities, the underlying strength of
the economy deserves much ofthe credit for the Bush victory. And it is also
no surprise that the magic ofthe market is enjoying a significant ideological
revival, especially when compared to the lagging performance of the
centrally planned economies.

Still, particularly now when revisions downward of expected growth
have begun to appear and inflation is in the air, doubts about the sus-
tainability of American economic strength abound. Just last November
1988, Morgan Guaranty's respected publication WorldFinancialMarkets
spoke critically of the optimists' views as "so much wishful thinking." And
the World Bank in December noted that "the payments disequilibrium of
industrial countries, although easing in some respects, remain [sic] unre
solved—and they hang precariously over global financial markets." Simple
extrapolation is no substitute for analysis.

In this chapter, I will set out the positions ofthe three dominant schools
of thought concerning the prospects for the American economy in the
years ahead. Then I will offer my own assessment of their merits, conclud
ing with a discussion of the implications of the evolution of the American
economy for global trends, especially for developing countries.
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An Optimistic Assessment

The confident view of the American economy sees continuing expan
sion and gradual improvements in the fiscal and trade deficits. It empha
sizes the positive value of the new incentives to private activity provided
by reductions in tax rates during the Reagan years and sees their effects in
the above-average rates ofproductivity advance experienced in the 1980s.
Defenders of Reaganomics stress that these productivity gains have raised
the potential growth rate of the American economy and that it is through
future growth that the fiscal deficit can and should be resolved.

They further argue that there is a minimal relationship between the
twin deficits. A favorite simple example is Japan's larger relative internal
deficit and external surplus. Amore sophisticated example is the decline in
the dollar exchange rate and a larger external deficit after 1985, even as the
fiscal deficit has declined relatively. The external gap is not terribly
worrisome, moreover, reflecting the desire ofthe rest of the world to invest
their savings in a vigorous American economy. The causality runs from
foreign investment to the import surplus, they contend, not the other way
round. There is no reason to doubt continuing confidence in the United
States provided that policies remain substantially unchanged.

In the optimistic view, the fiscal deficit, reflecting excess expenditure
and entitlement appetites of a Democratic Congress, does not require
increased taxes. It will gradually be corrected by controlling oudays as
Social Security surpluses mount, receipts grow with economic expansion,
and interest rates fall through accommodating monetary policy. Indeed,
the deficits are largely ojfifset, in any event, by the rational response of
private consumers who take future policy into account and save more than
they otherwise might.

These views are largely a composite of the supply-side supporters of
Reaganomics. But there is a Keynesian contingent that likewise is reluctant
to make fiscal deficit reduction the prime objective of policy. They point to
the need for public expenditures for infrastructure as well as social
programs and see their beneficial demand effects as staving off possible
recessive forces.

Danger Lies Ahead

A much larger mass of professional economic opinion is far less
sanguine Their alternative analysis starts from a different view of Reagan
omics as "open-economy Keynesianism." Rapidly expanding American
internal demand, sparked by increased fiscal deficits, led the domestic and
international recovery. Because demand outstripped domestic supply, it
was necessary to attract foreign resources. Higher interest rates relative to
Japan and Germany attracted savings, and exchange rates adjusted to
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assure the inflow of imports that are the real counterpart of finance; one
needs an excess of imports over exports if one is importing capital. The
external balance is the direct equilibrating consequence of expansionary
fiscal policy.

That strategy for recovery worked well for a while, but its cumulative
effects have shown up in a dual instability: A rising flow of interest
payments on the internal debt exceeds the growth of income and renders
the fiscal situation more precarious, and a rising outflow of dollars to
service our external debt cancels improvements on the trade account and
renders the balance ofpayments precarious. Powerful inertial forces mean
that even if the right policies are put in place now, improvementwill not be
immediate.

The preferred and indeed only satisfactory solution, in the second
view, is to curb excess demand through a credible fiscal plan. Instead, a
much more vigorous monetary policy has been called into place by the
fear of new inflationary pressures as utilization of capacity has increased,
oil and primary commodity prices have risen, and wage demands have
become more intense That policy is a formula for high interest rates and
recession. Such high interest rates, given the highly leveraged position of
consumers and producers, creates a possibility offinancial panic, as seen in
the sharp decline on Wall Street in October 1987. Although now almost
forgotten, at the time, everyone was abuzz about the signal it provided for
immediate adjustment.

Adherents of the second view typically call for continuing depreciation
of the dollar to assure sustained improvement of the trade account. They
call for the easing of monetary policy while fiscal discipline, by reducing
defense and nondefense expenditures and raising taxes, is restored.
Demand in the rest of the world will have to grow in order to absorb more
imports as the United States ceases to be the importer of last resort. Such
solutions entail a clear problem of policy coordination that cannot be
ignored, as the optimists largely do, but they are plausible. Indeed, United
States fiscal constraint is argued to be compatible with European and
Japanese expansion that takes up the slack.

Structural Inadequacy

The third major school of thought about the American economy
emphasizes its loss of competitiveness. The United States is on the decline
in relative terms with two direct implications. One is that the country will
deindustrialize and thereby lose its capacity for technological advance and
rapid productivity growth; like Britain, we will become a service economy
condemned to lesser and more passive economic performance. The
second implication is that we will not be able to live up to our international
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security obligations; a weakened economy will not provide a basis for
leadership any more than the Soviet economy was able to underwrite the
ambitious plans of the Kremlin.

The problem seen here is not merely the appreciation of the dollar
exchange rate in the early 1980s but an inherent failing of the American
system. Management is faulted for short-term horizons and its emphasis on
finance rather than production. Workers are faulted for lack of motivation
and unwillingness to work hard. The public sector is faulted for its failure
to provide adequate education, its inability to organize an industrial policy
to assist in research and development and the eventual production of
technologically advanced products, and its liberal trade policies that
expose American producers unfairly. The obvious competitor pointed at
here is Japan, but the capacities of a newly unified Europe come 1992 are
also a source of increasing worry.

Macroeconomics, which is much at the center of the other two
perspectives, is relegated here to a lesser priority. The emphasis is truly on
the supply side A preoccupation with productivity growth leads to a
justification for a more interventionist stance for government. The United
States potential growth rate must be raised and United States preeminence
retained. Typically, the structuralists wish to see the reallocation of govern
ment expenditures rather than reduction. Their causality runs from the
trade balance to foreign investment. That is, a reduction in net imports will
avoid the need for the Japanese and Germans to buy up American assets.
The domestic savings rate, which must also increase as the counterpart to
net exports, is not fixed. If necessary, taxes can be raised—preferably on
consumption goods. Instead of dealing with the external deficit by de
preciating the dollar, the government should pressure bilateral trade
partners to assure managed improvement in the trade balance and a level
playing field in the fiiture

An Assessment

These three positions characterize the principal schools of thought
about future prospects for the American economy. Each emphasizes a
different adjustment mechanism that relates the fiscal and external deficits
and hence gives priority to very different policies.

I will attempt a synthesis defined by four central propositions. First,
fiscal deficits do matter in determining the current account. Second,
decline in the United States personal saving rate has been an even larger
factor than fiscal deficits in contributing to the underlying excess demand
in the American economy. Third, there seems to be a continuing willing^
ness on the part of industrialized countries to finance U.S. external deficits.
Fourth, although exchange rates matter, higher rates of productivity
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growth and investment are essential to prevent adjustment from occurring
through diminishing growth of real income in the United States. Most
quantitative analysis of the relationship between the fiscal deficit and
current account deficit concur that only half of each dollar of increased
fiscal deficit spilled over into the current account deficit in the early 1980s.
Two other factors contributed to the rapidly rising flow ofexternal finance.
Decline in private savings and increased financial mobility also played a
role in greater U.S. reliance upon foreign resources.

Looking forward, the mainstream econometric models project that a
reduction in the fiscal deficit will improve the external balance, but only
partially and gradually. The effect on the current account deficit is about
0.4 of the change in the fiscal deficit. There is thus a substantiated and
important relationship between the twin deficits, but it is not one for one
or instantaneous. The reason is that the current account deficit was also

explained by two other important factors: declining domestic savings and
capital market liberalization that increased mobility offinance at the same
time that application in the developing countries became less important.

Thus, if fiscal deficits do matter, so do domestic savings rates. The spe
cial feature of the American economy in the 1980s has been a decline in
personal savings rates from an order of 7 percent of disposable income in
the early 1980s to a low of 3.2 percent in 1987,with a recovery to 4 percent
in 1988. This change exceeds in importance the increased governmental
deficit in altering the underlying savings-investment balance in the United
States. The yuppie generation is not a figment ofMadison Avenue's fevered
imagination but an accurate description of changed consumption patterns
that have been a leading component ofincreased American demand during
the 1980s. Abundant consumer credit played a role in encouraging pur
chases of durables as well as increases in residential construction. So did

capital gains. Studies suggest that takeover activity, by realizing such gains
and placing them in the hands of consumers, contributed not to reinvest
ment but to increased consumption. Note that the decline in savings
played the principal part in bringing about the need for external finance
after 1985.

External saving became especially responsive in the 1980s as capital
markets were liberalized. In particular, Japanese funds no longer were
restricted to domestic investment. Instead, Japanese thrift provided a
surplus available for foreign application. Because of the debt crisis, flows to
developing countries underwent a severe shrinkage The United States,
with its higher real rates of interest, quickly emerged as the favored
destination offoreign funds from not onlyJapan but also Europe External
investors have persisted in their commitment despite repeated concerns
that they would abandon American assets because of uncertainty and a
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depreciating dollar that translates into negative yen and mark returns. This
foreign investment has forestalled the predicted hard landingof sharply
increased real interest rates, deep recession, and accelerating inflationfed
by dollar depreciation. The UnitedStateshasnot yet experienced a capital
market shock like that forcing Latin American debtors into precipitate
contraction after 1982. Instead, foreign portfolios have grown and diver
sified into real assets, real estate, and productive investment after their
initial concentration upon public securities. Industrialized country gov
ernments have an increasing stake in averting a hard landing.

My fourth proposition is that the depreciating dollar since 1985 has
helped to revive export growth and stimulate manufacturing activity.
Indeed, the principal motor force for the 1987-88 boom has been the
substantial growth of net exports, contributing well over half the rise in
demand in that period. Much of the corresponding increase in business
investment resulted from the export recovery that proceeded at a pace of
almost 30 percent annually during calendar year 1987. Of equal signifi
cance, the volume of imports other than petroleum and capital goods
sharply declined and turned negative during 1988.

However, reliance on a declining dollar is limited not only by the
unhappy reaction of trading partners but also by the domestic reluctance
to accede to inflation or recession. A depreciating exchange rate is just a
euphemism for a declining real income, and Americans are still not
persuaded of its necessity. The price effect ofdevaluation has been limited
because the pass through from foreign producers to consumers has been
buffered by the willingness of exporters to accept lower profits. Market
share has dominated their pricing decisions, and with the desired continu
ing demand for imports.

In the end, productivity growth is the critical variable making an
improved trade balance and rising real income levels compatible If
external debt had been chaneled to investment, that is exactlywhatwould
be expected to happen. Repayment would be made from the increases in
production that borrowing had made possible. But because so much debt
has gone to finance increased consumption, it does not have this self-
liquidating quality. More of the burden of debt service will inevitably
reside upon decreased future consumption and lower real incomes.
Moving to higher investment rates now will cushion that impact.

Immediate Prospects

The Bush administration has thus inherited an economy in better
condition than its most severe critics have charged but is unable to rely on
the earlier formula of rising consumption for continuing economic suc
cess. Each of the twin deficits requires attention in the near term. An
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overheating economy above its potential growth path for the first time
since the late 1970s and the inflationary impulses emanating from rising oil
and commodity prices signal trouble. Reagan not only started from excess
capacity; he had the considerable luck ofrunning into rapidly declining oil
prices.

The immediate danger comes from generous nominal wage settle
ments that incorporate high inflationary expectations. Workers seek to
catch up. The Reagan years saw real wages lag behind productivity
increases, partially as a result ofsteeper import competition and partly as a
result of high unemployment rates earlier in the decade. With labor
markets now much tighter, recent collective bargaining agreements ap
pear to be more generous than they had been.

In the face of such mounting inflationary pressures, the Bush admin
istration has not yet elaborated a convincing fiscal strategy. The first
budget is largely more of the same: some slowing of expenditure, reliance
on growth for revenues, and low interest rates that will save on the cost of
financing the public debt. Already the 1989 projections are entirely
unrealistic, with required interest rates far below those already current
and likely to persist.

Instead, the burden of fighting inflation has fallen on monetary policy
by default. The Federal Reserve has taken action to restrict credit to slow
down an overheating economy. Uneasy financial markets worry about
whether enough has been done; the White House calls for caution lest the
policy provoke an economic downturn. Interest rates have risen in the
United States, and in order to avoid depreciation of their own currencies
and import ofhigher inflation, other industrialized countries have followed
suit. By operating on a single instrument while seeking to achieve multiple
objectives, American policy may provoke a wider international downturn
rather than the needed readjustment of the American economy in the
midst of global prosperity.

The heart of the matter is that adjustment to the new inflationary
pressures is much less easily postponed than past delays in response to the
fiscal current account deficits. Allies have become more impatient, and the
liberal trading system shows signs of fraying. Policy coordination among
the industrial countries threatens to become even less possible than
during the unprecedented expansion of the last several years.

There is thus new and powerful incentive for a frontal assault on the
United States fiscal deficit. Leading that assault will not be an easy task for a
new administration pledged to no new taxes and only to expenditure
reduction. The obvious target is military expenditures. Both the United
States and the Soviet Union find themselves increasingly compelled by
economic circumstance to make serious efforts to reduce their outlays on
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armaments. Such a mutual accommodation is much more feasible than

unilateral steps by either. This magical escape from the bind created by a
no tax increase pledge would match the Reagan success in financing an
armaments increase and domestic consumption through external debt.

Bush's good fortune is that the resurgence in inflation may compel
earlier decisions on the economy than his cautious tendencies would
otherwise permit. It comes early in his presidency, making some reduction
in growth now compatible with later recovery in time to aid re-election
hopes. The inflationary threat may allow some retreat on the tax issue in
the name ofcyclical rather than permanent adjustment. It calls attention to
the danger of large wage settlements and helps to stiffen the resistance of
private producers. Finally, the threat of a recessionary adjustment in the
United States may induce a higher degree of cooperation among the
industrial countries in taking up the slack.

Forecasts in spring 1989 reflected little expectation of immediate
dramatic change in policy or accelerating economic deterioration. As has
become ritual in recent years, recession is predicted for the next year
rather than the present; in view of the continuing economic expansion, it is
a formula that works. The scenario is for modest change, with prices
headed up and production lower, but only slightly. World trade growth
moderates from its rapid recovery in 1988.

Inherently, such expectations confirm the underlying strength in the
American economy but also a continuing concern for the failure to
confront needed adjustment measures. It is an orderly scenario in which
financial markets do not go awry or other shocks do not provoke significant
downturn. But it is also one of slowing economic growth generalizing to
the entire world. For several years predictions that this fundamental
disequilibrium could not persist have proved false. The natural conse
quence is for forecasts to have become more cautious. Have we become
too sanguine? Or will our capacity to be helped by favorable external
developments continue?

Implications

I do not believe the sky is about to fall. The American economy can
sustain its high level of external finance for several more years on a
gradually declining path. Paradoxically, the very intensification of the
inflationary threat may impel a start on the measures that will make
continuing prosperity attainable. But even a soft landing holds dangers for
developing countries that have progressively become integrated into the
international economy.

First, slower rates ofgrowth in industrialized countries will affect trade.
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Even constancy in Organization for Economic Cooperation and Develop
ment (OECD) growth rates that compensate for a U.S. decline will work to
reduce overall import demand. The American market has been the most
open and is characterized by the highest demand elasticity for imports.
Moreover, under the impulse of reduced industrial demand, the improved
terms of trade for primary products may well suffer a reversal. These
consequences place a premium on balanced strategies of economic
growth that are partially insulated from international trade fluctuations.
Export diversification both in composition and destination is one exam
ple; increased attention to the domestic market is another.

At a political level, the slower growth rates may put the liberal trading
system under even more pressure Increased protectionism may well
occur and not only in the industrialized countries. New tendencies toward
the regionalization of trade and awayfrom amultilateral framework will be
reinforced. The choice of a United States orientation toward the Pacific

Rim or toward the Western Hemisphere may surface.
Second, the higher interest rate environment will require even more

attention to the precarious position of the heavilyindebted countries than
current debt reduction plans suggest. Debt service concessions are easily
canceled by small increases in market rates. Reduction of principal can
easily be offset by higher rates. Equally to the point, continued finance of
the United States external deficit will compete with the needs of develop
ing countries for resources. At current levels, American demands absorb
something like 15 percent of the net saving of Japan and the European
Community. Such an intake will only gradually lessen. Developing coun
tries must continue to augment and more efficiently intermediate their
domestic saving.

Third, a slowing in economic activity without making significant
progress in correcting the fundamental disequilibria can only complicate
the future. Uncertainty will persist, and strains among the industrialized
countries intensify Japan is reluctantly being thrust front and center into a
position of financial leadership; its role in the Brady Plan and multilateral
institutions is indicative Although the United States has reasserted its
political prerogatives in the sphere of East-West negotiations, its role is
compromised by the lack of a credible economic policy.

All of these circumstances make a possible recession more than a mere
episodic event. They underline the fact that systemic international eco
nomic issues must be addressed. The United States does not have the

luxury of avoiding them much longer.
How the disequilibrium is addressed will make a difference. Reduced

military outlays accompanying reduced political tensions will open up
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significant new markets and investment opportunitiesin Eastern Europe
and the Soviet Union. These may well compete with current attention to
some developing countries, although also opening possibilities for in
creased exports to such areas. Disarmament will also spill over from
Europe to other areas and have profound implications for expenditure
patterns.

But even such a favorable means of reducing the U.S. fiscal deficit
shouldnot obscure a fundamental point. Onlywith sustainedhigher rates
of domestic savings, which mayhave to increase by more than the decline
in military expenditures, will it be possible for the United States to take on
the responsibilities of global leadership in the economic as well as the
political sphere



10. The U.S. Domestic Scene

FREDERICK Z. BROWN

What do Americans in 1989 think about Thailand? What impact does
the American domestic scene have upon US.-Thailand relations?

An analysis ofAmerican attitudes on foreign policy customarily distin
guishes between Washington's intellectually incestuous debates (the "in
side the beltway" phenomenon) and less intense discussions in the "real
America" far away from Washington where most Americans live. That
hackneyed distinction has considerable value when examining the state of
U.S.-Thai relations. In a world churning with political change, where the
Cold War is shifting character dramatically, local and domestic issues still
dominate the concerns of the American hinterland and will do so in the

1990 congressional elections, and no doubt beyond.
Most Americans these days worry about the economy, taxes, abortion,

drugs, the decay of the highway systems, and the deplorable state of U.S.
education—those basic issues touching their lives intimately. This does
not mean that foreign affairs are irrelevant but only that esoteric matters
such as U.S. relations with a given country in Southeast Asia must be
viewed in the context ofwhat really matters to the average American who
does not read thtNew York Times or listen to public television's MacNeil-
Lehrer Report.

U.S.-Soviet relations, turmoil in the Middle East, and Central America
are the front-burner foreign policy fare. Certainly at the moment the
disintegration of communism in Eastern Europe and the perils of pere-
stroika in the Soviet Union have seized the public's attention. The eco
nomic onslaught from Japan, competitiveness, and other foreign-based
miseries are topics of enduring interest for many Americans—but few
would be concerned with the security aspect or the larger issues of the
crucial U.S. bilateral relationship withJapan. Elsewhere in Asia, Tiananmen
Square and the continuing troubles of U.S.-China relations catch U.S.
attention and will be followed closely in the future by some.

Media spectaculars such as the 1986 Philippine presidential election
and Corazon Aquino's "people power" revolution have their day on stage.
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and then recede. But relatively few Americans think much about Washing
ton's preoccupations such as the Karean peninsula despite the bloody
involvement of the 1950s and continuing U.S. commitment. Taiwan,where
"massive retaliation" was the nuclear watchword in the Eisenhower years,
has also disappeared as a foreign policy interest simply because it is notan
issue any more. One American in a thousand cares (or has even heard)
about the frigid state of U.S.-NewZealand relations.

As for matters closer to Thailand, the American public has paid very
little attention to the phenomenalemergence of the Association ofSouth
eastAsian Nations(ASEAN) as a central fact ofpoliticaland economic life
in Southeast Asia. This is one of those seminally important but evolution
ary,henceundramatic, events thatfail to catchthecrisis-oriented "soimd
bites" of the TV network evening news. Fewer Americans still woidd
recognize the implications forU.S. strategic interestsofASEAN's processof
maturation. Thailand has much the same problem. Outside Washington
there is scant public knowledge of or active interest in the individual
countries of Southeast Asia.

The American attitude toward Indochina represents a case of special
importance to Thailand because of the linkage in the popular mind
between the Vietnam War and U.S. involvement in general in Southeast
Asia. Hundreds of thousands of U.S. servicemen, it will be remembered,
rotated through the U.S. military facilities on Thai soil during the peak
years of the involvement.

There is a basicdichotomy with regard to current attitudes. This isone
aspect of the famous "Vietnam Syndrome" that has cast its spell over
American life since the 1970s. The effects of the Vietnam War are still felt
directly throughout US. contemporary lifein the drug culture originating
in that earlier period, in the ruptured post—World War II premises about
the U.S. role in the world, and in the altered relationship between the
executive and legislative branches in making and managing foreign policy.
Notmanyyoungsters todayare prepared to heedJohn EKennedy's callto
go anywhereandpayanyprice to hold highthe flag offreedom. Vietnam is
largely responsible for the disappearance of what Americans of the old
school used to call the "concept of service" in domestic and international
affairs.

After the binge of national attention and suffering in the 1960s and
1970s, a collective Americanschizophrenia, tinged with amnesia, has set
in. The Americanpeople, when they care to think about it, are ambivalent
about Vietnam, indeed about all of Indochina. Only the terrifyingprospect
ofareturn to powerofthe KhmerRouge in Cambodiahasarousedconcern
in the nation's op-edpages. Americans arecaughtbetweencuriosity about
what went wrong and a counterimpulse to block out the entire experi
ence. Absorbed in the war's drama and corrosive social impact, they tend
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to view the war through cinema and television prisms where Vietnam
becomes a fictional country and Vietnamese rarely appear except as
targets. Perhaps it's less painful that way. As a people, Americans have
become deeply Ameri-centric when dealingwith Ae VietnamWar, and this
attitude affectsdeliberations on currentpolicy, asdiscussedbelow. It helps
explain why the Prisoner of War/Missing in Action (POW/MIA) question
has for fifteenyears dominated the public perception ofU.S. relationswith
Vietnam to the virtual exclusion of broader strategic issues.

In the region and beyond Vietnam, Thailand is the most widely
identifiablecountry, but for reasons that hardly cast honor on either the
depth of American sense of geopolitics or on Thailand's many enduring
and admirable characteristics. The Thai people are seen as straight froni
central casting ofAnna and the King ofSiam or The UglyAmerican. For
tourists, the impressionsofPatpongRoad's delights and Patayaare likelyto
be as indelible as those of the Thonburi floating market and WatArun. "rhis
is unfortunate in view of a bilateral relationship that has been friendly for
an unbroken century and a half and that remains the centerpiece of US.
policy in the region.

SoThailand has a limited public constituency in the UnitedStates.It is a
sad fact of life which Thai leaders, as well as Americans who care about
Thailand, will have to deal with for the foreseeable future

Inside the beltway—and in such sophisticated academic or urban
centers as New York, Los Angeles, and San Francisco, where there is
specialized interest in Thailand and no lack of appreciation of the rich
bilateral relationship that has been built up over the decades—another set
of standardsapplies. Beginning with the U.S. economic aidprogramsafter
World War II, that relationship is how strengthened by the almost 20,000
Thai students who continue to take their education in American univer
sities, the close military-to-military cooperation surrounding the security
alliance, and the thriving two-way trade critical to Thailand's booming
economy. Thailand's strategic importance as the lynchpin of ASEAN and as
the land bridge between Indochina (and China itself) on one hand and
peninsular and insular Southeast Asia on the other is well understood. With
no other country in the region does the United States pursue such a broad
range ofprograms,activities, and exchangesin both the civiland military
fields.

Any State Department briefing paper would make all these facts of
geopolitical life—and much more—quite clear. Whatever the security
classification, there would be remarkably little dispute on what the
bilateral relationship means in terms ofthe U.S. nationai interest. The same
sort of paper could be written just as well at Berkeleyor Cornell.

Yeton another level, certain predispositions attend US.-Thai relations
officially. Thailand's ability to conduct an omnidirectional, multifaceted
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foreignpolicy iswell known and basicallyaccepted. Thailandhas managed
its national ajBfairs with uncommon success over the centuries only
because its leaders have combined cultural finesse with a hard-nosed, often
ruthless practicality in handling farang (foreigners). For the most part
Thailand succeeds without antagonizing the United States even when US.
interests may be somewhat disadvantaged. What Washington might see as
duplicity on the part ofJakarta or KualaLumpurmaywell be seen asclever
Thai diplomacy when conducted by Bangkok. What strikes Washingtonas
indecision in Manila plays in Bangkok as "typical Thai indirection." Even in
the bureaucracy, the nonconfrontational Thai personality eases tensions. A
psycho-sociologist would probably argue that the beauty of Thai women,
the delicious complexity of Thai cuisine, and the pervasive sensuality of
the Thai way of life also somehow contribute, if subliminally to greater
tolerance by Western governments when dealing with their Thai counter
parts and Thai policy. (State Department officials would of course sternly
deny this.) In sum, for a variety of reasons there is, I would submit, an
unspoken prejudice in favor of Thailand on the part of the Washington
establishment.

This pragmatism does not come without a price. While Thailand's
flexibilityand resourcefulness (avoiding colonialization in the nineteenth
century and handling the Japanese in World War II are the standard
examples) are universally respected, Americanswho deal with the Thai
government find the pragmatism of Thai diplomacy occasionally disturb
ing—these are the negatives of "flexibility."

One example is Thai Prime Minister Chatichai's hosting of Prime
Minister Hun Sen of the People's Republic ofKampuchea in January 1989.
Coming on the eve of ASEAN's multilateral negotiations on Kampuchea in
the Jakarta Informal Meeting (round 2), Chatichai's precipitate welcoming
of the adversaryKhmerfactionwasviewedby the rest ofASEAN andby the
United States as tactically unwise and damaging to the position of Prince
Sihanouk and the noncommunist resistance forces.

Another is Thailand's deepening bilateral ties with the People's Re
public of China. No knowledgeable analyst would chide Thailand for
pursuing good relations with the Middle Kingdom. But Thailand's acquisi
tion of masses of "friendship price" tanks and artillery from China and
other evidence of growing warmth between the two countries haveraised
diplomatic eyebrows and remain a subject of some concern because of
long-term regional implications.

Anyobjective analysisof U.S.-Thai relations must include a recognition
of this pragmatic side of Thai policy—perhaps we should call it maipen
rai ("never mind") realpolitik—and the reactions that it sometimes
engenders among Thailand's allies. It stands in contrast to the almost
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universally admiring popular image of Thailand as a country not only of
gentle people but also of skilled statesmen who have over the centuries
managed to keep Thailand free and independent of foreign control.

What Americans think about Thailand these days is shaped to an extent
by events in Cambodia and current efforts by ASEAN and the other
members of the Paris International Conference on Cambodia, including
the United States, to find a political solution to the long struggle there. But
the complexity of the Cambodia problem and the relatively aloof posture
of the United States have made it difficult for any but the most dedicated
foreign policy buffs to become actively engaged. In Congress, Representa
tives Solarz, Atkins, Leach, Oilman, Lagomarsino, and Ridge, and Senators
McCain, Cranston, Hatfield, Murkowski, Kerry, Kerrey, and a few others are
particularly interested in Indochina and, by extension, Thailand's role.
Thailand gets generally favorable marks for its efforts in accommodating
325,000 Cambodian refugees, though as noted below, whenever there are
reports of human rights violations or "pushbacks" of Vietnamese boat
people, Bangkok quickly comes in for criticism.

Thailand has been the object of amazingly little adverse publicity or
congressional comment with regard to its role in sustaining the Khmer
Rouge—so far, at least. Similarly, Prime Minister Chatichai's announced
determination to make Thailand the leader of the "Golden Land," in effect
the gateway for trade with Indochina and Burma, has not engendered
much of a reaction. In part this is a function of a general disinterest in
Indochina affairs and the fact that U.S. business is not yet active in
Indochina. More significant perhaps is the reality that those who do care
about the issue, as they study Thailand's position, are willing to concede
that the United States should not try to dictate or unduly influence Thai
policy. There is the unstated beliefthat hashing been the central participant
in the Indochina tragedy from 1954 to 1975, the United States is ill-placed
to tell Thailand how to suck geopolitical eggs.

This hands-offattitude (a localized version of"let ASEAN take the lead,"
the principle that has guided U.S. policy on Cambodia), however, is not
immutable There is a rising tide of criticism in the Congress and the media
of the Bush administration's policy ofaiding Prince Sihanouk in his unholy
alliance with Pol Pot and the Khmer Rouge. If the Khmer Rouge were to
threaten to take power in Cambodia once again, it is certain that Thailand,
with China, would be the focal point of harsh criticism across the board.
Damage to the bilateral relationship would result. Although this damage
would not be permanent, there would bound to be detrimental spinoffs in
other aspects of the relationship, some of which, as noted below, are
already somewhat tender.

Trade and economics are the cutting edge of American domestic
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attitudes toward Thailand. Given its burgeoning economic growth, Thai
land will soon be baptized a newly industrialized country (NIC) and join
the "little tigers" of South Korea, Taiwan, Hong Kong, and Singapore. The
United States played a major role in this transformation, not only asmarket
for Thailand's commodity exports and light manufactures but also as a
supplier of advice and resources. The United States, for example, assisted
in a broadly based developing of Thailand's impoverished Northeast
region. While today it remains poorer than other regions, the Northeast
was changed from a seedbed for a virulent communist insurgency in the
early 1960s into a showcase of agricultural and communal development
enterprise less than two decades later. Elsewhere, to cite a few of many
examples, the United States provided substantial assistance in the dairy,
corn, and miracle rice culture sectors, all of which have become raging
success stories. This is not to overblow the American factor—it was the

Thai government and the Thaipeople who did the work and should get the
credit—but only to note that when such long-term development projects
fulfill their mission successfully, they tend to be largely forgotten.

The evolution of Thailand from one of the United States' largest Asian
recipients of economic development assistance after World War II and
through the 1960s to its present prosperous state has not been without
bilateral stresses and strains. But when all things are considered, what is
remarkable is that these have been so few and with, relatively speaking, so
little pain. Precisely because of the smoothness of this decades-long
transition, it is to be expected that whatever differences in trade and
economic policy do surface receive inordinate attention, especiallyon the
Thai side. Much of the fabric of the relationship consists of attempts to
resolve differences in the area oftrade and economic relations, and we can
expect that this trend will continue well into the 1990s.

If a bilateral issue involves trade, US. congressional attitudes and
actions are automatically constituent oriented. This is another of the facts
of life of American domestic politics, and it is one that Bangkok must
constantly face in its dealings with Washington. One long-standing conten
tious issue has been Thai textile exports to the United States: in the viewof
congressmen from southern textile states, these exports threaten domes
tic producers. In the mid-1980s. Representative Ed Jenkins of Georgia
introduced a bill imposing certain restrictions upon importation of for
eign textiles. The bill was hotly debated but never became law, in good
measure because of executive branch resistance. Nonetheless, in Bangkok
the Jenkins Bill became a symbol of heavy-handed American business and
congressional pressure that could seriously damage a key Thai industry.
The textile problem has been adjusted by other means, but the Jenkins
cloud—or something like it—hovers over the heads of Thai politicians and
over U.S.-Thai relations.
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More recently, the focal point of congressional interest has been
intellectual property rights: copyrights, trademarks, and patents. In 1987,
this issue assumed immense proportions in Thai domestic politics because
of the perception that Washington was trying to dictate passage of Thai
laws that would regulate abuse ofUS. copyrighted material. The domestic
fiiror contributed to the fall of the Prem government in the summer of
1988. Since then the sting has been taken out of the copyright issue
because the United States finally adhered to the Bern Convention (to
which Thailand had been a signatory for some time), thus binding Thai
land to respect the regulations set out in the General Agreement on Tariffs
and Trade (GATT) in treating U.S. intellectual property. Although there is
still a problem regarding protection of US. computer software, the Thai
government has indicated it will do what is politically feasible (but not
commit itself to "best ejQforts," as requested by the United States) to pass
the necessary legislation in 1990.

Patents are now the thorniest issue, particularly in generic phar
maceutical drugs. The industry has a strong lobby on Capitol Hill. The
recent introduction ofThai legislation "in the spirit ofthe GATT" address
ing the problem has helped quiet congressional concerns for the moment.
The law must be passed, however; and then the test will be how effectively
it is implemented.

Tobacco has also stimulated unhappiness in both the United States and
Thailand among antismoking militants who view American pressure on
Thailand to permit advertising of U.S. cigarettes as a ridiculous hypocrisy
in view of U.S. strictures on tobacco ads. This objection is above and
beyond the basic question of market access, which is obviously not
something the Thai tobacco monopoly wants to see But senators and
representatives from North and South Carolina (and other less well known
tobacco states) are bent upon achieving open access no matter what the
cost to Thai lungs and hearts. Their argument, of course, is that almost all
males in Thailand smoke, so why should the Thai rice farmer be prevented
from ruining his health with quality American products if that is his choice.
This sort of bickering does little to improve the larger bilateral rela
tionship.

Beyond strictly trade implications, the entire process of applying or
threatening sanctions under U.S. law for what the United States considers
Thai "violations" is seen by not a few in Thailand as an exercise of
American arrogance For the sports-minded United States, quite under
standably, it is a matter of achieving a "level playing field."

This raises another aspect of the bilateral relationship with Thailand
that is replicated to a degree in the U.S.-Philippine relationship. Thailand
has always felt that among the nations of Southeast Asia, it has enjoyed
something of a special status vis-a-vis the United States. Perhaps this
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assumption goes back to the nineteenth century when King Mongkut
(Rama IV) offered several pairs of elephants to President Buchanan as a
gesture of assistanceand friendship to a stillyoung UnitedStates. In 1861,
Abraham Lincoln, in his own handwriting, thanked the king for his kind
offer but declined, noting that the American climate was not suitable for
such beasts and that the United States was finding steam locomotion a
satisfactory form of heavy transport. Every Thai schoolboy student of
history knows this story. In terms of bilateral political bonding, elephants
are more important than level playing fields.

After World War II, as colonial empires disintegrated and Indochina
heated up, the United States was Thailand's protector and, as noted above,
was instrumental in launching Thailand's economic development. To a
remarkable extent, the Thais still look upon themselves as "developing," as
the legitimate recipient of the protective status a child expects from a
parent. Most important, they see themselves as a loyal ally of the United
States during some hard years in the 1960s. There is a perception of an
ungrateful United States pushing a still vulnerable Thailand out into the
cold, competitive world. And no doubt there is not a little resentment of
the fact that, despite Washington's protestations of the value it places on
the bilateral relationship, the last American president to visit Bangkokwas
Richard Nixon in 1969. But without passing judgment on its legitimacy, it
is accurate to say that the Thai sense of being undervalued and over
looked would not meet great sympathy in either the American public or
the media.

It is worth noting the obvious here: that the United States sometimes
does not understand, or may simply ignore, the domestic pressures upon
its foreign dialogue partners. The State Department policy makers may
understand—they after all are the keepers of the sacred bilateral flame—
but the Commerce Department and the U.S. Special Trade Representatives
(USTR) office dance to the tune of another orchestra, one which gets its
music from the voting public and the business interest groups. For
the most part, the media present a picture more in harmony with the
latter view.

This ethnocentric orientation extends well beyond trade matters into
Thai treatment of Indochinese refugees, narcotics control, and other
bilateral issues of concern to various parts of the American public. It is a
cause of immense anxiety to the Thai embassy in Washington, which is
constantly buffeted by congressional staffers and private groups on a range
of "critical concerns" on which action is demanded at once. It also pains
officials in Bangkok whose job is to satisfy Thai national interests while
attempting to keep the U.S. relationship on an even keel.

For example, Thailand was accused in the media recently of "throwing
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back" dissident Burmese students who had crossed the border to escape
persecution by the Rangoon government. This Thai action stimulated
congressional calls for pressure on Bangkok, including rupture of rela
tions. Lost was the fact that Thailand had over many months extended
sanctuary and humanitarian aid to tens of thousands of Burmese students
or the political reality that Thailand shares a thousand-mile-long border
with Burma and has its own requirements for maintaining communication
with Rangoon, no matter how reprehensible the regime may be.

Another example is the bad press Thailand received because of the
presence ofThai guest workers in a Libyan factory identified by the United
States as manufacturing chemical weapons. There are more than 30,000
Thai workers in Libya and a total of 200,000 working in various Middle
Eastern countries. Many come from relatively depressed Muslim areas of
southern Thailand. Their salaries are high by Thai domestic standards, and
the income remitted back to Thailand has helped fiiel the country's
economic growth. But the presence of a few Thais in the suspect Libyan
facility (which hired them from a private firm, not from the Thai govern
ment) stirred up a strong, adverse American reaction. The Thais believe
themselves victims of the tide ofAmerican anti-Gaddafi and antiterrorism

sentiment. But more important, once again they are taken aback by what
they deem a disproportionate impact the incident seemed to have on
American perceptions of Thailand and on U.S.-Thai relations.

With regard to the U.S. international narcotics control campaign,
Thailand has for decades had a reputation as a keyproducerofillegal drugs.
Few outside Washington have followed Bangkok's steady effort to stamp
out opium production on Thai soil through crop eradication (including
risky, cross-border operations into Burma), crop substitution in hill tribe
areas (backed energetically by the royal family), and enforcement in
cooperation with the U.S. Drug Enforcement Agency. This campaign
against production has been successfiil to the point that Thailand must
import opium for legal drug purposes. Thailand, ofcourse, gets virtually no
public recognition for this success but must now cope with the in
creasingly publicized fact that it has become a leading narcotics traffick
ing pipeline, with opium pouring through its territory from Laos and
Burma, the new production centers.

A case can be made for the proposition that the problems Thailand
faces in defending its own interests in the thickets and swamps of the
American domestic political and business scene are really no different
from those of any medium-sized developing country. Like many other
countries, Thailand has to swallow this reality: in the bilateral relationship,
what seems consummately important on the streets ofBangkok often does
not get even passing notice in Washington. While this may be galling to the
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feisty Bangkok media, it would be manifestly untme and politically
misleading for any American administration to maintain that the bilateri
relationship with Thailand transcends a regional significance. Thailand's
other ASEAN colleagues suffer from the same limitations. Indonesia, which
is tacitly recognized as first among equals in the ASEAN hierarchy, isbarely
visible in either Washington's day-to-daybusiness or the popular American
media. As noted above, even the Philippines, which by rights should have
some sort of special claim, is unlikely to attract much attention unless
Aquinofalls and chaos threatens (not impossible, giventhe events ofearly
December 1989). In a very real sense, the noncommunist countries of
Southeast Asia are suiffering from their success.

In November 1989, Prime Minister Chatichai was scheduled to visit
Washington during the same period that President Bush was planning to
receive, seriatim. President Aquino of the Philippines and several odier
heads of government, not to mention the U.S.-backed opposition candidate
in Nicaragua, who probably gets more publicity than any of the other
visitors. For every minute President Bush would spend briefing in prepara^
tion to receive Chatichai, he would spend an hour per daypreparingfor the
Malta"nonsummit summit"with SovietPresident Gorbachevthe following
month.

Such is the climate in which the Thai government must conduct
business with its great power patron. It can perhaps take consolation in
the knowledge that a hundred other countries are noticed far less than
Thailand. More important, over the past decade the representatives of the
Thai government working the Washington scene have become more
sophisticated in their approach to the various bureaucracies that make up
the town's power structure. The Thai military and intelligence organiza
tions have alwayshad special entree with their American counterparts. But
Thai diplomats have also learned what access button to push, be it with
USTR, the editorial boards of the Washington Post or the Wall Street
Journal, or the ubiquitous congressional staffers who run Capitol Hill's
committees.

Sowe should shed no tears for Thailand's ability these days to influence
issues of special concern to His Majesty's government. When push comes
to shove, as American politicians are fond of saying, Thailand is well and
favorably known to the people and institutions who count in Washing
ton—and Thailand seems to know who they are
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THAI DISCUSSANT: Wc Hiust remember that domestic solutions to interna

tional economic problems are inadequate in today's world economy, and
that is particularly so in the case of the United States. The problem of the
trade and fiscal imbalances in the United States must be solved through
coordination of policies between the United States and its major trading
partners, namely, Japan and West Germany The success or failure of the
solution will depend partly on the ability of the United States to push its
trading partners into managing their own economies and helping the
United States reverse its own deficits by attending to trade imbalances.
Failure to do so will not only affect the U.S. economy severely, but
repercussions will be felt all over the world.

I am optimistic where the U.S. economy is concerned. I have been
hearing gloom predicted for the U.S. economy by both economists and
market gurus, but year after year, the expected outcome has not mate
rialized, except for the short-term self-fulfilling prophecy leading to the
October stock market crash of 1987. On the contrary, the United States and
world economies are still on an upward trend, one of the longest upturns
in postwar history. Statistics indicate that growth in gross national product
(GNP) in 1988 was 3.8 percent instead of the 3.4 percent registered in
1987. Unemployment was down from 6.2 percent in 1987 to just over 5
percent for last year. The trade and current account deficits were down
firom US $160 billion and US $154 billion in 1987 to $126.5 billion and
$136.6 billion, respectively, estimated for 1988. Although for 1989 most
predictions point to a slowdown in the growth rate, the trade and current
balances appear to be heading toward further improvement.

Certainly, concern with the short term cannot be ruled out. Since
March 1988, the Federal Reserve under Alan Greenspan has been com
batting inflation by tightening monetary policy with federal ftinds still in
the red, shooting from 6.5 to 9 7 percent since then. The Fed's tight policy
has earned much confidence in the financial world. This is generally
ascribed to the good timing of monetary policy relative to economic
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conditions and a stable real rate of inflation despite fear that it will rise
However, these salable circumstances have been changing, raising doubts
about whether monetary tightening will be able to contain inflation.
Inflation began to show signs of acceleration, producing a price jump of 1
percent in January over the December index. This is the highest rise since
October of 1985, and it may have resulted from the slowdown in produc
tivity and higher labor costs. Furthermore, addiction to high interest rates
has grown. It should be kept in mind that the Bush deficit reduction policy
is based on high economic growth and low interest rates, which are
incompatible with the Fed's current stance. Greenspan has to begin
carefully to toe the line between pressures arising from his own stated goal
of controlling inflation and political considerations without causing dis
ruption or apprehension in the financial world. This is not an easy task.

AMERICAN PARTICIPANT: An important element to be recognized in the
operation of Congress is the committee structure. There is no doubt that
the 435 members of Congress are very sensitive to immediate pressures
from their constituents. But it is also true that almost every proposal in
Congress goes to committees first. The Ways and Means Committee has
handled a massive load oftrade concerns over the past three years, dealing
with tremendous pressures on trade The officials on these committees are
attuned to the international ramifications of the actions of Congress. They
are tlie ones familiar with international obligations, and they are the ones
who deal with the administration and recognize the concerns that exist
with respect to our relations with other countries. Getting bills through
Congress is dijBficult. This difficulty is the best built-in safety valve in the
process and is to everyone's advantage. If it were easy to get bills through,
the present trade bill might have been a repeat of Smoot-Hawley and may
have been passed in 1985 instead of 1988.

Looking at the trade bill again, the pressures really began to build in
1985 as we saw a sharp decline in the trade deficit. In 1985 there was a split
between the administration and Congress on this issue. At that time, the
administration felt that it did not need to cooperate with Congress on a
trade bill, because it thought it could block what it perceived as a
Democratic initiative. The bill that appeared on the floor in 1985 was one
that should never have passed, and it is a good thing that it did not. The
committee structure does help dispel some of the pressures on members
of Congress.

AMERICAN DISCUSSANT: Differences in the outlook of Congress and the
executive branch are especially pertinent to trade issues. Agencies in the
executive branch that have become involved in foreign policy issues over
the past fifteen years look to U.S. domestic constituencies for reference of
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the interests they are trying to pursue. In the interagency process of the
executive branch during December and January, when the issue of the
Generalized System ofPreferences (GSP) was being sorted out, there was
anything but unanimity among the agencies that had a role to play in that
process. The State Department was having an increasingly difficult time
making a case for an internationalist position in the face of the view offered
by the other elements within the executive branch that had become
involved in the issue.

In terms of congressional interest in Thailand, another major issue of
concern is Indochinese refugees. There is good reason for that. During the
past thirteen years in which the United States and Thailand have been
working together, a large community ofVietnamese citizens has settled in
the United States. That community numbers over 1 million people, and
many are U.S. citizens and registered voters. Letters to congressmen on
refugee issues far outnumber those on any other issue Thai policy makers
should be aware of the gravity of this issue as Congress looks to issues that
may be of concern to Thailand in the future.

On drug policies, an issue very important to Congress, many members
of Congress see Thailand's opium eradication as a successful example of
narcotic control policies. There is, however, a new aspect to the issue. As
the production of opium and derivatives increases, notably in Burma and
Laos, and faced with the inability to control this flow, Thailand will
increasingly be seen as a conduit for those drugs into the international
marketplace. Having largely succeeded in the area of opium eradication,
Thailand will need to turn to the interdiction of those drugs as they flow
out of Burma and Laos. That will be necessary for Thailand to maintain a
positive stature in the eyes of Congress in the future.

In addition, diplomats in the U.S. missions abroad are sensitive to
keeping channels open with Congress. Officials of the countries con
cerned must be able to get their messages to the members of Congress.
They cannot simply rely on the executive branch to bring their message to
Congress. The US. missions play a key role in chaneling information.

AMERICAN PARTICIPANT: Regardless of whether legislation passes, congres
sional statements and speeches have a great impact—even legislation such
as the Jenkins Bill that is not passed into law. We will see more congres
sional interest in Cambodia not because Congress is interested in a
compromise settlement for the Cambodian people and the complexities
involved therein, but because the Vietnamese have started to move and
have been quite successful in portraying themselves as a benign force in
the region. The tension coming from the Congress arises from the concern
over Pol Pot. There is not one member of Congress or the executive
branch that would support the return of the Khmer Rouge. The simplistic
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view that is likely to arise from Congress is that we should take all measures
possible to prevent the return of the Khmer Rouge and Pol Pot especially.
Congressman Stephen Solarz understands the complexities, as do other
members of the Foreign Affairs Committee. However, if Cambodia be
comes a popular issue on the Hill, Thailand may find itself in a position
where it will need to address the Congress more frequently to explain the
complexities of this issue

THAIPARTICIPANT: American decision makers often do not understand much

about the political process in Thailand. However, we are aware of the
processes involved in decision making in the U.S. Congress. Weunderstand
very well why the Congress has to react to the demands of its constituen
cies, because Thai politicians must do the same. Although congressional
members are preoccupied with constituent demands, a number of them
have become outward-looking because of America's enhanced role in
world affairs. However,they still take an inward approach to foreign policy
issues.On drugs, we agree that Thailand should be active in preventing the
outflow of drugs from Southeast Asia. However, the United States must do
something about the internal problems in the United States that generate
demand for these drugs. One issue involved here is Bush's recent ban on
the import of semiautomatic weapons. That ban does not bear on guns
produced within the country, however.

Regarding trade, America's inability to deal with internal problems
produces pressures that come to bear on countries like Thailand. And it is
by applying such pressures that the Congress approaches a solution to the
problem. This situation must change or frictions among states will in
crease.Yesterday we agreed that Thailand needs to change some things on
the domestic scene. But the United States must try also. The U.S. political
system requires bargaining back and forth, and I hope this exchange does
not prolong a solution to such pressing problems as the narcotics issue

AMERICAN participant: Ouc of my concerns in this era is that the growth of
what we loosely refer to as "democratization" now unfoldingin Asia is not
necessarily compatible with the other trend, internationalization. The
issueofgovemabilityfor modern democracies isa serious one Perhapsit is
not by accident that at least two and maybe all three of the most prominent
economies of the market-oriented world are in some state of political
precariousness today. One example is that the Takeshita government is
deeply in trouble Instabilities erupted over the recent tax bill, and the
Recruit scandal certainly hashad an impact.The Kohlgovernment isfacing
difficulties also. In the United States, we are facing difficulties at the
executive level. It is enormously difficult to function in an atmosphere
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where, in many societies, interest groups have become much more
powerfiii, mastering the art of communication and influence. The National
Rifle Association is one example of such pressures in this country. The
timing of decision making is now just as important as decision making
itself. You must raise the level of crisis so high in order to mobilize public
support in favor of one issue or another. This situation is now arising in U.S.
Thai relations. Ifcrisis is high on the Thai side, it must be raised even higher
in this country to make an impact.

When you add to this political situation the greater degree of interde
pendence among societies that cannot easily be meshed in terms of their
respective interests, the complexities of the problem begin to emerge.
This is not just a U.S.-Thai problem but a much broader problem over
which we need a great deal of discussion along many lines.

Letus say that there is an alternative to treating the United States tough.
Throughout Asia, the government that has most effectively played on the
American scene is Taiwan. They have many domestic organizations in this
country to build up congressional support for their causes even though
every recent administration has argued that our relations with the People's
Republic ofChina are extremely important. In the final analysis, Americans
would rather be loved than respected.

AMERICAN DISCUSSANT: The issue of macroeconomic coordination among
the industrialized countries is indispensable. The circumstances of the
United States in the world are such that a coordinated approach is
absolutely essential if a shift in the U.S. internal and external imbalances are
to be rectified. However, the United States is still a major actor. U.S. debt is
denominated in dollars. Our debt is also strength in opening up pos
sibilities for negotiation.

The United States is making its decisions using a very different logic
from concern with what is happening throughout the world, and this
includes conditions in Japan and Germany. Its logic relates to political
balancing and responding to domestic political pressures. With respect to
the trade balance, the United States is in the position ofhaving a longer time
to continue with a trade deficit before it becomes a central problem. The
fiscal deficit is a signal of long-term trends. WTiat happens to developing
countries? There is the contradiction ofhelping the heavily indebted South
American countries but also helping the developing economies of the
Pacific Rim, making capital available to them. Using the World Bank to bail
out Latin America will make less funds available for China, Thailand,
Malaysia, and Indonesia.
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11. The Hardware and Software
of Development

JEFFREY RACE

Let me begin by explaining briefly how I come to the question of the
"hardware and software" of Thai development. My experience with
Thailand began in 1967,and I havelived in or regularlyvisited the country
since then, as a graduate student, postgraduate research fellow, university
instructor, consultant in technology transfer and strategic planning, and
proprietor of my own manufacturing firm.

Thus, my conclusions may differ from those of others, because my
experience differs. Because I have worked in many areas—official, aca
demic, and private; both as a consultant and as a principal—I have been
privileged to seeproblemsofeconomicdevelopment inboth a theoretical
and a practical way. My own sometimes costly but amusing experiences
mayhelp others to understand modem Thai economic history and to do
even better in the future

Critical Factors in Thai

Economic Development: An Approach

Myapproach is to extract from modern Thaieconomic history conclu
sions to assistin evaluatingThaipolicy priorities today. Todo this we need
to understand what about Thai economic development is different from
the experience of other comparable nations and what factors account for
these differences. With these conclusions in hand, we can assign priorities
for current policy. Myown approach is that—although the critical factors
ultimately appear in the values of economic variables (eg., savings rates,
growth rates, distribution of economic activity by sector—the critical
factors themselves are not economic. Rather, an economist would con
sider them to be parameters that define the relationships between his
strictiy economic variables. In a word, although we are looking at eco
nomic consequences, we will look at "noneconomic" factors. In my own

203
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view, only in this way can we understand what is unusual or unique about
the history of Thai economic development.^

To achieve significant insights we need to ask significant questions.
What is unusual or unique about the history of Thai economic develop
ment?Atleast three things stand out: (1) there was a relativelyhigh growth
rate; (2) it continued over a long period from the nineteenth century,
significantly interrupted only by the Great Depression and World War II;
and (3) it spreadbroadly throughoutthe economy ratherthan remaining
in one or a few sectors.

Someobservers point to the relativelyhigh growth rates in recent years
of the industrial sector, the service sector, or die export sector and offer
persuasive analyses in narrow economic terms. Such analyses are interest
ing and useful. But, in fact, Thailand's current record of economic suc
cesses only replicates its earlier successes over more than a century in
other sectors acrossthe board: mining, agriculture, fisheries, forestry, and
transport. These successes occurred before "economic development"
became a scientific discipline. Something else must be at work.

All scientific analysis is comparative With what should we compare
Thailand's record? Reasonable comparisons are with neighboringcoun
tries havingsimilar agroeconomic environments, cultures, and transport
opportunities. Immediate comparisons can be made with Burma, Cam
bodia, and Vietnam and a less immediate one can be made with China. The
experiences of the Philippinesand Indonesia are also relevant, although a
chapter of this lengthcan onlybe suggestive of insights for further study.
Compared with these other countries, over the long haul Thailand's
economic record is markedly dijfferentin average rate ofgrowth, sustained
temporal duration, and sectoral scope. These are the areas that most need
explaining, and the explanations will give the richest clues for policy
guidance in the present day.

Could we gain useful conclusions from a traditional "land-labor-
capital" or "factor endowment" approach? I judge not. The sun shines and
the rain falls in all these countries. Their lands are fertile; all have extensive
coastlinesgivingaccess to world markets.Looking backa century,cultural
levels were roughly comparable Such comparisons founded on the stan
dard tools in the economist's kit might work for a landlocked, multitribal,
preliterate society elsewhere, but it gives few interesting answers in Asia.
The interesting and significant answers lie elsewhere In short, what is to

^Jeffrey Race, "Institutional Constraints on the Transfer of Technology to Small Fanners,"
Economic Bulletinfor Asia and the Pacific (United Nations Economic and Social Commis
sionforAsia and the Pacific, Bangkok), 27:11976), pp. 41—61, and"Turning Parameters
into Variables in the Theory of Economic Growth" (unpublished paper, 1976).
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be explained is not Thailand's unusual success in "export-oriented indus
trialization," the current fad, but Thailand's unusual success—period.

Candidate Critical Factors

Although each observer will have his own list of favorite candidates,
mine consists of the following: (1) relative openness of the economy, (2)
relative strength of the legal system, (3) commitment to developing
human capital, (4) cultivation of an entrepreneurial class, (5) receptivity
to new ideas, and (6) relatively sound rule with relative continuity of
policies. Other observers might focus on different or additional factors.
For me, these six are sufficient to account for Thailand's success. Let me
elaborate briefly on each.

Relative openness of the economy. The key date is 1856, and the key
historical event is the Bowring Treaty under which then Siam agreed to a
regime of limited free trade with certain maximum duties to be levied.^
This course of action was controversial among the Thai elite and not
entirely voluntary. However, it was adopted, and its adoption has made a
difference. Leaders of other countries made other choices with different

consequences. The point is that Thai leaders chose the path of openness.
The practical consequence of this decision is that ever since, Thailand

has developed as a relatively open, market-oriented economy, along the
lines of international comparative advantage Thailand's economy remains
such relative to the countries we have selected for comparison, even
though there have been some periods (eg., the 1950s and 1960s) when
more emphasis was placed on import substitution and other economic
goals, such as building up state enterprises or reducing the role of local
Chinese businessmen.

We can contrast this relative Thai openness with the integration of the
economies under comparison into colonial trading blocs or, later after
independence, with the promotion of strongly autarchic policies in Viet
nam, Burma, China, and Indonesia.

Commitment to developing a legal system as a secureframeworkfor
commercial activities. A reliable legal system is one of those parameters
that an economist takes for granted. From a sociologist's viewpoint, a legal
system is the matrix in which commercial activities based on contract
become possible. In everyday economic life, one doesn't see or feel the
legal system, but—like air—if it is weak, one slowly suffocates, and if it is
not there, one dies quickly. Like all human institutions, today's Thai legal
system has its imperfections. But in comparison to what preceded it in

^James C. Inffam. Economic Change in Thailand, 1850-1970 (Stanford: Stanford University
Press, 1971).
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Thailand and in a comparative regional perspective, the modernization of
the Thai legal system from the late nineteenth century onward was a
crucial positive factor partially accounting for the differential Thai eco
nomic success.

The legal systems established under the authority of the colonial
powers also served as a matrix for contract-based economic development
during a prolonged period. However, in the postcolonial period, these
systems have eroded—most clearly in Burma and Vietnam, and more
recently and to a lesser extent in the Philippines, Singapore, and Malaysia.

Commitment to the development ofhuman capital Another marked
feature of the royal campaign to modernize the economy started in the
nineteenth century was the emphasis on the development of human
capital by the expansion of the educational system and the sending of Thai
citizens abroad for training in a variety of disciplines, including technical
fields, law, medicine, and administration. Characteristic of the Thais was
the absence of a bias against foreign things or methods. It is reasonable to
assume that the economic consequences of this choice were as profound
as the political consequences, which included the overthrow of the
absolute monarchy in 1932 and the upheaval that drove out the quasi-
absolute military successor regime in 1973. These consequences were
accepted and considered favorable by the nation.

Cultivation ofan entrepreneurial class. The encouragement of immi
gration by different ethnic groups with a view to developing the economy
was a conscious policy of the Thai elites. The intentionwas the same as that
of the colonial rulers of neighboring countries (the British in Burma and
Malaya, the French in Indochina, and the Dutch in Indonesia), and the
results were the same. But the important difference was in the Thai cultural
backdrop. The Thais are genuinely tolerant and welcomed Scandinavians
to develop forestry; other Europeans to develop rail systems, banking, and
communications; and Chinese to develop mining, trade, crafts, finance,
and some types of agriculture Immigrants were encouraged to come, to
marry, and to assimilate if they chose or to retain elements of cultural
distinctiveness (eg., religion). The king became the protector of all
religions. The openness of the Thai elites sprang from a cultural attitude,
not solely from economic motives. Accordingly, the immigrant groups
experienced greater emotional and financial security, and thus they could
stay on in Thailand and prosper in a way that was denied them in countries
like Vietnam, Burma, and Indonesia when the colonial authorities with
drew Again, the Thai choice differed from that of its neighbors, and it had
different consequences.

Openness to ideas. Another marked feature of Thai development was
the willingness to accept new ways of doing things from abroad. Perhaps
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because of cultural factors or perhaps because the Thais have never been
colonized, the Thais have no "chip on the shoulder" regarding foreigners
or foreign ways. They are neither worshipful nor resentful: New ways are
evaluated pragmatically. Looking back a long way, one can see this open
ness at work in the adoption of the modern Thai legal system, an eclectic
mixture of substantive and procedural provisions from many countries,
mostly in the civil law tradition but with a few elements ofcommon law as
well. More recently, the Civil Service Commission has adopted a positive
classification system based on a US. model.

Relatively sound rule with relative continuity ofpolicies. Although
this factor is judgmental, it is clearly also of overwhelming importance in
the sound development of the country. Political scientists may debate why
it is so, but the Thai political and administrative systems have not been
used historically to extract excessive economic resources from the Thai
population. Elites maintained political dominance and appropriated a
substantial proportion ofnational income, but their means of rule were not
harsh, and the services they provided (protection, administration, and
development) were in reasonable proportion to what they took. This type
of rule contrasts with the situations of Vietnam, Indonesia, and China,
where the use of political power for economic extraction led to radicaliza-
tion and revolt.' Furthermore, and again for reasons that analysts debate,
the Thai political system in the modern period has generally not used its
power to extract economic resoiurces from its neighbors.

Accordingly, as a broad generalization, Thailand has avoided during the
period of its modem development the internal revolutions and extemal
wars that have slowed the development of many comparably situated
countries, for example, Bxuma, Vietnam, China, the Philippines, and
Indonesia. The extremely important practical economic consequence is
that without the diversion and destmction of resources that accompany
war and revolution, compound interest has almost continuously worked
to increase the capital stock and resulting income levels of the country.

The Results

The combination of all the factors cited above resulted in many
favorable outcomes relative to comparably situated countries. At least four
stand out: (1) relatively high, steady growth over a prolonged period since

3For a theoretical analysis from a sociologist's perspective, which highlights the political and
economic consequences, refer to Gerhard E. ljtns]d,PowerandPrivilege:A Theory ofSocial
Stratification (New York; McGraw-Hill, 1966). For an economic analysis specifically of
Vietnam, refer to Robert L. Sansom, The Economics ofInsurgency in the Mekong Delta of
Vietnam (Cambridge, Mass.:MIT Press, 1970).
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the mid-nineteenth century; (2) not an "enclave" economy but broad
development across many sectors, including agriculture, fisheries, mining,
transport and communications, and more recently industrial production
and services; (3) accumulation of capital in the hands of native entrepre
neurs or immigrant entrepreneurs with a strong economic and cultural
orientation to the country; and (4) relative efficiencyofthe economy in its
use of investment resources. This fourth point may indeed be taken as a
summary index of the resulting soundness of the economy, and the
comparative data are particularly persuasive.

In an earlier study, I devised an index, gross investment efficiency, to
capture relative economic efficiency."^ It is calculated as the ratio of gross
domestic capital formation (GDCF) (as a percentage of gross domestic
product) to per capita GDP growth rate. As shown in Table I, Thailand's
average gross investment efficiency index for 1975 to 1979 was calculated
to be 4.34. In contrast, the Philippine index was 9.14.This means in simple
terms that to obtain one percentage point of growth during the period
under analysis, Thailand had to invest just over 4 percent of its income,
whereas the Philippines had to invest 9 percent. The Thai economy was
thus highly efficient and that of the Philippines much less so. (Paren
thetically we might observe that the Philippines was such a prodigious
borrower, ultimately with such a poor servicing capability, because of this
relative investment inefficiency. The Indonesian figure may have been
atypically high during the period under analysis because of the steep rise in
oil prices and resulting foreign-source income after 1973.)

Inferences and Conclusions

To the extent the above observations are correct, we have a basis from
which to draw conclusions about current policy priorities. The principal
inference is that Thailand's factor endowment is an essential component of
economic success but not the distinguishing component. To develop the
metaphor in the title of this chapter, the crucial distinguishing factors in
Thai economic success are not to be found in the "hardware": land, labor,
and capital. Irrigation works were important; railroads were important;
ports, roads, power, and telephone systems were important. But to come
into being and bring the benefits they did, these "hardware" items required
"software."

It is thus to the "software" that we must look. In this category, we would
include the cultural attitudes of pragmatism, receptivity to new ideas.

^Jeffrey Race,"Where World Trends Are Heading: The Viewfrom Asia" (paper presented at
the Annual Meeting of the Association for Asian Studies, Chicago, April 3,1982).
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Table 1

Indicators of Investment Efficiency, 1975-1979

(1) (2)
GDP Population

Growth Growth (3)=(l)-(2) (4) (5)=(4)/(3)
Rate, Rate, Average GDCF/GDP, Gross

Average Average Growth Rate Average Investment

1975-79 1975-79 Per Capita 1975-79 Efficiency

Thailand 8.42 2.48 5.94 25.80 4.34
Malaysia 7.00 2.70 4.30 25.00 5.81
Indonesia 6.28 2.00 4.28 21.10 4.93
Philippines 6.04 2.80 3.24 29.66 9.15

Source: Above figures compiled from aggregate data published in AsianDevelopment Bank,
Key Indicators ofDeveloping Member Countries of the Asian Development Bank,
(Manila, 1979) (published annually).

conservative consistency, and tolerance to foreigners. We would then
include the societal consequences of these cultural attitudes, such as the
legal system, the commitment to developing human capital, and mildness
of rule. For the "land, labor, and capital," the Thai people and their leaders
deserve no credit, as these were gifts of providence. But for the "software"
of cultural openness to experience and of sound and relatively consistent
decisions based on mutuality rather than violence, the Thai people and
their kings can claim true credit. Their decisions during the nineteenth
century were to some extent natural extensions of their personalities and
culture and to some extent conscious choices to which they had alterna
tives. Constructing the "hardware" was the easy part. Constructing the
"software" was controversial, challenging to vested interests, and demand
ing ofpolitical will. The historical record shows that other countries made
other choices.

If the preceding analysis is correct, what are the implications for today?
At a general level, we can say that the key decisions of Thai leaders a
century ago were to adjust the social "software" to take maximum
advantage of the physical "hardware" of development. As the "software"
was (according to our argument) the central differentiating factor then, it
is reasonable to believe that it would remain so now. The "software"

remains the appropriate subject of current focus. As the economy grows
more sophisticated, so must the "software" keep pace or even anticipate
(as it did in the nineteenth century). "Hardware" items—roads, ports.
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airports, and buildings—remain essential, but only appropriate "software"
can achieve their potential.

Policy Implications for Today

It is a particularly favorable time for Thailand to alter existing institu
tions, since "times are good." When economic conditions deteriorate, as
inevitably they must in a cyclical world, managed change will become
more difl&cult.

The Legal System

The top priority for "software" reform should now be the legal system,
as it was at the start of the modern development process in the nineteenth
century.5 Thailand's baseline is good and getting better, but priority
resources devoted to the legal system would produce extensive benefits.
Four areas might be candidates for attention.

The substance of legislation. Technological advance and changing
commercial practices have made many provisions obsolete and generated
loopholes in other areas. In still other cases, the absence of legislation has
inhibited development.

Speed. Justice delayed is justice denied. In many areas, the slowness of
established legal processes, compared to the increasing swiftness of
commercial activities, adds significantly to the cost or risk of doing
business. A good example is the Thai practice of discontinuous hearings.

Efficiency ofjudicial processes. Many measures could increase the
efficiency of use of judicial time. Two such measures are the adoption of
discovery methods to economize on courtroom time and the preparation
of verbatim transcripts by court reporters, rather than the present practice
of employing the judge to dictate summaries of testimony.

Difficulty in obtaining interim relief. Many ordinary conflicts in
everyday life demand interim relief, but in contrast with many other
countries, such relief is very difficult to provide in Thai courts. No doubt
there are sound historic reasons for this judicial reluctance to furnish
interim remedies. Such reluctance, however well founded, is having
severe and increasing costs. Timely reconsideration might produce many
benefits.

5Afellow contributor to this volume, David Lyman of the Bangkok law firm of Telleke &
Gibbons, has authored a fair and well-documented overview and critique of the Thai legal
system from the viewpoint of a litigator: "Thailand's Judicial System and the Procedures for
Civil Proceedings: An Overview," paper presented at the 1987 International Conference on
Trial Practices and Procedures in Indonesia; available from Telleke & Gibbons, Bangkok,or
Datasearch Resources, Singapore
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Recent press articles suggest that many Thai legal practitioners them
selves see the urgency of legal reform.^ Their efforts in this direction
deserve every kind of support.

The Revenue System

The system for mobilizing public resources is another very high
priority area. Money is the lifeblood of government, but many parts of the
present revenue system serve the Thai nation poorly. The difficulty is not
that various parts of the system are corrupt, but that the corruption,
particularly in the customs, business, and land tax areas, is so pervasive and
accepted that it becomes routine. Participants display little sense ofshame,
guilt, or wrongdoing for a very practical reason. In many areas, commercial
practices and the letter of the law have with time so diverged that it is
difficult or impossible to behave honestly even for those who wish to do so.
With a wink and a nod, participants make informal accommodations to
reality. This is so well known that even the minister of finance (a former
businessman) has commented publicly—and humorously—on the en
demic nature of tax evasion.

More important than the revenue loss is that such a state of affairs
destroys trust, reduces predictability, and brings the entire system of
legality into contempt. Modern economic systems reach a peak of effi
ciency only on the basis oftrust, predictability, and legality. Thus, strictly in
practical terms, reform of the weak elements of the present system would
pay dividends far beyond the financial. Some reforms, for example adop
tion of a value-added taxation system, are now under consideration.

Human Capital

With the increasing sophistication ofthe Thai economy and its integra
tion into the world economy, resources devoted to enhancing human
capital will produce ever larger returns. Strong candidates for increased
financial resources are foreign language training and scientific and tech
nological education.

However, other improvements not requiring additional resources
could firuitfully be adopted. One would be the implementation of lateral
career entry provisions into government service. In practice, lateral move
ment is now very difficult, with the result that each career pyramid tends
toward lifetime employment with promotion opportunities open solely to
its own personnel. Once a participant leaves, he is definitively out. The
frictional effects of this practice, locking personnel both in and out, sap
economic efficiency.

^"Sweeping Revisions of LawsProposed," The Nation (Bangkok), January 17,1989, pp. 1-2.
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A second improvement with big potential benefits would be the
establishment of pay comparability among the private sector, public
enterprises, and the civil service. Short-term budgetary costs for increased
civil service pay would be recovered from the increased efficiency of the
entire economy The ill effects of the present lack of comparability are well
known.^ Political will invested in a comparability programwould paybig
benefits across the board, particularly if combined with provisions for
lateral movement and entry.

Intellectual Property Rights

Thailand's current stance on the protection of intellectualproperty is
contrary to the nation's long and proud tradition of being a leader in
developing a reliable legal system, and it is contrary to the nation's own
needs as it develops from an agricultural through an industrial to a service
economy Unlike many other Asian countries, Thailand has never based its
economic growth on "copycat" production. On the contrary, ever since
the great reforms of the nineteenth century, Thailandhas prided itselfon
adopting advanced legal procedures and provisions. The nation is an active
participant in international legal agreements and in a famous case pursued
a dispute before the InternationalCourt ofJustice and adhered to a ruling
unfavorable to itself. Many of Thailand'sfriends find it baffling for public
spokesmento saythat the country asa matter ofpolicywillnot respect the
intellectual property rights of others because it would be economically
disadvantageous to do so. It is as if the Bangkok Tourist Police were to
pursue snatchers of purses but not of watches, arguing to tourists that
Thailand is a poor country and cannot afford to pay for the watches it
needs. The character ofpublic discussion suggests that Thai leaders do not
perceive that they are placing their country, which had been well re
garded, in anextremelyunfavorable light. Inasmuch asThailand ultimately
must adhere to internationally accepted standards, the benefits of the
present stance seem ephemeral and hardly worth the damage inflicted on
the nation's reputation.

Improving Public Policy Making and Continuity

As the system of parliamentary democracy is increasingly institu
tionalized, power formerly mostly with the cabinet and the bureaucracy
must come to be shared with Parliament. Experience in the United States
legislature suggests that parliamentary staffsmust have broad familiarity
with issues, facts, and analytical methods, comparable to that of the

"High Rate of Brain Drain in CivilService" TheNation, February 26,1989.
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executive agencies whose work they monitor. Thus, at this stage of Thai
development, another important area of emphasis should be the expansion
of the parliamentary staff system, particularly the training of personnel.

Conclusion

East Asia is a fascinating laboratory for comparative social and eco
nomic study. The case of Thailand is valuable for what it teaches about the
necessary and sufficient conclusions for broad and prolonged economic
success. Its experience suggests that "land, labor, and capital"—the con
tents of every economist's toolbox—are not enough for such economic
success. What Thailand added, through the wisdom of its people and the
blessingsof its religion and culture, has significant implications for other
nations and for its own current policy choices.



12. Thai-American Relations:
Trade in Services

SOMJAI PHAGAPHASVIVAT

Whereas trade in goods has long been conceptualized, studied, and
analyzed, the attempt to define services is a recent phenomenon. The
earliest attempt was made by T.P.Hill in 1977.^ Hilldistinguished services
from goods by drawing attention to their characteristic nonstorability. In
general terms, most economists agree that services are an economic
output having the following qualifications:^

1. Intangibility. Unlike goods, services are intangible or of a non-
materialnature Insurance,banking,tourist, and consultancy are examples.

2. Nonstorability. It is not possible to lay up stocks of services or
transport them.

3. Direct interaction between providers and users. As services pro
duced must be immediately consumed, they require a direct interaction
between the providers ofservices and the users. The interaction could take
the form of long distance services such as telecommunication and trans
portation or services that require physical proximity like consultancy or
medical service.

In the case that there is physical proximity, the important issue of the
"right to establish" arises.This sort of right refers to factor flowof capital
and labor. Some economists have made an attempt to classifyservices into
factor and nonfactor services. Factor services refer to income and pay
ments for the use of factors of production, that is, capital and labor such as
investment income and workers' remittances. Nonfactor services in

clude banking, insurance, tourism, transportation, telecommunication and
others.

Services can be defined according to broad or narrow concepts. In the

^T. P. Hill, "On Goods and Services,"Review ofIncome and Wealth 23, no. 4 (December
1977).

2Ad Koekkoek, "Developing Countries and Services in the UruguayRound,"/wrerecowow/cs,
September-October 1987.

214
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Table 1

Share of Services in GDP, 1977-1987
(million dollars U.S.)

GDP

Agriculture
and Mining Industry Services

Services as

a Percentage
of GDP

1977 16141.2 4493.1 3257.3 8390.8 51.9

1978 19529.0 5449.8 3906.3 10172.9 52.0

1979 22352.6 6105.8 4704.4 11544.2 51.6

1980 26340.4 7000.0 5597.4 13743.0 52.1

1981 30407.8 7381.7 6778.4 16247.6 53.4

1982 32800.1 7278.0 7054.4 18467.7 56.3

1983 36402.2 8518.0 7774.4 20147.2 55.3

1984 38936.5 8325.8 8722.0 21888.7 56.2

1985 40576.0 8402.5 8978.2 23195.2 57.1

1986 43981.6 8720.4 10143.7 25117.6 57.1

1987 48928.7 9306.6 11779.8 27842.3 56.9

Source: National Economic and Social Development Board, Thailand.

broader definition, services are equivalent to "invisibletrade" Ibis defini
tion covers shipment, transportation, travel, other private and public
services, labor, and investment income. In the narrow sense services
exclude factor services, that is, investment income and workers' remit
tances or remunerations.

The Importance of
the Service Sector to Thailand

Services have long been an important sector in Thailand's economy.
Since 1977, the shareof servicesin its grossdomestic product (GDP)has
exceeded 50 percent (see Table 1).'

In 1977, the total value ofservices amounted to U.S. $8,390.8 million,
representing 52.0percent ofGDP, compared to 27.8percent for agricul
ture and miningand 20.2 percent for industry. The figure for the service
sector rose steadily to U.S. $27,842.3 millionin 1987, representing 57.0
percent ofGDP, compared to 19percent foragriculture andmining, and
24 percent for industry.

'Services here include construction, electricity, watei; transport and communication, whole
saleand retail, banking, insurance, immovable property, residential services, publicadmin
istration, defense, and others.
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Table 2

Receipts from Services and Exports, 1977-1987
(million dollars US.)

Total Export Service Service/
Year Receipts Receipts Receipts Export Growth

1977 3409.4 2818.5 590.9 17.3
1978 4175.0 3290.0 885.0 21.2 49.8
1979 5441.7 4275.2 1166.5 21.4 31.8
1980 7022.8 5281.6 1741.2 24.8 49.3
1981 8064.7 6008.7 2056.0 25.5 18.1
1982 8658.9 6288.1 2370.8 27.4 15.3
1983 8488.5 5803.0 2685.5 31.6 13.3
1984 9850.5 6940.8 2909.7 29.5 8.3
1985 11103.3 7668.1 3435.2 30.9 18.1
1986 12765.9 9259.3 3506.6 27.5 2.1
1987 16211.5 11924.0 4287.5 26.4 22.3

Average 25.8 22.8

Source; Bank of Thailand.

Trade inservices hasbeenamajor component in thecountry's balance
of payments. In 1977, receipts from trade in services amounted to US.
8590.9 million, accounting for17.3 percentoftotal receipts from exports
and services. Service income shot up to 84,287.5 million in1987, making
up 26.4percent of the total receipts from exports andservices. Between
1977 and 1987, the averagegrowth in receipts from trade in serviceswas
22.8 percent, which was considered quite remarkable.

Thailand has been suffering a deficit in its trade in services. The net
deficit totaled U.S. 8274 million in 1983, and the amount slackened to
8170.7 million in 1987. On the receipt side, income from tourism has
topped the list. In 1983, income from tourism was 81,002.0 million,
representing 37.3 percent of the total income from trade in services. Its
growth rate stood at 20 percent per annum. In 1987, the revenue from
tourismamounted to 82,001.0 million, thus making up 46.7percent of the
total revenuefrom trade in services. Thesecondbi^est income produc
ing category in the service sector was "other services," the bulk of which
was made up by workers' remittances. This income rose from 8988.3
million in 1983 to 81,153.5 million in 1987.

On the expenditure side, heading the list was investment income sent
abroad byforeign enterprises operating in Thailand. In 1987, payment of
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Table 3
Balance of Services and Payments, 1983-1987

(million dollars US.)

1983 1984 1985 1986 1987

Receipts 2685.5 2909.7 3435.2 3506.6 4287.5
Transport and freight 238.5 282.4 369.5 361.0 402.0
Other transports 143.8 160.7 143.2 118.2 337.8
Tourism 1002.0 1092.7 1270.7 1492.8 2001.0
Investment income 209.1 208.4 2662 248.4 265.5
Government service 103.8 101.3 155.5 119.8 127.7
Other services 988.3 1064.1 1230.0 1166.3 1153.5

Expenses -2959.7 •-3271.0 •-3820.4 •-3863.1 •-4458.1
Transport and freight -1052.5 •-1116.9 •-1170.2 •-1133.0 •-1524.5
Other transports -122.4 -109.9 -141.3 -132.8 -151.3
Tourism -315.8 -291.6 -304.9 -311.9 -396.1
Investment income -1166.4 -1417.2 •-1793.1 --1881.9 •-1923.5
Government service -58.4 -49.2 -77.9 -69.0 -107.6
Other services -244.1 -286.2 -333.0 -334.4 -355.2

Net balance of service -274.3 -361.3 -385.2 -356.5 -170.6

Source: Bank of Thailand.

dividends, capitalgains, andinterest to foreign countrieswasashighasU.S.
$1,923.5 million, or 43.1 percent of total expenditures. The figure con
trasts markedly with receipts from investment income, which in 1987
were only $265.5 million. Thesecond largest deficit in the country's trade
in services was in transportation and sea freight. In 1987, the deficit in this
subsector was U.S. $1,524.5 million,which accounted for 34.2 percent of
total expenditures in the trade in services. In fact, Thailand would have
enjoyed a surplus in its trade in services if investment income were not
included (see Table 3).

Between 1977 and 1987, Thailand suffered from deficits in its balance
of trade and services with the exception of 1986,when it enjoyed a small
surplus ofUS. $24 million. However, the deficits in the balance ofservices
have been declining, owing to the receipts from tourism and workers'
remittances, which have become significant earners (see Table 4).

The country's service sector has always been an important source of
employment. However, data on employment in services are fraughtwith
measurement problems because a significant portion of service sector
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Table 4

Balance of Trade and Services, 1977-1987
(million dollars US.)

Year Trade Balance Net Services

Net Goods and

Services

1977 -650.4 -277.3 -927.7

1978 -709.5 -260.9 -970.4

1979 -1300.4 -452.2 -1752.6
1980 -1583.0 -290.5 -1873.6
1981 -1775.0 -614.6 -2389.6

1982 -672.1 -421.6 -1093.7

1983 -2632.2 -274.3 -2906.5
1984 -1782.6 -361.3 -2143.9
1985 -1417.5 - 385.2 -1856.8

1986 380.6 - 356.5 24.0

1987 -434.0 -170.6 -604.6

Source: Bank of Thailand.

employment is informal, part-time, or self-employment. In 1983, the share
of services in national employment was 23.4 percent.^ The percentage
rose to 30.5 percent in 1987, indicating the growing importance of the
service sector in the country's employment. The share of services in
national employment in Thailand is lower than the share of services in
GDP; in other words, service employees have above average labor produc
tivity (see Table 5).

Within the service sector, 33 7 percent is employed by the private
sector, 22.3 percent by the government sector. A total of 27.2 percent is
self-employed in the service sector, while 14.5 percent is involved in the
family business. The remaining 2 percent is wage earners in the service
sector.

Thai-American Trade in Services:

The Thai Perspective

Thailand has an overall service deficit with the United States, but that
deficit has been declining since 1985. Between 1980 and 1984, the average
deficit in services was U.S. $453.32 million. From 1985 through 1987, the
average deficit was reduced to $257.80 million; and during that period

'^Chia Siow Yue, "The Services Sector in the ASEAN Region" (National University of
Singapore).
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Table 5

National Employment Classified by Types ofActivities, 1987
(in thousands)

National

Type Employment Agriculture Mining Industry Services

Services as a

Percentage of
National

Employment

All employment 25,694 14,924 77 2,832 7,850 (30.5)

Wage earners 336 82 90 163 (48.5)

Employment in
the government
sector 1,832 33 1 43 1,756 (95.8)

Employment in
the private
sector 6,138 1,745 56 1,677 2,652 (43.2)

Self-employment 8,419 5,623 11 648 2,136 (25.3)

Employment in
family business 8,968 7,442 8 373 1,144 (12.7)

Source; National Statistics Office, Thailand.

Thailand could have enjoyed a surplus in the service sector ifpayments to
the United States for investment income had been excluded.

The biggest expense item in services for Thailand vis-a-vis the United
States is investment income, which has risen steadily. In 1978, the payment
of investment income to the United States amounted to U.S. $80.8 million.

However, the figure shot up to $456.1 million in 1985 and has remained in
that vicinity ever since. The second largest expense has been in cost,
insurance, and freight (GIF), which has been quite stable since 1980. In
1987, the total expense in this sector amounted to $307.7 million,
compared to $337.8 million in 1980. Expenditures for travel and tourism
was the third highest, followed by the category of "other services." This
latter included remittances of foreign employees or workers. Expenses in
tourism averaged $125.9 million between 1983 and 1986. The amount rose
to $168.8 million in 1967. Expenses for "other services" fluctuated in the
range of $95.0 million to $255.7 million between 1980 and 1987. Workers'
remittances, included in the category "other services," accounted for the
largest amount of receipts in services for Thailand vis-a-vis the United
States. In 1984, the amount was U.S. $178.8 million. It shot up to $398.9
million a year later. In 1987, the total amount of receipts was $473.2
million.
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The second largest amount of receipts for Thailand was in travel and
tourism. In 1978, the surplus was only U.S. $30.9 million. However, the
amount rose substantially after 1984. In 1987, the surplus amounted to
$149.6 million. The receipts from freight and insurance, investment
income, and government services were comparatively close, approaching
$70.4 million in 1987.

The biggest deficit in services for Thailand vis-a-vis the United States
was investment income, followed by freight, including insurance, and
tourism. In 1987, the deficit for investment income was U.S. $384.3 million,
followed by $237.3 million for freight and insurance, and $19.2 for
tourism.

Thailand's greatest surplus was in workers' remittances, in the category
"other services." The surplus in this category in 1987 was U.S. $361.1
million. The other surplus for Thailand was in government service, which
recorded a surplus of $32.4 million in 1987 (see Table 6).

Thai-American Trade in Services:

The U.S. Perspective

International trade in services has been the focus of recent interna

tional attention. Interest in services was first expressed in the period
following the GATT (General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade) Ministerial
Conference in 1982, and services have since been a continuing theme for
discussion both within the GATT and in other contexts.

The controversy around their inclusion in the GATT framework during
the Uruguay Round at Punta del Este 1986 may indicate the growing
concern and importance of services in the international community.̂ The
United States and the "group of ten led" by India and Brazilwould like to
"delink" the GATT from services, as proposed by the United States. In the
compromise reached at Punta del Este,serviceswere negotiated under the
aegisof the Trade Negotiating Committee of the GATT, deliberately leaving
aside the question of whether GATT would be augmented or bypassed.
Thus, services might be expected to be ofgrowing importance asafocus of
future international discussion.

The concern over the trade in services is particularly acute in the case
of the United States. Since the mid-1970s, the United States has undergone
certain structural adjustments in its economy. The country's trade balance
has greatly deteriorated since 1984, with deficits exceeding U.S. $100
billion (see Table 7). Its huge budget deficits could restrain its economic
growth. In light of the circumstances, the U.S. presidential administration.

5For more details, see Jagdish N. Bhagwati, "Trade in Services and the Multilateral Trade
Negotiations," The World Bank Economic Review1,no. 4, pp. 549-569.
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under pressure from Congress, has tried to redress the situation by
resorting to a combination ofprotectionist threats and trade liberalization
as required from its trading partners, on the one hand, and linking trade
liberalization with service liberalization, on the other hand. Trade in
modern services is an area that offers the United States, like other
industrialized countries, scope for adjusting its economy because of the
advantage it enjoys over its developing trading partners. Liberalization of
trade in services could function as a self-sustaining generator of growth for
the United States, as trade liberalization was in the 1950s and 1960s.

Table 6

Balance of Payments Between Thailand and the United States
(million dollars U.S.)

1978 1979 1980 1981 1982

423.8 536.3 465.1 534.1 684.6
-862.0 -1338.0 -1767.6 -1349.7 -1240.7
-438.3 -801.7 -1302.5 -815.6 -556.0

Merchandise

Exports (FOB)
Imports (FOB)
Balance of trade

Services

Income 199.0 255.4 290.4 341.6 386.3
Transport and freight 10.4 10.1 13.6 20.7 20.4

Other transport 20.8 43.8 32.7 22.2 60.0

Tourism 30.9 30.0 43.1 49.7 62.3
Investment income 23.6 29.9 38.4 52.3 41.6

Government service 14.1 15.4 21.4 35.2 40.9
Other services 99.2 126.2 141.2 161.5 161.1

Expenses -374.2 - 537.6 -714.7 -805.9 -846.3
Transport and freight -178.9 -236.5 -337.8 -296.0 -283.5
Other transport -12.4 -21.9 -34.3 -42.7 -35.6
Tourism -42.3 -57.1 -66.5 -94.9 -97.3
Investment income -80.8 137.9 -168.1 -232.7 -291.9
Government service -8.9 -11.4 -13.1 -25.4 -26.1

Other services -50.9 -72.9 -95.0 -114.1 -108.9

Balance of services -175.3 - 282.3 -424.3 -464.3 -460.0

Net capital transfer 15.7 22.4 52.3 61.6 49.1
Private 8.4 12.6 34.9 32.5 30.5
Government 7.3 9.8 17.4 29.1 18.5

Balance of payments 597.8 -1061.0 -1674.6 -1218.3 -966.9

(Continued)
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Table 6 (Continued)

1983 1984 1985 1986 1987

Merchandise

Exports (FOB) 773.9 1034.4 1326.7 1552.5 2021.7
Imports (FOB) -1306.3 -1384.0 -1023.5 -1005.9 -1738.0
Balance of trade -532.4 - 349.6 303.2 546.6 283.7

Services

Income 389.4 482.9 754.2 750.9 868.9
Transport and freight 29.8 37.4 46.1 50.5 70.4
Other transport 69.3 80.4 44.4 44.9 44.4
Tourism 62.7 102.7 124.2 134.3 149.6
Investment income 29.3 43.3 76.8 55.4 63.9
Government service 43.1 40.2 63.9 59.9 67.5
Other services 155.3 178.8 398.9 406.0 473.2

Expenses -832.9 -957.4 -994.2 -1028.6 -1124.6
Transport and freight -293.7 -318.2 -239.7 -241.9 -307.7
Other transport -45.5 -42.0 -52.0 -51.5 -52.5
Tourism -123.8 -124.5 -124.6 -130.8 -168.8
Investment income -255.4 -338.9 -456.1 -468.8 -448.2
Government service -20.9 -24.4 -15.5 -25.5 -35.4
Other services -93.6 -109.4 -106.4 -110.1 -112.1

Balance of services -443.5 -474.5 -240.0 -277.7 -255.7

Net capital transfer 55.6 76.3 68.4 77.4 84.4
Private 26.0 38.3 37.1 46.7 60.9
Government 29.6 38.0 31.3 30.6 23.6

Balance of payments -920.4 -747.8 131.6 346.3 112.5

Source: Bank of Thailand

Given the extent of the trade and current account deficits ofthe United

States, it is inevitable that the measures undertaken by the administration
would not be aimed at any particular country or group of countries, hut
would be global. The most threatening situation is in East Asia, where the
U.S. trade deficits have been growing enormously, particularly withJapan,
South Korea, and Taiwan. The same trend can also be perceived in U.S.-
ASEAN trade relations. U.S. trade deficits vis-a-vis ASEAN grew from U.S.
$2.5 billion in 1982 to $7.0 billion in 1985. In 1986, because ofa decline of
$1.3 billion in the value of ASEAN petroleum-related shipments to the
United States, the US. trade deficit with ASEAN fell to $6.0 billion. The
growing deficit suffered by the United States with ASEAN was attributed to
the rise in manufactured exports by the ASEAN countries.
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Table?

Trade and Current Account Balances of the United States

(billion dollars US.)

Current

Merchandise Merchandise Account

Year Exports Imports Trade Balance Balance

1982 212.3 254.9 -42.6 -8.7

1983 200.5 269.9 -69.4 -46.3
1984 218.7 346.4 -127.7 -107.1

1985 212.8 352.5 -139.7 -115.1

1986 227.2 382.3 -155.1 -138.8

1987 254.1 424.4 -170.3 -154.0

Prior to 1985, trade relations between Thailand and the United States
were characterized by deficits on the Thai side. Deficits also existed in the
balance of services and the balance ofpayments. However, in 1985 for the
first time, trade relations favored Thailand, which enjoyed a surplus of
$303.2 million. The Thai surplus has prevailed ever since, at $546.6
million and $283.7 million in 1986 and 1987, respectively. Thailand's
favorable situation has also been reflected in the balance ofpayments since
1985. However, the trade surplus enjoyed by Thailand vis-a-visthe United
States since 1985 has remained very small compared to the surpluses
enjoyed by Japan and the NICs, especially South Korea and Taiwan.
Nevertheless, the small size of the surplus should not be taken as an
indication that the US. administration would be comparatively lenient in
dealing with Thailand.

Issues in Thai-American Trade in Services

The service sector has become the most important sector in the Thai
economy. Its share in the country's gross domestic product has already
exceeded 50 percent. The expansion of the service sector in Thailand can
be attributed partly to a Thai protectionist posture taken both for legal
protection and as an entrenched policy. In this sense, the full liberalization
of services could be disruptive for the country. However, the degree of
protection and its importance in Thai-American relations varies from one
subsector to the other. Among the various services, banking, finance, and
insurance are the most interesting issues that have drawn attention from
the American side.
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Banking

Rules and regulations on banking and foreign participation in the Thai
banking system are governed by the Bank of Thailand Act of 1942 and the
Commercial BankingAct of 1962,amended in 1979,aswell as subsequent
rulings and announcements by the Bank of Thailand and the Finance
Ministry. Foreign commercial banks can participate in the Thai banking
system in any of the five following ways: setting up a representative office,
opening a branch, equity participation with Thai partners, takeover or
acquisition of a foreign bank, or acquiring equity participation in a finance
company.

Foreign access to the Thai banking system has been restricted in two
ways. The first restriction involves the setting up of foreign branches.
Although at present there are fifteen domestic commercial banks and
fourteen foreign commercial banks, the current Thai policy is to prohibit
the setting up of new banks. This policy applies to both domestic and
foreign commercial banks and might thus be considered a nondiscrimina-
tory measure. However, existing foreign commercial banks are prohibited
from establishing branches, whereas Thai banks are allowed to do so with
approval from the Bank of Thailand.^ As a result, whereas the number of
Thai commercial bank offices amounts to 1,997 spread throughout the
whole kingdom, the number of foreign commercial bank offices remains
very limited. Thai policy in this area could be considered to hamper
effective market access for foreign commercial banks.

The second restriction involves the ceiling of a 25 percent stake taken
up by foreign shareholders, with each foreign shareholder permitted to
hold up to a maximumof 5percent equity in a commercialbank.Thislegal
stipulation could help avoid the takeover of a Thai commercial bank by
foreigners. Asa result of the two restrictions, the share of foreign banks in
assets, deposits, and loans as compared to Thai commercial banks has been
very small, at less than 5 percent (see Table 8).

In Thailand, there are fourteen foreign commercial banks of which
three are American: Citibank, Bank ofAmerica, and Chase Manhattan Bank.
Prior to 1987, Citibank was the country's leading foreign bank in terms of
total assets, deposits, and loans. However, because of rising Japanese
investment in Thailand, Japanese banks, Mitsui and the Bankof Tokyo,have
become the country's top foreign banks in terms of assets, deposits, and
loans.

In view of the limited role enjoyed by foreign banks and particularly
American banks, mounting pressure for liberalization has been exerted by

^The prohibition is not prescribed by legal disposition but has been adopted as the Thai
government's official policy.
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Tables

Comparison Between Thai and Foreign Banks
(billion dollars U.S.)

1985 % 1986 % 1987 %

Thai commercial banks
Foreign banks

Total

30.9
1.3

32.2

95.8

4.1

100.0

33.6
1.2

34.8

96.4
3.5

100.0

39.6
1.7

41.3

95.7
4.2

100.0

Deposits
Thai commercial banks

Foreign banks
Total

24.0

0.5

24.5

97.9
2.0

100.0

26.8
0.6

27.4

97.7
2.2

100.0

30.9
0.6

31.5

98.0

1.9
100.0

Loans

Thai commercial banks

Foreign banks
Total

22.7

1.0

23.7

95.8

4.1

100.0

23.6
0.9

24.5

96.2
3.7

100.0

28.1

1.2

29.3

95.9
4.0

100.0

the American side, particularlyon the rightofestablishment and effective
market access. Right of establishment refers to the setting up of foreign
commercial banks; effective market access refers to the establishment of
branches and automated teller machines (ATMs), which are treated as a
branchand currentlyprohibited.Toalesserdegree, pressureisalso aimed
at expanding the limit imposed on foreignshareholding.

Finance and Securities

Like banking, foreignaccessto the Thaifinance andsecuritiesfield has
been hampered by the Finance and Securities Act of 1979, which limits
foreign shareholding toamaximum of25 percent for finance firms and 49
percent for securities firms. A fiirther limitation involves the right of
establishment and effective market access. According to government
policy, no newfinance andsecuritiesfirms andbranches are allowed to set
up. Although the policy is considered nondiscriminatory and a national
treatment, nevertheless, it is deemed an obstacle to foreign access to the
Thai finance and securities market. Foreign ventures in Thai financial
circles are limited to partial equity participation or to setting up a
representative office

In the field offinance and securities, American ventures remain limited.
AfewAmerican banks,such asBankers'Trust,haveacquired acertain stake
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by joining with Thai partners. Others, like Citibank and the Bank of
America, have financed subsidiaries. However, with the Thai securities
market set to take off, growing interest among American investors and
their financial intermediaries can be anticipated, and liberalization in the
field of finance and securities could become an issue in Thai-American
relations. Toeasepressures, the Finance Ministry hasoffered to sellailing
finance and securities firms to foreigners, including Americans, under a
life-boat scheme with certain privileges attached.

Insurance

In Thailand,there are altogether seventy-five lifeand nonlifeinsurance
companies. Of the total numbei; five are foreign insurance companies,
including two American firms: New Hampshire Insurance and Signa
Insurance (see Table 9). Althoughforeign insurance firms are limited in
number, their role and market share are significant, indicating their
superior efficiency and competitiveness over Thai firms (see Table 10).

Insurance business in Thailand has been regulated by the Life and
Nonlife Insurance Actof1957withsubsequent ministerial regulations and
announcements.'^ Foreign access to the Thai insurance business has been
hampered by the following: (1) since1978, foreign insurance companies
have not been allowed to establish branches in Thailand, because the
niunber of insurance firms is considered high enough; (2) whereas Thai
insurance companies are allowed to open branches alloverthe country,
foreign firms are not permitted to do so; and (3) foreign shareholding
limits for insurance firms are set at 15 percent for firms registered after
1967and 25 percent for firms registeredprior to 1967.

Giventhe protectionist policies adopted by the Thaigovernmentand
mounting American pressures for trade liberalization in the service sector
of developing countries, including Thailand, the contending issues be
tweenThailand andtheUnited States canbe expectedto involve thetight
of establishment, effective market access, and the lifting offoreign share
holding limits. Although liberalization of theThai financial sectormay be
an important issue in the trade in services for the United States, liberaliza
tion is not necessarilyagainstThai interests, given the country's invest
ment-saving gap (see Table 11).

The Thai Position in the Negotiations on
Trade in Services with the United States

TheUnitedStateshasadopted the strategyofpressingforliberalization
of trade in services as a quid pro quo for concessions given to trade in

^Ministerial regulation no. 3,1957, dated March 6,1978.
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Table 9

Life and Noniife Insurance Companies in Thailand, 1987

Type of Insurance
Number of

Domestic Firms

Number of

Foreign Firms Total

Life insurance 7 0 7

Noniife insurance 52 4 56

life and noniife insurance 4 1 5

Health insurance 6 0 6

Reinsurance 1 0 1

Total 70 5 75

Source: Insurance Office, Thailand.

Table 10

Comparison of Thai and Foreign Insurance Firms, 1987

Amount

Number of Insured Profit (Loss)
Policies (million (million

(million) Percent dollars U.S.) Percent doUarsUS.)

Life insurance
(1.72)Domestic Firms 1,974 87 3.55 57

Foreign Firms 295 13 2.70 43 11.90

Total 2,269 100 6.25 100 10.18

Noniife insurance
43.20 82Domestic Firms 1,107.78 90

Foreign Firms 123.25 10 9.59 18

Total 1,231.03 100 52.79 100

goods. The pressure on trade in services has been made both at the
bilateral and the multilateral levels. The GATT has been used as a forum for
applying the pressure. Because of this logic, the Uruguay Roundbecamea
focal point of interest for the United States, which demanded to be
included in the negotiations from the outset.

Between the two extreme positions of the United States, on the one
hand, which required the inclusion of trade in services as part of the
GATT framework, and, on the other hand, that of the group of ten, led by
Brazil and India, which demanded the exclusion of services from the
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Table 11

Thailand'sInvestment and Savings

Gross Gross

National Domestic

Savings Investment GDI/GNS
(billion (billion GNS/GDP GDI/GDP (billion GNS/GDI

Year dollars US.) dollars US.) (percent) (percent) doUars U.S.) (percent)

1982 6.7 7.6 20,4 23.1 0.9 88.1
1983 6.8 9.4 18.7 25.9 2.6 72.0
1984 7.8 9.7 19.9 24.9 1.9 80.4
1985 8.1 9.7 20.1 24.1 1.6 83.5
1986 10.1 9.9 23.1 22.5 -0.2 102.0
1987 11.3 11.7 23.1 23.9 0.4 96.6
1988 13.3 15.1 23.8 26.9 1.8 88.1
1989 15.1 18.2 24.0 28.9 3.1 83.0

Sources: NationalEconomicand Social DevelopmentBoardand the Bankof Thailand.

GATT negotiations, Thailand opted for thecompromise, which was finally
adopted atPunta delEste in1986. Thailand's position reflected itsstrategy
well. Put under unavoidable pressure from the UnitedStates, one of the
country's most important partners along with Japan and the European
Community, Thailand would prefer to opt for multilateral negotiations
where it can increase its bargaining power through alliances with other
developingcountries, particularly its ASEAN partners.

The content of the Thai position on negotiations on trade in services
with the United States could be summarized as follows: (1) Although
Thailand supported the US. proposal to include trade in services in the
GATT negotiations, the country is reluctant to agree with the American
deadline set for1990, the endoftheUruguay Round, forthecompletion of
the agreement on tradein services. (2) IfThailand were to agree on the
principle ofliberalization in services, it couldonlyacceptgradual liberali
zation, given different levels of development among different countries.
Otherwise freetrade would only beachieved at theexpense ofdeveloping
countries. The principle of free trade would implyonly freer and fairer
trade and not full liberalization. Bythe samelogic, specialor differential
treatment is considered a very important principle for the country. And
safeguard mechanisms must also be recognized for developing countries
in cases of disruptions caused by applying the liberalization measures in
trade inservices. (3) The principle ofnational treatment asadvocated by
the United States must be understood as equivalent treatment but not
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identical treatment. (4) IfThailandis to liberalize any category of traded
services, comparative advantage needs to be considered. IfThailand hasto
yield on certain sectors, such as the financial sector, it needs certain
concessions from the United States in areas in which the United States has
the advantage, particularly areas requiring personal attention such as
airlines,hotels, and workers. Workers'migration,not onlyfor skilledlabor
but also for unskilled labor, must be accepted. Factor mobility in traded
services for Thailand would include not only capital but also labor.

In the area of financial relations between Thailand and the United
States, which has drawn attention from both sides, a certain flexibility
couldbe anticipated duringnegotiations. Ifthe existing protection is still
greatly neededfor the Thai banking, finance, and insurance business, the
country's prevalent investment-savings gap coupled with the necessityto
boost the capitalmarket in linewith the expected economicgrowthrate
require a certain measure of liberalization for the country's ownbenefit.
The wave of internationalization that saw foreign funds flow into the
Securities Exchange of Thailand (SET) in 1987 and 1988 could also be
considered a favorable signfor financial liberalization. Despitethe massive
inflow of foreign funds into the SET, American participation in the Thai
capital marketremained verylimited.® Negotiations couldcallforahigher
American stake and justify certain concessionson the Thaiside However,
liberalization of the Thai financial sector, although somewhat desirable,
will be limited in scope. The principle of gradual liberalization will be
applied, allowing afewmoreforeign banks andinsurance companies to be
set up, probablywith certain conditions. Measures on effective market
accessfor foreign financial institutions could include an allowance to set
up oneor twobranches up-country or to setupATMs in conjunctionwith
domestic commercial banks. If foreign equity participation in Thai finan
cial institutions is to be encouraged, it is doubtful that the ceiling on
foreign shareholding would be lifted.

Conclusions

Likeother developing countries facing a world of growing protection
ism, particularly from major trading partners, Thailand, as a small state,
could not avoid joining forces with the other nations, particularly the
ASEAN nations, in its negotiations with the United States. However, it is
doubtful that this strategy will work. There is little that developing
countries targetedfor bilateralism, likeThailand, can do when the strong

®The low degree of participation of American investors in the Thai capital market is
attributableto the absenceof a treaty of taxationavoidance between the UnitedStates and
Thailand.
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have always prevailed over theweak. However, Thailand may find some
consolation in the fact that the trade surplus that Thailand has enjoyed
vis-a-vis the United States hasbeensmall, implying less pressure from the
American sideforThai concessions. Theservice issue isalso dependent on
the Thai response to US. pressture regarding intellectual property and
trade liberalization for other American products. Given all the pending
jigsaw puzzle-type linkages in Thai-American relations, thepotential for
liberalizationofthe Thai service sector appears tobelimited both inscope
and extent.



13. Science and Technology and National
Development: The Case of Thailand

UKHIT DHIRAVEGIN

The process of national development is a complex one involving two
main elements, political development and economic growth. Generally,
political development, a term whose definition has no consensus among
political scientists, means an increase in popular participation in the
politicalprocess,andeconomicgrowthusually involves ahigherdegreeof
industrialization. At the present moment, there seem to be two major
trends. The first is political liberalism, an emphasis on opening up the
politicalsystem. This trend is apparent in countries that havebeen noted
for authoritariangovernments, such as the Republic ofKorea, Taiwan, and
Thailand, and socialist states such as China, the SovietUnion,and Vietnam.
The direct election of the president in the Republicof Korea, the presence
at the top echelonofpowerofanativeTaiwanese in Taipei, the seating ofa
prime minister who was an elected member of the Houseof Representa
tivesin the "halfway democracy"in Thailand, the fourmodernizations and
the "open door" policy of China,glasnost and perestroika in the Soviet
Union, and the changes introduced recently in Vietnam are cases in point.
Burma, a hermit kingdom for twenty-six years under a socialist program
known as the "Burmese way to socialism" under a one-party system saw a
demand for a multiparty system and the installation of a democratic
government. The list can be extended. Thistrend ofdemocratic demands
or liberalizationofthe politicalstructure andprocess isdiscernible in both
the socialist camp and those market economy nations operating under
authoritarian or semiauthoritarian regimes.

The second trend, probably concomitant with the first one, is the
aspiration to become an industrial nation. Many countries in the areas
marked as the third world have been striving to achieve the status of newly
industrialized countries, or NICs. Numerous seminars have been held and
volumes of books and research reports have been prepared on the subject.
Thailand is no exception in its desire to catch up with the Republic of
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Korea, Taiwan, Singapore, and Hong Kong. But until recently, the impor
tant issue of technology and science policy had not been given wide
attention by the general public. The late minister of science, technology,
and energy Damrong Lathapiphatdid much to stir up consciousness of the
significance of science and technology as an integral part of national
development, most notably industrial development. Thanks to his stren
uous efforts, the general public has become more attentive to this issue
Technological issues have been relatively widely carried by the mass
media. The shortage of well-qualified engineers, for instance, has been
voiced by academicians, planners,and the private sector. Of more signifi
cance, the debate on whether Thailand can or should become a NIC has
been high on the agenda of seminar debates.

Thischapter willdiscussfour important issuesthat are closelyrelated.
The first is the debate on the question of Thailand becoming a NIC. The
pros and cons and the alternatives will be discussed. The second is the
need for a science policy laid down by visionary leaders that will deter
mine the type offuture the country isheading toward. The third issue is the
question of technology development and technology transfer.Anattempt
will be made to elaborate on the distinctionsamongtechnology transfei;
technology transplant, and technical transfer. Last will be an overall
picture of the process of national development. Here, the issue of the
linkage between political development, broadly defined, and industrial
development will be discussed.

Thailand's Future: NIC, NAC,or NIASC?

Thailand is becoming a NIC, the saying goes these days. In fact, it is
almost a cliche But whether Thailand can or should become a NIC has
been a controversialissue First, let us start with the question of whether
Thailand canbecomeaNIC. Such aquestionrequiresa timeframeUsually,
when the question is asked, people have in mindthe nearfuture, say, the
next decade or by about the turn of the century. It is argued that if the
statusof a NICisdetermined bya greater proportion of exports occupied
by industrial manufactured products thanagricultural produce,the quan
titative data suggest that Thailand is embarking upon that cherished status.
But critics would be quick to point out that the proportion of exports is
not the only criterion. Tobe a NIC, one economisthasargued,the growth
of the economy of the country must be more than 50 percent accounted
for by the industrial sector, the income per capita must be at least US,
$1,800.00 and, in addition, greater than half of its exports must be
industrial products. Bythese criteria, Thailandhas yet to fulfill two of the
requirements: a greater income per capita (presently Thailand's income
per capita is onlyhalf of what isrequired) and anoveralleconomic growth
with the industrial sector being the greater by proportion.
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Putting aside the definition, and focusing on the one requirement
Thailand now fulfills, exports of industrial products, two disturbing facts
are apparent. First, the main products exported include textiles, garments,
jewelry, canned food, artificial flowers, electrical appliances, and machine
tools. Most exported items are consumer goods that do not require
sophisticated technology. Such products do not lead to many linkage
industries, as the production of cars will give rise to such related industries
as steel, paint, tires, and electronic devices. But more important, many of
the products are made either with imported technology of the turnkey
type or with foreign investment. The local contents are the raw materials
and cheap labor. In sophisticated products, even the raw materials may be
imported.

Products "made in Thailand" are in essence "made on Thai soil" with

imported technology and, in many cases, imported raw materials, using
Thailand as a transit point for assembly while enjoying investment incen
tives, cheap labor and raw material, generalized system of preferences
(GSP) benefits and quota advantages. As such, the high figure for exports
may be misleading, and the state of industrial development may well be a
mirage that distorts economic reality. The impressive growth rate, existing
or projected, although correct in quantitative terms, may have to be
modified qualitatively, not to mention the absence of equitable income
distribution, an important point to be discussed.

There is also the argument about whether Thailand should aspire to
become a NIC or a NAG (newly agroindustrialized country) or, more
ambitiously, a NIASC (newly industrialized agricultural and services coun
try). Many argue that compared to Korea, Taiwan, Singapore, and Hong
Kong, Thailand enjoys more raw materials and greater agricultural pro
duce. Thus, the pattern of Thailand's economic development need not
duplicate that of the four. Thailand should take advantage of its abundant
agricultural produce to feed its agroindustry, processed food products,
and processed raw materials, in addition to its burgeoning industrial
production. The more ambitious aim of becoming a NIASC, once pro
pounded by the secretary-general of the National Economic and Social
Development Board, Dr. Sanohh Unakul, would encompass three sectors,
industry, agriculture, and services, the last of which Thailand has been
widely noted for. The tourism industry, accommodations, and the much-
talked-about service on Thai International Airways certainly lend cre
dence to such an idea. Hospitality is part of the Thai culture, so it is argued,
and it is responsible for the various kinds of services in which Thailand
excels. But such services are on the soft side. What about management,
banking services, ship repair, business transactions, transport, and com
munication? Can Thailand also attempt to master these services?

As the argument on what pattern the Thai economy should follow
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continues to capture the minds and energy of scholars and technocrats, the
trend of industrialization is inevitable, thanks to investment policy and the
concomitant influx of foreign capital. But Thailand must brace itself for
such development trends in several areas. The first is the need for a pool of
scientists and engineers. The demand for an increasing number of engi
neers has led to acute shortage The two thousand engineers produced
locally (as opposed to the far greater number inJapan and the Republic of
Korea) are indicative of serious problems. If this shortage cannot be
rectified, expatriates will have to be used as an alternative. This may not be
healthy for ttic country in the long run. Second, there must be a conscious
effort for technology transfer, defined as fiillknowledge up to the point of
manufacturing regarding the piece of machine imported—not just the use
of it, which corresponds to technology transplant, or the know-how
required to operate the machine, corresponding to technical transfer.
Third, Thailand must take precautions against the exploitation of the laxity
ofrules and regulations, GSP, quotas, and environmental control measures
by foreign investors. The important thing is not to allow a quick profit, a
one-shot investment. Fourth, impressive economic growth may inflate the
egos of planners, but the issue of distribution has to be given serious
attention. After all, economic growth rate is just an average figure. The big
and more relevant question is growth for whom? In the final analysis, no
one will object to Thailand becoming a NIC, but everyone has the
legitimate right to ask what he or she will get out of the new status, be it
NIC, NAC, NIASC, or any other fancy name.

As industrialization is an inevitable trend, NIC, NAC, or NIASC, there is
a need for technological development or importation. The neo-classical
economists who follow the "land, capital, and labor" equation of invesb
ment miss an important missing link sometimes termed the "black box."
The excessive units on the output side when put up against the cost input
cannot be attributed to anything but technology. The end product that
begets twenty units against the input of "land, capital, and labor"—or
three units—results from the cost of brain or technological know-how
Technology is an important element that leads to value-added merchan
dise But technology is not part ofthe marketable product in the context of
Thailand. It simply does not exist. As a result, the little technology that
exists is imported. There is thus a need to come up with a science and
technology development policy. An industrial development policy cannot
be divorced from a technological development policy. The significance of
a science and technology policy can scarcely be overemphasized.

The Need for a Science Policy

Economists trained in technologically oriented societies such as the
United States and Western European countries may unconsciously take
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science and technology for granted when they discuss economic planning
for their countries. The assumption in Thailand is that when firms start to
industrialize, they will purchase machinery from abroad. The focus of
interest of the economists responsible for planning in Thailand is the
economic growth rate and structural change in the economy from an
agriculture-dominated economy to a modern economy in which agricul
ture and industry exist side by side Despite the apparent success of such a
plan, in essence, what appears in Thailand today could be termed a mirage.
For whatever manufactured products are exported, one has to ask with
whose technology, how much local raw material was used, from where was
the major part ofthe capital invested, and with what type ofadministration
were the products produced? Many of the products that bear the mark
"made in Thailand" are products geographically made in Thailand in the
sense that the factory was moved from, say,Japan and installed in Thailand
by Japanese investors with imported raw materials and Japanese manage
ment and technical know-how. The only local content is cheap labor.

Each individual country has to accommodate its science and technol
ogy needs by taking into account the local situation and the future
direction in which it wants to move. Indonesia, for instance, has come up
with a policy that puts great emphasis on communications and transporta
tion as well as ship building and marine science. This policywill fit the local
context. The insularity of Indonesia will require sophisticated communi
cations and transportation for economic as well as political integrative
objectives. Marine science will allow the country to harvest the riches
under the ocean that surrounds the four thousand-some islands. There is

thus a clear objective in Indonesia's science and technology policy that
will serve to reinforce national development policy.

In the case of Thailand, emphasis has been put on the microlevel of
science and technology development. Various centers have been set up
geared toward the development of specific areas. But what has yet to be
taken into account is whether the various policies are related to the
process of industrialization. Of more significance, is there is any science
policy that spells out in detail the direction in which Thailand will be
heading? What areas of specialization would Thailand like to develop? The
answers to these questions are crucial, given the scarcity of resources and
comparative-advantage considerations. If Thailand is to be able to com
pete in the world market, it has to decide in what products it wants to
excel and from there develop the appropriate science and technology
with the allocated resources. A careful study of areas of specialization for
which Thailand should strive is imperative before a decision is made.

Because of the absence of the scientific and technological atmosphere
that prevails in the Western countries, attempts must be made to incorpo
rate science and technology policy in the development plans. The Sixth
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National Economic and Social Development Plan has a science and
technology policy component. But it is still broad and serves only as a
general guideline rather than a plan for specific action to be undertaken
step by step leading to the ultimate goal of a science and technology-
based national development policy.

The need for such a policy goes without saying, and leaders of the
country will have to start addressing themselves to the issue. The twenty-
first century, which will dawn in less than a decade and a half, will propel
many countries in the region to compete with one another. It is widely
believed that the twenty-first century will be the century of Asia and the
Pacific. Trade, economic activities, and science and technology will be
greatly developed in the region, which covers a vast area and the bulk of
the world's population. In the new century, the region of Asia and the
Pacificwill consist of three types ofcountries classified by the level of their
economic development. The first type, which is the elite group, will
consist of countries that cater to high-tech industrial products such as
computers, industrial robots, satellites, and refined agricultural produce
made possible by biotechnology and genetic engineering. This group of
countries will include the United States, Japan, Canada, and Australia. The
second group will be called the newly industrialized countries, which
include presently the Republic of Korea, Singapore, Taiwan, and Hong
Kong. Other countries in the region will join this group in due course as
the century turns. The third group will be developing countries with the
characteristic agricultural produce, textile industry, consumer products,
and handicraft products. Which group Thailand will belong to will depend
on how its present leaders view the future of the country and start to
prepare the path for it. Without a science and technology policy, the
development pattern will drift along with a greater degree of technology
dependency as time progresses.

To develop a sound science and technology policy, first, the leaders
must be aware of the significant role played by science and technology.
Second, the leaders must be visionary, or there will be no perspective and
hence no prospects for the future of the country. Development patterns
would then at best be growth-oriented but piecemeal and random. Third,
political will is required to nurture a coherent policy so that the country's
energy can be turned resolutely toward the aimed direction.

There is, thus, an urgent need to have a science policy that is specific—
a science policy that incorporates sweeping and vague statements is of
little use here A careful analysis of the potential for development specifi
cally related to the direction in which the country is moving has yet to be
performed. The broadly defined agroindustry as the objective ofThailand's
development pattern leaves much to be desired. Without a clearly defined
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direction for Thailand's future development that is closely tied in with a
clear science and technology policy, educational institutes such as univer
sities are by necessity forced to carry on as they have in decades past,
training students in the arts without any clearly defined objectives.

Technology Transfer: Basic Concepts

Technology transfer is one of the topics often discussed at academic
seminars. The core concept is the economic benefit one country, usually a
less developed one, can enjoy from its transactions with a more advanced
nation. Technology transfer is closely linked with trade and investment. It
is argued that trade, especially the purchase of technological know-how,
can result in the transfer of new technology to the recipient country. One
of the aims of foreign capital investment is to introduce new equipment
and production techniques into the recipient country. The end result,
apart from economic growth and employment opportunity, is that the
recipient can obtain new technology to serve as a base for economic
development and growth.

Economic relations between Japan and Thailand can be taken as
example. Complaints have been voiced that Japan has no intention of
transferring its technology to Thailand in earnest. Although this complaint
is valid and attempts should be made by Japan to rectify the problem, it
must be pointed out that for successful technology transfer, the recipient
country must also have an "absorptive capacity."

First, there must be sufficient basic knowledge in the recipient country
on the advancement of technology. In other words, there must be an
awareness of what has been going on in the world of technology and of
new discoveries in science and new industrial products, especially with
regard to the industrial production process. This basic information is a sine
qua non for technology adoption and a prerequisite for the absorptive
capacity for the transfer of new technology.

Second, technology is for production purposes. And when it is to be
applied to the industrialization process, operators in the private sector
must have the right frame of mind. For example, industrialists have to be
receptive to innovation and quick to adjust to new developments. They
also have to have an industrial culture, that is, an orientation toward
entrepreneurship with a modem outlook, putting emphasis on research
and development. This industrial culture is in contrast to merchants' or
commercial culture, in which modern technology is merely taken as a tool
to boost profits. There is no consciousness to build technology with one's
own research and development unit. The tendency is to import, because
the aim is only to apply new technology for quick gains rather than as a
foundation for the overall national development process. The absence of
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this component of the absorptive capacity on the part of the recipient
country will make technology transfer difficult regardless of efforts.

An Illusive Concept

In a sense, technology transfer is an illusive concept. The problem
stems from the vagueness of the term and the loose way it has been used.
When people talk about technology transfer, they usually use it as a
comprehensive term blanketing everything that is taken as knowledge
about technology. But in fact, as was touched upon earlier, it is necessary to
distinguish among technology transplant, technical transfer, and technol
ogy transfer. A clear understanding of the three terms is imperative in
analyzing the problems of economic transactions between advanced and
developing countries, especially in regard to technology transfer. The
relationship between Japan and Thailand is a good example

Technology transplant is a common phenomenon in many developing
countries purchasing turnkey equipment. A factory equipped with mod
ern machinery can be transplanted by shipping the necessary machines to
be installed in the developing country. In other words, a modern produc
tion unit can be built almost instantlywithout going through the process of
research and development or the accumulation of knowledge through
"trial and error." The recipient of this modem technology can mn the store
by pushing the buttons. When the machines become outdated, they will be
replaced by a new model.

Superficially, technology through purchase is a form of technology
transfer, but in fact it is more appropriately referred to as technology
transplant. Although the purchase of modern technology can help produce
high-quality merchandise, it is different from technology transfer in which
the recipient nation can become self-reliant and can itself come up with
new inventions.

Closely related to technology transplant is technical transfer. It is one
thing to mn a machine, but it is quite another to know how to build a
machine. Numerous Thais have been selected and sent to Japan for
training, especially under short-course programs lasting six to twelve
months. Although the courses are useful, they have to be understood as
providing "technical transfer," not "technology transfer." The trainees are
learning to work a machine or going a step further and learning how the
machine works in order to be able to do repair work. There is a world of
difference between knowing how to work a machine or how a machine
works and knowing how to make or build a machine. The operational
aspect of a machine is ultimately a transfer of technical know-how, a point
not to be confused with technology transfer.

Technology transfer, in the context ofour discussion, requires that the
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technology is transferred "wholesale" in the sense of providing complete
knowledge of the modem technology. The recipient nation can then use
that knowledge as a foundation for further research to improve the existing
technology and to come up with creative, innovative technology through
research and development. In the final analysis, technology transfer con
notes the idea of self-reliance in technology to a considerable degree But
the recipient nation must have absorptive capacity and must be ready to
continue on where the technology that has been transferred by another
country leaves off.

A Legitimate Question

Again usingJapan, a country that has had close economic relations with
Thailand, as an illustration, a legitimate question is what are the propor
tions of technology transplant, technical transfer, and technology transfer
that Japan has contributed to Thailand? There is also a need to specify the
areas where Thailand has benefited from its relations with Japan, through
technology transplant, technical transfer, and technology transfer, to get an
accurate picture. There is a tendency among Japanese aid and embassy
officials to gloss over the distinctions and make general remarks about the
aid programme with Thailand, lumping the numbers together.

For example, it is a common practice to cite the number of factories,
machines, computers, scholarships, and short-course trainings given to
Thailand as technology transfer. Clear lines must be drawn here and a clear
categorization among technology transplant, technical transfer, and tech
nology transfer must be made as a first step toward improving the two
countries' technological relations. Needless to say, the host country,
Thailand, must first ofall have a clear understanding if it is to start on a new
direction. Moreover, the host country needs also to be self-critical to reap
the fiill benefit of its transactions with advanced countries such as Japan,
the United States, Germany, and many others.

As attempts to distinguish among technology transplant, technical
transfer, and technology transfer have not been a common practice, there
have not been eiSbrts to categorize aid given to Thailand as more of the
transplant type, the technical type, or the transfer type Impressionistic
evidence would indicate that most aid or benefits that Thailand enjoys
from its transactions with Japan falls into the technology transplant and
technical transfer categories rather than the category of technology
transfer. The absence of the absorptive capacity and the absence of
awareness of the significant differences on the part of policy makers are
partly responsible for the present state of affairs in Thai-Japanese eco
nomic and technology relations.

The dominance of technology transplant and technical transfer has
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caused Thailand to become more dependent onJapan for new technology.
It has resulted in technological slavery, a situation detrimental to techno
logical self-reliance. Technological dependence means economic depend
ence Economic dependence, in turn, means technological dependence
This vicious circle can only be broken by the correct perception of the
problem and a correct approach to bringing about a solution of the
problem.

Meansfor Technology Transfer

Technology plays a vital role in bringing about value-added merchan
dise Indeed, the trade deficit Thailand suffers with Japan can be seen
clearly in the lower value of the types of commodities Thailand exports to
Japan. The attempt to exchange a sophisticated computer for a shipload of
bananas, the latter being poor in value-added, is indicative of the situation
that arises in trade between countries at different levels of economic

development. Japan is a highly industrialized country, whereas Thailand is
still striving to become a newly industrialized nation.

The above phenomenon can be attributed to the absence oftechnology
in Thailand. The absence of technology is responsible for the absence of
manufactured products that will earn for the country substantial foreign
reserves to trade for necessary products from Japan based on comparative
advantage It is now accepted that the traditional formula of land, labor, and
capital as the three components on the input side of production is no
longer sufBicient. The value of the three components added up will be far
lower than the value of the finished product. A computer, for instance,
could be about one hundred times higher in value than the raw materials
used plus the cost of labor and land investment for the production of the
set. The component that raises the value has been termed the "black box."
It is technological know-how or the cost of brain power that brings up the
value of the product. Viewed in this context, technological know-how is
essential in a modern economy, especially in the industrial sector. But it is a
well-known fact that technology cannot be picked up in a vacuum. Long
years of costly and painstaking research are required for the production
of quality products, through the research and development programs
adopted as part of the process of bringing about innovation. There is thus a
price for technology, and its acquisition requires paying the owner whose
patent has been registered and whose rights have been accordingly
protected. Intellectual property rights protection is important to encour
age scientific research because such research has economic value apart
from earnings from the discovery. The United States has been vocal in
campaigning for the protection of intellectual property rights because of
cases in which such rights have been overlooked and pirating has resulted.
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It is easy to be sympathetic to the United States,whose complaints are
well taken,but it is alsoeasyto see the simplelogicentertained bysomeof
the developingcountries. It is convenient to stealfrom the guynext door
who has alreadymastered the technology in need, althoughit isdifficult to
justify outright theft or pirating. The temptation to steal other people's
technologymaystemfromthe lackoffunds for researchor simplythe lack
of capacity to conduct a sophisticated research project that entails costly
operations and high-level training. In order to keep pace with the world or
simply to come up with marketable products, some unscrupulous com
panies in the developing countries resort to stealing by copying or
imitating the patented technology of another country. It is a form of
technology transfer, however illegal and immoral.

If the need for developing countries to have technological know-howis
acute, in lieu of unjustifiable pirating, an alternative is for the governments
of those countries to come up with a policy to promote technology
transfer by granting privileges to companies that invest a certain sum of
money for research and development. Another method is for the govern
ment to earmark a certain amount of money in the annual national budget
for technology purchases. Apolicy of negotiating for the purchase of tech
nological know-how at friendship prices and then selling it to private firms
at cost could be an attractive form of technology transfer in which
technology is transplanted first and then produced. TheJapanese govern
ment practiced this kind of subsidy during the early years of the Meiji
Restoration. The government started a pilot factory and after successful
experiments would sell it to a private firm. The government also started
state-owned enterprises and transferred ownership to private firms after a
period of experimentation. Tobe sure, there were some scandals involving
the sales, but on the whole, the process of industrialization through such
methods was successful.

Another means through which the government could foster tech
nological transfer is through negotiations for aid.Aidcould be sought from
an advanced country in the form of grants to cover intellectual property
rights fees. The technological know-how would then be transferred to
qualified candidates among companies at home The government could
also promote joint ventures with companies in an advanced country with
the fees for technology paid by the government of the advanced country
through aid. The advanced country is given an opportunity to have its
nationals invest in the developing country.

Whatever methods a developing country chooses to employ must be
clean, honest, and legal operations that protect the advanced country's
technological initiative and creativity. But, in the final analysis, such
methods will also protect the developing countries when, in due course,
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these countries reach the stage at which they too have to guard their
intellectual innovations. Most important, the scheme selected will have to
enable the recipient country to make a breakthrough in developing its
own technology.

Technological Know-how and
Industrial Development for Thailand

Technological know-how can come in various fields and be used for
various purposes including economic development, management of pro
duction security, and services such as public health and medical services.
In our discussion, we will focus on technology for industrial development.
This choice is in line with the national economic and social development
plans that aim at turning Thailand into an industrialized country by the
turn of the twenty-first century.

Technology for industrial development programs as specified by the
Ministry of Science, Technology, and Energy comes in various forms. The
most relevant form today is support for research, development, and
engineering (RD&E). This support will pave the way for industrial pro
duction by the research-development-engineering process that will be
tested in pilot projects before it is launched for commercial purposes on a
full scale

Generally, technology development in Thailand can be divided into
three fields for which three centers have been established, the Materialogy
Centre, the Electronic and Computer Centre, and the Bio-tech Centre. The
three centers are attached to the Ministry of Science, Technology, and
Energy, but experts from various sectors are pulled in to make contri
butions.

The three centers can serve as indicators ofthe direction oftechnologi
cal development of the country. The fijrst two centers are for industrial
development, and the third is geared toward agricultural or agroindustry
development. It is hoped that the three centers can serve as springboards
ushering Thailand into the twenty-first century as an industrial country
along the lines of other newly industrialized countries.

The acquisition of needed technology for the country's purpose will
come in many forms. First, technology will be derived by purchase. Thai
land has already paid substantial sums for the transfer of technology by
paying patent and copyright fees. Technology has also come in the form of
turnkey machines from industrially developed countries. (See Tables 1
and 2.)

Second, technology will be obtained through assistance and aid pro
grams. An agreement for scientific and technological cooperation be
tween Thailand and the Republic of Korea has been signed. The Scientific
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Table 1

Technology Fees Paid by Thailand, 1982-1986
(million baht)

Country 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986

United States 454.89 418.85 463.76 434.59 465.98
Canada 0.06 4.11 1.92 5.82 0.46

Europe
Austria — — — — —

Belgium 2.10 3.26 51.26 4.67 8.09
Cyprus 1.71 — — — —

Denmark 21.60 34.34 14.72 23.54 21.29
Great Britain 138.27 162.64 146.11 217.91 135.27
France 2.28 3.67 5.72 16.23 17.89
Germany 43.60 29.18 102.38 121.28 121.17

Italy 36.69 14.53 14.04 10.16 7.30

Lichtenstein — 0.23 — 0.38 —

Holland 20.94 100.51 131.12 86.49 121.69
Norway 4.71 4.14 3.08 5.25 10.78

Poland 0.33 1.41 2.60 — —

Scotland 4.94 1.71 — 4.94 —

Sweden 53.08 13.55 10.47 6.12 7.19
Switzerland 56.89 86.24 141.49 152.20 186.65

Asia

Hong Kong 78.74 82.75 98.98 102.49 114.84
India 1.64 5.59 4.29 6.20 4.78
Israel — — 0.44 0.89 1.07
Japan 544.81 571.12 751.90 789.50 803.31
Malaysia 4.18 5.81 3.54 2.68 5.96
Philippines 2.07 2.91 3.05 1.17 —

Singapore 13.02 11.57 25.65 31.86 22.15

Taiwan — 1.84 5.43 5.66 9.03
Itorea — 3.33 1.87 3.88 2.74
Australia 4.75 5.93 8.28 9.45 21.37
New Zealand 0.73 1.20 1.74 1.47 0.26

Total 1,492.03 1,570.42 1,993.84 2,044.83 2,089.27

Source: Bank of Thailand, Report on Technology Transfer, no. 2 (Bangkok: Technology
Transfer Center, Office of the Permanent Secretary, Ministry of Science, Technology,
and Energy, 1987), p. 70.
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and Technological Cooperation Agreement between Thailand and the
United States was signed in Washington, D.C., on April 13, 1984. A loan
contract and aid program was signed on August 15, 1985, with USAID.
According to the agreement, Thailandwill receive a grant in aid ofUS. $8.5
million and a soft loan of $26.5 million. The Thai side will pay counterpart
funding of $14 million ($9 5 million jfrom the national budget and $4.5
million from the private sector). The money is for RD&E under the
supervision of the Science and Technology Development Board (STDE).
Negotiations with similar objectives are being undertaken with other
countries at the moment.

Third, human resources development will provide another form of
technology transfer. Scholarships and research fellowships provided by
foreign governments and foundations enhance human resources develop
ment by training engineers, computer experts, and management special
ists, for example

Foreign investment is a fourth form of technology transfer. The impor
tation of machines by foreign investors helps increase production and
improve quality. But there has yet to be a study ofwhether it is technology
transfer that has actually occurred or only technology transplant, as
defined previously.

Fifth, research projects by Thai scientists and engineers is another form
of technology development. Projects being conducted at King Mongkut
Institute of Technology, Chulalongkom University, and Thailand Institute
of Scientific and Technological Research are examples of research and
development undertaken by native scientists. Efforts will be made in the
future to encourage research and development by private firms as a policy
of the Ministry of Science, Technology and Energy.

The University as an Agent for
Technology Transfer in Thailand

Universities and other higher educational institutions are agents
through which knowledge in the fields ofphysical science, social science,
and the humanities is developed and disseminated. With regard to science
and technology transfer, universities can be functional in two broad areas.
First, universities are places where training takes place in both basic
science and applied science. In short, universities are responsible for
human resource development. Second, research projects conducted by
universities can be applied in industrial development and other areas to
increase the quality of life of the people. Research projects by faculty
members can be of service to the community. A considerable number of
research projects are commissioned by firms or foreign organizations.

If universities are to serve as agents for technology transfer, guidelines
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must be laid down in government policy. Asin other areas of development,
science and technology cannot and should not proceed at random. Given
the scarcity of human and natural resources characteristic of a developing
country such as Thailand, the availableresources should be used optimally.

Two familiar functions of university science training should be re
flected in policy. The first is to train students in basic science in general.
This training serves as the foundation for further discoveries that will add
to the richness and theoretical rigor of a field. But of more relevance for
society is training in applied science. Using the basic knowledge, how can
theories be developed to serve society? In an age in which national
development planning is part of government policy for many countries,
science and technology development has also to be guided by plans or
policies. Universities, which are directly responsible for training and
research, have to be guided by a science policy that also determines how
resources should be channeled. The significance of such a science policy
cannot be overemphasized.

The State ofBeing An Agent for
Technology Transfer of Universities
in Thailand

As the situation stands now in higher educational institutions in
Thailand, departments or faculties that offer courses or subjects directly
related to training in science and technology constitute about 27.5
percent of the total (see Table 3). This percentage indicates that the
majority of subjects taught in Thai universities are in the social sciences
and humanities.

An important question to look at is how many of the graduates from
departments or faculties that offer training in science and technology are
engaged in jobs that are directly related to their training. To be sure,
medical doctors, engineers, chemists, and pharmacists are more likely th^
those trained in physics to use their knowledge in their jobs. It is common
knowledge that many people who are scientists by training wind up
working as teachers or administrators in a bureaucracy. Many people who
are trained at the University of Agriculture end up working at a desk rather
than out in the field.

A second question is whether there are specific directions in which
particular universities in Thailand are moving. That is, are there any
particular specializations that certain universities intend to address in
their training programs or research projects? If there were guidelines on
the direction in which the national development program and science and
technology policy planned to develop, universities could likewise channel
their resources. But as long as such direction is absent, educational
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Table 3

Science Courses Taught in Thai Universities

University

Number of Depart
ments Offering

Science Subjects

Number of Depart
ments Not Offering

Science Subjects Total

1. Chulalongkorn 8 (12.5%) 56 (87.5%) 64

2. Kasetsart 8 (13.1%) 53 (86.9%) 61

3. Khon Kaen 15 (68.2%) 7 (31.8%) 22

4. Chiang Mai 13 (24%) 41 (76%) 54

5. Thammasat 5 (16.7%) 25 (83.3%) 30

6. Mahidol 14 (82.4%) 3 (17.6%) 17

7. Sinakharinwirot 18 (51%) 40 (69% ) 58

8. Silpakorn 3 (8.3%) 33 (91.7%) 36

9. Prince of Songkhla 15 (26.3%) 42 (73.7%) 57

10. King Mongkut's In
stitute of Technology,
Latkabang Campus 14 (66.7%) 7 (33.3%) 21

11. King Mongkut's In
stitute of Technology,
Thonburi Campus 2 (100%) 0 2

12. University of Medi
cine (Pra Monkut)

13. Institute of Technol 1 (100%) 0 1

ogy and Vocational
Education (Bangkok) 1 (50%) 1 (50%) 2

Total 117 (27.5%) 308 (72.5% ) 425

institutions will continue to follow the conventional pattern of offering
courses in basic science and providing a liberal arts type ofeducation that
offers a broad perspective but does not provide for the application of such
training to achieve specific objectives or peculiar characteristics of a
locale.

Third, have there been any attempts to bring forth linkages between
training courses and research undertakings with industrial development?
As a rule in Thailand, such linkages are rare. Knowledge for knowledge's
sake is the rule ofthumb. The implications ofsuch a course ofaction can be
observed in a comparison between Great Britain and Japan. Judged from
the greater number of the Nobel Prize winners. Great Britain far exceeds
Japan in the pool of human brains, especially first-rate scientists. But it is
commonly known that in terms of industrial development and business
volume, especially trade, Japan races far ahead of Great Britain. Indeed,
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India, which has the third largest number of scientists, after the United
States and the Soviet Union, is now light-years behind Japan in industrial
development. Thai universities and their training programs and research
projects suffer from the same flaw of a failure to link science training with
industrial development.

Fourth, do universities in Thailand undertake the development oftheir
institutions to reflect their philosophies? All universities have eloquent
statements about their institutions' philosophy that run the gamut of
training experts for society and its development to pursuing academic
excellence. However, Thammasat University at its new campus at Rangsit,
Pathumthani Province, has come up with something that can be said to
reflect its unique philosophy of serving society. The new Faculty ofScience
and Technology puts great emphasis on training students for the main
objective ofhelping the rural development program that is the emphasis of
the university's social function. Indeed, Thammasat University had as its
objective in instituting the new faculty its application to the rural develop
ment program rather than offering a course in science in general that
would duplicate programs of other institutions.

It may be tentatively concluded that universities in Thailand, despite
their role in training and conducting research, do not perform the practical
role of an agent of technology transfer. This shortcoming stems from the
lack of a clearly defined science and technology development policy laid
down by the government. There is as yet no clear linkage between national
(economic) development policy and science policy. It was not until the
fifth national development plan and not until the minister of science,
technology, and energy committed suicide that the science and technol
ogy development plan was incorporated in the national economic and
social development plan. Universities are thus proceeding with a mini
mum of linkage with national development policy.

Conclusion

To get a clear picture of the national development process, it is useful
to briefly discuss modem Thai history. Historians often point out that the
critical year in which Siam embarked upon a new course in its relations
with the world community was 1855, when a treaty of friendship and
commerce was concluded between Siam under King Rama IV (or King
Mongkut) and Great Britain. The treaty had the effect of throwing Siam's
doorwide openfor trade and myriad Westem influences. The treaty served
as a spearhead for Siam's closer relations with other foreign powers at the
time Similar treaties with other countries such as France, the Netherlands,
the United States, and Germany were later concluded.

The economic impact of the treaties could be seen in many aspects of
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Siameselife First, the 3 percent tariffad valorem led to the influxof cheap
foreignproducts, most notably textiles.Thisinfluxhad the effectofkilling
cottage industries, for it was cheaper to buy from abroad than to manufac
ture for domestic consumption. It also had a second effect of turning the
Siamese economy from a subsistence economy to a money and market
economy. Soon this effect was reinforced by the coming of a railway
system that penetrated the outlying areas followingKingChulalongkorn's
reforms. When the Thai market was opened to free trade, the export of
rice, which was in great demand, led to the expansion of rice growing for
export. Siam developed a specialization in rice growing. More important,
the Siamese economy became more tied in with the world market, and
production that hitherto was done mainly for domestic consumption
became what one scholar termed "dependent commodity production."
But dependency on the world market is inevitable in an export economy,
as contemporary Japan is a good case in point.

After Siam was opened in 1855 for trade and cultural influences,
subsequent reforms launched by King Chulalongkorn that reached a peak
in 1892 turned the traditional Siamese kingdom with its strong Hindu-
Buddhist influences into a modern nation-state. The country's economy
was opened up for an increasing volume of trade and dynamic business
transactions. The country became a major rice and foodstuff exporter,
while at the same time the influx of foreign goods, which hitherto were
mainly from China, became greater in volume and variety. With the
coming of trade in rice, land became more valuable.The Tangsit irrigation
project launched by a private company during KingChulalongkorn'sreign
only added to the high value of paddy fields. In short, the 1855 treaty that
flungopen the door ofSiamhad the effect of turning Siam from an agrarian
subsistence economy into a money and market economy tied in with the
world market. But the country remained generally an exporter of agri
cultural produce and resource industries. The chief exports of Siam until
the early 1960s were the traditional products of rice, teak, tin, and rubber.

Then came the second phase of economic change. When Field Marshal
Sarit Thanarat seized political power in 1958 and became premier, the
country's economy was still agrarian-oriented. Major consumer goods
were imported. The basic export items were the same as before with
additional cash crops. Then, in the early 1960s, the Sarit government
launched the first economic plan to coincide with the policy of the World
Bank and the UN. Development Decade. Sarit was also instrumental in
setting up new government agencies geared toward a new economic
development program. Such ^encies as the National Economic Develop
ment Board (presently the National Economic and Social Development
Board), the Ministry of National Development, the National Statistics
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Bureau, and the National Institute of Development Administration (NIDA)
were set up by Sarit. Of the greatest significance was the development of
import-substituting industries. Foreign investment was encouraged by all
means at the government's disposal. Sarit followed a liberal economic
policy at the height of American involvement in the region. He made use of
all the capable technocrats. The policy of national development launched
by Sarit was followed by his successors Field Marshal Thanom Kittikachom
and Field Marshal Praphat Charusathien until the October 14, 1973,
student-led uprising brought an end to the era.

The significant impact of the fifteen-year development program was to
transform the country into a semiindustrialized nation with more cash
crops replacing traditional export items. The influx of foreign investment
in the form of joint ventures brought in new scientific technology and
management science The joint ventures led to the gradual transformation
offamily businesses into multinational corporations. The Vietnam War and
the stationing of American bases and troops in Thailand added energy to
the dynamic economy. Indeed, at the heyday of the second phase of
economic development, such business dynamism and economic growth
were registered that it was dubbed by some a "golden age."

Ironically, the economic change brought about by Sarit and his suc
cessors had unwittingly led to an imbalance between economic develop
ment and political development. The imbalance led to political tension,
and soon pent-up frustration was unleashed when the shell of political
control under the dictatorial system was broken by demonstrations and
conflict within the elite. But in economic terms, once the change has takai
place, there is no turning back. The country was caught in the wheels of a
new economic structure marked by a higher degree of industrialization,
foreign investment, and modern economic life characterized by a hi^
level of consumption.

In brief, since the first economic plan was launched in the early 1960s,
the country has been transformed into a semiindustrial national with
increased exports of cash crops, manufactured products, and processed
raw materials. However, it is still an economy in which agricultural
produce is the main source of export earnings.

The third important phase in Thailand's economic development was a
time of export promotion in industrial policy. This third phase started
roughly when General Prem Tinasulanonda came to power in 1980. A
greater volume of foreign investment could be detected. Under the Prem
government for eight and a half years, the country exported more manu
factured products. The main export items were garments, textiles, jewelry,
canned food, artificial flowers, and machine tools. There were discussions
about Thailand becoming the next NIC. Yen appreciation, the liberal
financial policy ofthe Taiwanese government, the expansion into ASEAN of
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the Republic of KDrea, and the uncertain future of the island of Hong Kong
have all added to the tendency of these countries to invest abroad. Because
of its political stability and other economic advantages, Thailand has
become one of the most favorable countries for investment. There has

been an astronomical increase in foreign investment in various industries,
most notably those for export. It is certain that in due course Thailand will
enter the group of NICs.

This observation was also made by Dr. Saburo Okita, former minister of
foreign affairs of Japan. He said that the 1960s saw Japan's surge in
economic growth. The 1970s saw the birth of the four Asian NICs, and the
1980s were the beginning of economic growth for other Asian countries
such as Thailand and Malaysia. By the turn of the century, Thailand can be
expected to be well on its way to becoming a new NIC.

The two trends, the development of the democratic political process
and industrial development, have been looming large, especially in Thai
land. National development process can no longer be compartmentalized
by freezing the political process while concentrating on economic devel
opment. Indeed, the development of a democratic form of government and
economic development have been seen as closely intertwined. In the case
of Thailand, one can argue that democratic development under the
existing "halfway democracy" has to continue to serve as a foundation for
economic development. But such a development program will have to be
supported by the development of local self-government and intermediate
institutions, parties, and interest groups, to serve as a link between the top
and the bottom. Meanwhile, the mobilization of human and naturd
resources will have to be a joint effort by the political system and science
and technology.

In order for the Thai political system to remain viable in the future and
support the development of science and technology, there are three
essential areas in which preparations must take place First, the national
government and the political system will have to accommodate the
participation ofnew social forces. At the same time, there must be room for
the old elements, the traditional bureaucrats, to have apart in the system.
Whatever the form of government, participation is an integral part. Gone
are the days of strong rule by a single domineering figure such as Sarit.Thai
society has become too complex for so simple a political system. The
existing "halfway democracy" is, in a sense, a fine combination of the
traditional Thai system and that of the West. The hybrid seems to be
functioning, although people are a bit impatient with the slow process that
is characteristic of an open political system. If the weaknesses of the
present system can be rectified—MPs can be taught to have more disci
pline, unity within political parties can be achieved, and so on—it should
continue to perform the minimum function required of a semidemocracy.
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Second, at the local level, there must be a genuine effort to develop
local self-government to serve as the foundation on which the democratic
process at the national level can develop. Indeed, the political system in
Thailand can be conceptualized as three levels: the superstructure, the
intermediate structure, and the infrastructure. The three structures are
complementary. The superstructure consists of the Constitution, parlia
ment, and the government.The infrastructure servesasthe foundation. It is
the people who are self-governed in the local governmentunits. The inter
mediate structure serves to link the infrastructure and the superstructure.
It consists of political parties and interest groups.

Third, a viable political system will have to be nurtured by a sound
economy.In order to develop the political systemfor the future, Thailand
must move ahead with its economic development program. As the twenty-
first century is drawing near and Thailand is slowly joining the newly
industrialized countries, there is a great need for the country to mobilize
its human and natural resources for more efficient production in the
agricultural, industrial, and services sectors. The need to link human and
natural resources is imperative. Two significant factors that will be instru
mental in linking the human and natural resources are the political system
and technological know-how. The political systemwill haveto be such that
it will allow people of talent to come to the forefront and take part in the
national development effort. In a socialist system, this goal is achieved
through political mobilization. In our case, the "halfwaydemocracy" may
be the answer, but the political system alone will not be sufficient. Maoist
China is an example in which mobilization of the masses was efficientiy
done through the party mechanism, but the shunning of the equally
important science and technology reduced Chinato a nation far behind its
counterparts. The ten years wasted had a tremendous cost for China.
Mobilization of the human element would have required that they be both
politicized and technologized.

The concept of the interaction between political and technological
development is still a novelty in Thai society. It will take time and effort to
get the message across. Few leaders have both insight and foresight; the
political game is such that politicians cater to the short-term perspective.
Rectification of this situation will have to occur. There will have to be a

guarantee of a continued tenure, long enough to complete the nation^
development program, but not so long as to turn it into a permanent
dictatorship. The golden mean is difficult to achieve, but finding it is the
challenge that reformers in Thailand will have to meet.



Discussion Excerpts

AMERICAN DISCUSSANT: Likhit is too hard on Thailand and too pessimistic. He
uses terms such as mirage. He bases his conclusions on the supposition that
most industries in Thailand today operate with relatively low technology
and that workers are in general taught how to operate machines rather than
how they work. He suggests that often the only local content in aproduct is
cheap labor. It is true that many of the new industrial operations have
arisen because Japan is seeking a lower-cost production base offshore
owing to the rising value of the yen over the past three years. And yes, the
presence in Thailand of the Japanese generally has nothing to do with a
desire to help Thailand technologically. However, with or without such a
desire by Japan, there will be an inevitable spillover, and it is going on now.
The result will be very positive for Thailand. Thai workers will become
more interested in the new technologies and the machines, and they will
come to see working with machines as part ofthe natural order of making a
living.

Likhit rightly points out that the number of college graduates in
Thailand is still alarmingly low. However, the presence of industrial
facilities in Thailand, what Likhit calls technology "transplant," will play a
valuable role in creating an industrial mentality that wiU spill off into an
independent R&D (research and development) program and evolve into
true technological transfer. Likhit faults the government for not having a
coherent science policy, but I think he underplays the role that private
entrepreneurs will play and historically have played. As Race pointed out,
private entrepreneurship has always been a strong point in Thai economic
development. The Koreans have complained about the same thing over
time—that the Japanese will not give up anything of any value. Yet, at the
same time, the Koreans have built a very broadly based industrial sector in
large part growing out oflicensing arrangements with the Japanese To this
day, every Korean car, video cassette recorder, and video camera is built
around a keyJapanese component. One day, the Koreans want to make that
component themselves, but in the meantime they are learning much about

253
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how to make such components. Moreover, I would caution Thailand
against jumping too far into an R& D policy. There is not one major Asian
industrial power that has taken that approach. The Japanese were world-
famous until only several years ago for not doing anything by way of R& D
but licensing technology from abroad.

On finance, as banks like the Bangkok Bank reach premier regional
status, U.S. banks are declining compared to other world-class financial
institutions. The rise of the yen has kicked nearly all ofthe U.S. banks out of
the top ten listing. Given this situation, I would predict that the U.S. Trade
Representative will be dealing assertively with trade in financial services in
the near future.

THAI PARTICIPANT: Likhit Certainly would not disagree that the rapid transfer
of technology to Thailand over the past few years has had a tremendous
beneficial impact on the level of development of science and technology in
Thailand. And he probably would not refute my observation that Thai
technology is now sought after by third countries like China and India.
After the visit of Prime Minister Chatichai to India, there has been talk
about the possibility of a Thai automotive industry establishing its pres
ence in India. Likhit may not be surprised to leam that although the Thai
automotive industry bears some non-Thai names like Isuzu or Mazda, there
are many components actually being made in Thailand right now, includ
ing engines. We are now developing engines, albeit with Japanese tech
nology and components, but nevertheless it is not purely a matter of
technological transplant. On the role of Sino-Thai businesses, it is true,
contrary to Likhit's pessimism, that many younger-generation entrepre
neurs are learning new methods in science and technology. Many of these
students are studying in Thailand at technological institutes.

AMERICAN PARTICIPANT: likhit is correct in saying that most ofthe innovation
in technology is coming from the outside But we all started that way. The
United States began that way, and so did Japan, Korea, and Taiwan. It is
difficult to pinpoint a time when these countries became original thinkers.
It happens with an open economy through foreign investment and tech
nology transfer. The key is keeping the society and the economy open to
the kinds of things that Likhit has condemned as "transplants." This
openness is critical.

THAI PARTICIPANT: Scicncc and technology is extremely important to Thai
land today. I have, however, several problems with Likhit's analysis. First, he
argues that Thailand does not possess the wherewithal to become a NIC.
Every person would acknowledge that Thailand does not, at present.
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possess sufficient capability to become a NIC. The belief that Thailand is
the newest NIC was a creation of the press more than anything else, so I
think that to take upon oneself the burden of disproving it is missing the
point. Second, on Lildiit'sdefinitions of transplant and transfer, transplant is
a prelude to transfer, something that motivates innovation. Third, Likhit
bemoans the lack ofa science policy, but there are few coherent policies in
Thailand on anything, not just science and technology. It has never been
necessary for Thailand to have such policies in order to haveprogress. And
last, Likhit isproposing thatwe have an indigenous science and technology
program instead of a foreign-developed program. The irony is that Likhitis
overcome by a Western paradigm. He is referring mainly to industry, the
production of capital goods. What about technology in agroindustries and
agriculture in general? Thailand is now almost ready to export technology
in agriculture, for example, in freshwater shrimp farming.
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The Thai Domestic Scene





14. The Role of Major Political Forces
in the Thai Political Process

SUCHIT BUNBONGKARN

The 1988 election marked a new step in Thai political development,
because political parties gained more control over the government
decision-making process. The participatory politics that reemerged in
1979 have increasingly been accepted by the politicized public in both
urban and rural areas. The smooth transfer ofpower from a non-member
of Parliament, Prime Minister General Prem Tinsulanond, to an elected
politician. General Chatichai Choonhavan, after the elections demon
strated the growing strength of participatory political institutions and the
decline of the bureaucracy's political eminence In addition, the political
involvement ofeconomic elites has manifested itselfclearly in this period.
A number of its members gained access to government decision-making
bodies through the elections and became cabinet members, party leaders,
and leading figures in the House of Representatives. It has become
common practice for the economic elite to use political parties as a ladder
to top political posts. Although their involvement in party politics has
contributed to the development of the Thai party system because the
financial strength ofpolitical parties came mostlyfrom their contributions,
it is too early to conclude that participatory politics is now institu
tionalized. The ability ofrepresentative government to maintain long-term
political stability is still in doubt. The military continues to be an influential
rival force to the participatory institutions.

Several questions have arisen regarding the current stage of Thai
political development. Is the system of participatory politics in Thailand
effective in responding to the demands of various socioeconomic groups?
Will it be able to develop into a more stable and institutionalized demo
cratic system? Will it be dominated by the economic elite and respond
primarily to the bourgeois class? With an intention to answer the above
questions, this chapter will examine the relationships among the political
parties, businesses, and the military in the political process during the first
six months of Chatichai's coalition government.
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Party Politics after the 1988 Elections

The 1988 elections, like the previous elections in 1986, did not
demonstrate an increase in the strength of the party system. The Demo
cratic party, which was the largest party before the elections, suffered a
heavy loss of 43 seats, obtaining only 57 seats. The SocialAction party
gained slightly, going from 51 to 53 seats. The party that gained the most
was the Chat Thai party, whose seats increased from 63 in the 1986
elections to 87 in 1988. Among smaller parties, the Ruam Thai and the
Puang Chon Chao Thai parties gained most. The former's seats increased
from 19 to 35 and the latter's from 1 to 17, a gain of 16 seats for each. The
elections also revealed a proliferation of political parties, as there were 17
parties elected to the House of Representatives. Two were newly formed
parties, the Prachachon and Palangdham parties, which gained access to
the House by winning 19 and 14 seats, respectively.^

Splits within the Democrats since the 1986 elections explained their
poor performance. The Chalermphan-Veera faction quit the party and
campaigned in the 1988 elections under the banner of the Prachachon
party. The defection weakened the party not only because it lost a number
of its leading figures, but also because its popularity was decreased. During
the period from 1986 to 1988 when the split within the party took place;
the politicized public and the massmedia became annoyed and lost faith in
the party. The Democrats' gains in the 1986 elections were attributed to its
ability to attract a large number ofpotential candidates and MPsfrom other
parties. This attraction did not stem from the strength of the party but
rather from the belief that the party was close to General Prem, who was
expected to be prime minister again after the election.

In the case of the SocialAction party, the small increase in its parliamen
tary seats indicated a lack of party development. The party suffered
internal splits and defections, although to a lesser degree than the Demo
crats. Absence of strong and capable political leadership was another
factor that hindered the institutionalization of the party. Air Chief Marshal
Siddhi Savetsila, the party's leader, may be a good and dedicated politician,
but he was not astute enough to be able to manipulate the political scene
to the benefit of his party.

The achievement of the Chat Thai party in this election did not
manifest the strength of the party in terms of cohesiveness and expansion
of support. The impressive increase in the number of the parliamentary
seats obtained occurred because the partywas speculated to be the core of

^For the results of the 1988 elections, see National Assembly Secretariat, The National
Assembly Newsletter 1988, no. 318, p. 7 (in Thai).
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the coalition government in the case of General Prem's turning down the
premiership ojBfer. The close contacts between General Chaovalit and
General Chatichai confirmed this belief. An effort of leading figures in the
party like Banharn Silapa-achato mobilize financial resources was another
factor that made the party more attractive and capable of launching an
effective campaign.

Parties' policies and performances were not a determinant of voting
behavior, particularly in the provinces. The people voted on the basis of
individual candidates rather than party policy or party loyalty. The Thai
voters in general, except in the Bangkok area, had no party attachment; an
understanding of the necessity ofpoliticalpartieswas confined to a limited
number of educated Thais. Thus, in their election campaigns, a number of
prominent politicians concentrated on their individual policies, achieve
ments, and patrons and rarely emphasized the party's performance. They
had to set up their own election campaigns and campaign organizations,
financing and recruiting their own campaign stajBf.^ Because their election
success depended on their own efforts rather than the party, these
politicians felt no indebtedness to the party, and defections occurred when
they felt that the party could not satisfy their demands.

The rise in campaign spending allowed wealthy persons a greater
advantage in the election and a larger say in the party. No one knows
exactly how much prominent politicians spent on the election campaign,
but it was certain that the expense much exceeded the limit set by the law.
The lack of political consciousness and party identification forced the
candidates to campaign earnestly to mobilize voters. Thus, wealthy candi
dates with solid financial backing and a large patronage network stood a
good chance of winning the election. Moreover, they were able to negoti
ate with strength for high positions in the party and cabinet posts.

Within each major party, patron-client relationships manifested them
selves clearly. Wealthy and influential parliamentarians had a number of
followers or clients whose relations with them were built on mutual

interests. The patrons gave various kinds of assistance to the clients,
including campaign fiinds. The clients usually had to reciprocate by giving
the patron services and support, particularly in competing with other
factions for top-ranking political posts.

In the light of this situation, politics are becoming more attractive for
businessmen. The background ofthe MPselected in 1988 seems to confirm
this trend. Almost one-third of the total number of the MPs elected

2For details on campaign strategy and tactics, see Suchit Bunbongkarn, The Election
Campaign: Case Study of the 1988 Elections in Bangkok, Khonkaen, and Nakom Sawan
(Bangkok: Chulalongkom University Press, in press) (in Thai).
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admitted that they were in business professions.' It is believed that a
number of MPs who considered themselves in legal and political profes
sions were involved in various kinds of businesses as well.

The involvement of businessmen in party politics did not facilitate the
institutionalization of the party system.One explanationis that participa
tion is conducted on a personal basis. There exists no institutional
connection between political parties and business groups or associations.
Financial support comes through individual not institutional connections.
The expansion ofsupport for anyparty in business and commercial circles
dependson individual membersofthe business elitewhoselinkage to the
party is fragile and based on personal interest.

Nor has the establishment of a linkage with the masses—the farmers
and the labor force—contributed to the institutionalization of the party
system. Since the majority of the voters reside in the countryside, rurd
support is crucial for winning a majority in the House. However, instead of
creating ties with the rural community on a long-termbasis, every party
relieson wealthy members to use their financial power to drawas many
votes as possible during elections. In short, when a party can buy can
vassers and voters, it has seen no need to build a permanent link with the
masses,which requires a long-term and continuing effort.

The Coalition Government and
the Decision-Making Process

Afterthe 1988elections,a coalitiongovernmentoffive parties wasset
up under the leadership of General Chatichai Choonhavan, the leader of
the Chat Thai party. The other four parties in the coalition are the Social
Actionparty, the Democrats, Rasadon, and the Muanchon. Except for the
Muanchon (Mass) party, these parties were in the coalition during the
Prem administration. The major difference, however, is that the present
cabinet is composed entirely of elected parliamentarians except for
Meechai Ruchuphan, a minister attached to the Office of the Prime
Minister who is needed for his legal expertise^ Under this setup, the
influence of government technocrats in the decision-making process has
decreased as politicalparties backed by wealthypoliticians have gained
more control over the process. The majority of the cabinet members are
leading figures in the parties and their major financiers. A number of them
were in Prem's cabinet, but their role was limited because Prem relied

NationalAssembly Newsletter 1988, no. 318, p. 9.
•'The ChatThaipartyhasa majorsharein the cabinet, controlling major ministries suchas
Defense, Interioi; and Industries. The Social Action party controls the Foreign Affairs,
Commerce,and Communication ministries.The rest belong to the Democratic,Rasadon, and
Mass parties. National Assembly Newsletter 1988, no. 319,pp. 8- (in Thai).
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more on technocrats for decision making. One ofthe government agencies
whose role has been affected is the National Economic and Social Develop
ment Board (NESDB). This agency, which played a key role in directing
economic policy during the Prem administration, now has to listen more
to the demands of the politicians. Several programs that were opposed by
NESDB have been adopted or are being reexamined by the government.
Examples are the rapid mass transit system and the national fertilizer plant
project.

In the area of foreign policy, the role of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs
has been affected. In Prem's government. Air Chief Marshal Siddhi Savet-
sila, the foreign minister, and his staff in the ministry enjoyed a great deal of
freedom in formulating and conducting foreign policy. Despite opposition
to his policy on Cambodia and the Indochinese states, he and the Foreign
Ministry were very much in control of foreign affairs. However, in the
Chatichai government, the prime minister has been exercising his leader
ship in foreign relations. He has made it clear that his government has
adopted a new policy toward the Indochinese states, to turn the area from
a battlefield to a marketplace.^ This policy is in line with the thinking of the
military leaders and politicians who want to see a quick solution to the
problem in Indochina. Although Siddhi and Chatichai in separate inter
views denied that there was a conflict between them over foreign policy
matters, most analysts agree that there were differences in emphasis,
approach, and style that might impair the relationship between the two
leaders.^ The prime minister has paid less attention to the Foreign Ministry
than in the past, as can be seen in several of his moves. Hun Sen's visit
to Bangkok in January 1989 and the meeting with President Bush in Tokyo
in February 1989 were made without consultations with the Foreign
Ministry.

Chatichai's initiative has gained support from a number of parliamen
tarians and business leaders who had lobbied for the expansion of trade
relations with the Indochinese states before with little success. The change
of leadership gave them some hope, and when the new direction toward
these states was announced, they welcomed it. This policy demonstrated
the increasing influence of the politicians and business elites in the
decision-making process. They had wanted to see a quick solution to the
problems in Indochina so that trade relations with the Indochinese
countries could be expanded. They were unhappy with the way the

5For details of the government policy announced in the House of Representatives, see
National Assembly Newsletter 1988, no. 320, pp. 16-22.

^TbeNation (Bangkok),March13,1989;ThaiRath, March4, \9S9\KhaoPhiset, March8-14,
1989, pp. 14-16.
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Foreign Ministry had handled the Cambodian issue, adhering to the policy
ofthe Prem government despite changes in the international environment.
The politicians wanted to put trade before security, whereas the Foreign
Ministry preferred a security-before-trade policy.

The policy advisers of the prime minister have played an important role
in formulating the new foreign policy direction. This group of academi
cians has been at odds with the foreign service officers over the Cambodian
problem and economic relations with the United States. Their policy is in
line with some political parties, the business community, and the prime
minister. Thus, what they have initiated has always won support from the
prime minister and these groups.

Chatichai's initiative can be seen as an effort to consolidate his power
base and increase his party's popularity. Although his approach in foreign
policy has created a rift with his foreign minister and the Social Action
party, one of his coalition partners, it has increased his popularity. In
dealing with the Cambodian question, he was not assured of large-scale
support, but his tough stand against the United States on the copyright
issue and the Generalized System of Preferences (GSP) won him praise
from various sectors. Yet, a widening rift within the coalition would do him
a lot of damage. His leadership would come under question and the
destabilization of his government would be more likely

Neither the Social Action party nor the Chat Thai can afford to have the
rift widened. The Social Action party's stake in the government is so high
that it cannot afford to lose its share in the cabinet. Thus, the leaders ofthe
two parties had to patch up their differences in early March 1989, when the
rift had widened and the opposition and former prime minister M.R. Kukrit
Pramoj suggested that Siddhi should leave the Foreign Ministry to resolve
the conflict in the coalition government.

The new government has reacted promptly to problems in other areas
in an effort to demonstrate to the public its responsibility, dedication, and
public-mindedness. After only a few months in power, the government
decided to raise the salaries of civil servants and the minimum wage of
laborers. This raise had been opposed earlier by the government tech
nocrats during General Prem's administration. The move was interpreted
as an attempt to gain support and defuse tension created by the demands of
labor groups.® In response to the disastrous flood in the south in December
1988, the government set aside a large sum ofmoney for reliefand revoked
all forest concessions. This tough measure was a heavy blow to the logging
enterprises, some of which were supporters of the Chat Thai party.

'^SiamRath, March 4,1989.

®For the demands of the labor groups, see Bangkok Post, October 21,1988.
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The civil bureaucracy, despite its decline in political injBuence, con
tinues to play an important part in formulating policy in areas where
it serves the politicians' interests. Several injBrastructure construction
projects involving the mass transit system, expansion of highways, air
ports, and seaports serve the interests of the civil bureaucrats in the
ministries as well as the ministers and businesses closely connected with
them. Each minister has usually established a link with a business group
that operates businesses related to the work of his ministry. The initiative
of the ministry bureaucracy will be accepted if it serves the needs of the
minister and his group. Sometimes, the businessmen campaigned for a
policy that would give their businesses more profit. To retain power in the
ministry, the bureaucratic elite have to know how to incorporate the
interests of these businesses and the minister with those of the ministry.

The stability of the coalition government depends on how the coalition
partners respect each other's sphere of interest. A rift may occur if the
spheres of interest are not observed, as in the case of trade relations with
the United States and the Cambodian problem. Since these parties, except
for the Mass party, have worked together before, they know how to observe
each other's interests, share advantages, and work to their mutual benefit.
Nonetheless, the political process is becoming more complex as people's
interests are becoming increasingly sophisticated and the number of social
groups participating in the process is increasing. The military, whose
direct access to the political process is now becoming more difficult if not
impossible, has yet been able to maintain its political influence. The
coalition government, if it is to survive, has to deal ejBFectively with the
demands of a variety of social groups as well as the military.

The Military's Role in the Political Process

The military's role in the political system has changed its emphasis
since the July 1988 elections. Military leaders have become less critical of
the party system and elected parliamentarians in an apparent move to
support not only the government but the system. This situation can be
interpreted to mean that General Chaovalit Yongchaiyut, the army chief, is
looking into the possibility of joining party politics. He has repeated his
intention to retire early in order to pave the way for younger ofl&cers. It is
believed that the army chief is preparing himself for the top political post,
and the only way to achieve this, under the present circumstances, is
through party politics. In other words, he has to join a party and run in an
election to get the premiership.

The question is to what extent the army supports open politics and the
system of representative government. From a look at General Arthit
Kamlang-ek and General Tienchai Sirisamphan, who were previously
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critical of elected politicians but now are MPs and the leaders of political
parties, it appears that the military has changed its political attitude.
However, it is difficult to believe that the two represent the army in this
respect. They joined party politics because they were politically am
bitious. But are the professional soldiers inclined to accept the present
representative system? This question cannot be answered easily. The
military establishment is a complex organization with long-established
traditions and values. Drastic change is impossible Yet, the two abortive
coups in 1981 and 1985 and the continuity of the representative govern
ment may have affected the political thinking of the military officers. They
have been forced by political circumstances to accept parliamentary rule
although their basic thinking continues to be the same, emphasizing the
concept of national security and their perceived role in maintaining it. All
officers were taught to uphold the monarchy, the religion, and the national
integrity and independence. If these "three institutions" are destabilized,
military intervention in politics to restore stability and national security is
possible Thus, the military's acceptance ofdemocratic rule is conditional
in the sense that it must be able to preserve the national security as defined
by the military itself.^

The continuity of the representative government has forced the mili
tary to pay more attention to its traditional mandate. The development of
defense capability has been put on the top of the agenda. The perceived
threat ofVietnam has been one ofthe major reasons for the modernization
of the armed forces, but the desire to increase defense capability and mod
ernize the forces existed long before the Vietnamese occupation of Cam
bodia. The occupation merely precipitated the modernization process of
the armed forces. During the last ten years of parliamentary rule, the
development of the three armed forces has focused on conventional
warfare capability, with a large amount ofarms purchased from China, the
United States, and Western European countries. The political influence of
the military has been manifested clearly in the fight for their budget.
Despite the criticism of a number of politicians, the proposed defense
budgets were always passed by the National Assembly with only minor
change During General Prem's administration, the military role in for
mulating defense policy was preeminent because the prime minister, who
considered himselfan army man, allowed the military to play an active role.
In Chatichai's administration, the military continues to consider defense
policy and the armed forces development programs their top priority, and

9For discussion on this issue, see Suchit Bunbongkarn, The Military in Thai Politics, 1981-
1986 (Singapore: Institute of Southeast Asia Studies, 1987), pp. 73-75.
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they have been able to get most ofwhat they wanted. The House's military
affairs and appropriation committees have recently made some effort to
affect the army's policy but they have so far achieved very little.

Apart from defense development, military leaders also play a key role in
the area of foreign affairs. General Chaovalit has been instrumental in
initiating and promoting close ties between Thailand and neighboring
countries, particularly Laos and Burma. His move on Thai-Lao relations
came after heavy losses on the Thai side in an operation to win back from
Lao occupation small disputed villages in the border area in the north in
early 1988. He was the first to seek a cease-fire and friendly ties with Laos.
Immediately after the truce, the exchange ofvisits by Thai and Laomilitary
leaders became a common practice Chaovalit's initiative was followed by a
closer relationship between Thailand and Laos.

The army was again the first to establish dialogue with SawMaung, the
new Burmese leader. In an unprecedented move, General Chaovalit flew to
Rangoon in early 1989 to settle the problem ofthe repatriation ofBurmese
students who had sought refuge along the Thai-Burmese border areas. His
visit triggered a protest from an anti-Saw Maung group in Thailand, who
believed that the agreement on repatriation was only a death trap set up by
the Burmese government. But the visit was in line with Chatichai's policy
to develop close trade relations with Burma.

The army's initiative in foreign affairs was reflected in one of the
speeches given by General Pat Akanibutr, the deputy supreme commander
of the armed forces. In his speech, he emphasized that Thailand as a fast
growing economy should play a key role in developing mainland Southeast
Asia. From the army's viewpoint, Thailand should serve as a center of the
region and extend assistance in trade and investment to the Indochinese
states and Burma. Ideology and a different political and social system
should not be barriers. As General Pat puts it: "Wewant this region to be a
prosperous land, Suwannaphume, as it used to be called, with Thailand as
its center extending a helping hand to the neighboring countries. We
would like very much to see this area become Suwannaphume, or a golden
land of wealth and happiness.... We do not want to dominate them, but
Thailand will serve as Suwannaphume's center for the development of the
region. ... We can befriend them despite the different ideologies."^^

The military was proposing that Thailand establish closer relations
with the non-ASEAN Southeast Asian states. While maintaining existing

^OGenerai Pat Akanibutr,"The Role of the Military in the New Policy Approach" (speech given
to the general meeting of the Psychology for National Security Association of Thailand,
National Defense College, February 9,1989) (in Thai).

"Ibid.
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links with ASEAN, the military policy implies that Thailand should not
overlook the political importance of the non-ASEAN states in the region.

Apart from its foreign policy initiative, the army has become more
engaged in the area of the rural development. The most outstanding
example is the "Greening of the Esan," or the Development of the
Northeast, project that was started two years ago. Another project that was
just recently launched is the development project of the five provinces in
the south facing Malaysia. This project coincides with the Chatichai
government's plan to develop that area into an industrial and communica
tion complex similar to the eastern seaboard project.

The ability of the army to initiate these projects indicates its continuing
key role in the political process. It has been able to maintain influence and
affect government policies, particularly in areas related to national se
curity. The army has been able to push through several rural development
projects, armed forces development programs, and annual defense bud
gets. In the formal political setting, the army is only a part of the
bureaucracy, but its role and influence extend beyond the bureaucracy's
perimeters. With several political resources at his disposal, the military
leader's policies and viewpoints are well recognized. However, with the
increasing influence ofbusiness in the political process, conflicts between
business-oriented politicians and security-minded military officers can
destabilize the political system unless its absorptive capacity is increased
to cope with conflicting demands of the military and business community.

Conclusion

The development of the representative government system in the past
decade has demonstrated that participatory institutions have been playing
a more important role in the political process. Business has gained more
access to the government decision-making bodies, and business leaders
have been consulted on a number of economic issues. The continuing
economic boom, the expansion of the middle class, and the prevalence of
NICs (newly industrializing countries) fever has led to an increase in the
political significance of business groups. The probusiness values of the
younger generation and the increase in the number of the university-
educated who join the private sector reflect the rise in the social status and
prestige of the business sector.

So far, the Thai political system has been able to absorb the increasing
demands of the business community. Chatichai's government had demon
strated clearly that the cooperation between the private and public sectors
that started under the previous government is considered essential for the
development of the country. The system has been able to maintain a
balance between business interests and military demands. In fact, the
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military had been very cooperative in adjusting to probusiness govern
ment policies like the policy to change Indochina ifroma battlefield to a
marketplace

Adivergence in values and attitudes between the business community
and the military establishment does exist despite efforts on both sides to
adjust to one another. One of the basic differences is that military is trained
to sacrifice itselffor the public good, whereas business people are taught to
work for personal profit. Although the army's leading figures have often
expressed views supporting the present system, the young and middle-
level officers are more skeptical about the dedication and conscience of
the public officers. Nonetheless, the divergence has not yet come to the
surface, and the government has been able to respond effectively to the
military's demands. The military corporate interest has not been violated,
thus keeping the discontent among the military officers from being
politicized.

Compared to the other newly industrializing countries, Thailand is a
unique case in the sense that it can develop its economy without the
strength ofthe political system. The Thai party system's fragility continues
to be a major political problem, and its solution has yet to be found. The
political stability achieved so far has been maintained through a delicate
balance between political parties, the military, the civil bureaucracy, and
business groups. The Thai experience implies that a long period of
political stabilization through the continuity of an authoritarian or one-
dominant-party regime is not an essential prerequisite for economic
achievement.

With the increasing influence of the bourgeois class, it is unlikely that
the political system will turn either toward an authoritarian regime or
toward bureaucratic rule. Business and economic groups will gain more
access to the political decision-making process, but they will not be able to
monopolize political power. The balance between the major political
forces will be maintained. The Thai polity will become more complex and
pluralistic, making it more difficult for any single political force to domi
nate This kind of system will be less effective than an authoritarian system
in solving the nation's problems, but it will be a system with vitality and
dynamism.



15. Trends in Thai Politics

THAWATT MOKARAPONG

Following the general election on July 24, 1988, the leaders of five
parties, namely, the Chat Thai, Social Action, Rasadon, United Democratic,
and Democratic parties, agreed to form a coalition government. They also
agreed that the new prime minister need not be an elected member of
Parliament. This agreement paved the way for General Prem Tinsulanond
to become prime minister again. The leaders of the parties invited General
Prem to form a new government, but the invitation was turned down on
the grounds that he had been prime minister long enough and wanted to
retire from politics. Following General Prem's refusal, a new coalition
government headed by General Chatichai Choonhavan, a retired general
who is an elected MP, was formed. The formation of a new representative
government without General Prem was followed by wide speculation that
the new regime would be short-lived.

Obviously, the leaders of the coalition parties were well aware that the
stability of the Prem government, which had lasted for more than eight
years, depended on General Prem, the former commander-in-chief of the
army,who enjoyed the support ofthe armed forces. To those who have long
been accustomed to the predominant role of the military in Thai politics,
the future of the new regime without General Prem still looks doubtful.

The doubts about the viability of the new democratic system are not
surprising. The record of parliamentary rule in Thailand has not been
promising. All civilian governments without the participation or support
of the military have invariably been overthrown. The popular constitu
tional rule that was established after the student uprising in October 1973
was toppled with force on October 6,1976, and hundreds of people were
brutally massacred. Three decades earlier, in November 1947, the repre
sentative government headed by Prime Minister Luang Thamrong Nawasa-
wat was overthrown by a group ofarmy officers. The coup was followed by
the arrest of a number of prominent politicians, including four civilian
cabinet members who were cruelly murdered while under the custody of
the police. Thus, the initial misgivings of some people about the survival
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of the present regime are not groundless, considering the weakness of
democratic governments in the past.

The Legacy ofdie Revolution of1932

The present political system in Thailand has its origin in the bloodless
coup d'etat of 1932, which was staged by a small group of military and civil
bureaucrats. The coup has also been referred to as a "revolution," because
it effected a drastic political change in the country by replacing the
absolute monarchy with constitutionalism. The revolution of 1932 was
facilitated by the impact of the modernization process that began in the
reign of King Chulalongkom in the 1890s and had undermined the sacral
basis of royal power. Although the leaders of the revolution professed to be
introducing democracy to the country, they had little popular support. At
the time of the revolution, the people at large were still politically
apathetic and did not demand a share in political power. As a result, the
leadership of the revolution of 1932 did not immediately establish a truly
representative government. Instead, it placed in power a new bureaucratic
elite who ruled in the name of the people

Following the 1932 revolution, the Thai political process was domi
nated by the bureaucracy. Among the ruling elite, ultimate power belonged
to the military. The civil bureaucrats who were members of the ruling
circle were usually top-level officialswith either important reputations or
close connections with the military. Since the revolution of 1932, except
for a short interval of civilian rule, the government has, for the most part,
been dominated by the military. Politics have become continuous strug
gles for power between military cliques, and coups d'etat have more often
than not been the means by which governments changed. Between 1932
and 1985, military leaders staged fourteen coups d'etat; eight succeeded
and six failed. From 1932 to 1988, Thailand had elected prime ministers for
fewer than six years and nonelected prime ministers for more than fifty
years. But this political pattern began to change in the 1980s.

The Crucial Transition

On March 12, 1980, General Prem replaced General Kriangsak Cha-
manan as prime minister not by a coup d'etat, but by parliamentary votes.
Although Prime Minister Prem was supported by the military, the number
of military officers and civil servants whom he brought into his cabinets
was kept to a minimum. This practice contrasted sharply with that of
previous military-backed cabinets, which normally included a large num
ber of military and civil officials. In the Prem government, most ministries
were occupied by elected MPs and nonelected members of coalition
parties. A few prominent bureaucrats and technocrats were chosen by
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Prime Minister Prem for some key ministries, notably the Ministry of
Defense, the Ministry of the Interior, and the Ministry of Finance.

Following the general election ofApril 1983, a significant change took
place in the formation of Prem's fourth cabinet. The fourth cabinet was
composed entirely ofelected MPs and nonofficials. There was not a single
ojfiScial in Prem's fourth and fifth cabinets, because the provisional clauses
of the Constitution of 1987 that allowed career officials to hold cabinet

posts concurrently had expired in 1983. The expiration of the provisional
clauses of the Constitution of 1978 marked a crucial step in the transition
toward democratic rule.

The transition toward parliamentary democracy during the Prem
administration was not smooth sailing, however. Between 1980 and 1985,
Prem had to suppress two coups against his government. In addition, early
in 1983, the government had to resist the pressure ofsome members ofthe
Senate who wanted to amend the Constitution of 1978 to allow military
officers and civil servants to hold concurrent cabinet posts. The govern
ment's success in resisting such pressures has, in effect, ushered in a new
era of representative government. Prem's last cabinet between 1986 and
1988 was composed of thirty-seven elected MPs and seven nonofficials.

With the Prem government in power for more than eight years, the
general public began to have more confidence in the parliamentarysystem.
Many people, including prominent businessmen, former officials, and
generals decided to join the body politic. Many of them have succeeded in
becoming cabinet members and elected MPs. The political arena is no
longer monopolized by the bureaucracy.

The Era ofParliamentary Rule

The formation of the new government led by Prime Minister General
Chatichai, an elected MP, on August 9,1988, signifies that Thai politics is
now entering a new phase ofpolitical transition. The new cabinet consists
offorty-three elected MPs and one nonelected member who is needed as a
legal expert (see Table 1). Despite lingering doubts about its future, the
new regime seems more and more secure in its rule as the days go by.

Several factors have contributed to the stability of the present govern
ment. First, the performance of the government shows the leadership to be
more responsive than past governments to the needs of the general public.
During the first six months after it came to power, the government gained
more and more popularity. According to a survey of public opinion in
Chiang Mai Province, more than 52 percent ofthe people are satisfied with
the performance of the government; only 11 percent expressed dissatis-
faction.1

^Matichon, January 30,1989.
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Table 1

Composition of the Cabinets, 1980-1988

All Cabinet Members

Total Other

Prime Non- Elected Non- Total Military Civil

Minister Total of&cials MPs officials Officials Officials Officials

PremI 37 25 18 7 12 6 6
12 Mar. 1980-
II Mar. I98I

Prem II 40 28 18 10 12 5 7

11 Mar. I98I-

19 Dec. I98I
Prem III 42 35 24 II 7 4 3

19 Dec. I98I-
30 Apr. 1983

Prem IV 44 44 30 14 0 0 0

30 Apr. 1983-
5 Aug. 1986

Prem V 44 44 37 7 0 0 0

5 Aug. 1986-
4 Aug. 1988

Chatichai 44 44 43 I 0 0 0

4 Aug. 1988-

Apparently, the government during this period has conducted itself to
the satisfaction of the Thai people. Many major decisions were promptly
made with decisiveness. During the flood disaster in the south, the
government showed great concern and responded quickly to help the
flood victims. It also displayed great courage in issuing the royal decree to
close down the depleted national forests without hesitation. Among other
sensitive issues, the regime has resolved labor problems with political
finesse. In addition, the minimum wage of workers and the salaries of
government ofl&cials were also increased. In general, the Thai people at
large are quite satisfied with the overall performance of the government.

Second, the increase in popularity of the government is largely a result
of the personality and performance of Premier Chatichai Choonhavan,
whose guidance and firm leadership have had great bearing on all major
decisions of the government. His able leadership can be attributed to his
wide political experience as well as his close connections with many key
personalities in civil and military circles.

Third, the government is getting along well with the military. The
regime has, for the most part, seen eye to eye with the military on many
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major problems. The military budget has been increased, and the military
is satisfied with its close cooperation with the government. Some generak
even resigned from the army in order to serve in this government as close
aides to the prime minister. As things stand now, there is no likelihood of a
major conflict between the government and the military.

Finally, the most significant factor that has contributed to the stability
of the parliamentary system is the growing political consciousness on the
part of the general public. True, some people do not understand the full
meaningof "democracy," and financial manipulation of the ballotingstill
holds sway in many constituencies. But these shortcomings can be cor
rected in the long run as people begin to comprehend the meaning oftrue
democracy and reject monetary offers for their votes. The most hopeful
sign of democratic development in Thailand is that the people are now
more politicized and want more participation in running the country.

The New Look in Thai Foreign Policy

In the wake of the current trend toward international rapprochement
initiated by the superpowers, Thailand, as a small frontline state, has had to
change its stance in foreign relations. The change in Thai foreign policy
was reflected in Prime Minister Chatichai's lecture on government and
development at the National Institute of Development Administration. He
said that the era of confrontation is over and those who are slow or fail to

adapt to changing circumstanceswill become extinct.^ Explaining his new
foreign policy, he said steps have to be taken to reduce conflicts with
hostile countries and improve ties with allies in a manner beneficialto all
parties concerned strategically, politically, diplomatically, and economi-
cally.5 Adhering to this new policy, the government has taken steps to
improve relations with socialist countries, especially the rapprochement
with the Indochinese states.

The government's peace efforts to turn Indochina from a battlefield
into a trade zone have been warmly welcome by the people. Although
considerable difficulties remain in the way of the Cambodian peace
process. Prime Minister Chatichai's decision to have talks with Phnotn
Penh Premier Hun Sen in Bangkok has been hailed as a bold move in the
right direction. Defending Premier Chatichai'sdirect talkswith the Phnom
Penh premier. General Chaovalit Yongchaiyut, the acting supreme com
mander and army commander-in-chief, said Thailand is the only country
directlyaffected by the Cambodian problem, andhe saw no problemwith
Thailand's friends since the prime minister had already informed them

^Bangkok Post, February 10,1989-

3Ibicl.
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about Hun Sen'svisit.^He said:"Westand on our friendly relations with all
countries. We have always maintained our position, and everything we
have done has been for the sake of peace in the region."^ Despite some
criticism of his direct contact with the Phnom Penh regime, Prime
Minister Chatichai's peace initiative in search ofa Cambodian solution has
been hailed by China, the Soviet Union, and the four Khmer factions, all of
which shared the view that it was time for peace.^

Asfor Thai-U.S. relations, the Thai government has alwaysregarded the
United States as a true friend of Thailand. Thai troops fought alongside
American soldiers in Korea and, in support of the American war effort,
battled the communists in Vietnamand Laos. Apart from being one of the
staunchest allies of the United States in the Korean and Vietnam wars,
Thailand has long been closely tied to the United States politically,
economically, and socially. Thus, Thailand's rapprochement with the
socialist countries will not alBfect Thai-U.S. relations.

Despite the good relations between the two countries, there has
recently been a controversy over the protection of U.S. intellectual prop
erty, which includes copyrights, pharmaceutical patents, and business
trademarks. With growing U.S. pressure on Thailand over the intellectual
property issue, the previous government tried everything in its power to
have the copyright amendment bill passed by the House ofRepresentatives
on April 28,1988, with a vote of 183for and 134 against in the finalreading.
But 30 dissident Democrats violated their party's line in voting against the
bill, because they wanted computer software excluded from the protec
tion. Since Prime Minister Prem was unhappy over the disunity in the
Democratic party, on April 29,1988, sixteen Democratic cabinet members
took responsibility for the dissension in their party by resigning en masse.
This act led Premier Prem to dissolve the House. The dissolution of the

House killed all bills pending in Parliament, including the controversial
copyright amendment, which had yet to be submitted to the Senate^Aswe
have seen, the copyright controversy has led to the retirement of Prime
Minister Prem from politics.

It is, therefore, perfectly understandable that the new government
headed by General Chatichai does not want to revive the bill. However,on
January 19, 1989, just one day before he left office. President Ronald
Reagan, on the recommendation of the U.S. Trade Representative's office,
decided to revoke Thailand's Generalized System of Preferences (GSP)

^Ibid.,January 26,1989.

5Ibid.

^Ibid., February 10,1989.

'̂ The Nation's Mid-YearReview 1988, pp. 79-82.
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status. Nevertheless, such a minor economic problem, I believe, can
eventually be resolved, considering the long history of friendship that has
existed between the two nations.

The close friendship between the two countries was borne out by the
outcome of the meeting in Tokyo on February 23,1989, between Premier
Chatichai Choonhavan and President George Bush. It was reported that
the two leaders, instead of arguing over the copyright issue, reached broad
agreement on four issues, namely, the Cambodian problem, narcotics, the
cooperation between the private sectors of the two countries, and the
direct telephone link between the White House and Government House.®
Despite some criticism from U.S. officials of Premier Chatichai'sproposals
in his aide-memoire to President George Bush during the two leaders'
meeting in Tokyo,^it was generally agreed that the meeting was successful
and cordial and ended on a "very positive note.''̂ ®

There was a report, however, that the "hotline" proposal was later
rejected by President George Bush on the grounds that such a direct
channel is unnecessary. The present communication system between the
two countries is already good, whereas the purpose of the hotline with the
Soviet Union is to lessen the possibility of war that could inadvertently
break out." Denying the report. Prime Minister Chatichai explained that
the government did not make a request for a hotline because he knew that
hotlines were for superpowers. He merely mentioned in his aide-memoire
that there should be contact between the two governments at all levels.
Despite any such minor difference, the overall tone of President Bush's
reply to the prime minister's aide-memoire was clearly positive The US.
government reaffirmed its support of Thai policy on security, narcotics,
and Indochinese refugees. In his message to Premier Chatichai, the
president stated clearly that he wanted closer ties between Thailand and
the United States and that the current cooperation between the two
countries was moving in the right direction. What is more, the president
also supported the call by Thailand and ASEAN for withdrawal of Viet
namese troops and a negotiated political settlement in Cambodia.^^

With the present democratic regime in power in Thailand, the ties of
friendship between the two countries should remain cordial because both
share the same democratic ideology. We have seen the change in attitude of
the U.S. government during the electoral crisis in the Philippinesin 1986,

^Bangkok Post, February 25,1989.

^Ibid., February 26,1989.

loibid., February 25,1989.

"Ibid., March 23,1989.

i2Ibid., March 24,1989.
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when it sided with the duly elected president, Corazon Aquino, against
former president Ferdinand Marcos,who was forced to accept defeat in
the presidential election and flee the country to live in exile in Honolulu.
Wehave also seen how the US. government gavethe Aquino government
the moral support that led to the defeat of the coup plotters who wanted a
return to authoritarian rule. Given the U.S. position on the Philippines, I see
no reason why Thai-U.S. relations, which are now based on the principle of
equality and mutual benefit, will not continue to be as close as before.



16. Trends in the Thai Economy

MEDHIKRONGKAEW

Befitting the year of the golden dragon, 1988 was a golden year for the
Thai economy. Halfway through the year, it became obvious to everyone
concerned that the economic performance and expansion of the Thai
economy would be much higher than the projected rates of growth,
widely forecast to be around 5.8 to 6.3 percent at the beginning of the year.
The National Economic and Social Development Board (NESDB), the
country's planning board, felt the necessity to change its predicted rate of
growth of the economy upward to around 9.2 percent during the third
quarter and finally, as the year came to a close, announced that the 1988
growth rate for gross domestic product (GDP) would reach 11.0percent,
one of the highest rates in the recent economic history of Thailand.
Similarly, other economic authorities in Thailand such as the Bank of
Thailand and the Thailand Development Research Institute (TDRI) also
adjusted their predicted rates ofgrowth upward. The Bank ofThailand, for
example, made its first adjustment of the rate of growth to 9.0 percent in
late September and finally concluded that the 1988 GDP growth would be
around 10.3 percent.

What made Thailand's economy grow so fast in 1988? To be sure, the
growth of1988 did not occur in a complete vacuum or come as a complete
surprise. The Thai economy had been growing steadily, albeit slowly, over
the previous three to four years. This slow growth was itself quite an
accomplishment, considering the slowdown in the world economy and the
adverse commodity price situation that had hurt such high-growth ASEAN
neighbors as Malaysia and Singapore, causing them to experience negative
growth rates for the first time in 1985 and 1986. So, the growth of 1988
could be seen as the continuation of a trend. The only surprise was that
what had been a gradual trend suddenly took a jump, catching most people
unprepared. Now some of the pertinent questions seem to be what lies
ahead in the economic future of Thailand, whether future economic
problems will be much different from the ones at present and whether we
have solved all our major present economic problems satisfactorily.

278
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These and other related questions will be the subjects ofdiscussion in
this chapter. First, the chapter will discuss the economic conditions
prevailing in 1988 in an attempt to find reasons or explanations for the
upsurge in economic expansion. Based on the existing economic condi
tions, a short-term economic projection for the next year or so will be
made Second, some medium-term economic trends regarding what will
happen in the next three to five years will be looked at. The discussion in
this section will concentrate on the revision of the economic targets ofthe
Sixth Economic and Social Development Plan, which will end in 1991.
Finally, some long-term problems over the next five to ten years will be
mentioned and discussed.

Base Conditions and Short-Term Trends

By all measures, 1988 was indeed a special year for Thailand. The 1988
economy began with a continued recovery in most sectors, especially in
the manufacturing, trade, construction, and banking sectors. Despite a
poor performance in agricultural production (due to a second successive
drought), the 1988 economy had inherited a GDP growth rate of 6.6
percent from 1987. The 1987 Visit Thailand Year had been a success:
Thailand saw an increase of almost 24 percent in the number of tourists
coming into the country over the previous year, adding an additional
50,000 million baht to the country's foreign exchange earnings. Exports
were growing at a rate of about 28.5 percent despite widespread protec
tionism in most Organization for Economic Cooperation and Develop
ment (OECD) countries. With initial conditions such as these, most
economists predicted that the 1988 growth would be in the vicinity of 6
percent, which was quite high by recent historical standards.

These predictors were not to be disappointed. As will be seen in the
following analyses and discussions, almost everything turned out to be
right for Thailand in 1988. The following sections will detail the growth in
the areas of production, foreign trade, and external balances; investment
and tourism; fiscal conditions; monetary conditions; and price levels.

Production

After two years of drought in 1985 and 1986, which saw a decline in the
growth rates of the production of most crops (see Table 1), agricultural
crop production rebounded in 1988 under conditions of good weather
and prices. From Table 1, it can be seen that rice (paddy) production was
20.5 million tons in 1988, an increase ofabout 20.1 percent over the 1987
output. The production of other major crops also increased, with 125.1
percent growth for maize, 14.1 percent for cassava, and 10.3 percent for
sugarcane And except for cassava, all farmgate prices of major crops
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Table 1

Production and Price of Major Crops

1985 1986 1987 1988

/. Production (million tons)
Rice 20.599 19.026 17.072 20.502

First crop 17.930 16.826 15.272 18.042

Second crop 2.669 2.200 1.800 2.460

Rubber 0.722 0.790 0.910 0.970

Maize 5.350 4.300 2.310 5.200

Cassava 19.263 15.255 19.554 22.307

Sugarcane 24.000 24.450 27.191 30.000

Growth rate (%)
Rice 3.1 -7.6 -10.3 20.1

First crop 3.8 —6.2 -9.2 18.1

Second crop -1.6 -17.6 -18.2 36.7
Rubber 14.8 9.4 15.2 6.6

Maize 18.9 -19.6 -46.3 125.1

Cassava -3.7 -20.8 28.2 14.1

Sugarcane -4.2 1.9 11.2 10.3

//. Farmgateprices (baht/ton)
Rice 2,723 3,900

Sorghum 1,610 2,280

Cassava 830 580

Rubber 18,000 24,910
Sugarcane 408 405

Mung bean 8,160 10,790

Maize 2,270 2,600

Source:Officeof AgriculturalEconomics,Ministryof Agriculture and Agricultural
Cooperatives.

increased substantially in 1988 compared to 1987. These attractive crop
prices were a major incentive for farmers to increase their production. The
overall growth for the crop subsector was estimated at 12.3 percent. The
lower growth rates in noncrop subsectors brought the overall growth
figure for agricultural production down to 8.6 percent, which was still
much higher than the growth rate of —2.0 percent in 1987.

Production in the manufacturing, construction, trade, and services
sectors continued to perform well in 1988. In the manufacturing sector, for
example, production grew by 12.4 percent in 1988. This increase in
production was both for export and domestic consumption. Export
markets and demand remained buoyant, and domestic demand was helped
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by increased income and purchasing power. Production costs also bene
fitedfrom lower oilprices and lowinterest rates,especially in the first half
of 1988. Export industries havinghigh growth rates included textiles and
garments, canned food, plastic products, rubber products, footwear, ce
ramicproducts, and computer components.Among industriescateringto
domestic consumption, those experiencing high growth rates included
vehicles andtransportationequipment, constructionmaterials, beverages,
andhousehold electricalappliances. Theconstructionsectoralsoenjoyed
a growth rate as high as 13.7 percent as a result of increased economic
activities and prosperity. The banking, insurance, and real estate sector
enjoyed a growth rate of 18.4percent, which was the highest among all
subsectors. In other sectors, the picture was much the same: a continued
upward or forward movement. In all, nonagricultural production attained
a rate of growth of 11.5 percent, which was higher than the alreadyhigh
rate of 10.8 percent in 1987.

Employment and WageRates

At the end of 1987, the population of Thailand was estimated at 54.8
million, representingan increaseof1.7percent overthepreviousyear. Of
this population, 29.9 million were in the labor force and 28.2 million were
employed. Among those employed persons, 17.9 million, or about 63.5
percent, were employed in the agricultural sector; 2.8 million, or 9.9
percent, in the industrial sector; and the remaining 7.5 million in allother
sectors. Employment conditions were good in the period of heightened
economic expansion in 1988, resulting in the estimated reduction of
unemployed labor to about 1.7 million persons, or about 5.7 percent
(including both the long-term unemployed and those looking for work).
Asfor wage rates, there was no minimum wage increase in 1988, but the
government agreed to raise the minimum wage for industrial workers in
Bangkok and the vicinity from 73 baht to 78 baht in 1989.

External Trade and Balances

Perhaps the single most important factor contributing to the high
economic growth of the Thai economy in 1988 was the substantial
increase in total exports. Thailand's 1988 exports brought in 402,838
million baht, representing an increase of 34.3 percent over the export
value of 1987. This growth was very satisfactory indeed, as world trade
only grew at about 7 percent in 1988.

Table 2 shows thatmanufactured exportsconstitutedthehighestshare
ofThailand's totalexports in 1988(about 68.5percent).Thisshareisquite
remarkable, because as recently as five yearsago, the share of agricultural
exports was still higher than that of manufactured exports (44.7 percent
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Table 2

Exports of Thailand Classifiedby Sector

Sector 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988

/ Value (million baht)
Agricultural 66,484 78,292 73,398 79,397 83,259 106,432
Fishing 8,225 8,684 10,590 14,853 18,163 20,826
Mining 6,806 7,588 10,126 6,283 5,851 7,631
Manufacturing 61,358 76,095 95,615 129,170 188,031 263,737
Other 1,449 1,416 1,883 2,392 3,786 3,694
Re-exports 2,150 3,162 1,754 1,288 763 1,250

Total exports 146,472 175,237 193,366 233,383 299,853 403,570

//. Share (%)
Agricultural 45.4 44.7 38.0 34.0 27.8 26.4
Fishing 5.6 5.0 5.5 6.4 6.1 5.2
Mining 4.6 4.3 5.2 2.7 2.0 1.2
Manufacturing 41.9 43.4 49.4 55.3 62.7 65.4
Other 1.0 0.8 1.0 1.0 1.3 0.9
Re-exports 1.5 1.8 0.9 0.6 0.3 0.3

Total exports 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

III Rate ofgrowth (%)
Agricultural 17.8 -6.3 8.2 4.9 27.8
Fishing 5.6 21.9 40.3 22.3 14.7
Mining 11.5 33.4 -38.0 -6.9 30.4
Manufacturing 24.0 25.7 35.1 45.6 40.3
Other -2.3 33.0 27.0 58.3 -2.4
Re-exports 47.1 -44.5 —26.6 -40.8 63.8

Total exports 19.6 10.3 20.7 28.5 34.6

Source: haak oiTtaaiaBA, Monthly Bulletin, March 1989.

compared to 43.4 percent). The switchover represented an important
structural change in the Thai economy. The major manufactured export
items that enjoyed high growth rates included, as mentioned earlier,
plastic products, computer components, electronic circuits, footwear,
and canned food. The United States was still the largest export market
of Thailand, followed by Japan, Singapore, the Netherlands, and West
Germany.

Howevei; the rapidly expanding economy had given rise to a greater
demand for import of capital goods, intermediate products, and raw
materials. The total imports in 1988 amounted to 487,871 million haht, an
increase of 46.0 percent over the value of imports in 1987. Table 3 further
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Table 3
Imports of Thailand Classified by Type of Product

1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988

/. Value (million baht)
Consumer goods 22,308 22,692 23,966 24,466 33,844 38,874
Intermediate products

and raw materials 66,474 69,613 75,772 84,333 119,792 179,847
Capital goods 69,814 73,607 75,404 78,316 105,916 203,874
Other imports 78,013 79,243 76,027 54,243 74,657 90,519

Fuel and lube 1̂ 57,065) (57,353) (56,719) (32,354) (44,177) (38,828)

Total Imports 236,609 245,155 251,169 241,358 334,209 513,114

//. Share (%)
Consumer goods 9.4 9.3 9.5 10.1 10.1 7.6
Intermediate products

and raw materials 28.1 28.4 30.2 34.9 35.8 35.1
Capital goods 29.5 30.0 30.0 32.4 31.7 39.7
Other imports 33.0 32.3 30.3 22.5 22.3 17.6

Fuel and lube (24.1) (23.4) (22.6) (13.4) (13.2) (7.6)

Total Imports 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

III Rate ofGrowth (%)
Consumer goods 1.7 5.6 2.1 38.3 14.9
Intermediate products

and raw materials 4.7 8.8 11.3 42.0 50.1

Capital goods 5.4 2.4 3.9 35.2 92.5
Other imports 1.6 -4.1 -28.7 37.6 21.2

Fuel and lube (0.5) (-1.1) (-43.0) (36.5) (-12.1)

Total Imports 3.6 2.5 -3.9 38.5 53.5

Source: Bank of Thailand, Monthly Bulletin, March 1989.

indicates that the increase in non-oil imports was greater than 50 percent,
whereas the value of oil imports slowed down by about 18.1 percent
because of a reduction in the price of oil. With this amount of imports, it
was not surprising that the balance of trade deficit in 1988 reached 85,033
million baht, which was one of the highest trade deficits ever experienced
in Thai history. But with a much higher GDP, the trade deficit as a
percentage of GDP was not large

Despite the balance of trade deficit, the overall terms of trade have
worked in Thailand's favor recently. From Table 4 one can see that the
indices of the unit value of exports in 1987 and 1988 were higher than
those ofimports, resulting in the terms oftrade of108.8 in 1987 and 114.5
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Table 4

Trade Indices and Terms of Trade

1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988

Exports
Volume

Value

Unit Value

84.5
75.8

98.3

99.8

90.6
97.4

100.0

100.0

100.0

119.1
120.7

102.8

137.3

155.9
109.3

196.1
128.4

236.5

Imports
Volume

Value

Unit Value

107.2

94.2
90.6

106.6

97.6
91.9

100.0

100.0

100.0

107.2

96.1
92.8

138.5

133.1
100.4

155.0

113.9
197.8

Terms of trade 100.9 108.5 100.0 110.7 108.8 112.7

Source: Bank of Thailand, Monthly Bulletin, October 1989.

Note: Fourth quarter

in 1988. The declining terms of trade that characterized the external trade
sector in Thailand in the early 1980s have been stopped, for now anywj^^.

Investment and Tourism

Another factor contributing to the fast growth of1988 was the increase
in investment from both local and foreign sources. The Bank of Thailand
reported that the investment expenditure of the domestic private sector
increased by 28.1 percent in 1988 compared with 25.5 percent in 1987.
This increase reflected local confidence in the sustained growth of the
economy. Another interesting phenomenon concerning confidence in the
Thai economy is seen in the increase in investment from abroad. Foreign
investment can be divided into two types, equity investment and direct
investment loans. As Table 5 shows, equity investment from abroad,
especially from Japan and the Asian NICs, is fast becoming an important
source of capital for Thailand's development.^

Small foreign direct investment loans, sometimes coming in years
(such as 1987) that showed a negative net flowbecause profit remittances
were greater than new investments, are still important to the economy, as
they are concentrated in active industrial and businessactivities. Foreign
interest in investing in Thailand can be gleaned from the number of

^Whereas the foreign direct investment figure for 1987 was a modest 4,712 million baht, it
was estimated that the corresponding figure for 1988 was almost three times as much.
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Table 5
Net Inflow of Foreign Direct Investment, 1980-1987

(million baht)

Year

Equity
Investment

(1)
Loans

(2)

Foreign Direct
Investment

(l) + (2)

Net Equity Flow as
Percentage of Net

FDI Flow

1980 3,509 307 3,816 92.0
1981 3,997 2,366 6,363 62.8
1982 3,386 953 4,339 78.0
1983 6,829 1,363 8,192 83.4
1984 7,126 2,499 9,625 74.0
1985 5,387 (1,007) 4,380 123.0
1986 5,808 1,072 6,880 84.4
1987 5,916 (1,204) 4,712 125.6

Source: Bank of Thailand.

applications submitted to the Board of Investment each year for invest
ment promotion. In 1988, for example, the number of applications reached
2,125, or more than twice the total number of applications in 1987 (see
Table 6). The total amount of money expected to be invested was much
higher in 1988 than in 1987.Of course, not all applicationsare approved.
But in 1988, the Board of Investment approved a record of1,454 applicants
with proposed investments of 200,894 million baht, or an increase of
almost 200 percent (in total amount of investment) compared to the
amount proposed in 1987. Of all these newly approved applications, about
half of the investment money will come from Japan, followed by Taiwan
and the United States. There was little doubt that if there was no great
change in these approved applications, the foreign investments they
represented would help generate further economic expansion in the
future^

Whereas foreign investment provides necessary foreign exchange to
help fill the exchange gap, another source of foreign exchange earnings

2Itis not the case that allforeign investments are beneficial andshould be supportedat all
costs. AsSomsak aptly put it, the host country should also askwhether the said investmentwill
create dependenceon the investing country for rawmaterials, whethernecessary employ
ment will be generated, whether proper technology will be transferred, and whether the host
country will lose resources through tax concessions and net outflow of profit. A blanket
foreign investment promotion should be avoided. SomsakTambunlertchai, "Can Thailand
Become a NIC with Foreign Direct Investment?" (paper presented at the 1989 annual
symposium of the Faculty of Economics, Thammasat University, February 13-14, 1989),
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Table 6

Board of Investment-Promoted Investment Statistics

1986 1987 1988

Million Million Million

Number Baht Number Baht Number Baht

L Applications

1. Total investment 431 59,688 1,058 209,029 2,125 530,292
(percent change) (145.5) (250.2) (100.9) (153.7)

2. Total foreign
394,212investment 207 35,487 630 163,322 1,271

(percent change) (204.3) (360.2) (101.7) (141.4)
of which:

Japan 53 8,111 199 46,747 389 148,221
Taiwan 31 2,957 178 14,642 400 54,287
United States 24 13,998 61 19,214 136 92,767
Australia 6 528 22 7,331 30 29,851
Hong Kong 17 1,934 46 7,035 126 20,108
Singapore 9 330 37 5,129 63 10,069
United Kingdom 11 2,020 26 4,231 45 12,598
West Germany 9 1,139 14 720 25 5,612
France 3 11,710 7 59 18 29,927

II Applications approved

1. Total investment 295 34,610 625 67,290 1,454 200,894
(percent change) (111.9) (94.4) (132.6) (198.5)

2. Total foreign
investment 154 25,047 385 50,064 888 156,419

(percent change) (150.0) (99.9) (130.6) (212.4)
of which:

Japan 35 6,593 136 24,363 265 77,019
Taiwan 18 940 102 7,700 308 21,498
United States 20 1,067 34 4,431 106 17,028
Australia 4 297 12 984 19 1,325
Hong Kong 18 1,178 32 3,144 86 11,416
Singapore 6 250 17 1,630 51 5,654
United Kingdom 13 1,866 16 2,643 44 8,387
West Germany 5 739 7 337 17 3,513
France 4 400 3 32 14 1,289

III Promotion

certificates issued 186 34,676 372 49,729 912 87,018
(percent change) (100.0) (43.4) (145.2) (75.0)

IV. Start operations 145 20,810 171 18,563 224 7,930
(percent change) (17.9) (10.8) (30.0) (3.4)

Source: Board of Investment.
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that has been crucial for the economic growth ofThailand is the revenues
from foreign tourists. Until 1987, the revenues from tourism were growing
steadily at a rate of about 10 to 15 percent per year. In 1987, the
government launched the Visit ThailandYear to commemorate the sixtieth
birthday of the king. The concerted efforts to advertise the event and to
accommodate tourists have paid off handsomely. As shown in Table 7, the
number of visitors jumped from about 2.8 million in 1986 to almost 3 5
million in 1987, resulting in an increase of revenues from tourism from
37,321 million baht in 1986 to 50,024 million baht in 1987, or about 34.0
percent. The year 1988 was even better. Although the rate of increase of
tourists was lower, at 21.5 percent in 1988 compared to 23.6 percent in
1987, these new tourists stayed longer and spent more. The over 4.2
million tourists in 1988 spent 73,500 million baht, or 46.9 percent more
than the level spent in 1987. It has been very impressive indeed to see the
revenues from tourism double in just two years (see Table 7).

Fiscal Conditions

Traditionally, the Thai government has always experienced a budget
deficit in its annual government finance For the last twenty-five years until
1988, there was only one year in which the government had a budget
surplus. That was 1974, when the commodity price boom in the world
market enabled the government to rake in revenues through commodity
export taxes. The year 1988 was another exception, with the government
in the black.

From Table 8 it may be seen that from 1980 to 1986, the annual
government budget deficit was never lower than 21,000 million baht. The
worst year was 1982, when the government experienced a severe fiscal
crisis with a budget deficit of over 41,000 million baht. However, the
government's fiscal condition improved dramatically in 1987, when the
budget deficit was the lowest in a decade In 1988, the deficit turned into
surplus for the first time in fourteen years. The surplus for fiscal year 1988,
estimated at 24,992 million baht, was made possible by at least two factors.
One is the marked increase in taxation, particularly import taxes (which
had a direct link with domestic economic expansion), business tax,
corporate profit tax, individual income tax, and specific property tax. The
rate ofincrease in these taxes and other public revenues in 1988was about
27.6 percent, which was very high. The other factor is the much slower
growth in public expenditures. This conservative spending has been the
hallmark of the Thai government in recent years. The surplus in 1988
enabled the government to make an early payment ofits public debts and
redeem some of the government bonds that will mature in the next five
years.
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Table?

Tourism-Related Statistics

1985 1986 1987 1988

Revenues from tourism

(million baht)
Percent change

31,768
16.3

37,321
17.5

50,024
34.0

73,500
46.9

Number of visitors

Persons

Percent change
2,438,270

3.9

2,818,092
15.6

3,482,958
23.6

4,230,737
21.5

Average length of stay
(days/person) 5.58 5.93 6.06 7.10

Average expenditure
(baht/person/day) 2,335 2,233 2,370 2,460

Source; Bank of Thailand.

Monetary Conditions

In 1988, the liquidity in the financial system diminished steadily. Private
demand for commercial bank credits continued to expand by 27 percent
as commercial bank deposits slowed down to 18 percent. To augment their
liquidity, banks borrowed from overseas and also from the Bank of
Thailand. The tight money situation toward the end of 1988 caused
interest rates to move upward. The interbank and repurchase rates
increased from 6.5 and 5.4 percent per year at the end of 1987 to 11.3and
9.2 percent, respectively, during the last month of 1988. Many banks also
raised the savings and time deposit rates to 7.25 and 9 5 percent, respec
tively, which are the ceilings allowed by the Bank of Thailand. Concur
rently, the minimum lending rate was increased from 11.5 to 12.0 percent

The broadly dej&ned money supply (M2) slowed down to an annual
growth rate of 18.2 percent in 1988 compared to 20.2 percent in 198Z
This decrease was largely due to a drastic reduction in private lending to
the government. Although private credit continued to grow rapidly,overall
domestic credit expanded at a slower rate of 16percent compared to 17.6
percent in 1987.

Price Levels

Compared with 1987, the consumer price index in 1988 increased by
3.8 percent, the highest rate of increase in the last fiveyears. This increase
was more or less to be expected in the face of rapidly rising commodity
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Table 8

Government Finance (Calendar Year)
(million baht)

Total Growth Total Growth Surplus or
Year Revenue Rate Expenditures Rate Deficit

1980 95,557 21.5 120,973 35.2 (25,416)
1981 111,843 17.0 133,444 10.3 (21,601)
1982 115,980 3.7 157,017 17.7 (41,037)
1983 143,436 23.7 167,088 6.4 (23,652)
1984 148,242 3.4 182,228 9.1 (33,986)
1985 160,652 8.4 200,028 9.8 (39,376)
1986 169,925 5.8 204,279 2.1 (34,354)
1987 202,021 18.9 211,988 3.8 (9.967)
1988 Q3 196,962 28.4 167,446 5.5 29,516
1988 FY 245,647 27.6 220,655 6.2 24,992

Source:Bank Monthly Bulletin, Jan. 1989, tables 23 and 24.

prices and domestic spending. The product price index rose even faster in
1988, reaching 8.2 percent compared with 5.9 percent in the previous
year. Although it appears that these increases in price level were reason
able and within bounds, the momentum of growth that has affected the
upper-income real estate and housing sectors may soon trickle down to
other activities that affect people at lower incomes.

Short-Tenn Trends

The substantial increases in exports, foreign direct investments, and
income from tourism together help explain the fast growth of the Thai
economy in 1988.Willthis favorable scenario prevail in 1989and beyond?
Before answering this question, most economic forecasters in Thailand
would consult the predictions for world trade and the prospective eco
nomic expansion of the major industrialized countries. This makes sense,
asThailand dependsa greatdealon thesecountriesfor itsexport markets.
High growth in these countries will eventually bring in higher export
demand, and the opposite is true when they sufferrecession or economic
slowdown. On this basis, the first impression onehasuponexamining the
gross domestic product (GDP) forecast of the OECDcountries in 1989 and
1990 would be that growth in 1989 will not be as high as in 1988.'

^Most of these short-term forecasts are based on the Bank of Thailand, Department of
EconomicResearch, Thailand: Economic Conditions and Outlookfor 1989 (1989). This
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Table 9
Selected World Economic Indicators

1986 1987 1988 1989

I. Growth in world trade (% ) 4.7 5.7 7.0 5.4

11. Growth in world GNP (% ) 3.2 3.2 3.7 3.0

OECD countries 2.7 3.3 3.8 2.8

United States 2.8 3.4 3.9 2.7

European Economic Community 2.6 2.7 2.5 2.0

Japan 2.5 4.2 5.8 4.2

Source; OECD,Economic Outlook, June 1988.

From Table 9, it is clear that world trade is projected to grow mote
slowly in 1989thanin 1988. Therateofgrowth ofworldtradeisestimated
at 7.0 percent in 1988 but only 5.4 percent in 1989. The world GNP is
expected to growby 3.0percent in1989, comparedto 3.7percent in1988.
Therate ofGNP growthin 1989willbe evenlowerinOECD countries. The
estimatedGNP growth rates for the UnitedStates, the EuropeanEconomic
Community, andJapan in 1989 are, respectively, 2.8, 2.0, and4.2percent,
allof them lower than the figures for 1988which are,respectively, 3.9,2.5,
and 5.8percent. It seems that world economicactivities are expected to
cool down a little in 1989.

Most economic forecasts for Thailand in 1989 believe that the expan
sion of the Thai economy will continue at a relatively high rate but not as
highas that experienced in 1988. The Bank of Thailand predicted an 8i0
percent growth, the TDRI, also 8.0 percent; the NESDB, 8.5 percent; the
Bangkok Bank, 7.9percent; the Siam Commercial Bank, 9.6percent; and
so on.

On more detailed sectoral growth trends, the BankofThailand expects
that the agricultural sector will grow at a 2.7percent rate in 1989,because
the production ofmajorcrops such asrice,maize, sugarcane, andcassava is
projected to slowdown.Therate offeredby the NESDB isevenlowerat 1.0
percent, with the prediction of the TDRI more or less in the middleat 1.9
percent.Themanufacturing sector isexpected to growat a rate ofabout9
to 10percent, continuing its steadilyexpanding growth.The construction
sector is expected to have another good year in 1989.

sectionmay overlap withthenextsection, whichdiscusses medium-term adjustments indie
Thai economy.
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Inthearea offoreign trade, Thai exports may slow down in1989 along
withdampened world trade. The rateofexportgrowth isprojected at 23
percent, with the import growth rate slightly higher at 25 percent. The
trade deficit will continue at the level of 127,000 million baht in 1989.As
revenues from tourism are expected to slow down, the current account
deficit will rise to about 74.5 million baht. However, price levels are
expected toincrease somewhat rapidly. The consumerprice index islikely
to increase by 6 percent. The reduction in oil prices at the end of 1988
helped relieve some ofthe pressure ongeneral price levels butnotenough
to restrain the pressure from other fronts.

Admittedly, what has been predicted so far may or may not occur as
stated, even on a very near-term horizon. The world situation could
change, andtheprivate responses intheThai economy could change with
it. At any rate, some things in the economy can be put under control
whereby the future results or outcomes can be ascertained. One of these is
planned government spending as reflected in its annual budget. In the
short run, weknow where thegovernment isgoing orwhat it isdoing and
its possible impact on the economy at large by looking at the size and
composition of its planned budget. This is what we will turn to next.

We have seenthatthegovernment enjoyed awindfall gain ofincreased
revenues that wasquite unexpected in 1988. In fiscal 1989, the govern
ment increased itsexpenditurebudgetby 17.2 percent overthe previous
fiscal year (see Table 10). Most experts agreed that the increase was
justified because thegovernment had beenpursuing atight budget policy
for several years thathad affected many ofthepublic investmentprograms.
The available funds made it possible to increase capital expenditure by
32.0percent, nottomention theincrease incurrentexpenditure resulting
from theupward adjustment in civil servants' salary scales to bring them
closerto the much higher private sector salary structures. Total govern
ment revenues are expected to reach 262,500 million baht in fiscal 1989,
anincrease of31.6 percent.over fiscal 1988. Thedeficit for1989, therefore,
is set at 23,000 million baht, onlyabout 1.4 percent ofGDP for the year.

Many economists are concerned about the government budget for
fiscal year 1990. Should the government revert back to the conservative
spending programs ofthelast several years, or should it stimulate orkeep
up themomentum in theeconomy byspending aggressively? Economists
are divided on this issue, but it seems that the figure proposed by the
Budget Bureau for1990 isquitereasonable Thebudgetceiling is320,000
million baht, representing anincrease of12.1 percentover fiscal year1989.
The 1990 budget will maintain thesame share ofGDP as in 1989. Capital
expenditure will still increase faster than the current expenditure The
share ofdebtpayments inthebudget will bereduced; and thefinal budget
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deficit is set at 10,000 million baht, which has become quite smaU in
absolute terms as well as relative to GDP (that is, 0.5 percent of GDP).
Apparently, this small deficit is a compromise that has been worked out to
satisfy both the people who would like to see aggressive government
spending and those who would like to see a balanced budget when the
government can manage it.

To conclude, the short-term trend for the Thai economy in the next
year or so will be continued satisfactory economic expansion at a rate of
around 7 to 8 percent, which is lower than that of 1988 but still very
respectable Price levels will be slightly higher, and there exist pressures
that might cause it to go higher than expected. Exports will still perform
well despite growing adverse conditions (protectionism, lost Generalized
System ofPreferences [GSP]privileges, increasing costs ofproduction, and
so on). The trade deficit will grow more, because imports will not be
reduced. But that deficit should pose no problem for the balance of
payments as foreign capital continues to flow into the country. The
government is happy with the fiscal situation and will participate more in
public investment projects in the future.

Medium-Term Trends and Adjustments

For a fast-growing economy such as Thailand's, the economic situation
in the next three to five years could be quite different from the present.
However, it is still possible to foresee likely developments and for organiza
tions responsible for macroeconomic management, such as the govern
ment and its many bureaus and departments, to change their course or do
things to cope with changing situations.

In Thailand, the major public body vested with the duty and respon
sibility ofplanning and monitoring the course of economic development
in the medium term is the NESDB. Its five-year economic and social
development plan not only paints a picture of the economy five years
ahead of time for the government and the general public to see, it also sets
the course of action for the government to reach the desired goals or to
seek new goals if the expected goals are not desirable. Although the plan is
only indicative as far as the private sector is concerned, its influence on
decision making in the private sector can be great.

At present, the medium-term trends perceived by the NESDB are
prescribed in its current Sixth Plan, covering the period from 1987
through 1991.The events of the past two years, however, seriously affected
economic predictions ofthe plan. No one would have dared to predict two
years ago that the Thai economy would have flourished so in 1987 and
1988. The plan has had to be adjusted, and in revising its plan, the NESDB
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has presented a new economic scenario for the next three years. The
figures forecast are presented in Table 11.

In this table, several pertinent and important economic variables are
selected and their future behaviors projected. Starting with overall eco
nomic expansion, the average annual rate of growth of GDPis expected to
taper off to around 7.0 percent in the last two years of the plan. The revised
annualGDPgrowth rate during the planned period is now estimatedat 8.4
percent, compared with only 5.0 percent in the original plan. Strangely
enough, the revised agricultural growth rate is reduced to 2.1 percent,
down from 2.9 percent in the original plan. Perhaps the NESDB has come
to realize that not much can be done to the agricultural sector, so that eveh
in the last year of the plan (1991) the rate of agricultural growth is set at
only 1.6 percent, much unlike the expected performance of the manufac
turing sector, whose annual rate of growth in the revised plan is 11.1
percent, almost double the original plan's estimate of 6.6 percent.

In the foreign trade sector, exports are projected to reach 668,268
million baht in 1991, representing an average annual increase of about 23.9
percent from 1987 onward. Again, this rate is more than double the
original rate of 10.7percent. The short-term trend of growing trade deficits
will continue in the medium term, as imports are expected to keep up with
the rising economic prosperity. However, these trade deficits are expected
to grow at a more or less constant rate of around 6.0 percent per annum.
The current account balance may stabilize at a level between 70,000
million and 80,000 million baht if the assumptions hold up that the income
from tourism grows at a rate of 14 to 15percent and the savings-investment
gap is about 4 percent of GDP in the last three years of the plan. Finally, the
inflation rate is increased in the revised plan to 5.4 percent from only 2.3
percent in the original plan.

At this juncture, it may be appropriate to discuss whether the export-
oriented or export-led growth policy that is so obvious in the development
policy of Thailand should, in fact, be the single most important policy to be
followed or adopted by the authorities concerned. Opinions vary,and afiill
debate is not possible here. It suffices to echo the cogent argument made
by Professor John P. Lewis of Princeton University about the folly of the
single-track preoccupation with promoting continued export expansion
as the means for accelerating the country's graduation to NICstatus.'̂ Lewis
accepts the view that export promotion is a promising principal strategy
for the Thai economy in the medium term but believes that Thailand must
be carefiil not to try an interventionist, high-tech, pick-the-winners strat-

-^John P.Lewis,"The Thai Economy's Medium Term:Prospects and Challenges"(unpublished
paper, June 1988).
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Table H

NESDB Forecast of Selected Economic Variables, 1988-1991

1988 1989 1990 1991

Original
Sixth

Plan

Revised

Sixth

Plan

Economic expansion
GDP(%)
Agriculture (% )
Manufacturing (% )

11.0

8.6

12.5

8.5

1.0

10.0

7.0

1.5

9.8

7.0

1.6

9.7

5.0

2.9
6.6

8.4

2.1

11.1

Exports
Value (million baht)
GrowA rate {%)

405,000
35.9

508,491
25.6

582,904
14.6

668,268
14.6

290,700
10.7

492,552
23.9

Imports
Value (million baht)
Growth rate (% )

501,000
46.4

631,354
26.0

702,062
11.2

798,272
13.4

326,700
9.5

594,973
27.3

Trade deficits
Value (million baht)
Growth rate (% )

96,000
6.5

122,904
7.3

119,119
6.3

130,045
6.2

35,900
2.7

102,445
6.0

Current account balance

Value (million baht) 44,500
Growth rate ( % ) 3 0

75,938
4.5

71,371
3.8

79,178
3.7

11,800
0.9

56,921
3.2

Savings-Investment
Savings (% of GDP) 24.5
Investment (% of GDP) 27.5

24.2

28.7

24.4

28.2

24.4

28.1

24.4

27.7

Incomefrom tourists
Growth rate (% ) 33.3 15.4 14.4 14.5 7.4 22.6

Inflation
Rate (% ) 7.0 6.0 5.0 5.0 2.3 5.4

Source: NESDB.

egy as was done in Korea, because Thailand lacks the present and near-
term technical capacity to take on such policy. By pursuing the dynamic
comparative advantage of high-tech manufacturing, Thailand could run
into all sorts of competition and resistance from technologically advanced
countries. Instead, Thailand should pursue a policy of improving its
agricultural productivity and letting the agricultural output form the bases
upon which industrial manufactures and exports are built. Labor-intensive
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manufacturing techniques are proposed because they fit the conventional
comparative advantage of low labor cost.

Another well-known research organization that deals with medium-
term economic forecast ofthe Thai economy is the Thailand Development
Research Institute In one ofits publications presented at the TDRI Annual
Year-End Conference in December 1988, several forecasts on GDP, trade,
and finances in the medium term (that is, to the end ofthe Sixth Plan)were
made and discussed.^ These forecasts are modified and reproduced in
Tables 12,13, and 14.

Before discussing these tables, it should be pointed out that these
predictions were based on several assumptions about factors that wiU
affect Thailand's economic performance within the next few years. First of
all, it was assumed that the world economic expansion, although slowed
down somewhat, would continue at a rate that does not harm Thai exports
too much. Second, domestic investment will maintain its high level until
the end of the Sixth Plan. Third, oil prices will be stabilized at $16 to $18
per barrel. Fourth, the foreign direct investment increase will alternate
between 10 and 20 percent per year. And finally, there will be no major
exchange rate movement.

Under the general and specific assumptions above, the TDRI forecast
that GDPgrowth over the next three years, that is, in 1989,1990, and 1991,
will be, respectively, 8.0, 7.6, and 7.7 percent (see Table 12). It is
interesting to note that the agricultural sector, particularly the crop
subsector, is projected to grow very slowly during 1989 (only 0.6 per
cent). Although the gro^vth rate at the end of the Sixth Plan is expected to
improve to 1.4percent, it is still the lowest rate of all sectors or subsectors.
The major reasons given for this gloomy picture were the scarcity of land
and the reduction in prices. This pessimistic view toward agriculture is
similar to that of NESDB, which was mentioned earlier. The TDRI view oh
industrial growth is also similar to NESDB's, but this time both are
optimistic. Furthermore, according to the TDRI, the inflation rate is
expected to slow down continuously from 1988 onward, reaching 3.4
percent in 1991.The reason given is that the domestic and external interest
rates are likely to go up in the next few years, thus keeping inflation
in check.

Tables 13 and 14 can be examined together; they deal with the
projected external trade and its finances. In Table 13, for example, the
values of exports and imports are forecast for every year through 1991.By

^Suganya Hutaserani and Somchai Jitsuchon, "Thailand's Income Distribution and Poverty
Profile and Their Current Situations" (paper prepared for the 1988 TDRI Year-End Con
ference on Income Distribution and Long-Term Development, December 1988).
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Table 12

TDRI Forecast of GDP Growth and Share by Sector, 1988-1991

1988 1989 1990 1991

/ GDP growth (%)
2.6 1.9Agriculture 8.8 1.9

Crops 10.0 0.6 2.2 1.4

Other agriculture 6.9 3.9 3.3 2.6

Industry 11.5 9.7 9.4 9.5

Major exporting 12.7 12.4 11.1 11.6

Other industries 10.9 8.3 8.4 8.3

Services 9.9 8.7 7.8 8.0

Total 10.3 8.0 7.6 7.7

//. GDP share (%)
Agriculture 15.6 14.7 14.0 13.2

Crops 9.4 8.7 8.3 7.8

Other agriculture 6.2 5.9 5.7 5.4

Industry 35.7 36.3 36.9 37.5

Major exporting 12.3 12.8 13.2 13.7

Other industries 23.4 23.5 23.6 23.8

Services 48.7 49.1 49.2 49.3

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

III Memo item

Inflation rate 4.9 4.5 4.3 3.4

Source:TDRI, The Macroeconomic Policy Program, "An Economic Forecast for Thailandin
1988and Duringthe SixthPlanPeriod"(paper preparedfor the 1988TDRIYear-End
Conference on Income Distribution and Long-Term Development, Dec. 1988).

1991 the trade balance will experience a deficit to the tune of almost
200,000 million baht, or about 8.9 percent of GDP. This figure is much
higher than the trade deficit envisioned by the NESDB. However, the TDRI
believes that part of the deficit will be offset by a surplus in the service
account, which is expected to rise continuously as a result of success in
tourism promotion. Yetthe current account deficit at the end of the period
of about 137,024 million baht, or 6.2 percent of GDP, is on the high side
(compared to about 4.0 percent of GDP predicted by the NESDB). The
NESDBforecast appears much more tenable

It is unavoidable with very large trade and current account deficits that
larger external debts are created. The TDRI was of the opinion that
although those deficits are getting worse, the overall debt profile of
Thailand would not be very troublesome. It was reported that the ratio of
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Table 13
TDRI Forecast on the Values of Trade and Finances, 1988-1991

(million baht)

1988 1989 1990 1991

Merchandise

Exports 400,258 503,246 604,483 708,302
Agriculture 94,920 103,393 116,880 121,711
Major industry 214,320 291,429 364,918 447,713
Others 91,018 108,424 122,685 138,878

Imports 493,194 638,543 786,707 905,257
Trade Balance (92,936) (135,297) (182,224) (196,956)

(As percent of GDP) (6.3) (7.9) (9.3) (8.9)

Services

Receipts 124,565 138,586 150,213 164,704
Travel 62,163 71,946 80,678 91,979
Remittances 34,588 34,588 34,588 34,588
Investment income 7,304 7,669 8,053 8,456
Other services 20,510 24,383 26,894 29,681

Payments 84,804 95,025 101,737 110,585
Investment income 50,340 55,060 57,813 62,212
Other services 34,464 39,965 43,924 48,373
Net services 39,761 43,561 48,477 54,119

Balance ofgoods and services (53,174) (91,736) (133,748) (142,838)
Transfers 5,815 5,815 5,814 5,814

Current account balance (47,358) (85,921) (127,943) (137,024)
(As percent of GDP) (3.2) (5.0) (6.5) (6.2)

Financing
Direct investments 24,975 27,472 32,967 36,263
Public net borrowing (22,801) (21,576) (22,397) (22,433)
Private net borrowing 45,184 36,873 72,571 78,329

Source; TDRI "An Economic Forecast"

debts to GDP had declined substantially from 35.9 percent in 198 to 31.7
percent in 1988 and that it would be maintained at about this level until the
end of the Sixth Plan, namely, at 30.7 percent in 1989,31.7 percent in 1990,
and 32.6 percent in 1991. It was also predicted that the share of public
external debt in the total external debt would decrease over time, from
26.6 percent ofGDP in 1987 to 16.8 percent ofGDP in 1991,while that of
the private sector would increase from 9.3 percent to 15.9 percent ofGDP
in the same period.
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Table 14
TDRI Forecast on the Growth Rates of Trade and Finances, 1988-1991

(percent)

1988 1989 1990 1991

Average
1986-1991

Merchandise

Exports 34.1 25.7 20.1 17.2 25.3
Agriculture 27.6 8.9 13.0 4.1 10.6
Major industry 39.8 36.0 25.2 22.7 34.2
Others 28.9 19.1 13.2 13.2 21.3

Imports 43.9 29.5 23.2 15.1 29.8
Trade balance 109.8 45.6 34.7 8.1 64.9

Services

Receipts 20.7 11.3 8.4 9.7 13.3
Travel 23.2 15.7 12.1 14.0 19.8
Remittances 20.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.6
Investment income 10.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 3.3
Other services 18.8 18.9 10.3 10.4 15.1

Payments 8.0 12.1 7.1 8.7 9.0
Investment income 4.9 9.4 5.0 7.6 5.7
Other services 12.8 16.0 9.9 10.1 14.5

Net services 61.4 9.6 11.3 11.6 26.8

Balance ofgoods
and services 170.3 72.5 45.8 6.8

Transfers -0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.06

CurrentAccount

Balance 242.2 81.4 48.9 7.1 —

Financing
Direct investments 430.0 10.0 20.0 10.0 40.2
Public net borrowings — -194.6 3.8 0.2 —

Private net borrowings
—

-18.4 96.8 7.9 —

Source: TDRI, "An Economic Forecast."

In ail, the Thai economy is expected to be propelled forward fiieled
mainly by export earnings, tourist income, and foreign direct investments.
As imports also increase pari passu with exports, the trade balance can
become quite critical in the medium and near terms. It is strongly argued
that to cope with this medium-term problem of widening resource gaps,
efforts must be made in private as well as public sectors to mobilize and
increase domestic saving. In the private sector, a more efficient capital
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market should be promoted, and fiscal incentives may be given to savings
in long-term financial assets insofar as they do not create too obvious an
equity trade-off. Foreign investors may be encouraged to participate more
in our domestic equity markets, again insofar as they do not create
confusion and disruption in the markets. In the public sector, the tax
system and its administration must be reformed so that more compliance
is attained along with more tax collections. State enterprises must become
more efficient so as to save on costs and contribute more profits to the
government.

Some Long-Term Problems and Trends

The discussion so far has concentrated on the issues of economic

growth through links with external economic activities such as exports,
tourism, and foreign investments. Obviously, this is one of the most direct
routes to economic progress and prosperity. But growth alone does not
mean development. To develop an economy in the long run requires more
than just trying to produce more for export. Usually economic develop
ment is a long-term process that may take many years, often many decades.
In Thailand, long-term development problems are many and distinctive In
this chapter, where the main objective is to survey pertinent trends in the
economy of various durations, it is not possible to discuss all long-term
problems and trends in detail. Therefore, only a few relevant economic
problems of long-term nature will be introduced and briefly discussed in
the sections that follow.

Structural Transformation of the Economy

In the final analysis, the success of Thailand's economic development
comes down to a fundamental question: How well has Thailand been
transformed from an agriculturally based economy to an industrialized
economy? As it has been taken for granted that development is inextrica
bly linked with industrialization, the type, speed, and quality of the
structural transformation determine, to a certain extent, the success of
economic development.

Aseries of tables. Tables 15 to 17, show the proportion or share ofGDP
and the rates of growth in value-added generated by different subsectors in
the economy. Table 15,for example, gives details for subsectors in the main
categories of agriculture and nonagriculture, including services, at current
prices. Table 16 combines several subsectors together and isolates the
category of services. Moreover;the share ofGDPin this table uses constant
price rather than current price. And Table 17 shows the average rates of
growth of GDP from 1970 onward, also using constant price.

It is clear from these tables that the role of the agricultural sector as a
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Table 15
Share of Gross Domestic Product by Industrial Origin at Current Price,

1983-1988

1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988

Agriculture 20.4 18.0 16.8 16.5 16.1 16.9
Crops 13.3 11.6 10.4 9.9 9.8 11.2

Livestock 2.1 1.7 1.5 1.8 1.8 1.7

Fisheries 1.3 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.2 1.0

Forestry 1.0 1.0 0.9 0.8 0.7 0.6

Agricultural services 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.6 0.6 0.5

Simple agricultural processing 2.0 1.8 2.0 2.0 2.0 1.9

Nonagriculture 79.6 82.0 83.2 83.5 83.9 83.1
Mining and quarrying 2.9 3.4 4.0 3.2 3.1 3.0
Manufacturing 21.3 22.4 22.1 23.3 23.9 24.4

Construction 5.3 5.8 5.6 5.2 5.1 5.1

Electricity and water supply 1.9 1.9 2.3 2.6 2.6 2.6

Transportation and
communication 6.7 7.1 7.7 7.8 7.5 7.3

Wholesale and retail trade 16.2 15.9 15.1 15.5 15.6 15.8

Banking, insurance,
and real estate 3.4 3.6 3.5 3.4 3.9 4.1

Ownership of dwellings 3.7 3.8 4.0 4.1 4.0 3.6
Public administration

and defense 4.9 4.6 4.8 4.6 4.3 3.8

Services 13.3 13.5 14.1 13.8 13.9 13.4

GDP 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Memo: GNP per capita (baht) 18,164 18,968 19,287 20,364 22,599 26,412

Source: NESDB.

generator ofnational product declines continuously from I960 onward. In
I960, the share of the agricultural sector in the overall GDP was almost
40.0 percent, whereas the share of the manufacturing sector was only 12.5
percent. Ten years later in 1970, the agricultural share of value-added fell
to 27.0 percent, whereas the manufacturing share increased to 16.0
percent. The trend continued until the share of manufacturing exceeded
that of agricultural in 1980 at a level ofover 20 percent. Thailand had then
achieved some semblance of being an industrialized country. In 1987, the
agricultural share had declined to 17.6 percent, whereas that of manu
facturing sector stood at 22.2 percent. The rates of growth of these
two sectors tell the full story (see Table 17). The manufacturing sector
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Table 16

Share of GDP by Sector at Constant Price

1960 1970 1975 1980 1985 1987

Agriculture 39.8 27.0 24.8 20.6 19.9 17.6

Nonagriculture 52.8 61.5 63.3 67.1 66.2 68.2

Manufacturing 12.5 16.0 19.9 21.7 20.7 22.2

Other industries 40.3 45.5 43.4 45.4 45.5 46.0

Services 10.5 11.5 11.9 12.3 13.9 14.2

Total 103.1 101.0 101.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Source: National Income ofThailand, new series, 1970—1987.

Table 17

Average Growth Rate of GDP by Sector at Constant Price

1970-1975 1975-1980 1980-1985 1985-1987 1987

Agriculture 3.8 4.0 4.9 -0.2 -2.5

Nonagriculture 6.2 9.2 5.3 2.9 9.4
Manufacturing 10.3 9.8 4.6 3.8 10.2

Other industries 4.6 8.9 5.7 2.6 9.0

Services 6.4 8.6 8.4 2.8 9.4

Total 5.6 7.9 5.7 2.3 7.1

Source: NE^IT^^Nationallncome ofThailand, new series, 1970-1987.

always grew faster than the agricultural sector, except between 1980 and
1985, when the second oil shock adversely affected manufacturing per
formances.

This situation is all very well, except that while agriculture was
reducing its share quickly, agricultural employment was not reduced as
fast as its GDP share. Table 18 shows that in I960,82.4 percent of the labor
force was found working in the agricultural sector, and as much as 68.3
percent ofthe labor force was still found in this sector in 1985. Meanwhile,
the manufacturing labor force, which enjoyed a 3.4 percent share of the
total labor force in I960, increased its share to only 8.0 percent in 1985.
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Table 18

Distributionof the Economically Active PopulationEleven %ars ofAge
and Over, by Sector

I960 1970 1980 1987

Agriculture 82.4 79.3 72.5 68.3

Nonagriculture 5.9 6.7 10.4 11.0

Manufacturing 3.4 4.1 5.6 8.0

Other industries 2.5 2.6 4.8 3.0

Services 11.7 14.0 17.1 20.7

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Source: I960,1970, and 1980populationcensuses; 1987LaborForceSurvey.

The implication of this situation is straightforward:The industrial expan
sion had not absorbed the agricultural labor force fast enough to create a
balanced and harmonious structural transformation. Toomanypeople still
remain in the agricultural sector generating too little output or value-
added.

To further elaborate on this point, output per employed person was
calculated for both the agricultural and nonagricultural sector. The results
show that the output of nonagricultural workers was between 5.9 and 10.0
times higher than that of agricultural workers in the four periods under
study from 1971 to 1986 (see Table 19). This extremely low agricultural
productivity relative to nonagricultural productivity was also noted by
Lewis, who compared the Thai situation with that of neighboring coun
tries such as the Philippines, Malaysia, and Indonesia and found that in
those countries the output per worker in the nonagricultural sector was
only 2.9 to 4.2 timeshigher than that in the agriculturalsector.*^ There isno
doubt that the development process in Thailand is biased in favor of
nonagricultural workers and against the agricultural workers. This is a
long-term structural problem that still needs drastic correction.

Incidence ofPoverty among Thais

The generally high rates of growth that the Thai economy has experi
enced in the twenty-five years after the launching of the firstplan ought to
havehelped raise the incomes and, consequently, the wellbeing of the Thai

^Lewis, "Thai Economy's Medium Term."
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Table 19

Output per Employed Person in Thailand

1971 1975 1980 1986

/. Output
GDP (million baht)

Agriculture
Nonagriculture

Share (% )
Agriculture
Nonagriculture

144,607
40,786

103,821

28.2

71.8

298,816
94,063

204,753

31.5

68.5

684,930
173,806
511,124

25.4
74.6

1,098,362
183,037
915,325

16.7

83.3

//. Employment
Number (million)

Agriculture
Nonagriculture

Share (% )
Agriculture
Nonagriculture

16.619
13.112

3.507

78.9
21.1

18.182

13.270
4.912

73.0

27.0

22.681
16.092
6.589

71.0

29.0

26.673
17.803
8.870

66.8
33.2

III Outputper employed
person (haht/montb)

Agriculture
Nonagriculture

725.1
259.2

2467.3

1369.6
590.7

3474.0

2516.6
900.1

6464.7

3431.7
856.8

8599.9

IV. Ratio 9.5 5.9 7.2 10.0

Source:Suganyaand Somchai,"Thailand'sIncome Distribution."

people Table 20 summarizes the data in studies about the incidence of
poverty in Thailand, that is, the proportion of the people whose incomes
fall below a calculated poverty line. It is evident from Table 20 that the
overall poverty in Thailand in the early1960swas extensive In 1962-63,
57 percent of the whole population could be classifiedaspoor. These poor
people were concentrated in the north and northeast regions. By1968-
69, the poverty incidence had declined across the board to an overall
incidence of 42 percent for the whole kingdom. The decline in the
incidence ofpoverty continued, to reach a levelof 24 percent in 1981, but
it had moved back up to 29 percent by 1986.

At least two points can be made based on the above findings. First,the
continuous decline of the incidence of poverty in Thailand, at least from
1962-63 to 1981, can be said to be a measure of the success of economic
development during those periods. But the rate of decline slowed down in
the later years ofdevelopment. At24 percent of the total population, about
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Table 20

Poverty Incidence by Region, 1962-63 to 1986
(percent of people whose income is below poverty line)

1962-63 1968-69 1975-76 1981 1986

North 65 38 35 23 26

Northeast 74 68 46 36 48

Center 40 18 16 16 16

South 44 40 33 21 27

Bangkok 28 11 12 4 4

Whole kingdom 57 42 33 24 29

Source: Data for 1962-63,1968-69,1975-76, and 1981 are from Medhi Krongkaew, "The
Current Stateof Poverty and Income Distribution in Thailand"(paper presented at
the international conference on Thai studies, Australian National University, Can
berra, July 1987).The 1986data are from Suganya and Somchai, "Thailand's Income
Distribution."

Note:Thepovertylineusedin the abovestudiesisbasedon the 1975—76 figure of1981 baht
per person per year in rural areasand 2,961baht per person per year in urban areas.
Appropriate priceindices wereusedto adjust thepoverty lines for1981 and1986. For
1981, the povertylinesare 3,454baht and 5,151 baht, respectively, for rural andurban
areas;and for 1986, the corresponding figures are 3,823 and 5,834 respectively.

12 million Thais still lived in poverty in 1981.This number is still high and
would havebeen higher if1981had not been such a good year for the farm
sector. Moreover, the concentration of poverty in the northeast, and to a
lesser extent the north, is still bothersome. Second, it may be argued that
the worsening situation in 1986 was unique and unusual because the
agricultural sector asawhole suffered drastic commodityprice reductions
during that year, resulting in drastic reductions in individual and house
hold income If one tries to adjust for those unusual price movements, the
overall figure for the incidence of poverty comes down to about 25
percent. For practical purposes, it may be concluded that, at best, the
incidence of poverty remained unchanged between 1981 and 1986.

Some believe this level of poverty is unacceptable, and every effort
must be made to bring it down further. It is fair to say that throughout the
twenty-five-year period covered by Table 20, the government had no direct
or explicit antipoverty policy or program. The improvement in the poverty
situation was a natural response to the overall economic progress rather
than a result of conscious policy packages. Perhaps we have reached a stage
wherein poverty incidence will not go down any further without direct
and concrete public policies. Along-term adjustment of the poverty level
may require a greater role and intervention by the state
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CurrentDistribution ofIncome

Although the incidence of poverty has improved over the long run, at
least until recently, the same thing cannot be said for the income distribu
tion of the Thai people. Severalstudies have been completed in Thailand
about the income distribution of the Thai people and Thaihouseholds, and
most, if not all, have concluded that income distribution in Thailand has
worsened as the country has become more developed from the early
1960s to the present.'^ The total picture can be seen in Table 21,which
siunmarizes the important findings of previous studies as well.

Two sets of data are presented, one for the earlier period (1962-63 to
1972)andoneforthe laterperiod(1975-76 to 1986). Although thesetwo
sets of data are not compatible because different income concepts and
units of analysis were used, it is still quite obvious from the statistical
findings that income distribution had gotten worse as the country has
developed. The Set 1 data, for example, show that the income share of
the poorest quintile declined from 2.9 percent to 2A percent between
1962-63and1972. Ofcourse, theincome share ofthisgroup improved in
1968-69, but the improvementwas so slight that it could be attributable
to dataerror. Moreimportant, there isno ambiguity in the improvement of
the income position of the richest 20 percent between 1962-63 and
1968-69 and then 1972, where the shareincreased from 59.5 percent to
60.9 percent to 64.4 percent.

Set 2 data start a new series of findings. Here the picture is much
clearer: The poorest quintile continuously lost its income share, from 6.1
percent in 1975-76 to 5.4 percent in 1981 and 4.6 percent in 1986,
whereas the richest quintile improved its income position from 49.3
percent in 1975-76 to 51.5 percent in 1981 and 55.6 percent in 1986.

Thetwodatasetsalso have theirownindices ofincome inequality: Gini
coefficients forSet1andSet2,and anadditional variance oflogofincome
for Set2 only. TheGini coefficients forSet1may appearrather large, but
this ismainlybecausecash income alonewasused in the computation.In
this case, one should look at the trend in these Ginis rather than their sizes.
It is obvious that the Gini for 1972 (0.605) is much worse than that for
1962-63 (0.563), although it seems that the distribution may have
improved a little in 1968—69. For Set 2, there is no ambiguity: the
worsening trend in income distribution from 1975-76 to 1986 can be
clearly seen. The Gini coefficients in this case increased from 0.426 in
1975—76to 0.453 in 1981and to 0.500 in 1986. The use ofanother index of
income inequality,the variance of log ofincome, merely confirms the trend

•^See, for example, Medhi, "CurrentState ofPoverty andIncome Distribution"; Suganya and
Somchai, "Thailand's Income Distribution."
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Table 21

Income Distribution in Thailand

Set 1 Set 2

1962-63 1968-69 1972 1975-76 1981 1986

/. Quintile share of
total income

Poorest 20% 2.9 3.4 2.4 6.1 5.4 4.6

Second 20% 6.2 6.1 5.1 9.7 9.1 7.9

Third 20% 10.5 10.4 9.7 14.0 13.4 12.1

Fourth 20% 20.9 19.2 18.4 21.0 20.6 19.9
Richest 20% 59.5 60.9 64.4 49.3 51.5 55.6

(Richest 10%) (42.2) (43.9) (47.5) (33.4) (35.4) (39.2)
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

11. Gini coefficient 0.563 0.555 0.605 0.426 0.453 0.500

III Variance of
log of income — — — 0.530 0.602 0.737

Source: Set 1 data were obtained from Medhi Krongkaew, "AnAssessment of the Distributive
Impact of Government Policies in Thailand," Economic Bulletin for Asia and the
Pacific 30:2 (Dec. 1979), 62-92.
Set 2 data were obtained from Suganyaand Somchai, "Thailand's Income Distribu
tion."

Note: The two sets of data presented here are not compatible. Set 1 data were based on a
money income concept and used the household as the unit of analysis. Set 2 data were
based on a total income concept (money plus in-kind and other income) and used the
individual as the unit of analysis.

shown by the Gini coefficients as the variances moved closer to 1.000,
meaning greater income inequality.

As the two sets of data are not compatible, could there be a kink or
discontinuity in the income inequalitycurve where Set1ended and Set 2
began? In order to answer this question, I made some adjustments in the
income concept of Set 1, discarded the data for 1972, as they contained
irregularities that could not be matchedwith later series, and then linked
Set 1with Set 2 and recomputed the Gini coefficients.® The resulting new
Gini coefficients for 1962-63,1968-69,1975-76, and 1981 were 0.414,
0.429, 0.451, and 0.473, respectively. And if one adds the latest Gini for

®Medhi Krongkaew, "The Imbalance Between Agricultural and IndustrialDevelopmentand
Its Impact on Social Welfare: A Case of Thailand" (paper presented at the Eighth World
Congress of the International Economic Association, NewDelhi, Dec. 1-5,1986); Medhi,
"Current State of Poverty and Income Distribution."
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1986, which is 0.500, it becomes quite clear that the income distribution
in Thailand had been worsening continuously since 1962-63. This wors
ening distribution is another long-term economic problem that needs to
be solved eventually.

Natural Resource and Environmental Degradation

Students of the economic development of Thailand know that the
industrialization of Thailand was helped in large measure by contributions
from the agricultural sector in the form of cheap food for industrial and
other nonagricultural workers, surplus agricultural products for export^
and cheap labor to work in the factories. What may be less well known is
that agricultural expansion and diversification were carried out at a great
expense in terms of natural resource depletion and environmental degra
dation. Examples are many, but two cases for instructive purposes are the
use of land to expand crop production and the use ofmarine resources for
domestic consumption and export.

Extensive expansion of the production of old and new crops in the late
1950s and early 1960s was made possible partly through the use of forest
areas. The use ofland through cutting down forest is different from the use
of land through land-use intensification and the increase of land productiv
ity. The horizontal increase in cultivation through deforestation can be
very costly, as the barren land may adversely affect the climate, the amount
of rainfall, and erosion of the soil, especially if deforestation occurs in
watershed areas.

Table 22 shows that within twenty-five years, from 1961 onward, the
forest areas in Thailand were reduced by 77.88 million rai. The proportion
of forest areas fell from 53 3 percent in 1961to 29.0 percent in 1985. The
latter figure is lower than the ecological minimum offorest land, which is
estimated at one-third of total land area. The Forest Closure Decree of

1989, which was conceived in the aftermath of the massive destruction of
several villages in the south due to fastfloods and landslides from tree-
bared mountains nearby, may slow down further destruction of the
remaining forests.

Not shown in Table 22 is a new phenomenon in forest destruction: the
cutting down of mangrove areas in the coastal zones along the Gulf of
Thailand to pave the way for shrimp farming for export. The export of
shrimp from Thailand has been very impressive in the last few years, but
the diminution of coastal forests would mean a reduction in fish and

marine life that use these forest areas for breedingpurposes. Away from the
coast and into the sea, the growth of the fishing industry, which was very
high between I960 and 1970, has already caused tremendous depletion of
the fish supply in the gulf. It has been estimated that within a depth of 50
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Table 22

Forest Areas in Thailand, 1961-1985
(million rai)

Region 1961 1972 1975 1978 1982 1985

North 72.6 71.0 64.0 59.5 54.9 52.6
Northeast 44.3 31.7 25.9 19.5 16.2 15.1

Center 22.3 15.0 13.6 12.8 11.6 10.8

East 13.2 9.4 7.9 6.9 5.0 5.0

South 18.5 11.5 12.6 11.0 10.3 9.7

Total 171.9 138.6 124.0 109.6 97.9 93.2

As percent of
total land area 53.3 43.2 38.7 34.2 30.5 29.1

Source: Department of Forestry.

Note: 1 rai = 0.16 hectare.

meters, the amount of fish that can be properly caught in the Gulf of
Thailand is about 750,000 tons per year if a special net is used for 8.6
million hours. But between 1981 and 1983, Thai fishermen caught about
974,000 tons, which was about 30 percent higher than it should be, and
spent about 15.5 million hours doing it, about 80 percent longer than they
should have Not only is time wasted, but a greater amount of valuable
marine resources is also prematurely lost.9

There are other cases of natural resource depletion and destruction
and environmental damage as a result ofrapid economic development, but
the above cases should be sufficient to draw attention to these long-term
problems that, again, need urgent correction.

Human Resources and Science and Technology

Finally, there is the problem of an inadequate supply of human re
sources of the type and quality that are necessary for rapid economic
development. Do we have a great enough labor supply with basic educa
tion higher than primary level? Are training facilities for technical and
vocational students readily available to those who want them? Does the
higher education system concentrate too much on social sciences and too
little on basic sciences and applied sciences? Are there enough funds and

'Vorawoot Hlrunrak, "Marine Resources and the Economic Development of Thailand" (paper
presented at the first Annual Conference of the Economic Society of Thailand, Bangkok, Nov.
3-5,1986).
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incentives for research and development in the country? These and other
questions will be more and more critical for the long-term development of
the economy.

On the subject of science and technology it is well known that in its
past development Thailand has mainly used ready-made technical know-
how from foreign countries or multinational companies rather than trying
to develop technical know-how or technological capability by itself.
Recent research by the TDRI has shown that three important industries in
Thailand, namely, biotechnology-based industries, have low technical
capability, especially in ability to adapt and innovate. Thai entrepreneurs
are only good at using ready-made technology. Although the country has
spent a great deal of money for technology in the last three decades or so,
technology transfer has been negligible The development of science and
technology in Thailand in the future is one of the things most needed for its
long-term economic development.

Summary and Conclusions

This chapter has attempted to look at some important economic
trends that are likely to take place in Thailand over various time periods.
First, current economic conditions were surveyed to find out the main
reasons for the rapid economic growth of 1988. Havingfound that export
earnings, income from tourists, and foreign direct investments were the
three major factors contributing to the high growth of the Thaieconomy at
present, the chapter then looked at the short-term forecast and the likely
scenarios that the economy would face in the medium term if export-led
growth strategies were to be pursued. These strategies required adjust
ments in the Sixth Economic and Social Development Plan, with new
effects and ramifications for the performances of the agricultural, indus
trial, and trades sectors. Finally, the chapter discussed some of the long-
term problems that the economy is facing at the moment, problems that
had their origins in the past and might take some time to solve in the future
Among the pertinent problems were a structural transformation from
agriculture to industry, poverty and income distribution, natural resource
degradation, and the need to improve human resources and science and
technology.

The conclusion of this chapter is very simple.Asan open economy, by
relying on the free enterprise system and leaving the major initiatives to
the private sector, Thailand should have little difficulty adjusting to
changing world situations and reaping benefits from new economic
opportunities. However, several cautions must be heeded in the process.
The economy must improve its ability to mobilize and increase domestic
savings; it must be careful in its foreign borrowing and debt management; it
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must be efficient and impartial in its handling ofregulations, controls, and
incentives. In the long run, the agricultural sector still needs special
attention and assistance in its quest for increased productivity. The
poverty and income distribution problems must be seriously attended to
by more active public sector intervention through fiscal as well as other
macroeconomic instruments. Natural resource management will have to
be improved also. And, when necessary, growth may have to be sacrificed if
the environment wiU be irreparably damaged by that growth. Finally,high-
quality human resources are the assets that will not only enable the
country to achieve its economic goals but will sustain or push them even
higher.



Discussion Excerpts

AMERICAN DISCUSSANT: Thc folc of the military is still an important issue. It is
not exactly clear what the goal of the military is these days. Certainly,
defense is still a major priority, and the military has acquired increased
fiinds from the national budget to upgrade its capabilities. We in the United
States applaud the professionalization of the military. It seems, however,
that the military is looking to emulate the dual-function role seen in the
Indonesian system. The military's role in the foreign policy process has
been clear throughout the region. There is a debate within the military on
its overall mission.

It is striking at this time that there is so little debate on the existence of
a "threat" and where that threat is coming from. My view is that the
internal communist threat is not all that great, and I would be hard pressed
right now to say what the Thai military's view of the external threat is.

On the role of the new government, it is a bit early to say that we are at
the dawn of a new era. But I do think that the current government is on the
path of parliamentary democracy. Had our conference been held six
months ago, the views of many in this room would have been a bit more
pessimistic. But nowwe see that this government is popular and stable, and
one element in its popularity is the decision-making style of this admin
istration. This government is flexible and responsive; its management style
is much to behold. There seems to be virtually no restraint on ministerial
behavior, and that contributes to the popularity of the government.

Two matters not really commented on here are, first, the rise of
nongovernment pressure groups and, second, the Eastern Seaboard
Project as an example of successful management. Owing to the role that
many extrabureaucratic business associations have played in the negotia
tions over that project, we do not yet have a fertilizer complex on the
Eastern Seaboard. Here it is three years later and we still do not have it.
Unlike Indonesia and Malaysia, which have built many white elephants,
Thailand has not produced such massive investments that can lead to
waste and inefficiency.

312
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Another important point is the unique character of the prime minister.
Chatichai has turned into a master politician. He gets along with every
body. He has not focused on trying to resolve internal inconsistencies. He
recognizes that there are differences and that there are internal conflicts,
but he has not gotten caught up with trying to resolve all of these

Having a good economy is also a blessing for the new government. First,
on short-term trends, I would add that when speaking of the importance of
manufactured exports to Thai economic growth in recent years, we must
remember that the United States accounts for nearly 20 percent of
Thailand's overseas market. Seventy-five percent of the goods that enter
this country from Thailand are manufactures. Another important factor is
privatization. The state enterprise sector accounts for a major portion of
Thailand's foreign debt, which is a primary drag on the Thai economy.
However, given the debt-service ratio in Thailand, estimated at 13 percent
in 1989, Thailand has room to expand its borrowing and finance imports.

On long-term trends, events are already beginning to move in agri
cultural productivity. Productivity has been low because exportpremiums
traditionally robbed farmers of a return on their production. Since the
premium was lifted, investments have been enhanced and yields have
increased. Thailand is the world's fifth largest agricultural exporter. I
couldn't agree more with the concern for the environment in Thailand.
Thailand is to be commended on the way it is addressing this problem. On
human resource development, this could be the Achilles heel of Thai
development in the 1990s. A recent study estimated that enrollment in
secondary schools will remain below 40 percent until the year 2000.
Thailand must increase investments in education, or else the human
resource problem will be a severe restraint on Thai development.

AMERICAN DISCUSSANT: It is important to consider a variety ofreasons for the
increased role ofbusinessmen and business groups in the political process.
Suchit suggests that businessmen went into politics because that is where
the money is. But there are also several additional reasons. Look at what has
happened on the business side Growth has generated greater plurality,
greater competence, and the desire for more certainty. The result is a
decrease in the prevalence of patron-client relations and the emergence of
greater numbers of interest groups that play a part in the political process.
The government, in turn, is more dependent on business for growth and
basic governmental stability.This stability is important for the government.

The chapters in this section tend to be very much Bangkok-oriented.
There are also important changes taking place in the provinces. Further
more, they tend to focus too much on Parliament. There are many other
venues through which businessmen become involved in politics, for
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example the chambers ofcommerce and theJoint Public-Private Coopera
tive Committees There is too much emphasis on Western
parliamentary democracy. Thailand is perhaps better compared with itself,
as a "moving equilibrium" in which groups adapting to one another are
working out a stability among them. This situation is overlooked by
concentrating on a Western parliamentary model.

On the question of whether the current trends are becoming institu
tionalized, I think it is useful to distinguish between particular govern
ments and the stability of the regime. There are still risks of instability for a
particular government. Economic performance is very important in this
respect, and a high rate of growth cannot necessarily be guaranteed in the
long-term.

Medhi does a very good job of discussing the important trends in the
economy. However, in the long term, I would like to focus on the structural
transformations occurring in Thailand. This volume has focused almost
exclusively on manufacturing. The majority of Thais still live in the rural
areas. There are still problems there Is it possible for the current govern
ment to address those questions? Finally, to refer to one of Suchit's points, it
seems that in the medium term, decision making will become more
difficult.Asthe arena of decision making becomes more complex, what are
the implications? If it took a crisis in the past to make a major decision such
as the devaluation of the baht in 1984, what sort ofcrisis will it take in the
future to motivate a major policy decision?

AMERICAN PARTICIPANT: On the issue of income distribution, Kuznets has
argued that most developing countries will go through a period of poor
distribution and that a turn around will come about through a combina
tion of natural market forces and government action in dealing with very
dire economic problems. There is now research coming out of the Thai
Development Research Institute showing that Thailand may be approach
ing that turnaround point. In addition, Thailand may be luckier in the
future now that its population growth is slowing down. A slowing of
growth in the labor force will put pressure on wages and redress the
imbalance in income distribution. I do not think we may criticize growth
as the failure of effective government intervention to attenuate poverty.

On inflation, because Thailand has an open economy, excess demand in
Thailand tends to increase the level of imports rather than push up the
domestic price index. One ought to look at nontraded goods, namely,land.
Landprices are skyrocketing, but land does not appear in the cost of living
indices. The indices do not reflect the inflation that is occurring in this
major nontraded good.

Finally, the real test ofhow robust the political evolution in Thailand is
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will comewhen the government is faced with someverydifficult policy
decisions. It wouldbe interestingto project whatwouldhavehappenedto
the present government if it had been in power from 1981 to 1985,when
the Prem governmentwas able to take some extremelydifficult decisions
regarding structural adjustment, including devaluation, which had very
negative effects on powerful business interests. Would a cabinet of the
current composition be able to force bitter medicine on the economy and
business sector, as a Prem-cum-technocrat government was able to do in
the early 1980s? If a future government is not capable of such policy
decisions, will the military stay in the barracks?

THAI PARTICIPANT: First, I agrcc with Ramsay that when you look at the role
of business,you must look beyond Bangkok. Thishas been especiallytrue
over the past two years. Meetingsof the cabinet outside of Bangkok allow
local chambers of commerce to play an increasingrole in policy. Second,
Parliamenthas made serious efforts to upgrade its capabilitiesover the past
two months, evidenced by the growth of committees and their staffs.

Another key factor around which the survival of this regime will
revolve is civilian-military relations. The first problem is political leader
ship at the top. For the moment, the unexpected success of the prime
minister has upset the aspirations of many military leaders. This problem
may become more severe as General Chaovalit reaches the age of sixty.
Another problem is the competition between civilian politicians and
military leaders. One area is competition for markets. The prime minister's
initiative on Indochina has sparked a race for Indochina. Businessmen,
bankers, the Foreign Ministry, and the military are all trying to reach out to
Indochina. The specter ofmarkets in Indochina beckons a lot ofinterest in
Thai politics. Thailand's emergence as a sort of neocolonial power on the
Southeast Asian mainland has stimulated the military's interest as well.

THAI participant: It would be wrong to believe that Thailand is now moving
into a parliamentary systeili akin to Westminster. The present movement is
more toward a Japanese system. In effect, we have a ruling party that has
yet to be named, only it is composed of many factions right now. The
middle way that the Thais are following is evidenced by events in the past
decade, such as Thanin's overthrow and Kriangsak's stepping down when
Parliament lost confidence in him.

There is a fundamental change in the U.S. government's view of
democratic regimes emerging in the developing world. In the past, the
United States worked often to destabilize democratic regimes in Thailand.
This shift is reflected in the attitudes of both Congress and the executive
branch. To us, the idea of democratic rule involves a psychological
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adjustment. There is a move in the country toward greater political
activism as people become more involved in the political process. The
challenge now is to strengthen the institutions for mass participation.

THAI PARTICIPANT: On thc political economy of present Thailand, it is
important to note that, regarding the new pressure groups within the
system, many of these new businessmen come from the provinces. Also,
many of these are farmers. They are indeed a new political group in
addition to the two groups we have already, namely, the military and the
technocrats. The consequence of this change is that recently there has
been a more project-oriented approach to development. One might see a
faster implementation of projects. At the same time, the technocrats and
bureaucrats have not given up. One example is their activity on the recent
elevated highway around Bangkok.

On the point that income inequality must increase at the early stage of
development, I would take issue with the Kuznets argument in the Thai
case If it takes too long to even out the inequalities, there will be political
implications whereby social conditions could actually disrupt growth in
the economy. There is no necessary correlation between aweak state and a
strong economy. In Thailand, the economy is open and comes very close to
a free-market system with little government intervention in the economy.
However, we have no proof that low levels of intervention and ad hoc
decision making correlate positively with a strong economy, and we
should not fear government intervention of the kind that can ease growing
income disparities.
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